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Working Group on the Protection Process 

Draft Work Programme 

This Work Programme has been prepared in accordance with the terms of 
reference agreed by the Government and taking account of the Ministerial 
Roundtable Consultations with NGOs held on 18 September 2014. 

It is proposed that the work be approached·on a thematic basis. Three themes 
have been identified from the terms of reference: 

Theme 1 Improvements to the direct provision system (i.e. living conditions 
while in designated centres) aimed at showing greater respect for the dignity of 
persons in the system and improving their quality oflife. 

Theme 2 Improved supports ( e.g. financial, educational, health) for protection 
applicants aimed at showing greater respect for the dignity of persons in the 
system and improving their quality of life. 

Theme 3 Improvements to existing arrangements for the processing of 
protection applications with particular regard to the length of the process. 

All recommendations for improvements are subject to the need to ensure that: 

• in light of the budgetary realities, the overall cost of the protection system to 
the taxpayer is reduced or remains within or close to current levels, 

• the direct provision system remains a 'whole of Government' responsibility, 
and 

• existing border controls and immigration procedures are not compromised. 

Theme 1 Improvements to the direct provision system (i.e. living 
conditions while in designated centres) aimed at showing greater respect 
for the dignity of persons in the system and improving their quality of life. 

The following topics are suggested for consideration by the Working Group with 
a view to identifying practical measures that can be taken in the short and longer 
term to improve the experience of protection applicants in direct provision 
centres: 

• Policy governing the transfer of residents between centres 
• Complaints process available to residents 
• System for monitoring centres /sanctions for breach of contractual 

obligations by centres and mechanisms for dealing with breaches by 
residents of RIA house rules 

• Arrangements for families within centres 
o Sleeping /living arrangements for families with young children, 

families with teenage children. 
o Play /homework/study facilities for young children /teenagers 
o Child safety and protection 
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• Arrangements for single adults within centres 
o Sleeping/living arrangements 

• Catering facilities within centres in the context of direct provision 
o Nature and variety of foods 
o Scope for residents to prepare their own meals within existing or 

new physical structures 
• Whether limitations should be placed on the length of time persons spend in 

the direct provision system 
• Training of staff within centres. 

Theme 2 Improved supports (e.g. financial, educational, health) for 
protection applicants aimed at showing greater respect for the dignity of 
persons in the system and improving their quality of life 

The following topics are suggested for consideration by the Working Group with 
a view to identifying practical measures that can be taken in the short and longer 
term to improve the supports for protection applicants in direct provision 
centres: 

• Financial supports 
o Scope to increase the weekly allowance paid to residents 
o Access to discretionary social protection supports 

• Access to the labour market 
• Access to education opportunities 
• Improved linkages with local communities 
• Mental health supports to residents including survivors of torture and others 

experiencing post traumatic stress disorder 
• Services relating to sexual health 
• Supports for residents who are LGBTT 
• Training of other persons e.g. members of the Gard a Sfochana to ensure that 

they are equipped to deal with specific issues affecting applicants 
• Transitional supports for aged-out minors entering the system from Tusla 

care 
• Transitional supports for persons granted status including ease of access to 

mainstream State services. 

Theme 3 Improvements to existing arrangements for the processing of 
protection applications with particular regard to the length of the process 

The Government is committed to legislating for a single application procedure. 
The legislation will be forward-looking; applicants awaiting a final determination 
(grant of status or deportation order) on the commencement of the new regime 
will have their cases determined under existing arrangements, although the 
possibility of applying the single procedure to certain of those applicants is 
under consideration. 

With this in mind the following topics have been identified for consideration by 
the Working Group with a view to identifying practical measures to support: 
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• Quality decision-making including 
o supports to assist applicants in putting forward their case fully at the 

earliest possible stage 
o supports to assist vulnerable applicants, including victims of torture, 

to put forward their case fully at the earliest possible stage 
• lmproved processing times at all stages - first instance and appeal for both 

refugee and subsidiary protection applications and 'leave to remain' 
consideration 

• The early conclusion of judicial review applications 
• The efficient operation of the deportation process including 

o option of voluntary return before order is signed and engagement of 
International Organisation for Migration 

o the situation of persons with deportation orders which have not been 
effected within a 12 month period 

• Communications to applicants at alJ stages of the process, including those 
with judicial reviews and/or deportation 

7 November 2014 
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Working Group on the Protection Process 

Draft Working Methods 

1. The draft Work Programme identifies 3 themes from the terms of reference: 

• Theme 1 Improvements to the direct provision system (i.e. living conditions 
while in designated centres) aimed at showing greater respect for the dignity 
of persons in the system and improving their quality of I ife. 

• Theme 2 Improved supports (e.g. financial, educational, health) for 
protection applicants aimed at showing greater respect for the dignity of 
persons in the system and improving their quality of life. 

• Theme 3 Improvements to existing arrangements for the processing of 
protection applications with particular regard to the length of the process. 

2. The working method proposed below takes account of: 

• this thematic breakdown 
• the fact that the involvement of some members of the Group, in particular 

Government Department nominees is limited to the remit of the Department 
concerned, and 

• the need to progress the work of the Group expeditiously and ensure that 
discussions are focused and productive. 

3. The working method proposed for each theme is as follows: 

Theme 1 - Working Group to meet in a restricted format with regular progress 
reports to the Plenary and presentation of outcome of deliberations for 
discussion and agreement at the Plenary. Members to inform the Secretariat 
whether they wish to be included in this format. 

Plenary to agree priority topics for consideration. 

Theme 2 - Working Group to meet in a restricted format with regular progress 
reports to the Plenary and presentation of outcome of deliberations for 
discussion and agreement at the Plenary. Members to inform the Secretariat 
whether they wish to be included in this format. 

Plenary to agree priority topics for consideration. 

Theme 3 - Subgroup to be established. Plenary to appoint a Chair to be 
supported by a rapporteur charged with preparing a paper reflecting the 
subgroup's deliberations for presentation to the Plenary for discussion and 
agreement. 

Views of persons/organisations 
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In order to ensure that the deliberations of the Group are well-informed and are 
conducted expeditiously the Plenary will consider at an early date whether it 
wishes to invite persons with an interest/involvement in the topics under 
consideration to make written or oral submissions to the Plenary. 

Consideration will be given to inviting some NGOs who are not represented on 
the Group to make submissions - the list of participants in the Ministerial 
Roundtable Consultations could provide a useful starting point. 

Plenary also to consider at an early date how the views of applicants can be 
heard. While their views will be reflected by the members of the Group, in 
particular the representative bodies, it is desirable that a means be found to hear 
from them directly. 

Possible options include: 
• Visits to centres by Members which could provide an opportunity for 

residents to provide their views in an informal manner or alternatively 
residents could be notified of the visits in advance and of the Members' 
availability to hear their views, 

• Information notices to be sent to centres informing them of the work of the 
Group and inviting them to write to the Non-Governmental representatives 
on the Working Group, or if they prefer, directly to the Working Group with 
the possibility of a small number being invited to appear before the Group. 

Visits to centres 
It is suggested that all members take the opportunity to visit a number of 
centres. Members are invited to contact the Secretariat indicating which centres 
they wish to visit. The Secretariat will coordinate the visits. 

Meeting schedule 
An indicative schedule of meetings (plenary and other formats) will be prepared 
following the first meeting. 

Notification of meetings/ circulation of meeting documents 
All meeting notifications and meeting documents will be circulated by the 
Secretariat by e-mail other than where a Member indicates that they require the 
documents in hard copy. 

7 November 2014 
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Financial Supports by the Department of Social Protection to Persons i_n Din:<.:t 
Provision 

Direct Provision Allowance 
Protection Seekers are offered accommodation under the system of Direct Provision 
operated by the Reception & Integration Agency of the Department of Justice and 
Equality. Protection Seekers are not obliged to accept Direct Provision and may 
provide for themselves during their time in the State_ However, those who accept 
direct provision are provided with acco1mnodation, all food and health services 
together with other faciHties and services designed to ensure their needs arc met while 
seeking the protection of the State. 

In addition to the Protection Seeker being provided with all basic necessities and food 
and accommodation, a weekly allowance for incidental personal expenditure, known 
as Direct Provision Allowance (DPA), is paid to Protection Seekers who reside wlthin 
the system of direct provision. 

DPA is administered by Designated Persons in the Department of Social Protection, 
fom1erly known as Community Welfare Officers in the Health Service Exective, 
entirely on an administrative basis on behalf of the Department of Justice and 
Equality using the Supplementary Welfare Allowance1 (SWA) system as the p.ry;r;cnt 
vehicle. This arrangement was originally put in place as an inte1im measure pending 
the implementation of the necessary payment infrastructure by the Depmtment of 
Justice. In 2006, the Department of Justice and Equality advised that to take over tbe 
administration of these payments would require the establislnnent of a system similar 
to that in the Department of Social Protection and that it would be difficult to justify 
the costs involved in doing this. The Department of Social Protection SWA system 
has continued to be used as the vehicle for administering DPA payments. 

Payment of the Direct Provision Allowance is not provided for within social welfare 
legislation and is therefore not paid in accordance with the provisions of the Social 
Welfare Consolidation Act 2005. 

Rate of Payment 
Policy regarding the rate of DPA is a matter for the Department of Justice and 
Equality. 

DPA is payable at the weekly rate of €19.10 per adult and €9.60 per child, having 
been introduced in 2000 at the rate of £15 per adult and £7.50 per child. These rates 
were equivalent to 'comfort' payments paid to people in long tenn institutional care at 
ihat time. Once-off payments could be made for clothing and other exceptioriai needs. 

Within the Direction Provision accommodation system there are two centres 
providing self-catering acc01mnodation to a small number of Protection Seekers (83 
residents at end September 2014 according to RIA Statistics2

). In these cases the rate 

1 The Supplementary Welfare Allowance scheme is the State's minimum income scheme within the 
overall social welfare system 
2 Source Reception & Integration Agency, Monthly Statistics Report, September 2014 
http://www.ria.!!ov.ie/en/Rl Ail>age~Monrhly Reports 
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of DP A is increased to reflect that the residents must meet their basic needs other than 
the provision of accommodation. 

The Direct Provision Allowance rate is increased in line with that of the appropriate 
personal/family rate of Supplementary Welfare Allowance, less a standard deduction 
of €30/€403 per week in respect of the person's contribution towards accommodation 
costs. The criteria for assessment of such cases are the same as those applying to any 
other recipients in the State who have been supplied with private rental 
accommodation. The amounts of DP A paid by the Department of Social Protection in 
the period 2008 to date are set out in Appendix 1. 

Social Welfare Pavments 
Habitual residence in Ireland is a condition that must be satisfied for certain social 
welfare payments, including Child Benefit. This condition took effect from 1 May 
2004 and affects all applicants regardless of nationality. The relevant legislation sets 
out the conditions that must be satisfied in detem1ining whether the habitual residence 
condition is satisfied. Section 246(7) of the Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005 
expressly excludes asylum and protection applicants awaiting decisions on their 
applications; persons who have received negative asylum and protection decisions; 
persons awaiting decisions under Section 3 of the Immigration Act 1999; and persons 
in respect of whom deportation orders have been made, from being regarded as being 
habitually resident in the State for the purposes of the Act. 

The habitual residence condition does not apply to Exceptional Needs Payments 
(ENPs) administered under the SW A scheme as by their nature these payments may 
be required to meet an immediate, unforeseen and once-off need. Similarly, the 
habitual residence condition does not apply to the Back to School Clothing and 
Footwear Allowance scheme which is payable to eligible persons including th0se 
seeking protection. Details of these supports are set out in the following sections. 

Exceptional Needs Payments 
Under the SW A scheme 4, the Department may make a single Exceptional Needs 
Payment (ENP) to help meet essential, once-off and unforeseen expeuditure which a 
person could not reasonably be expected to meet themselves out of their income. 
There is no automatic entitlement to an ENP. An ENP is payable at the discretion of 
the officers administering the scheme taking into account the requirements of the 
legislation and all the relevant circumstances of the case in order to ensure that the 
payments target those most in need of assistance. Examples of the main types of 
needs that are met under this provision are: 

• assistance towards the purchase of household appliances, bedding, clotl,ir:g ,,- · 
& child related items such as cots and prams, etc. 

• clothing (includes adult and child clothing) 
• funeral & burial expenses 

3 The amounts reflect the single person and couples minimum contribution payable by persons in 
receipt of Rent Supplement. 
4 Section 201 of the Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005 refers. 
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• illness - includes confinement costs & hospital requirements 
• travel costs 
• financial hardship - includes household, insufficient means, lost/stolen 

money, household budget and heating _ 
• household repair and maintenance, rent deposits and rent/mortgage interest 

arrears. 

The Department expends a considerable amount in providing ENPs each year as set in 
Appendix 2. Detail of payments made under this scheme to persons in Direct 
Provision is also provided, including a detailed breakdown of payments for 2014. 

In 2013, over 14,300 payments were made under the ENP scheme at a cost in excess 
of €1.1 million to asylum seekers in direct provision under the ENP scheme to cover 
costs such as those associated with adult and child clothing, travel and child related 
items such as prams and buggies. In 2014 to end October, over 11,800 payments have 
been made at a cost of over €866,000. 

In 2012, a Departmental working group made up of staff from the Community 
Welfare Services undertook a review of the existing ENP scheme. One of the 
recommendations emanating from this review was to address the different approaches 
taken, in different areas, in relation to the payment of exceptional needs payments. 
Following this review, National guidelines have been issued addressing particular 
situations, as set out in Appendix 3. 

Back to School Clothing and Footwear Scheme 

The Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance (BSCFA) is a non-statutory 
administrative scheme which provides a once-off payment to eligible families to assist 
with the extra cost of school clothing and footwear when children start school each 
autumn. 

In 2014, the allowance was paid in respect of eligible children between the ages of 4 
and 18 years or over in respect of children attending Secondary School. The rate of 
BSCF A for 2014 was €100 in respect of children aged 4-11 years and €200 in respect 
of children aged 12 years and over. 

A person may qualify for payment of an allowance if they are in receipt of a specified 
payment; are participating in an approved employment scheme or attending a 
recognised education and training course; and have household income at or below 
ce1tain set levels. The purpose of the household income limit is to ensure that the 
allowance is directed at those with the greatest need. Protection Seekers with 
qualifying children who are receiving a weekly DP A child allowance may qualify for 
the BSCFA subject to the other qualifying conditions of the scheme being met. 

The Department expends a considerable amount in BSCF A payments each year as set 
out in Appendix 4. Details of payments made under this scheme to persons in Direct 
Provision in 2013 and 2014 is also provided. 

Department of Social Protection, 
26 November 2014 
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Appendix 1 - Amounts paid by the Department of Social Protection on Direct 
Provision Allowance 

DPA Number of Persons 

Year Expenditure (provided by RIA) 

2008 €4.96m 4,019 

2009 €7.34m 6,400 

2010 €6.62m 6,308 

2011 €5.54m 5,169 

2012 €4.50m 5,073 

2013 €3.78m 4,482 

2014 

(end Oct) €2.98m 4,310 
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Appendix 2 - Amounts paid by the Department of Social Protection on 
Exceptional Needs Payments 

ENP Number of 

Year Expenditure Payments 

2008 €82.3 million 259,870 

2009 €75.2 million 236,687 

2010 €70.6 million 218,000 

2011 €62.9 million 226,200 

2012 €53 million 196,837 

2013 €35.6 million 132,630 

2014 

(end Oct) €24.3 million 87,952 

ENP payments to families in Direct provision for 2013 and 2014 

ENP Number of 

Year Expenditure Payments 

2013 €1,125,275 14,338 

2014 

(end Oct) €866,311 11,839 
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Exceptional Needs Payments to persons in Direct Provision 
January- October 2014 

ENP Category Number of Total Paid 
payments 

Travel Costs 6,323 €260,712 

Adult Clothing 3,607 €437,552 

Child Clothing 802 €66,473 

Other Exceptional Needs 703 €54,746 

Insufficient Means 206 €10,200 

Pram/Buggy 105 €11,520 

Confinement Costs 54 €4,960 

Rent Deposit 24 €13,221 

Hospital Requirements 4 €311 
Lost/Stolen Money 4 €345 

Funeral Expenses 3 €5,950 

Bed & Breakfast 2 €115 

Bedding 2 €206 

Total 11,839 €866,311 
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Appendix 3 - National recommended guidelines under the Exceptional Needs 
Payment 

Item Cost 
Adult Clothing €100 
Child Clothing € 50 
BU!!!:!\' €100 
Double Bu!.!!!Y €150 
Cot €100 
Cooker €310 
Fridge €140 
Fridge/Freezer €250 
Washing machine €250 
Kitchen table €120 
Kitchen chairs (each) € 40 
Single bed complete €120 
Double bed complete €180 
Wardrobe €150 
Chest of drawers (3 Drawer) € 90 
Chest of drawers (6 Drawer) €100 
Floor covering (per sq. meter) € 10 
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Appendix 4-Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance (BSCFA) 

BSCFA Number of 
Year Expenditure Families 

2008 €50million 102,065 

2009 €67million 139,000 

2010 €77million 162,000 

2011 €91million 191 ,500 

2012 €66million 187,000 

2013 €48million 180,779 
2014 

(end Oct) €42.Smillion 166,115 

BSCFA payments to families in Direct provision for 2013 and 2014 

Year BSCFA Number of 
Expenditure families 

2013 €136,300 682 

2014 €138,900 615 
(end Oct) 
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Options/Impacts in relation to increasing the weekly direct provision allowance 

Current provision 

A weekly allowance, known as the Direct Provision Allowance (DPA), is paid to protection applicants who 

reside within the system of direct provision. The payment was introduced in 2000 in tandem with the 

introduction of the direct provision system on the ground that applicants would continue to require a 

residual income maintenance payment to cover personal prerequisites. The rate of payment is 

unchanged since its introduction 15 years ago and is being considered by the Theme 2 sub-group. DPA is 

paid at the rate of €19.10 for an adult and €9.60 for a child. 

Options 

The options proposed by the Working Group are set out under Options 1 and 2. At the Theme 2 sub 

group meeting on 18 February, it was also agreed that updated details in relation to the Central 

Statistics Office and the Consumer Price Index (CPI) would be forwarded to the group for consideration -

which are set out in Options 3 and 4. 

Option 1 - Increase the adult rate to match increases to the supplementary welfare allowance (SWA) 

and increase t he child rate to the qualifying child allowance currently payable under SWA. Maintaining 

the original ratio of 20.83% between the DPA and the current rate of SWA of €186, the weekly adult 

payment would increase from €19.10 to €38.74. A weekly child rate equating with the qualifying child 

allowance currently payable under SWA of €29.80 is proposed, increasing from (9.60. 

Option 2 - Double the existing DPA rate of the allowance to €38.20 per adult and €19.20 per child. 

Option 3 - Increase the rate to match the full increase in the CPI from 2000 to 2014. This would increase 

the adult rate to €25.59 and child rate to €12.86 - which corresponds to the 34% increase in the full CPI 

from 2000 to 2014. 

Option 4: Increase the rate to match the increase in the CPI from 2000 to 2014 in relevant subdivisions. 

This would increase the adult rate to €22.35 and child rate to €11.23 - which corresponds to the 17% 

increase in CPI from 2000 to 2014 in relevant subdivisions (See appendix 1 for details of subdivisions). 

The Department of Social Protection, in its submission of 16 February 2015, advised the working group 

that any proposed increase in the rate of DPA should be considered having regard to the level of 

disposable income available to social welfare recipients and their families and those in employment, 

particularly low income employment, after meeting those costs which ar~ directly provided to persons 

in direct provision. Details of the 4 options as set out above are compared with persons in receipt of 

maximum rates of social welfare payments across a number of family sizes including single persons, 

couples and families for both one parent and coupled households and provided in Appendix 21
• Detail in 

1 The examples assume no additional household income other than that provided under Social Welfare 
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relation to the family composition breakdown for DPA recipients is provided in Appendix 3 with the 

majority of DPA recipients (69%) are recorded as single adults. 

The costs of the various options are provided in Appendix 4 based on current numbers in receipt of DPA. 

It should be noted that it will not be possible to meet these increased costs from within DSP's existing 

allocation and the provision of additional funding will be necessary. Furthermore, the working group will 

also have to take into account the dramatic increase in persons seeking asylum within the last 12•15 

month period and any impacts that may arise as a result of the improved supports that may be 

implemented as part of the Working Group's recommendations. Decisions in relation to the level of 

payment need to be considered in the wider context of the outputs of the working group including any 

possible changes to duration of stay in Direct Provision and conditionality. It is recommended that this 

information is provided to plenary for consideration. 

Department of Social Protection 

03 March 2015 
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Appendix 1-CPI sub-divisions considered for Option 4 

101 - Food and non-alcoholic beverages I 
102 -Alcoholic beverages and tobacco I 
103 - Clothing and footwear I 
07 - Transport (only 7.3) 

7.3 Transport services 

108 - Communications I 
09 a Recreation and culture (Only 9.4 & 9.5) 

09.4 Recreational & cultural services 

09.5 Newspapers, books & stationery 

12- Miscellaneous goods and services (ONLY 12.1) 

12.1 Personal Care 
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Appendix 2 - DP Rate Scenarios for various options proposed 

Option 1: Increase adult rate to €38.74 and child rate to €29 .. 80 
Option 2: Double the rate of the allowance to €38.20 per adult and €19.20 per child 
Option 3: Increase adult rate to €25.59 and child to €12.86 - 34% increase in the full CPI from 

2000to 2014. 
Option 4: Increase adult rate to €22.35 and child to (11.23 - 17% increase in CPI from 2000 to 

2014 in relevant subdivisions. 

(Contributions to accommodation costs represent the contributions payable under the rent supplement 

scheme) 

Option 2 

Single Pers.on 
Job Seekers Current 

Option 1 
(Double Option 3 Option 4 

Allowance DPA current (+34%) (+17%} 
rate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Contribution to 
€32.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net weekly income €156,00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

% net weekly income 12% 25% 24% 16% 14% 

O!ptilD.n 2 

Cmqafe 
Jo'b S'.e~eTS C1.1,rrent 

Op,'tta 1 
(:li>,ow:le O'pllo.111 3" O;ptlEilll 4 

Alit.0~ :re DPA ctmre:nt @+3:4.%;) (+11")$) 
rate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Increase for Qualified 
€124.80 €19.10 

Adult 
€38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Contribution to 
€42.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net weekly income €270.80 €38.20 €77.48 €76.40 €51.18 €44.70 

% net weekly income 14% 29% 28% 19% 17% 

r 
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Option 2 
Single parent with 1 One Parent Current 

Option 1 
(Double Option 3 Option 4 

child Family Payment DPA current {+34%) {+17%) 
rate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Increase for Qualified 
Adult 

Increase for qualified 
€29.80 €9.60 €29.80 €19.20 €12.86 €11.23 

child 

Child benefit €31.15 

Contribution to 
€32.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net weekly income €216.95 €28.70 €68.54 €57.40 €38.45 €33.58 

% net weekly income 13% 32% 26% 18% 15% 

Option 2 
Single parent with 2 One Parent Current 

Option 1 
(Double Option 3 Option 4 

children Family Payment DPA current {+34%) (+17%) 
rate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38,74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Increase for Qualified 
Adult 

Increase for qualified 
€59.60 €19.20 €59.60 €38.40 €25.72 €22A6 

child 

Child benefit €62.30 

Contribution to 
€32,00 

Accommodation costs 

~et week.f,y lne€ffli:le €271 . .90 €-38.30 €98.34 €76:Jm €51.31 €44.Sl 

% net weekly income 14% 35% 28% 18% 16% 
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Single parent with 3 One Parent Current 
children Family Payment DPA 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 

Increase for Qualified 
Adult 

Increase for qualified 
€89.40 €28.80 

child 

Child benefit €93.45 

Contribution to 
€32.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net weekly Income €338.85 €47.90 

% net weekly income 14% 

Single parent with 4 One Parent Current 
children Family Payment DPA 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 

Increase for Qualified 
Adult 

Increase for qualified 
€119.20 €38.40 

child 

Child benefit €124.60 

Contribution to 
€32.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net weekly income €399.80 €57.50 

% net weekly income 14% 

Option 2 

Option 1 
(Double 
current 

rate) 

€38.74 €38.20 

€89.40 €57.60 

€128.14 €95.80 

38% 28% 

Option 2 

Option 1 
(Double 
current 

rate) 

€38.74 €38.20 

€119.20 €76.80 

€157.94 €115.00 

40% 29% 

Option 3 
(+34%) 

€25.59 

€38.58 

€64.17 

19% 

Option 3 
(+34%) 

€25.59 

€51.44 

€77.03 

19% 

Option 4 
(+17%) 

€22.35 

€33.69 

€56.04 

17% 

Option 4 
(+17%) 

€22.35 

€44.92 

€67.27 

17% 

-- • 
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Option 2 

Couple with 1 child 
Job Seekers Current 

Option 1 
(Double Option 3 Option 4 

Allowance DPA current (+34%) (+17%) 
rate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 . €25.59 €22.35 

Increase for Qualified 
€124.80 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Adult 

Increase for qualified 
€29.80 €9.60 €29.80 €19.20 €12.86 €11.23 

child 

Child benefit €31.15 

Contribution to 
€42.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net weekly income €331.75 €47.80 €107.28 €95.60 €64.04 €55.93 

% net weekly income 14% 32% 29% 19% 17% 

Option 2 

Couple with 2 children 
Job Seekers Current 

Option 1 
(Double Option 3 Option 4 

Allowance DPA current (+34%) (+17%) 
rate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.56 €22.35 

Increase for Qualified 
€124.80 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Adult 

Increase for qualified 
€59.60 €19.20 €59.60 €38.40 €25.72 €22.46 

child 

Child benefit €62.30 

Contribution to 
€42.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net weekly income €392.70 €57.40 €137.08 €114.80 €76.87 €67.16 

% net weekly income 15% 35% 29% 20% 17% 
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Option 2 

Couple with 3 children 
Job Seekers Current 

Option 1 
(Double Option 3 Option 4 

Allowance DPA current (+34%) (+17%) 
rate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Increase for Qualified 
€124.80 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Adult 

Increase for qualified 
€89.40 €28.80 €89.40 €57.60 €38.58 €33.69 

child 

Child benefit €93.45 

Contribution to 
€42.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net weekly income €453.65 €67.00 €166.88 €134.00 €89.76 €78.39 

% net weekly income 15% 37% 30% 20% 17% 

Optl0n 2 

CoupJe with 4 chit:El'ren 
Jab Seekers Current 

Qpti.ori 1 
(D101:1ble Option 3 Option 4 

AUowance DPA current (+34%,) (+17%) 
r,ate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Increase for Qualified 
€124.80 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 €22.35 

Adult 

Increase for qualified 
€119.20 €38.40 €119.20 €76.80 €51.44 €44.92 

child 

Child benefit €124.60 

Contribution to 
«2.00 

Accommodation costs 

Net wmlyin¢mne €514.60 €76.60 €196.68 €1:53.2-l) ao~.62 €89.62 

% net weekly income 15% 38% 30% 20% 17% 
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Appendix 3 

Family composition of DPA claims at end Jan 2015 

Family Category Number: claims % claims 

Single adult -1,628 69% 

Couple (no children) 26 1% 

Couple 1 child 46 2% 

Couple 2 children 59 2% 

Couple 3 children 47 2% 

Couple 4 children 26 1% 

Couple 5 children 6 0% 

Single adult 1 child 246 10% 

Single adult 2 children 146 6% 
Single adult 3 children 91 4% -Single adult 4 children 35 1% 

Single adult 5 children 7 0% 
Total DPA claimants 2,363 

Summary of family composition of Direct Provision claims 

Famtlg~pry ~Yafdatms %CiQM5 

Single adult 1,628 69% 

Couple 26 1% 
Couple with children 184 8% 
Single adult with children 525 22% 

Total DPA claimants 2,363 
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Appendix 4 

Cost increase over existing costs based on end Jan 2015 DPA claimants (i.e. additional cost to be met if 

rate is changed) 

No of claims Cost of Cost of Cost of Cost of 

Family Composition (end Jan 2015) Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option4 

Single Person 1,627 €1,662,644 €1,616,930 €549,417 €275,132 

Couple 26 €53,107 €S1,646 (17,549 {g,788 

Single adult 1 child 246 €509,633 €367,130 €124,722 €62,425 

Single adult 2 children 146 €455,824 €290,774 €98,772 €49,424 

Single adult 3 chlldren 91 €379,696 €226,663 €76,990 €38,518 

Single adult 4 children 35 €182,801 €104,650 €35,545 €17,781 

Single adult 5 children 7 €43,913 €24,424 €8,296 €4,150 

Couple 1 child 46 €142,276 €114,338 €38,846 €19,447 

Couple 2 children 59 €244,458 €176,103 €59,731 €29,944 

Couple 3 children 47 €244,107 €163,748 €55,625 €27,837 

Couple 4 children 26 €162,348 €103,563 €35,179 €17,603 

Couple 5 children 6 €43,767 €26,894 €9,135 €4,571 

Total annualised cost of option €4,124,573 €3,266,864 €1,109,807 €555,620 #ExploringDP



McMahon Files, 2015d; McMahon Files, 2015d

McMahon Files, 2015d; McMahon Files, 2015d

McMahon Files, 2015b~~9b~ 
Agreed Recommendations from the Theme 2 Sub Group 

for consideration 

The following recommendations were adopted by the Theme 2 Sub Group and 
are forwarded to the Plenary for consideration and decision. 

Chapter 2: Financial Supports 

The Sub Group agreed that the DPA should be increased. 

Recommendation -- ,;:7,.P d,,,-, ,,v .:// - ·-:, /2e.f · 

1. A majority recommendation to increase the current DPA for adults from 
€19.10 to €38.74 and increase the DPA for children from €9.60 to 
€29.80. 

This recommended increase in the adult rate of the DPA is to match equivalent 
increases to the SWA rate since 2000. The recommended increase in the child 
rate is to match that payable in respect of qualified children under the current 
social welfare system. 

The Adult Rate 
In 2000, SWA was payable at a maximum personal weekly rate of IR£72 and DPA 
was paid at IR£15 pounds (representing 20.83% of the maximum SWA rate). 
Maintaining the original ratio of 20.83% between the DPA and the current 
maximum personal weekly rate of SWA of €186, the weekly adult DPA payment 
would increase from €19.10 to €38.74. 

The Child Rate 
A weekly child DPA rate, equating with the qualifying child allowance currently 
payable under social welfare of €29.80, is also proposed under this option (from 
€9.60). 

The majority of the Sub Group favoured recommending Option 1 to the Plenary. 

The Sub Group considered whether the payment in respect of children should be 
pitched at 5 0% of the payment to adults but could not identify any particular 
comparable rationale for calculating such payment at this rate. At a minimum, 
the majority of the Sub Group considers that it should equate with the qualified 
child allowance currently payable under SWA which is €29.80. The Sub Group 
also noted that Child Benefit is not payable to persons in DP (following a 
legislative change in 2004). The majority were of the view that this should be 
taken into account in proposing an increase in the rate of DPA payable in respect 
of children. 

Concerns were raised by some members of the group that the level of increase 
proposed·under Option 1 is 'out of line' with the rates of payment made to Irish 
social welfare recipients generally and with payments made in other EU Member 
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States. Against this however, it was noted that social welfare recipients are in a 
different position regarding choice of where to live, social networks and other 
supports, and that Ireland is also 'out ofline' in prohibiting access to the labour 
market. Other Member States allow residents to self support after a period of 
time. As a result of this debate additional options were examined and it was 
decided by the Sub Group that these alternatives, though not favoured by the 
majority, should also be sent forward to the Plenary. 

The Group agreed to forward to the Plenary for its consideration: 

Option 2 - Double the existing DPA rate of the allowance to €38.20 per adult and 
€19.20 per child. 

Option 3 - Increase the rate to match the 34% increase in the CPI from 2000 to 
2014. This would increase the adult rate to €25.59 and child rate to €12.86. 

Recommendation 2 asks for the reinstatement of the Community Welfare 
Service at Direct Provision Centres 

2. The Sub Group recommends the reinstatement of an on-site Community 
Welfare Service to protection applicants in Direct Provision centres. 

The provision of an on-site community welfare service in all Direct Provision 
centres would address the challenges that residents face in understanding the 
supports that are available and in accessing those supports. 

Recommendation 3 seeks to address concerns around the inconsistent 
application of the Exceptional Needs Payments 

3. The Department of Social Protection should continue to make every effort to 
ensure that Designated Persons in the Community Welfare Service exercise 
discretion in.administering the Exceptional Needs Payment scheme in relation to 
protection applicants in a consistent manner throughout the country. 

Chapter 3: Education 

Recommendations 

a)Children of pre-school and school going age: 

Recommendation 1 concerns access to homework clubs whether on-site or 
in the local school 

1. The Sub Group recommends that all Direct Provision centres that host 
families should be required to provide or facilitate (i.e. through an NGO or local 
organisation), as part of their contract, a full time serviced after-school 
homework club, or transport to and from school-based homework clubs 
throughout the school year. The on-site homework clubs should be attractive, 
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well-heated, appropriately supervised and equipped with Wi Fi and sufficient 
numbers of computers. 

Having regard to the particular challenges that children face (language barriers, 
their parents not being familiar with the school curriculum etc) access to a 
homework club whether on-site in the accommodation centre or in the local school 
is beneficial. 

Recommendation 2 asks for an awareness initiative for School Principals 
and Boards of Management to be sensitive the limited means of children in 
Direct Provision where activities incur a cost. 

2. The Sub Group recommends an awareness initiative to ensure that Boards of 
Management and school principals are familiar with the financial and other 
challenges facing children in Direct Provision and their families. 

School principals and Boards of Management of the schools servicing the 34 
centres should be sensitive to the particular difficulties faced by children in Direct 
Provision because of the nature of the living conditions in Direct Provision and, in 
particular, the small allowances available to them. If the Education {Admissions to 
School) Bill 2013 governing school admissions is enacted in its present form, school 
management will be explicitly prohibited from charging fees or contributions as 
part of the school admission process (with certain exceptions in the case offee-
charging schools). -

b)School Leavers wishing to access further and higher education 

Recommendation 3 concerns the extension of free frees and maintenance 
supports for third level to those in Direct Provision who have spent five 
years or more in the Irish education system. 

3. The Sub Group welcomes the public commitment by the Minister for 
Education and Skills to extend student supports to facilitate access to third level 
for children who have spent 5 years or more in Direct Provision and in the Irish 
education system and who satisfy the relevant academic and other eligibility 
criteria for their chosen course. 

c) Adult Education 

Recommendation 4 asks for orientation classes to be made available to 
protection applicants at an early stage in the process. 

4. Orientation classes e.g. about life in Ireland, should be available to all 
protection applicants within the first month after lodging their application. 
These could be provided by a non-profit organisation based at the initial 
reception centre and form part of an early assessment of vulnerability. For those 
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who are dispersed without having an opportunity to take up such classes, classes 
should be provided in accommodation centres as required. 

Recommendation 5 asks for English language and adult literacy (ESOL) 
classes to be made available in a consistent manner 

5. Access to English language classes and adult literacy for ESOL (English for 
Speakers of Other Languages) classes within a month of their application for 
protection being submitted should be made available. Those classes should be 
for at least the equivalent of one day a week, for a period of up to six months and 
be available at a location that is easily accessible and without cost to the 
protection applicant. 

The provision of English language and adult literacy for ESOL training across the 
country needs to be consistent The courses provided should be resourced and of a 
sufficient duration to ensure language competency and fluency. 

d) Improved and affordable access 

1 Recommendation 6 asks for an initiative allowing for the payment of EU 
fees rather than international fees for third level education for 18-25 year 
olds in DP. 

6. An initiative for protection applicants in Direct Provision for over 5 years that 
would facilitate young adults (18-25 years) paying EU fees rather than 
international fees. 

Recommendation 7 asks for an information initiative on eligibility for 
further education or other courses. 

7. After six months in the protection process, whether their application has been 
determined at first instance or not, adult protection applicants should be 
provided with information in relation to their eligibility to access further 
education or other courses. 

Recommendation 8 asks for an initiative which would facilitate protection 
applicants in accessing educational courses with a work experience 
component. 

8. The Sub Group would welcome an initiative which would facilitate access by 
protection applicants to further education courses (with a work experience 
element) if necessary, without compromising existing policy on access to the 
labour market. 
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Recommendation 9 addresses the handling of any remuneration arising 
from allowances paid to persons participating in educational courses that 
have a work experience element. 

9. Remuneration received during a work placement undertaken as part of a 
further or higher education course of study should be allowed for the duration of 
the placement in lieu of the Direct Provision Allowance, or alternatively a 
proportion could be returned as a contribution towards the accommodation and 
subsistence, for the temporary duration of the placement. It could also be used to 
support residents placed on courses in locations away from their centre. In other 
circumstances the stipend could be deemed not applicable to residents in order 
to allow them access to work placements as a result of academic study. 

Recommendation 10 asks that the current limit on the level of adult 
education provision for which adults in the protection process are eligible 
be relaxed for those who have been in Direct Provision for more that a 
certain period. 

10. Adults in the protection process who have been in Direct Provision for 
[period to be specified] should be eligible to apply for access to further education 
and vocational training courses. 

The period to be specified has been left open for consideration by the Plenary. 

Re.commendation 11 asks for a forum to be convened to discuss schemes 
for allowing access to internships, apprenticeships and voluntary 
placements and ongoing professional education for qualified people in DP 

11. A forum of professional recognition bodies and trade associations, trade 
unions and the community and voluntary sector should be convened to devise a 
scheme to allow access to internships and apprenticeships for people in Direct 
Provision. This forum should also examine a method to allow voluntary 
placements for professionally qualified residents of Direct Provision to access 
ongoing professional education in workplaces, without payments if necessary. 

Chapter 4: Access to the Labour Market --) &...-n/ 4 ~4?' /2-eatfu//-
_., /?e:J ~c---r'«/h.y yer 

Recommendation -? ~?s. /2&-t A L/. -'bA / /y . 
Recommendation 1 asks for the right to work to be extended to certain 
protection applicants. Two options are put forward for consideration by 
Plenary. 

1. The extension of the right to work to those persons who ~ awaiting a 
decision at first instance, where the delay is not their fault (including those 
awaiting a decision with regard to Subsidiary Protection) for in excess of 9 
months, in line with the Reception Conditions Directive. The right to work in this 
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context assumes no attachment of conditions with regard to hours or nature of 
employment, nor extend the right to work to persons engaged in the 'Leave to 
Remain' process. 

OR 

a lesser form of the right to work, than provided for in the Reception Conditions 
Directive (for example, the right to work after 12 months). 

The Sub Group's preference is for its first formulation, as it is the minimum 
standard under the Common European Asylum System. The introduction of a 
right to work will require legislation. 

Recommendation 2 is an alternative approach whereby the Working Group 
would recommend that the Government takes the opportunity provided by 
the forthcoming International Protection Bill to include a provision 
providing for the right to work that could be commenced when the Single 
Procedure is operational and economic circumstances have improved. 

2. The Sub-Group recommends that the Government takes the opportunity 
provided by the forthcoming International Protection Bill to include a provision 
providing for the right to work along the lines of the Reception Conditions 
Directive that could be commenced when the Single Procedure is operational 
and economic circumstances have improved. 

This alternative formulation is intended to take account of the fact that 
Government policy is opposed to the introduction of a right to work. Reasons cited 
include economic circumstances. 

Recommendation 3 asks for amending legislation for qualified protection 
applicants to pursue educational courses with a workplace element. 

3. The Sub Group recommends that the legislation that prevents protection 
applicants accessing certain educational programs, because such courses are 
only available to persons who have a right to work, should be amended to make 
such courses available to protection applicants who are awaiting a first instance 
decision for more than 9 months, irrespective of whether they have the right to 
work or not, and where the delay was not their own fault. This legislative 
amendment should be done by inserting an appropriate provision in the 
International Protection Bill 2015, which the Government intends to enact by the 
end of 2015. 

Recommendation 4 asks for any permission to access the labour market to 
continue until the final determination of status. 

4. It is recommended that any permission to access the labour market given, 
should continue until the final determination of the protection claim. 
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Recommendation 5 requires that anyone in Direct Provision who benefits 
from access to the labour market must declare their employment. 

5. The Sub Group recommends that a protection applicant who has the right to 
access the labour market and is successful in finding employment, and who 
wishes to remain in Direct Provision should be subject to a means test to 
determine an appropriate contribution to their accommodation and the other 
services provided to them. 

Chapter 5: Healthcare and Wellbeing 

Recommendations 

Recommendation 1 welcomes the proposal to exempt residents in Direct 
Provision from prescription charges and recommends its immediate 
implementation. 

1. The Sub Group welcomes the proposal to exempt residents from prescription 
charges and recommends that this initiative be implemented as soon as possible. 

Recommendation 2 recommends a health information initiative to target 
any deficit in knowledge of key health check services. 

2. The Sub Group recommends that a health promotion initiative be targeted at 
residents to inform them about access to breast screening, cervical checks, bowel 
and diabetic screening services free of charge. 

Recommendation 3 calls for a crisis pregnancy protocol to be drawn up by 
relevant agencies. 

3. The Sub Group strongly urges that a review by the relevant agencies of 
services for residents experiencing a crisis pregnancy be undertaken 
immediately with a view to a protocol being agreed to guide State agencies and 
NGOs supporting protection applicants dealing with a crisis pregnancy. 
Particular attention should be paid to addressing the needs of the individual in 
the context of the current legislative framework that exists. Issues relating to 
travel documents, financial assistance, confidentiality, and access to information 
and support services should be addressed. 

Recommendation 4 concerns RIA's Sexual and Gender-based Violence 
Policy. 

4. The Sub Group welcomes the development by RIA of a Sexual and Gender
based Violence Policy and recommends that it be rolled out as soon as possible 
and accompanied by an awareness-raising and training plan. 
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Recommendation 5 concerns sexual and reproductive health and family 
planning. 

5. It is recommended that an initiative be put in train to facilitate access by 
residents to information and services concerning sexual and reproductive health 
and family planning. 

Recommendation 6 asks for the adequate resourcing of training for 
interpreting health services. 

6. The Sub Group recommends that an adequately resourced interpreting service 
be put in place where demand exists. Interpreters dealing with protection 
applicants should be sensitivity trained, especially when interpreting the 
disclosure of needs, experiences and values of vulnerable groups. G Ps should be 
encouraged to offer interpreting services to this client group. 

Recommendation 7 asks for a series of targeted measures for Direct 
Provision staff dealing with health issues. 

7. The Sub Group notes the actions indentified in the HSE's Mental Health Action 
Plan. To address the overriding need to provide health related targeted 
education and training to staff working in Direct Provision centres all centre staff 
should be provided with mental health awareness training by the HSE or 
designated NG Os. This training should cater for recognition of mental health 
issues and assist staff in alerting appropri~te services, while ensuring the safety 
and wellbeing of the individual and all those who work and live in the centre. 

Recommendation 8 asks for strong visible statements on dignity and a safe 
and harassment free living environment to be present in each centre. 

8. Sensitivity training on issues that impact on vulnerable groups should also be 
provided to all relevant Direct Provision staff. The Sub Group recommends that 
each centre should have a strong visible presence of a safety; dignity and free 
from harassment statement, reminding both residents and staff of their 
requirement to ensure a safe and respectful living environment. Such visible 
messages may facilitate disclosure by vulnerable groups and must result in 
immediate contact with relevant services. 

Recommendation 9 asks for up to date information, training and contact 
details for health related matters to be made available in Direct Provision 
centres. 

9. The Sub Group recommends that information leaflets, posters, talks, 
confidential contacts details be provided in every centre and kept up to date to 
target vulnerable groups and promote dignity. Issues to be identified include e.g. 
FGM, torture, HIV, mental health, LGBT, disability, religion, domestic violence, 
exploitation, prostitution and older people's needs. 
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Recommendation 10 deals with access to supports to attend medical 
appointments. 

10. The Sub Group recommends that residents should be able to access 
appropriate transport provision or financial assistance to ensure attendance at 
medical appointments and safe return to the centre. 

Recommendation 11 is about reporting progress on the implementation of 
the Group's recommendations by the HSE. 

11. The Sub Group recommends that the HSE Annual Report should include an 
account of progress on the implementation of the health related 
recommendations made by the Working Group which are adopted by 
Government. 

Chapter 6 Linkages with the Community 

Recommendations 

Recommendation 1 asks for the inclusion of protection applicants in the 
nationa1 integration strategy. 

1. The Sub Group recommends that Government give consideration to including 
protection applicants in its national integration strategy or co-ordinated plan for 
the integration of migrants. 

Recommendation 2 asks for resources and for the extension of funding 
schemes to include linkages with protection applicants. 

2 The Sub Group recommends that relevant Government Departments consider 
making some funding available to assist with the integration of protection 
applicants in communities; in particular that existing community grant schemes 
should specifically encourage applications from those involved in developing 
linkages with protection applicants. 

Recommendation 3 asks that delivery of community linkages be induded 
in the remit of centre management contracts. 

3. The Sub Group recommends that a proven ability to deliver pro-active 
linkages with the local community should be considered when identifying the 
skill set necessary to manage a Direct Provision Centre. This should be included 
as an obligation in every centre management contract and be reported on 
regularly to RIA. 

Recommendation 4 
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4. The Sub Group recommends that each Direct Provision centre should be 
contractually obliged to encourage and facilitate linkages with the local 
community. The centre management should facilitate the setting up a "Friends of 
the Centre" Group consisting ofresidents, local statutory services and 
community /voluntary groups. The centre management should be required to 
report to RIA every six months on activities in this regard. 

Recommendation 5 is a mechanism to emphasise the reciprocal benefits to 
a community to link with Direct Provision residents and centres and the 
establishment of a centre linkage committee. 

5. The Sub Group recommends that work to develop community linkages should 
include a focus on developing reciprocal linkages with residents participating in 
activities in the local community and vice versa. The centre management should 
consider making facilities in the centre e.g. meeting rooms, grounds etc. available 
for meetings and other activities to create and strengthen twopway links 
between residents and the local community. 

Chapter 7: Aged Out Minors 

Recommendation 1 asks for proximity to original foster care to be 
considered when accommodating aged out minors. 

1. The Sub Group welcomes the forthcoming Aftercare Bill which will place a 
statutory obligation on the Child and Family Agency to prepare an aftercare plan 
for each eligible child and recommends that aged out minors should, as far as is 
practicable and subject to their wishes, be allocated accommodation in a Direct 
Provision centre that is located near to their foster care placement in order that 
they can maintain contact with their foster parents and other community links. 

Recommendation 2 concerns the training of foster parents who care for 
unaccompanied minors 

2. The Sub Group recommends that the training provided to the foster parents of 
unaccompanied minors should include a focus on the importance of encouraging 
independence and resilience in the young person in their care in order to ensure 
that they have the life skills necessary to transition to a Direct Provision centre at 
18 if that proves to be necessary. 

Recommendation 3 asks for a task force to target and resource services to 
aged-out minors and recommends good practice examples. 

3. The Sub Group recommends that the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs 
or the Minister for New Communities as appropriate convene a task force 
between state agencies, NGOs and youth organisations to ensure resourced and 
consistency in targeted services to this cohort of minors and 'aged out minors'. 
Consideration should be given to rolling out a service along the lines of The City 
of Dublin Education and Training Board CD ETB Separated Children's Service in 
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other areas throughout the State. Consideration should also be given to the 
recommendations of the National Youth Strategy and implementation plan's 
recommendations for this cohort of young people. 

Chapter 8 Supports for Residents who are LGBT 

Recommendations 

Recommendation 1 asks for staff training on sensitivity for LGBT issues 
and measure to build trust. 

1. The Sub Group recommends that organisations that provide services relevant 
to protection applicants should consider training staff in LGBT issues to 
sensitively deal with queries and build trust. Where possible, a trained staff 
member could be identified as a point of contact and their details made available 
in centres. This is important to ensure that appropriate services are extended to 
members of the LGBT community who are protection applicants. 

Recommendation 2 asks for ongoing discretion in supporting LGBT 
applicants to access specific LGBT supports and services. 

2. The Sub Group recommends that Designated Persons in the Community 
Welfare Service should exercise discretion in administering the Exceptional 
Needs Payment scheme to support LGBT people to access appropriate supports 
and services 

Recommendation 3 asks for information and visits to build trust and 
confidence for LGBT residents. 

3 .. The Sub .Group recommends that information including posters, pamphlets, 
contact numbers and visits by relevant NGOs, Gardai LGBT Liaison Officers, and 
Sexual Health Promotion Officers should be available/take place in all centres. 

Recommendation 4 asks for the specific inclusion of LGBT people in 
relevant safety and dignity statements. 

4. The Sub Group )'lOtes that RIA has a safety statement and recommends that all 
Direct Provision centres should have safety statements and dignity and respect 
policies incorporating the rights of LGBT people prominently displayed. 

Chapter 9 Transitional Supports 

Recommendations 

Sub Group 2 has identified two distinct cohorts of Direct Provision 
residents in need of transitional supports (a) legacy cases (b) future 
applicants. The legacy cases include those persons with status living in 
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Direct Provision and those who may benefit from solutions addressing the 
position of long-stayers whereas future applicants will primarily consist of 
persons processed within the proposed Single Procedure. Although both 
cohorts will experience similar challenges, the legacy cases in particular 
may face an obsolescence of skills, dependency, and poor mental health. 
Those dealt with more quickly under the Single Procedure may face 
language barriers, be unfamiliar with Irish society and have ongoing 
trauma associated with recent migration. The supports required by the 
legacy cases in particular, cut across Government Departments and include 
access to financial supports to assist them in moving into the community 
and securing accommodation. This topic raises complex and urgent issues 
and requires focused consideration by relevant stakeholders. Due to the 
breath of the issues Sub Group did not have sufficient time to address the 
topic in depth. For these reasons the Sub Group is making one 
recommendation relating to the convening of a task force to tackle the 
issues: 1 

1. The Sub Group recommends that the Minister of State for Equality, New 
Communities and Integration convene a task force of cross -departmental 
representatives, state agencies and relevant NGOs to roll out a consistent 
integration plan for the legacy cohort in Direct Provision who have been or will 
be granted status and also to address the transitional support needs of future 
applicants who will be processed under the proposed Single Procedure. 

Chapter 10: Training 

Recommendations 

Recommendation 1 outlines the training measures advisable for the public 
sector in addressing any practices or perceptions that may give rise to any 
personal influence on interaction with protection applicants and identifies 
a source for this training. 

1. The Sub Group recommends that the Irish Human Rights and Equality 
Commission (IHREC) consider, in the preparation of its Strategic Plan, the 
inclusion of education and training on equality and diversity issues for public 
bodies engaged in the provision of supports to protection applicants. Such 
training should be aimed at ensuring that public servants working directly with 
protection applicants are aware of their equality legal obligations towards 
protection applicants. It should also tackle any subconscious prejudice and 
support public servants to deliver a high quality function or service. In addition, 
this training should be part of a whole organisation approach and be provided to 
public servants at all levels including to top level decision makers. The 
development by the IHREC of a national template for a training module, 
identifying key guiding principles to apply, when providing services to culturally 

1 This approach has not been reflected in the draft report from the Theme 2 Sub Group 
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diverse groups, would be very welcome. Finally, this training and support should 
be evaluated to track learning and outcomes. 

Recommendation 2 asks for specific training actions for those who provide 
health and other services to Protection Applicants. 

2. The Sub Group recommends the following in relation to those who provide 
health and other services to protection applicants: 

a) They should receive ongoing training in cultural competency and 
sensitivity. 

b) Training should be provided for accredited interpreters and for staff 
working with interpreters, who provide interpreting services either in 
person or over the phone; 

c) Training should include skill development for dealing with people who do 
not have English as a first language and/or for consultations that involve 
interpreters. 

d) These programmes should be evaluated to ensure relevance and 
effectiveness. 

Recommendation 3 concerns initiatives by An Garda Siochana in relation to 
protection applicants. 

3. The Sub Group notes the various initiatives that An Garda Siochana has 
undertaken to address the needs of the protection applicant community and 
urges it to continue to ensure the effectiveness of its various initiatives by, inter 
alia, naming a Diversity Champion at a senior level, ensuring that the Garda 
Racial Integration and Diversity Office is adequately resources, promoting 
awareness of its Ethnic and LGBT Liaison Officer Services among protection 
applicants and by rolling-out diversity training and cultural awareness 
programmes at all levels in the Gardai. 

21 April 2015 
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Chapter 1: Scope and Methodology 

1.1 Terms of Reference of Working Group 

In October 2014 the Minister for Justice and Equality, Ms Frances Fitzgerald, T.D. 
and the Minister of State with special responsibility for New Communities, 
Culture and Equality Aodhan 6 Riordain, T.D. appointed a Working Group 
chaired by Dr Bryan McMahon (formerly of the High Court) to report to 
Government on improvements to the protection process, including Direct 
Provision and supports to Protection applicants. 

The establishment of the Working Group arises from the Statement of 
Government Priorities 2014-2016 and follows on from a roundtable consultation 
on the protection process with non-governmental organisations hosted by both 
Ministers. The terms ofreference given to the Working Group are: 

Having regard to the rights accorded to refugees under the 1951 Geneva 
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and bearing in mind the 
Government's commitment to legislate to reduce the waiting period for protection 
applicants through the introduction of a single application procedure, to 
recommend to the Government what improvements should be made to the State's 
existing Direct Provision and protection process and to the various supports 
provided for protection applicants; and specifically to indicate what actions could 
be taken in the short and longer term which are directed towards: 

1. improving existing arrangements in the processing of protection applications; 

2. showing greater respect for the dignity of persons in the system and improving 
their quality of life by enhancing the support and services currently available; 

ensuring at the same time that, in light of recognised budgetary realities, the 
overall cost of the protection system to the taxpayer is reduced or remains within 
or close to current levels and that the existing border controls and immigration 
procedures are not compromised . 

• 1 t:. 
l' ·,, 

1.2 Agr~ed Work Programme a.nd Methodology 

At its first meeting on 10 November 2014 the Working Group agreed that the 
work of the Group would be approached on a thematic basis and established 
three groups to consider and report to the plenary on: 

Reception Conditions: 

• Theme 1: Improvements to the Direct Provision system (i.e. living conditions 
while in designated centres) aimed at showing greater respect for the dignity 
of persons in the system and improving their quality of life. 
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• Theme 2: Improved supports (e.g. financial, educational, health) for 
protection applicants aimed at showing greater respect for the dignity of 
persons in the system and improving their quality of life. 

Determination Process: 

• Theme 3: Improvements to existing arrangements for the processing of 
protection applications with particular regard to the length of the process. 

It was recognised that all recommendations for improvements would be subject 
to the need to ensure that: 

• in light of the budgetary realities, the overall cost of the protetti0n systei:n to 
the taxpayer is reduced or remains within or close to current levels, 

• the Direct Provision system remains a 'whole of Government' responsibility, 
and 

• existing border controls and immigration procedures are nof compromised. 

It was agreed that each thematic group wou}d p,r_e_sent ,the outc;:ome of their 
deliberations to the Plenary for discussion arid a~·r-eem;ent. 

. '\ . 

It was acknowledged that there was some 0~erlap
10

ligtween the themes and that 
the working methods adopted-oy"tfie'th.efu\~tic gro.ups"sbould facilitate crossover 

.. ir "'r~, e1, ' 

between the discussions of the _Fhemes wb,~re;;nec.essary. 
~ '' ·!· 

11 • • \ 
V ~~{ ~ ~ • 

1.3 Theme 2: Wo,r'k'iProgramrh~ and;Methodology 
' ,... t:,;!·••. 'liWz;. l',:l' 

' •• I· , I,, · ', . ~, I 11 

The topics suggest~d iri tlM~ :<}greed \_Nork Programme for consideration under 
Theme 2 with a viev,:i'.to ident ifying pi·actical measures that can be taken in the 

f·1,i,._. • i "-'.1.i l ' 

short and long¢·r·term fojmpr.ove the supports for protection applicants in Direct 
-: u-, ,\ ..... ~ ' 

Provision -~~ntresi · ": 1
_· 

1
~'.i,~·-

. ' • .. :.~- ', 
r,• .• 

• _ Firtimcial Supports\1 
•I I ,\ 

,, ,, o':i.i)icope t<;> j ncrease the weekly allowance paid to residents 
o :A_c;:~i~.$ tci' discretionary social protection supports 

• Access to tfie Labour Market 
• Access tb Education opportunities 
• Improved Linkages with Local Communities 
• Mental Health supports to Residents including Survivors of Torture and 

others experiencing Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
• Services relating to Sexual Health 
• Supports for residents who are LGBTI 
• Training of other persons e.g. members of the Garda Sfochana to ensure that 

they are equipped to deal with specific issues affecting applicants 
• Transitional supports for Aged-Out Minors entering the system from Tusla 

care 
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• Transitional supports for Persons Granted Status including ease of access to 
mainstream State services. 

At an early meeting Theme 2 agreed a template for the organisation of its work 
in order to ensure that the best use was made of the meetings scheduled and that 
all the issues coming within the theme were addressed. It also agreed the 
structure of its report to plenary with the aim of maintaining focus on the need 
to identify the problems in the first instance in relation to each issue and then on 
the identification of solutions taking account of the implications of each potential 
solution and the costs. 

In accordance with the decision by the plenary, a focus on children Was 
maintained throughout all discussions. 

1.4 Membership 

The Theme 2 Group is chaired by the Chair of the Working Group, Dr Bryan 
McMahon. The membership is made up of members of the Working Gi·oup or 
their nominees from within their organisations: 

Greg Straton 
Sue Conlan; 
Paula Quirke 
Mary O'Sullivan; 
Jackie Harrington 
Brian Power; 
Caitriona O'Brien 
TonyQuilty>t< 
Simmy Ndlovu 
David Moriar~ 
Susan McMonagle 
Noel D(?whfrgi,\\' . 
Linda K,eating ·' 
Tanya Ward 
•'r~aul Cot~ t , 
M, . . h I K II",,_ 1c ae e y : •11'. · 1. 

' .-,, I 

Paddy Duffy 
JeniferDeW:an 

SPIRASJ 
·\, 

Irish Re(ugee dou):1-t il* 
.r.~,: ·\~. ~ ·-::.~. 

Depa1rtment cif S:o~ial E.rdtection 
,,,,_, , "-f\ft , -~1,< '\ ', ·l; 

•.. ,:A\1 ''Ed~cati~~~·a.Q;d Sifills 

''\~ HSE ,,,ereElacing Patrick Lynch) 
TBC Core Gr;0µp of Protection applicants and Refugees 

'" Jl{S Ireland 
UNHCR 

RIA 
Children's Rights Alliance 
Department of Public Expenditure and Reform 

INIS 
NASC 

*IRC tendered its resignation as of 26 March 2015 

1.5 Schedule of Meetings and Consultations held 

11 meetings have been held. 

1.6 Incorporation of the views of Residents 
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A range of consultations were organised by the Working Group. These included 
site visits and meetings with residents throughout the country and a call for 
submissions from both adult and child residents. The responses to these 
consultations have been collated and published as appendices to the work of the 
Group. The views expressed have been drawn upon to inform this Report. The 
Working Group wishes to record its deep appreciation for the engagement in the 
consultation process and acknowledges the quality of the information provided 
by participants. 

The Consultations have been recorded as follows: 

Adult Voices in Direct Provision 
Children in Direct Provision 
Groups and Organisations 
Site Visits and Direct Consultations 
Community Linkages 

Chapter 2: Financial Supports to Persons in Direct Ptovision 

2.1 Current Position 
',1 

Protection Applicants are offered acc;:6rr'tmodati0n uh d~rthe system of Direct 
Provision operated by the Reception &:Integration.Agency of the Department of 
Justice and Equality. They are qqt.obligetl):'9 accept Dl'rect Provision and may 
provide for themselves during~their time in'the State. 

'~ •,: • ·• '1l·,.i ~.I '!. ,I':''\.'?"'-
• ·1 ,\ 

2.1.1. Direct Provisiop Allowance. 
A.\.. ', i,, .~ 
1

~ ~- 1 I 'I 
11 

'-i, I J ' ' 

Those who accept Dire'ct.Provision 'are 'provided with accommodation, food and 
health services, tog¢ther\.vi}h othe? faciJ ities and services, designed to ensure 
their basic ne~#!:ls.,are'••m~t Whil,e seeking the protection of the State. In addition to 
·this, a weekly a·Howa'hce•for additional essential living needs, known as Direct 
Provision AllowatiC:e, (DPAj: 'is paid to Protection Applicants, who reside within 
.the syst em of Direct P._i:pvision. This allowance is paid irrespective of individuals' 
means. ·,, \ , ~. 

I • ll 
~ ~. 

;.; • I I',\'~ 

b_PA is payabl~ at,:a~~eekly rate of €19.10 per adult and €9.60 per child. This rate 
of payment p,as been in place since its introduction in 2000 ( when it was 
intrbdµced at the rate of £15 per adult and £7.50 per child) and has never been 
increased. DPA is administered by Designated Persons in the Department of 
Social Protection on an administrative basis, formerly known as Community 
Welfare Officers in the Health Service Executive. The scheme is administrative 
and is therefore not provided for under Social Welfare legislation. 

Residents in their submissions to the Working Group indicated a strong view 
that this payment was inadequate to meet their needs: 

'To let them survive on €19.10 is to blatantly strip them of their dignity' 
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'We ask the working group to consider increasing our weekly payment as it does 
not meet our needs'. 

This was a key concern re-enforced in the consultation process undertaken by 
the Working Group. There were also many comments in relation to the child 
rate, in that it is insufficient to provide towards costs of out of school activities 
for children. Further detail of comments from persons in Direct Provision (DP) is 
provided throughout these chapters and in the Appendices to the Final Report. 
Many members of the Sub-Group expressed views that the financial support 
provided under DPA is required to cover essential spending. 

Expenditure by the Department of Social Protection on Direct Provision 
Allowance 

Number of 
DeA Persons 

Year enditu.re rovided b 
~ 

2008 €4.96m 4,019 

2009 €7.34m 6,400 

2010 €6.62m '6,3.08 _ .. I 

2011 €5.54.m ··s, iis9'· · ~- · 
2012 € 4.S0m 

2013 

2014 4,363 

.. ;h~... ~:~:\ft '\ 
2.1.2. Other financial s~~~orts payable by the Department of Social 
Protection tch>ersons'\in D'itect Provision 

. • ..·. ,. ,\\et t: 
I "• ' 1 'I I;:\,\• 

In ad~ .tro'~-to D~A;' tlJ,er~ .J~'~, other financial supports available to residents. 
I I ~!I '· i 

(' ~), • ':I \, '•,. 1 

Habitual~r;;esidenc~cin Ireland is a statutory condition that must be satisfied for 
\ fertain so'eial welfare payments, including Child Benefit. This condition took 
effect from 1 'May 2004 and affects all applicants or beneficiaries regardless of 
nationality. The relevant legislation sets out the criteria that must be i:net in 
determinipg whether the habitual residence condition is satisfied. Persons 
seeking asylum do not satisfy the habitual residence condition 1. 

• The habitual residence condition does not apply to Exceptional Needs 
Payments (ENPs) administered under the Supplementary Welfare 

1 Section 246{7) of the Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005 expressly ex.eludes asylum and 
protection applicants awaiting decisions on their applications; persons who have received negative 
asylum and protection decisions; persons awaiting decisions under Section 3 of the Immigration Act 
1999; and persons in respect of whom dcpmtation orders l1ave been made, from being regarded as 
habitually resident in the Stale for the purposes of the Act. 
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Allowance2 (SW A) scheme. These payments may be required to meet an 
immediate, unforeseen and once-off need. The habitual residence 
condition does not apply to the Back to School Clothing and Footwear 
Allowance (BSCFA) scheme which is payable to eligible persons, including 
those seeking protection whether in Direct Provision or not. 

• In 2014, some €1 million was paid in respect of some 14,365 ENP 
payments for persons in Direct Provision. The average ENP payment in 
2014 was €73.89. The majority of the funding was provided towards 
clothing costs ( maximum amounts are €100 for adults and €50 for 
children which are generally paid twice yearly to person in DP depending 
on their circumstances) and transport costs, as follows: 

I 

ENP Category 
Number of Total Paid 
oavments 

Travel Costs 7,542 €310,300 

Adult Clothing 4,484 -€547,850 
Child Clothing 965 €80i186 

,,,. 
·, 

Other Exceptional Needs 911 € 66,581 
Insufficient Means 212 --;,; ,,:-',ii €10,258 ' 

Pram/Buggy 14(f ··o;;: i, €-15·435 • ..-.I n 

Confinement Costs 641.' .A" 'I\\•, ,.€6,012 
Rent Deposit .. \1·;F 30 -F< €16,551 
Hospital Requirements· 4' \•I" i. •~~r~........... \\ii . '•- ,,. . ,:fi\." €311 

Lost/Stolen Money·· ,·_:. 4 ·,;;\ ·-.,;! 
€345 

Funeral Expenses ... :-.. '3 ~n 
£, :· €5,950 

Bed & Breakfast _/· ... 11\ 2 'WP €115 •i11• 

Beddine: \~~::~ ·2, €206 

Rent iijAdvanc'~ 
·. ,ii 

i'. 2 €1,314 
' " 

,,·, 
Tot~l \te 14,365 €1,061,473 ,. ., ' 

.j·.~ 7 ••l.!.1• 

''.i\•:~i\;1 -·'ll1'~.'.:'J ,. ,\ 

i:_1:'-' \'!fi, 
ft.' ;., ~~~ 
-.iri ~014, th~':Back

0

to School, Clothing and Footwear Allowance (BSCFA) 
was-·p,9,id i11} espect of eligible children betvveen the ages of 4 and 18 
year(or over, if attending secondary school. The rate of BSCFA for 2014 
was €100 in respect of children aged 4-11 years and €200 in respect of 
children aged 12 years and over. The following payments were made 
under this scheme to persons in Direct Provision in 2013 and 2014 
averaging out at €211.89 per payment in 2014. 

Year BSCFA Number of 
Ex enditure families 

2 SW A is a means tested scheme administered by the Department of Social Protection and is 
considered the "safety nee within the social welfare system in that it provides assistance to eligible 
people whose means are insufficient to meet their needs and those of their dependants. 
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2013 €136,300 682 

2014 €139,000 656 

• The Department of Social Protection provides funding to some 1,600 
schools/organisations to provide school meals. Children from Direct 
Provision attending schools that are participating in the school meals 
scheme would be entitled to avail of this support. 

2.2 Issues of Concern 

The rate of DPA has not increased since its introduction in 2000. The fact that 
basic needs are provided for centrally and the DPA has remairied statk s"jqce 
2000, seriously impacts on the resident's independence, decision·making an(i • .·· 
budgeting capacities. This was discussed in detail by tbe Sl:lb-Group. 

2.2 .1 Concerns raised by residents of DP Centres· 

Residents of DP centres consistently raised the issµe of the rate of DPA at the 
consultation sessions. They advised the Sub~G1;0.up df additional essential 

. ,1 • . ,1{. 

expenses not covered by the State underthe'DgA anc,l, ot ):ler supports, including 
the following: , , ,,. · 

I, 
' . ' '·-·. ~· ' 

• ~ edit.al .Expenses - Sinccl Oecem'bk'r 1st 2013/each prescription item has 
''.,· _11\ ;'~1l\ 

a levy charge of €2.SO! The am6'unt anj ndividual spends on prescriptions 
depends greatly orfhis/h~r healtfostattiS: Those with chronic diseases 
who require mpfo m'e&ic;ation are 4Ffected the most, 2 items per 
prescription <:q$.,ts a total Qf €5~00.;.-~nd 3 items cost €7 .50. All non 
prescription medicines must be paid for from this allowance. 

•ti•• '~\\y, ,;,:•1•~ ,i I 

• Adaiti~nal-.i:'fiavel Expenses - Sometimes individuals ( especially in 
out.Jyjn1{locJthSns'} tH;!ed to attend early morning medical appointments 
~hd. ftquiri Sa,taxrtcfttavel to the bus station. Residents advised that this 

· ·expense'•is\not\a,Iways covered, or fully covered by the Community 
Welfare Service 'linder the ENP scheme, unless one has a serious condition 

\, :t \, ., 

an'd·:¢e ta~il'has been pre-approved. It was reported to the Working 
Grou·p thatdrcumstances such as emergencies or the number of children 
accompanying the parent are not taken into account. The cost of the taxi 
:has:to be met from the DPA. 

• €1otbing Costs - The amount provided under the ENP scheme towards 
clothing costs is generally paid every 6 months and €50 generally 
provided towards children's clothes. Residents reported that is not 
enough to buy e.g. a durable pair of shoes for a child, as well as clothes. 

• Dietar,y Feod Requirements - In most cases, food for varying dietary 
requirements, including medical conditions, is not catered for in Direct 
Provision. People who need these special diets have to buy their own food 
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from D PA. This group of people may be a \ready paying for a number of 
prescription items and specialised diets. 

• Cleaning Detergents and Materials - Some Direct Provision Centres do 
not offer cleaning materials and detergents or laundry soap. When this is 
so, residents have to buy these from the DPA. 

• Costs necessary to maintain interpersonal relationships and a minimal 
participation in social, cultural and religious life. 

• Telephone costs to maintain contact with family and to get legal advice. 
Internet costs where Wi-Fi was not available. 

• Women, men and children have individual varying daily needs and these 
cannot be accommodated. Modest costs for bir:thday parties, or specia l 
Christmas and Eid or any other special religious or family events. 

• In submissions to the Working Group, the'role of the Community 
Welfare Service (CWS) was recogrYi,$ed pY health p~o'fessionals as 
providing a level of protection, .so that·Pi~opl~,do,not fall into poverty and 
destitution. In the past, staff f~om the CW~ wo·ura•vtsit DP Centres, 
provide information and advice 'to r,e•sidents and assist them with filling in 
forms. This should be re~.ctiva~~d"fo ,places Y.Vh'ere the service has been 

. V . ~ • 

centralised or is provid,~ off-sit~:.-
• . '•t, Ii'•,• 

2.2.2 Educational ccfsts 

Educational matte1·s.~re·e~~mined i~ greater detail in Chapter 3. In exa~ining 
the rate of DRA,,th~ prbvisiol),.of other supports is addressed in the Report from 
Theme 1 and othe'r 't h·c;tpters in- t his Report. Recommendations made include 
actioni~-~ hlt~wou'Jd allevfate the financial pressure on persons in DP. The 
financii~l demaneis, lkjwever, arising from proper participation in education were 
identifi~.d as creat:ing great pressure on the DPA allowance. 

•t ifu;'i ,;; 
. \\ \ •~~I 

School. Lu.nches - The school lunches provided by some centres are 
described by residents in their submission to the Working Group as 
inadequate. Some reports claim the same kind of lunch is provided daily 
throughout the entire school year and it is not of sufficient nutritional 
value. Most parents have to supplement these lunches at a cost (Theme 
1). 

• School Trips - Full participation in school is essential for a child's 
development. In many cases, parents are responsible for paying the full 
cost of school related trips. Often, if a child in Direct Provision cannot 
afford the trip, they are excluded from that class for the day. Jt restricts 
the child from benefitting from the same educational experience as their 
classmates Additionally it stigmatises the child. 
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• School Uniforms -The Back to School, Clothing and Footwear Allowance 
does not in many instances cover. the cost of the full school uniform, and 
many residents said it does not cover any sports gear needed beyond the 
uni{orrn. 

• School Books - Some schools offer a book rental scheme, which is at a 
cost and not all books are covered in the rental system - the rental cost 
can average €60.00 per annum- just over six weeks of th€ child rate of 
DP:A. 

• ExtrapCurricular Activities - Protection seeker children cannot 
participate in extracurricular activities or homework ch1bs/grintls due to 
the cost associated with these. 

There was also an expressed view that in order to ir:nprove th~ ~ig"ni~ of the 
experience of the Protection Seeker, there shou.ld be a sjiift in .t he balance of 
what is provided 'directly'. This would allow Protection Applicants ,to take more 
control over their daily lives and to be in char~e of ~~penditUt:f decisions for 
their own needs and that of their families. It wbtild alJevjate the dependency 

', T. . . 

culture of Direct Provision. It would require a rad,ical'o.v.erl)aul of the current 
\~ I I 

Direct Provision process. '•., \ 
• ;l, ,,f ' ';.'\ I 

2.2.3 Wider impacts and concerns,:,, ,i\
' Jl,'~~ir-

The impact of an incre<;se; il\ the ~eel<ly r'~t,e of b; A was examined. The Terms of 
Reference of the Wor~jng Gro~p, require that any increase in financial supports 
needs to be considere'ij }n th~ yvid~.r bu'dgetary context. Equally the dignity of the 
resident is cent ral to the Gr0'J"p's considerations. Possible changes to duration of 

• \11 I :, 

stay in DP Ce.nt,r;.~s wer;,e als0.Jaken into account. 
···•~"i;J' t '' ,l,.~'\,\i,: · " ,, . ,-, . 

The Sub:,{iroµp agreed tha.t.:the DPA should be increased. 
\•~ '" . ,,,:,~' ' ,, '-

The Gfq,~p then cpnsfd~[ed the level of any proposed increase in DPA,.having 
t egard crl.$9 to the Ievel of disposable income available to social welfare 
•,recipients a11d, the.it. families. The incomes of those in employment, particularly 
low pay emp)dym~nt, after meeting those costs which are directly provided to 
pefspqs in [Hrect Provision, were also considered. The rates of primary weekly 
social Welf~-re payments have been maintained at existing levels in recent years. 
DPA has been unchanged since its inception in 2000. 

The weekly rate of the Basic SWA has been unchanged since January 2011, 
having been reduced over a 2 year period from -€204.30 in 2009. Social welfare 
recipients have recently received an increase in payment by way of the rep 
introduction of a 25% Christmas Bonus in December 2014. This payment also 
issued to persons in long term Direct Provision. Protection Applicants received a 
double payment rather than the 25% increase applied to all other social welfare 
recipients, having regard to the reduced amounts payable to this group. 
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independence. It would provide adults and parents with an increased element of 
control and decision making, as well as providing essentials. Parents involved in 
financial decision making would act as better role models for their children, 
replacing a culture of dependency with an experience of modest family 
budgeting. An increase would enhance integration and facilitate greater 
participation in the local community. Children would have an additional capacity 
to enter into after school activities. Increased direct financial weekly support 
may also be offset by reducing the number of applications for ENPs. 

2.3.1 Options for increasing the rate of Direct Provision Allowance (DPA) 
I 

When considering the appropriate increase to the DPA, the Sub-Group 
considered a number of options including: aligning the rate in .lipe with. , 
increases in the SWA scheme since 2000; doubling the rate of P.~ym_e1;1.t; ttsingJh e 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) as a reference standard; and a lign ing thei DPA with 
"hospital comforts"4 currently paid under the SWA schem e.:rr,e Vincentian 
Partnership made a presentation to the Sub-Group.Sand set out. their -sample 
findings using the Minimum EssentialS.tfil)dard of Living (MESL) guidelines. 

n~ -t , 

Ultimately three acceptable options, set out beJ<;>w were iden'tified. It was agreed 
by the majority of the Sub-Group that Optiori~l i ~'s·* ~ir .~referred option. lt was 
also agreed by the majority of the Sub-:Group that 3 Options in total would be 
presented to Plenary for consideration"a~ follows: .. , 

Recommendation 

Preferred Option: j<l\ 
·ti: 'l:lfi:1; _,/J·/~. 

11.2.1.0ption 1 - ' l?,ro~o~£.iptj,i lly,ln<;J_·e; ·;;·~··the adult rate of the DPA to match 
equivalent increases"t o ilie

0
~_WA rate··since 2000. Increase the child rate to that 

t-1-fa\ payable. in resp~et~.o.! q -' al.ified ~ ildretil under the current social welfare system. 
:_)This re_~PJ:.111U.end,~ti'on ~<;:>'.ll,JQ increas the current DPA from €19.10 to €38.74 

and in,c?•~'asln'g ,tpe 'DPA for children from €9.60 to €29.80. 
) ~ :a•\ •~•t' 

.. .' I 

, ··· • The Adult Rate 
I•~ In 2000, ;f>VjA v,ras payable at a maximum personal weekly rate of lR£72 and 

' DPA was j:>a'id '~t IR£1S pounds (representing 20.83% of the maximum SWA 
,rate). Ma intaining the original ratio of 20.83% between the DPA and the 
curr~nt -foaximum personal weekly rate of SW A of €186, the weekly adult 
DPA payment would increase from €19.10 to €38.74. 

• The Child Rate 
A weekly child DPA rate, equating with the qualifying child allowance 
currently payable under social welfare of €29.80, is also proposed under 
this option (from €9.60). 

4 The rate payable to persons in Direct Provision at the time of its introduction in 2000 was consistent 
with the "comfort payments" made to persons under SW A in long term institutional care ( 15 Irish 
pounds/€ 19 .10). 
5 Presented to Working Group Theme 2 meeting on 18 December 2014 
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The majority of the Sub-Group favoured recommending Option 1 to Plenary. 

The Group considered whether the payment in respect of children should be 
pitched at 50% of the payment to adults but could not identify any particular 
comparable rationale for calculating such payment at this rate. At a minimum, 
the majority of the Sub-Group considers that it should equate with the qualified 
child allowance currently payable under SWA which is €29.80. The Sub-Group 
also noted that Child Benefit is not payable to persons in DP. The majority were 
of the view that this should be taken into account in proposing an increase in the 
rate of DPA payable in respect of children. 

Concerns were raised by some members of the group that the,Je.yel of inGrease 
proposed under Option 1 is 'out ofline' with the rates of payment made to Iris.h 
social welfare recipients generally and with payments made in ot:_he'i· EU. Mem"ber 
States. Following discussion, additional options wer-e examined and it wa·s 
decided by the Sub-Group that these alternatives, though not fav0ured by the· 
rnajoi::ity, should also be sent forward to plenary. ' 

Additional Options: 

11.2.2.0 tion 2 - Double the existing DPA rate of tlie·allowance to €38.20 per 
ad ult and -€ 19. 2 0 per child. ., _r':'/ ,1 .:, {' '<;, ' c . ,f('-- '·i\' 

,~ ~·,,, i\o 

11.2.3.0ption 3 - Increase the rate to match the 34% increase in the CPI from 
2000 to 2014. This wOl;fia ini t.~asit!te adJlt rate to €25.59 and child rate to 
€12.86. 

' 'J\ 

2.3.2 Compari,s~n _or'~ropri,sed options against persons in receipt of social 
welfare\paymen31·,c '' · 
~r' 'f • 

1
-l! ~, ,~;, ' -,. I I • •)~ti')' :, 

:,, 
: 1'. ,1· 

The S~b,-Group exa~in~.d comparisons with persons in receipt of maximum rates 
cfsocial'·~elfare a~$,istance payments across a number of family sizes. These 
included ··; ihgle pe.r:sons, couples and families for both one parent and couple 
households. A.-distinction was also noted in that these recipients may have access 
to extended family supports, peer support systems, knowledge and 
infrastructure that the person in DP cannot call upon. A small sample of the 
results of this exercise are set out in the following tables6 in respect of the most 
prominent household compositions within Direct Provision which are single 
adults and single parents with children. The DPA is represented as a proportion 
of the social welfare net weekly income. 

For the purposes of completeness the examples include the payment of Child 
Benefit to social welfare customers, where applicable. This payment is currently 

6 The examples assume that the only income available to the household is that provided under social 
welfareorDPA 
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€135 per month for each child, which provides for a weekly equivalent of €31.15 
for each child. A deduction for accommodation costs for social welfare customers 
has also been factored into the examples. Contributions to accommodation costs 
represent the contributions payable under the Department of Social Protection's 
rent supplement scheme - which is a weekly minimum rate of €30 for a single 
person and €40 for a couple. 

Option 1: Increase adult DPA rate to €38.74 and child rate to €29.80 

Option 2: Double the rate of the allowance to €38.20 per adult and -€19.20 per 
child 

Option 3: Increase adult rate to -€25.59 and child to € 12.86 - 31:o/o increa,se in 
CPI from 2000 to 2014. '' · ,,,, 

Table 1 sets out the position of a single person in receipt'of Jobseekers 
Allowance 

Option 
Job Current Option 

2 Option 
Single Person Applicants (Double 3 

Allowance 
DPA 1 

current (+34%) 
rate) 

Personal Rate €18R~Q ··1c~ €19,10.:1\ €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 
,, '"i,;t'., t.,t\• {§' . _., ''i.!l"t l \1 

Contribution to 
,.,, 

'l';1,~ft~wi~l l.~i~~ ,, i,i• 

Accommodation <il· €32.00· r.; ~ ~ ,, .. ' . . 

costs ' ·=~· .~-~ 
Net weekly income €156.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 
% net weekly.in co ml'! \ i'" -'~I_;", 'I:(\, ,,. 

·•,;~' 12%) 25% 24% 16% 
' ' I Li::•.i, 

' 
. ,, 

' 1,i'' -~· 
;J'able 21,'sets out fu...e position of a single person with 2 children in receipt of 
One -Parent Family Payment 
' • ~:\6•1\_' \~" 

n.,, 

Option 

Single parent with 2 
One Parent Current Option 

2 Option 
Family (Double 3 

children 
Payment 

DPA 1 current (+34%) 
rate) 

Personal Rate €188.00 €19.10 €38.74 €38.20 €25.59 
Increase for Qualified 
Adult 
Increase for qualified 

€59.60 €19.20 €59.60 €38.40 €25.72 
child 
Child benefit €62.30 
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Contribution to 
Accommodation €32.00 
costs 
Net weekly income €277.90 €38.30 €98.34 €76.60 €51.31 
% net weekly income 14% 35% 28% 18% 

2.4 Costs 

DPA 

The Group considered the social benefits of introducing the first inci"ease since 
2000 in the DPA as a very important issue. It is central to their, feJ:J:!it of' 
improving the system and enhancing human dignity. An increase would nave ~ 
significant impact on residents and their capacity for more independ~nt livit1g. 
The additional cost to be met if DPA is increased is set out i'h the following table 
for each of the 3 options presented7• 

- '• 

Noof 
DPA 
claims 
(end 
Jan Cost of Cost of Cost of 

Familv Comoosition 20151 Option 1 Option 2 Ootion 3 

Sin2le Person .••;t;6'i 7 :tt,662)i.44 
0

€1,616,930 €549,417 
c .. 

Couple (' 26 l1\'· €53107 ·• 
,, €51,646 €17,549 

Single adult 1 chilcl ' .\ 246< i€509;633 €367,130 €124,722 

Single adult 2 childntn 1:-46 € 455,824 €290,774 €98,772 
Single adult :{:chjlctre't{ .. 91':/;. €379,696 €226,663 €76,990 
Single aclµlt. 4 c:hi}dien 35 ,. ' €182,801 €104,650 €35,545 
Single•;~dhlf 5 ~}liidten 

;7:c:.. •<1-1,. €43,913 €24,424 €8,296 

Couple·-1 child 
· . . ... 

€114,338 •:k . ;., 46 €142,276 €38,846 

;Gouole 2)children' :: 59 €244,458 €176,103 €59,731 

:,couple 3 2hUdr~µ · 47 €244,107 €163,748 €55,625 

Couple 4 children 26 €162,348 €103,563 €35,179 

Couple 5 children 6 €43,767 €26,894 €9,135 

Total a nnualised cost of option €4,124,573 €3,266,864 €1,109,807 

The preferred option of the majority of the Sub-Group, Option 1, would cost an 
addition €4.1 million full year cost to implement based on current DPA 
recipients. There may be resultant savings in fewer applications to the ENP 
scheme. 

7 The costs are calculated based on the current numbers of persons in receipt of DPA by the 

Department of Social Protection 
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The terms of reference of the Working Group, whilst to identify improvements, is 
to also ensure that, in light of recognised budgetary realities, the overall cost of 
the entire protection system to the taxpayer is reduced, or remains within or 
close to, curr.ent levels. Actions recommended in other chapters also inform the 
overall cost strategy of the Group. The Department of Social Protection has 
advised the group that there is no scope within its DeP.artmental expenditure 

r 
ceilings for 2015 and future years to allow for increases in weekly rates of 
payment to Direct Provision recipients ( or weekly rates of payment to social 
welfare reci ients generally). Accordingly, an increase in those ceilings would be 
required in the event of the adoption by Government, of any increase in the 
weekly rate of DP A. 

The Sub-Group has considered carefully both the financial costs of incre9tsing the 
payment and the significant social costs. The consultation process parti~ipants .. 
clearly set out the significant hardship the static allowance has created, balanced 
with the identified benefits in countering the culture bf dependenc;y-·and 

•\' .,, 
improving the dignity of residents, convinced the Group of the merits of 
recommending three options to Government. 

The three options identified above involve 'a~dit;tpna'l.expe~diture. Option 1, for 
example, involves more than doubling rne m6qest,e,¥i~t(pg provision, after a 
period of 15 years with no increase. 1.Jie cost ofE.~ps 'rri"ay-also be offset 
somewhat as a consequence of an increas.ee;i;weekJy-rate of DPA and also as a 

.,, )1 ,:,, 'I 1 

consequence of the overall im_pr ovem~pts,to the pi;otection system generally, 
recommended by the Sub-Group. . ·1':,i '~\1,-.. , ·.;:ri 

\ \... I\ 
~I 

',('•""- "
1
• I t!·:, l' . .,,,_ 

2.5 Provision of CoJllmunity W:..elfai ~ Ser.:v:ice to Direct Provision Applicants 
:- ' "11,1, ::_' ! '·1,1 I , -, 

I. t• ' ~\". 

t ~t • l 

The Sub-Gr~,-J:~\ipg'~i§;ed 'thi t Designated Persons in the Community Welfare 
Service rcws)havi':f•a degvee of•statutory discretion to respond to any emergency 
and/o "odividualciitcu.n1sta.1Kes of the claimant. Submissions to the Group 

' t\;i_l 

indicat~d that t here W,?S an uneYen arrnlication of this scheme throughout the 
(i.Olintry. -It was no~ed tfra t there is no longer an on-site CWS provided in all Direct 
AProvision ·c,entresf,Jn these instances persons must attend the local CWS office or 
r11ake contact' by.Jfost. 

This Gan pl,'"esent significant difficulties for residents. There is a lack of 
understiiY1d.ing of the system, its rules and language difficulties, particularly 
around technical terms in the application forms. Moreover, it was suggested by 
participants in the consultation process, that discretionary payments are often 
not approved. There was a view put forward that overall there is a lack of 
consistency in decision making. 

The Department of Social Protection (DSP) had undertaken a review of its 
services in the context of the 'Pathways to Work' commitments and the 
development of 'Intreo' a new DSP service which acts as a single point of contact 
for all employment and income supports services nationally. This has resulted in 
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the closure and transfer of approximately 430 CWS offices, some of which were 
located in DP centres. However, the majority of CWS offices in DP centres have 
not closed. 

Where the service has been re-structured, alternative arrangements have been 
put in place to ensure that all customers are provided with on-going access to the 
supports provided. If a person is unable to travel to an office, for example due to 
illness, alternative arrangements are in place including arranging a visit to the 
person's residence if necessary. Where the service has been centralised DP 
residents can either attend the local 'lntreo' office or contact the CWS directly in 
writing in the same way as all other persons in the relevant area. 

Recommendations 

1. The Sub Group recommends the re& sta tement of an on-sjte CommunitY, 
Welfare Service to protec::tion applicants in Direct Prov:isioJil centres. 

2. The Department of Social Protection should continue to make every effort to 
ensure that Designated Persons in the Community W_elfare Service exercise 
discretion in administering the Except ional Nee.ds·PayP1ent scheme in relation to 
protection applicants in a Gonsistentmanner th~r6ughoul::the country 
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WG2 VS Education 

Chapter 3: EDUCATION 

3.1 Current Position 

In this chapter the Sub-Group considered the educational needs of children and 
of adults in Direct Provision. 

The issues which arise in relation to education provision for persons ln the 
Protection Process are considered by reference to the following groups: 

Children of pre-school and school-going age; , , . 

School leavers wishing to access further and higher education; 

- Adults wishing to access education from basic Elllglish l~ngua,ge pmvision 
through to higher education. 

Discussions in relation to education within the Theme 2 Gro~p have been 
informed by a number of papers submitted by the DE_~, the [RC and the Core 
Group of Protection applicants and Refugees and'by d(:rec:t feedback in the 
consultation process. · ,·.: · · · 

'There should be some way to ensu:,.~Prot~e~ton applicants do not lose their skills 
whilst in asylum'. :~ , •-'. •'· ··~,;t~·-, .-1\t'ii 

_I\ r.; ~ ~Y\ .~-~ 
( . ' 

'ff someone spends 3-5.f?ar~· f'hi ireht._pro~f}/on without proper education, work 
training, what do you think thpt']:ierson will become even after he or she is given 
permission to stay (n th'e:country? Th<! only thing they will know is to end up lining 
up in the Post.office ·w,~eJ/in week out to collect Government money'. 

:. -~I , \f~[-l1.1, .• 1-, 

-•~ F,°lr . 'iij I ' 

There is"B_,'T11qjor .e) lfillt69:,:going on'. Any professional who stops practice for a 
period.of eig1ityears would have found ou"t that things cannot usually go hack to 

• . I 

th(J same work anq be effective'. 
'\ :it • I l .•• M 

!\:fr ., \~,, \·YI 
'.:A key issue is the lack of access to further and higher education for those who 
haye been in t fi'e -Protection Process for a significant period of time, particularly 
young people, who have completed their second-level education in Ireland. 
Considering t he length of time people remain in the protection process and the 
prohibition on the right to work, education at this level is seen as a key tool for 
occupation, development and integration for Protection applicants. At present, it 
is beyond the reach of most, if not all, Protection applicants, even though they 
may be academically qualified to apply. 

3.1.lChildren of pre-school and school-going age 

All immigrant children, including children of Protection applicants, 
unaccompanied minors and children of migrant workers can access pre-school, 
first and second level education in a manner similar to Irish nationals. The 
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Department of Education and Science (DES) supports mainstream education 
provision for children in the Direct Provision system. This includes access to all 
other ancillary services such as school transport, additional teaching resources, 
including English as an Additional Language (EAL) resources and special 
educational needs resources, etc., on the same basis as the general population. 
The DCYA-fundcd free year of early childhood education is available to pre
schoolers in Direct Provision in the same manner as for the general population. 

While DSP Exceptional Needs Supports, the Back to School Clothing and 
Footwear Allowance Scheme and the School Meals Schemes are also available on 
the same basis as that for the general population, it was noted that parents of 
children in Direction Provision remain challenged financially to fully participate 
in schools as described in Chapter 2, with uniforms, school books, after school 
activities, and transition year often beyond their financial resOur'ces., ' 

Homework dubs/quiet spaces a re provided in most DP centres for the children, 
a lthough the standard and t he comfort of these facilit ies can vary from centre to 
centre. Many of the residents expressed reservations about using them citing 
security issues and heating, especially in winter. 

. I 

There was general agreement that the restricttons tbat ·inevitably arise from 
living in Direct Provision (such as, limited trans"p"9ft, inadequate study facilities, 
inflexible restaurant hours, absence offunds, etc.)'should be addressed at local 
level initially, to ensure that al!J;:Hilllr.~J1 wh<> are proVided with educational 
opportunities by the State can {~lly avail; of th'.~m, while in Direct Provision. 

''' "'\. 
3.1.2.School-leavers, \,Vishing to acc~ss {urther and higher education 

I;.;· ll 'I' ,,:I,! T \ 

Y I ~ I.,. 

Access to Post Leav,ing'·c~rtifjtate\::ours'~~ and to third level education is 
permitted to P:roteitlon app licants, though it is not free of charge. The 'free fees' 
scheme and st u,:~~nt, g"ran.t s·t he-mes do not apply to them. In addition, fees 
charged by tfiirB level institutions distinguish between Irish and EU /EEA citizens 
on th~:0ne han9,ahq/1on E{J/EEA citizens on the other. Protection applicants are 
classified with the latter and must pay much higher fees than Irish students for 
e~acation in these•inst1tutions even if they have spent a significant number of 
,years in the:lrish school system. 

In ~rddition, Protection applicants, like all students, must satisfy the academic and 
other entry requirements laid down by the relevant institutions, including 
competence in the language of instruction. Many Protection applicants can and 
do access Post Leaving Certificate education at FETAC Levels 5 and 6. 

Some students also receive assistance from philanthropic organisations, 
churches, St Vincent DePaul or use their own resources to access further 
education. In the case of 'aged out minors' (Chapter 7), RIA works with the One 
Foundation to facilitate them, but these are a very small minority. 

The number of older children in Direct Provision who might aspire to advancing 
to third level education is relatively small: 
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- Approximately 60 students aged 15-18 are currently at secondary level and 
who might be expected to sit their Leaving Certificate over the next 3-4 years; 

- Approximately 100 young people have obtained a Leaving Certificate in the 
past 5 years and remain in Direct Provision; 

- 21 young people in Direct Provision sat the Leaving Certificate in 2014; 

- 22 are scheduled to sit the examination in 2015; 

-120 young people in DP are in the age group 18-25 who may have cbmpleted 
post-primary education and obtained a Leaving Certificate in ~ent yeats. ,,, 

i: ... 

Also at issue is the position of young people in DP who leave scli'ool with 
qualifications other than the Leaving Certificate, or perhaps with h'o• 
qualifications at all and who are unable to access further education and training 
courses. This issue is related to the right to work addressed in Chapter 4. 

ft was noted that the introduction of a Sing1~ Pr.qceaure for th~ processing of 
asylum applications, should resuJt in e.clf lier det~rminat1on of applications and 
reduce the number of young Protection applicants who (mo themselves in the 
Protection Process for many years. In tb.~ m~antime there is a need to address 

.., -· . 1:\,;. \ 

some of the issues which impa(;;fori<school~leavers in Direct Provision. ~l~t:: -- I 1~\r:f;., ! 1\ ', 
3.1.3.Adults wishing to acces·~-educatiri~ . 

. ~7 ., ' . '\ ' ,/ 
Adult Protection apphcants aril entitled to free access to adult literacy supports, 

'•··· l,1 . ,.JI. 

including English for Speakers of other r:anguages (ESOL) which are provided by 
the Education and Tliaining Board sector. These are widely available and include 
Protection aJ)P,lici:;m!~ a~~ p" iQ.r!.tY target group. These courses provide basic 
literacy~sJQJls onl)f. ' Fo:r:1:tl'lp$e Protection applicants already educated to a higher 
level qNwhcf h.ave alr.eady' '~cquired a professional qualification prior to their 
arrival;in Ireland1;th1S:.level of English language competency may be quickly 
achi'eved, giving rise to frustration at not being able to progress further. 
f, ·•· '. 

'1\ ,/. 

Th~re are ~o•'6'afriers for adults who wish to advance to further and higher 
education: 

I\ ,1 

- While access to Post Leaving Certificate and higher education courses is 
permitted for persons in Direct Provision, the fact that fees are payable at 
the international student rate generally means that adults in DP have 
difficulty in accessing education at this level; 

Protection applicants generally do not have a right to work and since 
most further education courses are linked (and limited) to persons who 
have a right to work (See Chapter 4) these educational options are not 
open to them. 
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Only Foreign nationals in the following categories are entitled to free access to 
Further Education courses (PLC, VTOS, Youthreach, BTEI, Adult Literacy and 
Community Education) on the same basis as Irish nationals: 

• EU nationals; 
• persons who have refugee status in Ireland; 
• persons in the State as the spouse of an EU national, where the EU 

national has moved from one country to another within the EU to 
work; 

• persons (including their spouse and children) who have been granted 
"Leave to Remain" in the State on humanitarian grounds; 

• persons who have permission to remain in the State as the parents of a 
child born in Ireland; •. 

• applicants for asylum who have been granted permiss1pn to,worky,nper 
the terms of a government decision of 26th July)999. 

3.2 Issues of Concern: 

3.2.1. Pre-School and School age chHdren: ', 

Since children in the asylum system.. haVe.,ac~ess to full Pre-school, Primary and 
Secondary education on the ~ffn'e bas1~31s''Ir,!,~,h c~J!dren, it should not be the case 
that these children are unabletg, _particip~~e fuJ!¥ih school life due to financial 
constraints. The State sj'loul<l.~nsure that eyte fi nancial obstacles that prevent 
children fully benefi~ iqg from !he ed~cat(f>nal opportunities provided for them 
are removed as recommended Ih,€hap'te'r 2. 

~. t ~ 
'I\, . '1\t1, 

3.2.2 School Leavers . 
.. ~" ''"'!\ 
~;~1\ ~.~ 1 • ~· .... ''\!\ 

1\g•,U-\••"l, ;~·*• t! 1 1,i 

There is_.a,signifi'oa[lt'aro.p'~·off in what is provided by the State once young 
• : 1. • ' ,-';1~. • i 11 ".'.i., :\ '* 

peoplEdn the Pr.qtection Process have completed second level education. The 
o_pHorfunities fof,~Ec1s~ to higher education are limited by virtue of their 
immigration statu'~.which requires them to pay the highest level of fees without 

1access to Freefees ·or Student Grant scheme. \i • •.· 't'.' I ' ' 

Opportuniti'es for school-leavers who do not obtain a Leaving Certificate are 
restricted,'because access to further education and training courses is limited to 
persons who have the right to work 

Failure to ensure that teenagers in particular are not fully integrated into the 
educational system has its own risks. Health professionals reported to the 
Working Group: 

'This is a huge source of frustration and distress which results in a sense of 
hopelessness and leaves young people with endless hours and days with nothing to 
do'. 
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'Consequently they are at risk of social isolation and subject to the vulnerabilities 
and complications that may arise for their age group i.e. experiences of racism, 
exclusion, poor mental health, low selfesteem, de-motivation, may lead to possible 
involvement in anti-social activities'. 

3.2.3.Adults 

The limited education and training opportunities that are available to adults in 
the asylum system must be addressed. The lack of access to further education 
and training courses and to higher education denies them the opportunity to 
develop and acquire skills; it deskills those who already have skills and cultivates 
a sense of worthlessness. Frustration and anxiety result, quic!{ly Jeadingto health 
problems. When such persons are granted status they are more.;Jikely to o ecom_~ 
a burden on the State; if they are refusea status they are less likely t9 v.0Juntar ily 
return to their homeland. · · 

The question arises as to what extent resources should be invested in persons in 
the Protection Process who may not uJtimately be granted status. The 
advantages of such an investment include valid 9,CCUR,a,tional acsivity for 
residents in the system for a long time.,and u•p;t~ Bat~dnajptenance of their 
current qualifications. In the event ofstatus being (lenied,..their capacity to return 
to their home country is enhanced by ·i:h~ir: educatlopal achievements. The 
disadvantages are likely to inctt,ide an: J,:n.pat~ on thie overall cost of the protection 
system. \, . •1'1;~. · t, ,, J 

i,,\\i_ 1 i\\,1 
1 \ ~ -

;1: ~·~~ ~ It I 

For those who do secur-e a' pl~ce fri,,,a"_PLC qt.th ird level institution, there are other 
practical issues facing,·the Prote.ction .. f!.,EPlicant including accommodation, 
relocation, travel a_nd'subsist~nce·c.9sts~,.r~gistration fees, college activities, 
childcare issues ete. ,The·neecf for students to be accommodated near their 
institution ohrhoice, ~,speci'.alJy as there is insufficient RIA accommodation in 

l 1, :Ir,,. " I· l 'ut ' 

Dublin, is alsd'··a c;halle,:ig'e. ,,, ;1 
I I 

1

1\• \:,~\~i '\ti(~•~•••.,•' 
'r ,-1 ~t, '.'/ ;ir. 

~} . "' . 
;;1;t ••• ~.' I 

1
t~~. 1 

3.~ Pote~tial Sol~tions and Implications 
l , '' 1. 'I.: 

.~;, I {l I 

'I r1 

Chapter 2 discusses the financial challenges including rental schemes for books, 
uniforms and gym wear, grants including Back to School schemes and other 
supports which should be sufficient to ensure that children in first and second 
level education can access the curriculum. School Principals and Boards of 
Management from the schools servicing the 34 centres, should be made aware by 
the State of the particular difficulties faced by children from direct provision 
because of the small allowances available to them. Schools should be sensitive 
when asking parents of these children for contributions for school trips, school 
books, school uniforms, etc. Chapter 2 also recommends actions to assist the 
access to extra-curricular activities for children in DP to ensure that they are a 
position to participate fully in all aspects of wider schooJ/community life. 
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Recommendations 

1. The Sub Group recommends that all Direct Provision centres that host 
families should be required to provide or facilitate (i.e. through an NGO or local 
organisation), as part of their contract, a full time serviced after-school 
homework club, or transport to and from school-based homework clubs 
throughout the school year. The on-site homework clubs should be attractive, 
well-heated, appropriately supervised and equipped with Wi Fi and sufficient 
numbers of computers. 

2. The Sub Group recommends an awareness initia . to ensure th.aJ: ,Boar.ds of 
Management and school principals are familiar with the financial and bther 
challenges facing children in Direct Provision and their families. 

3.3.2.Schoel Leavers 

The Group identified those in Direct ~.rovision wh~ ha've;spent a minimum of 5 
years in the Irish school system, who haye obtainea -their Leaving Cert and who 
satisfy the academic and other relev:,ant re uirements for entry to further and 
higher education e::ou=rses as a priarity!Ther'e,are ro-t•estimated 100 student in 
~hjs ?rn~p~ ~f eriod of.~ y~,~~~ r.·s.i,n,line wi~,h EC~ R jurisprudence on Article. 8 

family righ!)~ ~},~:;:~~\ / ..- ~ ) "' ~ ~ ~:} _ 

It was also suggested that perha~s\the lehgth of time in the system could be 
• Ii.; • \ \ 

pitched at 5 years, but the length of time in the Irish school system could be 
pitched at 3 y_ea~~'. pr0vi~ed,3anguage skills and academic qualifications were at 
the levels reqiHr;¢d.,. •IT'his wou]d,benefit 'aged-out minors' (See Chapter 7). 

·~ ' ,,, ~ ·1 ' ' 

N; • - lo 'i. 't •I ''f ,;.._, l ! j,'i 

Plans fo.acc~lJrqte'th.e de~iJ1on making process through a Single Procedure are 
advance~ and this,shou)"1 reduce the numbers in this cohort over the years. It 
may no~', bf possi}?le to structure a scheme to cover the cost of accessing third 
level educa:tipn.for"this legacy group, which includes course fees (including the 
r'e.gistrationJee) and maintenance grants. 

The arrangements for access to further and higher education for persons in the 
protection process in other EU Member States are relevant. Not all Member 
States provide access to education though some local education authorities can 
have discretion in relation to the level and cost of access. Some other EU 
Member States do not invest in adult education training. The UK and Belgium 
take the same approach as Ireland and charge fees for access to both further and 
higher education courses, with the latter charged at the rate for international 
students. A further group (France, Holland, Spain) allow access to both further 
and higher education with some access to grants and other supports to facilitate 
access. 
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Some Group members noted that the granting of improved access to persons in 
the Protection Process, even on a very limited basis, is 'out of line' with supports 
available elsewhere in the EU, notably the UK, and this could significantly impact 
on the overall cost of the protection system. Others felt this access was essential 
in improving dignity, quality of life and capacity to transition or return home for 
Protection applicants. 

School-leavers 

Recommendation 

The Sub Group welcomes the public rnmmitment by the Minister foii-Education 
and Skills to extend student supports to facilitate access to third level for 
children who have spent S years or more in Direct Provision an d'fn the Lrcisb,, _, .;,' 
education system and who satisfy the relevant academic and otlfer eligibility"',· 
criteria for their chosen course. · 

3.3.3. Adult Education: 
I \ ;,\' 

On their arrival in Ireland, many people/do rio:t,Bave ba~tc; language skills or any 
• l 1 ·• ' 

knowledge of Ireland. This can creat~ serious p rqblems Tri accessing services and 
vindicating rights. An induction course rshould be clesigned with centre 
management and NGOs to p ro;vfde-basi~ ihf~,rmation··bn a 'guide' to Ireland, its 

(<H.i.,;,,.. I ., .1,,.Q,. 

laws, asylum process, structure~-and seryice·s: Lpt_a'l education authorities and 
language course providers· should link this information into their English 
language courses. Previo'usly-~pirasi -had rlrpvided a Peer Support Information 
Project to all arrivals,.J:he Wo,rl<l:n.g Gro1.;1:p''.recommends that this initiative be re
instated, resourcetl and available to a ll residents who should have access to these 
courses withip th/firsttttr"e~ month~':for at least one day a week for the duration. 

if '.·'/~t- _., . ' '. '. .. ,,. 
Recommen,dation: ~,-;1'1.«· 

.,..o, -. ' ~.:/ '"; .,'., 

~ !" ·1 1 ~ , 1 
,It l'jlf '\\\',1, 

~- Orientation clas·ses 'e;g. about life in Ireland, should be available to all 
.~ \ tf '.:., ~ ! ,1 .,, 

_protection applical)ts within the first month after lodging their application. 
l'J'hese could:bJ~,provided by a non-profit organisation based at the initial 
reception cent:r'e and form part of an early assessment of vulnerability. For those 
who' a~e dis.~ersed without having an opportunity to take up such classes, classes 
should·be)Jro'!Jided in accommodation centres as required. 

2. Access to English language classes and adult literacy for ESOL (English for 
Speakers of Other Languages) classes within a month of their application for 
protection being submitted shoulm be made available. Those classes should be 
for at least the equivalent of one day a week, for a period of up to six months and 
be available at a location that is easily accessible and without cost to the 
protection applicant. 
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3.3.4.0ngoing Education and Training: 

The Group discussed the possibility of suitably qualified people being allowed to 
go beyond FETAC Level 4- the current limit placed on education for Protection 
applicants. Residents expressed a clear desire to access further education during 
the consultation process. One barrier to this is that certain available programmes 
(e.g. VTOS and other SOLAS training programmes) require participants to be 
registered as unemployed with the Department of Social Protection (DSP). 
Those in receipt of payments from DSP could receive equivalent 'training 
allowances' for the duration of participation on such courses. If these courses 
were made available to Protection applicants, their social welf~re eligibility (and 
the consequent allowance costs arising) would have to be conside,ed. 

Recommendation: 

Adul1s in the protection process who have been in.Direi;t Provisfoo f0r. [period to 
be specified] should be eligible to apply for access to furtFl~r education and 
vocational training courses. -\: 

' ( "l:t \ I' 'I;.. •' 

The period to be specified has been Ie]J;~open for t~~sidera~ion by the Plenary. 

ii;:.•."':_'.•r;;~ .. w\ \~\ 

3.3.5. Improved and Affordable Access 

' l 

. \•. ~ ·-

The Group considered t;na~·~\e,,b~~t.yvay to.Solve the issue barriers to accessing 
further education fo tl)tdults is th charlge,tne qualifying criteria for free fees and 
maintenance supp.ortSiN;::,urr~ntly,,to be 1eligible for free fees, it is necessary to 
meet the '3 out of pr.eyiouf 5 years' re-sidency requirement: It was 
acknowledgep.\thf'l~, this·provi:~ion has very broad application and it also applies 
to Irish pepple 'arid·il'.'coQI,d pe difficult to change. 

) 

tF ,,-,-~-~- :,\I; . _., ·, .. , .. •'?. 
Highet~.•education,institutions are autonomous bodies and the criteria governing ) 
~h~•:lev;],of tuitio,n fee;tb be charged (EU or international rate), in cases where 
~,hdergacl~_~te st~:qents do not qualify for free fees, is a _matter to be ?et~rmined/1/ 
qy the Institut,lons; The Group expressed a hope that Third Level Institutions Jt;J 
may prove4 greeable to appl)'ing lower fees for those in the asylum process. In 
the abs.en,c;e: of a right to work, these fees scales may still prove to be prohibitive. 

Recommendations: 

1. An initiative for protection applicants in Direct Provision for over 5 years that 
would facilitate young adults (18-25 years) paying EU fees rather than 
international fees. 

2. After six months in the protection process, whether their application has been 
determined at first instance or not, adult protection applicants should be 
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provided with information in relation to their eligibility to access further 
education or other courses. 

3. The Sub Group would welcome an initiative which would facilitate access by 
protection applicants to further education courses (with a work experience 
element) if necessary, without compromising existing policy on access to the 
labour market. 

4. Remuneration received during a work placement undertaken as part of a 
further or higher education course of study should be allowed for the dur:ation o! 
the placemertUn lieu of the Direct Provision Allowance, or alternatively a 
proportion could be returned as a contribution towards the accommedation and 
subsistence, for the temporary duration of the placement. It cp~Jd also he used to 
support residents placed on courses in locations away from thefr ,centre. In other 
circumstances the stipend could be deemed not applicable to residents in ord.er 
to allow them access to work placements as a result of acad~mic study. 

5. A forum of professional recognition bodies ancl trade ass9ciations, trade 
unions and the community and voluntary S'ettor should be convened to devise a 
scheme to allow access to internships ql'lcl apprenticeships for people in Direct 
Provision. This forum should also examine a method to allow voluntary 
placements for professionally qualifie'ci·tesidents of.Direct Provision to access 
ongoing professional educatiqn_;tn Wo,d~pla:c_es, without payments if necessary. 

-. 'i\\'i. · 

3.3.6.Work Resbicti~~'. .::·• · · l, ,, f'' 
The feedback from th~::consul.~tio.p pJloce_i's indicated a further challenge for 
adults. The pn~hibition..on_w.@rk nieijnS that over time, long term residents 

-· "I. ' "' ·=,i. 'rl 

become deski.lled. WH,hout access to·'ongoing education, or the opportunity to 
update their'pi;qf~~~i_~n~l qtial~jcations, their skills atrophy and may be lost. 

' l 't;· \:'i ''1 I, \•;I • 
, 1 , i.:.-1, I~~ 1 

A further difficu,ltyl rising·¥01· the prohibition on work, is that residents reported 
that rri'apy furtHe1;.p r'hjgher education or third level colleges courses which 
.Jn:ciud~ ·a.work exp.~riertce element, are also closed to them, further limiting 
r-::. \ !•'"' 

,educational Qptiotjs. 
" 

Given the current restrictions on entry to the labour market for persons in the 
Protection Process (Chapter 4), it is not currently possible to consider extending 
access t@ FET courses, which are linkecl to DSP and labour market access 
schemes. This may give rise to issues of equity, where it is not possible to 
improve access for school leavers, who may wish to pursue vocational education 
and training options other than Post Leaving Certificate Courses (which are not 
linked to the right to work or to DSP job market-related schemes), while their 
fellow students who choose a PLC or Higher Education option can be 
accommodated. 

3.4 Costs 
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The direct costs arising from the commitment of the Minister for Education and Skills 
in relation to access to third level courses for young people who have completed their 
secondary education in Ireland and meet the relevant eligibility critetia, are a matter 
for the education sector. 

However, it is noted that there is also a need to mitigate the risk of in:iproved access to 
persons in the protection process, even on a limited basis, impacting on the overall 
protection process. 

The cost of allowing access for persons in the protection process to further 
education courses linked to the right to work and/or DSP scheme payments has 
not been calculated in view of the current prohibition on the rig)lt to 
work/access to DSP schemes. 
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Chapter 4: Access to the Labour Market 

4.1 Current Position 

Protection applicants are not permitted to seek or enter employment or set up a 
business in the State.8 Ireland is the only EU Member State that maintains such 
an outright ban. EU minimum standards as set out in the recast Reception 
Standards Directive require Member States to allow protection applicants access 
to the labour market where they have not received a first instance decision on 
their protection claim within nine months and the delay cannot oe attributed to 
the applicant. It is not an absolute rule, however, and Member States are allowed 
to attach conditions to such access in accordance with their natiolilal law. 

The current Government (continuing the policy of previous G6vernments) has 
identified access to the labour market as the principal obstacde tG the State
opting-in to EU minimum reception standards. Its concerns ,centre on fears that 
removing the ban "would almost certainly have a .profoundly ne~ative impact on 
application numbers".9 The Government has also noted that any change in public 
policy in this area "would have to have regard to the very l~rge numbers of 
people unemployed in this country."10 ,. 

4.2 Issues of concern 

In the course of the consultatip_n J5~0e~~s' p~~ticipants 'raised again and again 
• • i!~· .1r il,i"- , h •. ~ , • 

the1r strong desire to work to;~1,1pport tl)emselv~s and the Ir children and 
recounted the profoundly ne,gatlv,e effect~' 9f ~·ot being allowed to work on their 
sense of self-worth, th~fr heal th aritl their future prospects and those of their 
children. A small sariiJife of thos~ con&ibutions is included here to give voice to 

C l •' ' ',l their frustration: 1i, ,., , ' , i,-

't.J • i I 

, 1u' •~ • ~- •, '~\. 
'The longer th~ f inw we q,;e n(l( allowed to work, the more we rot and waste away. 
Our meocaJ and'[fbysiciiJ He-a/th Is greatly disturbed and completely demoralized. II 

1ef1v1 I ~,~:--. ~!;•, \ •r,«. I•:: I '.':•_ )~~ 

"ThesJi.effects ini lu__d~\'d~pendency syndrome and laziness coming from the fact it is 
illegal .. '. i:o,~eek wo~k." ' 
', ' ; ,:~ .,,,. i,:r, . 
"Work offers :d[gffify and the best means of integration and reduces the cost to the 
Sti:i'te." 

8 The heads of the International protection Bill recently published by Government maintain the ban on 
access to the labour market. 
9 This is the so-called "pull factor" argument. In reply to Parliamentary Question 1 5 729/13 of 27 
March 2013 the Minister for Justice and Equality rcfoncd to the increase in applications that was 
experienced in the aftermath of the July 1999 decision to allow access to a cohort of protection 
a pp] icants. The immediate effect of that measure was a threefold increase in the average number 
of applications per month leading to a figure of 1,217 applications in December 1999 compared 
with an average of 364 per month for the period January to July 1999. 
10 Reply to Parliamentary Question of 30 April 2014 the Minister for Justice and Equality 
11 Report of the written submission to the Working Group from adults 
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"We that has stayed for a long time, had our children in Ireland who grow up here 
should be allowed stay and work to contribute to our economy." 

"! don't need any help from anyone just want at least to allow us work for Gods 
sake." 

"These wasted years doing nothing - after leaving the system you are faced with a 
dilemma of where to start from and where to go from here - what would l put on 
my resume for these years?" 

Many of the human costs associated with living long term in the Direct Provision 
System (Theme 1 and Chapter 2 and 3) can be attributed to the negative impacts 
of the prohibition on employment: 

• Boredom, isolation and social exclusion. 

• Obsolescence of skills and creation of depende_ncy. \, 

• Negative impacts on physical, emotional and mental health. 
\~ . 

\.. •I 

..y~ ~X \~ In addition, if human dignity requires c\ perso~ to have autono~y and effective 
~,:,.fl -.f> control over their lives, then the proh:U;,.itio. ~--·o .. n the. right t'o seek employment is a 
;x')..) J> barrier to living with dignity i~, ~rest ~ro,~ •sion. 

~ 4i ,, ~ I- ~;~ _,p ·-

--9 ~ ~ ~c- The residents live a life of ~nforced idlerress:Preyiously acquired skills and 
.{:J=I com_petendes atrophy.and effective integr.ation of ad~lts is inhibited through the 

...:,.J denial of a network 0.f.eofieagues and the accompanying lack of resources 
necessary for partidpation in th:e·eommunity. 

c//~~ E~fective irr~elrat~~·; o. fc~il<l ren is in~i~ite~ th~ough the acc.°mpanyi~~ l~ck of 
c_)-9'"' oJ disposable mcome.,IJ,~<;.es,s~ry f9.r part1C1pat10n m extra•curncular act1v1t1es 
~ v~n.P ~ Chapten 2). A life oHf. ·epepdencyon the State or other sources of support may 
~ .-tif-~ ~e created. " · :\ - ,'. ·· 

\,fl-' v •"{ 'T ''r\ 
~o I'\ , . ."- -, ., ,· 

,t>0-;f"' :I;he capacjty to leap a normal family life is severely affected due to the 
-:Fl");,~ u nderminint5,.?fp~ren~s· ability to act as role rn~~els; make decisions t~ improve 

th·e welfare of the1r children; or assume the pos1t1on of household providers. The 
prohibition ·c1-lso affects access to further education and training as eligibility for 
many courses is linked to eligibility to enter the workforce. This is addressed 
further in Chapter 3 concerning access to education. 

It is known that some applicants work on the "black market" where they are at 
risk of being exploited. Exploitation, however, is not the main concern for them 
and some when asked about this said working was what was important not the 
minimum wage. 

The State can also be said to be losing out by maintaining such a prohibition 
through loss of taxes, the potential loss of a skilled labour force and the added 
costs of supporting and addressing the medical issues that inevitably arise from 
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<1' . 
enforced idleness over a prolonged period of time. Ultimately, the indirect result 
of such a prohibition may be to create a dependent cohort of people'Who require 
State support long after their eventual departure from the system. 

4.3 Potential solutions and implications 

The Sub Group considers that there is a strong case to be made for allowing 
applicants whose applications have not been dealt with in a timely way access to 
the labour market. .12 Apart from aligning with EU norms, being in empl0yment 
is an internationally recognised indicator of health and wellbeing; it facilitates 
the integration of migrant populations within host communities aryd promotes 
self-sufficiency and independence - qualities that deteriorate as a result of 
residence in an institutional environment such as the Direct Provision System. 
Being in employment also offers to protection applicants gteater dignity, •. , 
decision making ability and control over the welfare of children. E111pl0YP]enf 
can facilitate transition from the Di~ct Provision System ana reduc~.State 
expenditure on medical issues that arise from enforced idleness. 

' 

The Sub Group recognises that there may be politkal and economic concerns 
around any proposal to extend the right to w.ork to applicants for legal status. 
Other concerns include a potential neg§lpve pub]ie rie_a~~m to increasing 
pressure on a labour market which d.9'es not curt~tly meet public need, 
increased costs to the social pro~-~ctio·n srs~tem an't:rg.reater access to and 
pressure on the education sys$~tli;~tf'hrre is ~lso the question of how the right to 
work would fit with the policy(?[ Direc\t ~rovi.si.gn'.'and related supports. 
Government policy is heavijy influenced Hy a felir that extending the right to 
work would act as a P!;lll-facto_r for·o,tner displaced persons. 

• •~\·i.11\ '\'; ' \ ;,1,\\ 1~- '(',t{\?'' 
. &t ~~ 1, w\ ~.e\i . 

Against this is the"reality.tl;lalall other Member States, including the United 
Kingdom, the most rele.:7a·lltifi,omparator, in view of the Com~on Travel Area, 
already allow i5,,..eme acte s to·the labour market to such applicants. These fears 
emphasise the'"ri'eee"s's'ity,J or public education around the fact that the extension 
of the :dght t'◊,.W,oik':,i§ p~rt bf an effort to harmonise the Irish protection system. 
Work fi~s the pc{t~pthiV.o turn dependency into contribution, something 
~mphaSised consis ently by residents during the consultation process. 

'. i., ;J;~ 
In developing proposals the Group has sought to take all of the above into 
account. It has also sought to take account of the position of the existing cohort 
of protec.tion applicants as well as future applicants who may benefit from a fully 
operational Single Procedure or improved living conditions in accommodation 
centres in the event that the Sub-Group's proposals on improvements in that 
regard are implemented. 

4.3.1 Options 

12 With the exception of Denmark (and Ireland) all other Member States are subject to the recast 
Reception Conditions Direclive. Denmark has, however, provided for the right to work in separate 
legislation. 
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The Group has identified two options to recommend to Plenary 

Preferred proposal 

IL4-.1Extend the right to work to those persons who are awaiting a decision 
at first instance, where the delay is not their fault,(including those awaiting a 
decision with regard to Subsidiary Protection) for in excess of a defined 
period of 9 months in line with the Reception Conditions Directive. The right 
to work in this context assumes no attachment of conditions with regard to 
hours or nature of employment, nor extend the right to work to persons 
engaged in the 'Leave to Remain' process, or .,. .~ ~· "" 

Alternative proposal 
ll.4.2. A lesser form than the full Reception Conditions Directive [for example, 
the right to work after 12 months). 

The Group's preference is for Option 1 as it is the min,imum standard under the 
Common European Asylum System. In s_9 far 'a$ ·existing applicants are concerned 
it would mean that approximately [No. to be inserte~:lfwQuld be given the right 
to work]. The number is small since mest applicants in the relevant cohort will 
not be waiting for a first instan~e d~~isiO'QJ.f.~r more than nine months. In the case 
of new applicants whose appJi.f al:ions,-afe 'pr::c,[eS~"'~g under the Single Procedure 
it is expected that the maiRrity'qf

1
applica~.91-i's·wtirhave a first instance decision 

well within the 9 monfh peri0d. When the\Sjngle Procedure is embedded there 
should be no further oacklog tQ deal with 1n the future. \ \ \--\~ c.._,~) ~~ 

1 ~ •) 0.)~ {~Y2.JL.,. 
., . 

4.3.2. Implications inclu.~1.ng potential costs 
·11, ',\ 

~ ~~~ ~ ~ 

Jn so far as exis,~.~g~Rpli·c~nfs:~re concerned it would mean that approximately 
[No. ta, ;b.e inserte([J would be given the right to work]. The number is small since 
most applicaift~) !.1 the relevant cohort will not be waiting for a first instance 
de~isiop. for mor'~Jhan n ine months. In the case of new applicants whose 

• I ~ • ' o,'-,:1, 

applications are p rqcessed under the Single Procedure it is expected that the 
majority of--appl i~a_tions will have a first instance decision well within the 9 
ni9!)th peri~d. When the Single Procedure is embedded there should be no 
further ba<;:illog to deal with in the future . 

. ., ' ~· 

Both options would require a legislative amendment which could be included in 
the forthcoming International Protection Bill. The Group is aware of potential 
anomalies and inequities that may arise but consider it appropriate that both 
options should apply to applicants in the Direct Provision System, those living 
outside Direct Provision, and future applicants for protection. The Sub Group 
cannot identify any justification for distinguishing between applicants on the 
basis of whether they are in the Direct Provision System or not. 

Restricting the right to work to those persons who have been awaiting a decision 
at first instance for in excess of a specific period ( e.g. 9 months) would limit the 
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number of persons granted the right to work but would also place a justifiable 
onus on the decision making functions of the State to operate as efficiently as 
possible. The Group acknowledges that this proposal excludes those at the 
'Leave to Remain' stage but is of the view that the work of Sub Group 3 on the 
issue of long stayers will provide solutions for some of this cohort. The Group 
also acknowledges that those who are subject to deportation orders would be 
excluded but , likewise notes that proposals from Theme 3 [ correct in final 
report] will mitigate their position and to grant additional rights to persons who 
are illegally in the State would be perceived as anomalous. 

What either of these options would mean in practice is that an applicant who had 
not received a first instance decision would request some form of written 
authorisation from the appropriate authorities allowing them tp work lt would 
also mean that applicants who are successful in finding emy lo,Y;ment and'who , 
choose to remain in an accommodation centre, would be subject.to a means test 
to determine their contr.ibuti@n to their accommodapon, ete 

Granting protection applicants a right to work would have potential i'mpacts on 
other aspects of Irish society and public administr~tion, for-example in the area 
social protection and education. Any protec::_,tipp ,~ppll~~nt whq:§.ecures work 
would, of course, pay PRSI, USC, income tax ett in the;s_ame manner as the 
general population. Equally, persons'~ ould be·'~qtitled to r:-elevant social 
protection schemes on the same basis"as the general population including Family 
Income Supplement and lllness,Benefit. ,; . 

. <' f .. , , -'· . "'\i~L-~f/!. 
It must be noted, however; ,t11at eUgibility (Qr job seekers benefit and other 
supports requires at lea.st twE>"_y..ear ~ contr).Butions with the consequence that the 
potential impacts are . )nited. Access to.&e labour market would bring with it 
eligibility for cert·aJn, fur-th.~1reducatj,9n courses on the same basis as the general 
population. TJ;iese pht~nt1~J,costs need to be viewed against the savings to othe.r 
arms of the State•{) j}nprov:,ed mental health, etc., on the part of applicants. 

f1(, ., ' J \ f.2 ' ..11,\- ' 

(i1,;· ' 0

1 ·~11, ,1t\ 
4.3.3. ·f"resentjng''the optiolis 

;:r_;·i~-;:. , 

}IJ term·s.,o,f presenting a recommendations in the final report to Government the 
1S:ub Group'has identified an alternative formulation intended to take account of 
th Er fact thatfloveth ment policy is opposed to the introduction of a right to work. 
Reasons cit~d include economic circumstances. The alternative presentation 
could ·be:a$" follows: 

''The Sub-Group recommends that the Government takes the opportunity provided 
by the forthcoming International Protection Bill to include a provision providing 
for. the right to work along the lines of the Reception Conditions Directive that 
could be commenced when the Single Procedure is operational and economic 
eircums-tances heive improved." 

4.4 Recommendations 
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Preferred proposal 

The Sub Group was in favour of Option 1, but agreed that the alternative 
proposal at Option 2 above should also be forwarded to the Plenary for 
consideration. 

Alternative presentation of recommendation 

The Sub-Group recommends that the Government takes the opportunity 
provided by the forthcoming International Protection Bill to include a provision 
providing for the right to work along the lines of the Reception Condit ions 
Directive that could be commenced when the Single Procedure is operational 
and economic circumstances have improved. 
Other recommendations 

1. The Sub Group recommends that the legislation that prevents pr,otection 
applicants accessing certain educational program~, because sU<;:h courses are 
only available to persons who have a right to wor k, should be amended to make 
such courses available to protection applicants whe, are aw~iting a first instance 
decision for more than 9 months, irrespecfiy~ qf whe!her they have the right to 
work or not, and where the delay was .1;1pt th'efr 9wh fault , This legislative 
amendment should be done by inserti11;g an ap~ropriate-provision in the 
International Protection Bill 2015, which ;tlte 'Goven:iment intends to enact by the 
end of 2015. ' 

r. ·~·~~,~ 

2. lt is recommended tp.·at anY. ernussion ~ access tlle labour market given, 
should continue until fhe final 'tletermina~lon ot the protection claim . 

. .,;I .-\i-
-,"1 \,~j'- ,I •H- '_!( I.~ 

3. The Sub Group reto,mm~:nd s thafa protection applicant who has the right to 
access the lab,o,ur IJlarket antj •~$ successful in finding employment, and who 
wishes tCJ r~main tn Iijrec_tProvision should be subjecno a means test to 

..f'- detenmlhe an approl?.,fiate contribution to their accommodation and the other 

~>{? s~~~ices previded tothem. 

~ .;}- I _0~; 

~~o ~·~~··•,, 

« . . 
X) 
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WG2 V4Hcalth 

Chapter 5: Healthcare and Wellbeing 

5.1 Current Position 

Those within the Direct Provision system have access to mainstream health and 
social care services and are provided with a Medical Card. The Sub-Group 
undertook an extensive consultation process whicfi overall expressed 
satisfaction with mainstream access to healthcare in Ireland. Particular issues 
arose in relation to prescription charges and services for vuJn·er_able people. 

''!} 

-·;_ ,,: ,! '.\ I 

Protection applicants, victims of trafficking, convention apd programtne,refugees 
are offered voluntarx ealfh screenhrig assessment bY. ~ edic;al Personnel when 
they first enter the Reception Phase of the Protectit>rf system. LatesUigures 
indicate a 73_,o/o u tak(j:, although if you consider the total number within the 
protection system, including those outside Direct Provision, ~e figure is 58o/.Q,, 
which is a source of concern. , · 1 , 

Some of those in the protection syste.m; need ti~ e·a~d s~ace before they feel 
ready to engage with services on health}$SU~S. O~:·t ompletion and where 
necessary, a referral is made ~-9 a1Gen~.raf P:i:~ctiti~ner '(for chronic 
health/medication managem'ent/folloW,);lpJ:1.~g~gJfic referrals are made to 
consultant specialists in inf~ctio'us ,disease , indutling other specialists from 

,, ,, '1\1 

health screening asse~~I'.hents·,, "· , ;•);i:1 
r. 
'~{'' 

. 'ft' 

Health and social ·car,r se~ces are d elivered either directly by the HSE or 
through fundi}iKprovid,,~d bY,J~e HSE to a range of voluntary and community 
organisations e:ig.: Dtiblipi1Aids Alliance; Cross Care; ISPCC; BeLongTo; Jesuit 

• •• 1 'I 1•' ,:":,-,;, l 

Refug~e'Se'rvice; CommllnityrMothers Programme; Rape Crisis Centres; SPIRASI, 
' 1\1. ' 

Tralee lnternati'oQal·Resource Centre; Integration & Support Unit Waterford, 
Deras 'rumni and ( Isc\\tc. In-reach services in many Direct Provision Centres 
it)clude e.g{ SpeciaHst Psychology Services, Public Health Nursing, General 
Pr;.actitioner Clini~s, HSE Early Childhood/Play Therapy Services, Speech & 
La.rtguage Therapy, Sexual Health Promotion etc. 

The HSE's National Service plan 2015 contains as a high level priority the 
commitment to "improve health outcomes for vulnerable groups" with particular 
emphasis on inter alia Protection applicants and refugees and includes a specific 
commitment to deliver on any Fecornrnendations corning from the Working 
Group. The HSE has a Natiemal Interculturail Strategy (which needs to be 
updated) and initiatives in relation to mental health needs. The HSE and RIA will 
provide a programme of "first line defence" training in mental health awareness 
for staff in Direct Provision centres, roll out this will commence in 2015. 

5.2 Issues of Concern 
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Feedback from the consultation process was strong in the area of health and 
wellbeing: 

'Mental health nisk for adults and children: Depression, behavioural issues with 
children, post natal depression, separation anxiety, post traumatic stress 
disorder are all very common for residents of Direct Provision'. 

'We have experienced depression, memory loss, living with violent people, 
sharing rooms with strangers, destroys marriages, pushing people to 
prostitution, miscarriages, trauma, discrimination in community. 

'Healt h wise tne government has gone out of it s way to help. The HSE has been 
very effective. We can all see our GPs and that is good. Teeth pr_otilems are . 
blamed on lack of necessary nutr:ients in the food'. 

'Preseri tion 1s really unaffordable because there_ are times when you have more 
than one item and you don't have enough money to collect them' We appreciate 
if the €2.50 charge is dropped .. .' 

The Working Group has particular concerns fox vuln.er~~le groups. The EU's 
Recast Reception Conditions Directive'defines th~~e as minors, unaccompanied 
minors, disabled people, elderly peoplei pregnant wqmen, single parents with 
minor children, victims of hurna:rl"ti-'af.ficking, person$' with serious illnesses, 
persons with mental disorders c!-Ild p; r~-~.t:ISW;l'\p,J i:ave been subjected to torture, 
rape or other serious forrri~ of psy(2hologic:t!l, ph1/sical or sexual violence, such as 
victims of female genital mutilatioh '.' , 

" .. r-- 111,1 "'if,· 
,,, . ( ,;.I' 

Direct Provision at c.omn:)OPat~s a i~11,ge· of individuals who may have 
experienced _spnflictf:t~~rnma, and abuse. They need access to therapeutic services 
and mental He·;1Jth,s4.pp,0,,r,ts. T,l}ey need to be accommodated in an environment 
where tne½.f~ef 1:tr9t:ette~;,sa,fe and secure. There is a case for considering an 
additional t:yp""e._of ass_essmerit which may be required to identify people who may 1, , ,,,., 
be vuhrerable, su<;h as,ytctims of torture, other than general health screening. 

-1c'. : . -1 

.. I •~". 

\ . 
~· ' ;Specialist:ttauma and counselling is located in Dublin which can make access 

challenging ro't ):>~ople who have been dispersed regionally. Very few specialist 
mental health supports are available locally and a recent survey of social 
worker_s ide~tified that "60% ofreferrals (from Direct Provision centres) 
involved in mental health issue". Sudden transfers, to a new centre, can have a 
serious impact in regard to access to specialist services and can be disruptive to 
treatment and also access to support networks. Where possible transfers should 
be discussed with both the applicants and the health professionals involved. This 
is to ensure that if the transfer does take place there is continuity of care, 
transfer of appropriate records and avoidance of duplication of tests. (This is 
discussed in Theme 1 Report) 

The length of time in the system may exacerbate mental health issues and also 
result in many applicants disengaging from health services. Despondency may 
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result in serious negative impacts, including high use of prescription drugs. A 
survey of Protection Applicants general practice service utilisation and 
morbidity patterns, conducted in Galway city showed that "Protection Applicants 
were five times more likely to be diagnosed with psychiatric illness than Irish 
citizens" and "frequency of presc~ ion as a consultation outcome was higher for 
Protection applicants" 

Victims of sex trafficking are sometimes placed in Direct Provision, due to lack of 
accommodation where they may be vulnerable to exploitation and abuse. This 
needs to be examined and addressed in a systematic manner. HSE personnel and 
NGO's working with victims of trafficking have highlighted this issue on a p...__""-
number of occasions. It may be necessary to consider the establishm~nt of 7 \. ~\ \ 
specific centres such as a female only centre to properly address these n~edsj ,._.. D~ · · , 

,, 
,. 'ii'' • 

There is evidence, based on people's voluntary disclosur~, and from t he 
consultation process, that some residents in Direct Provision have experienced 

CJ exploitation and abuse e.g. prostitution, violence against wem~, gambling. 

In some areas, HSE staff identified difficulties they encomi.""t~r_~d with some local 
centre management when trying to provide fn-. .i;-each·health services, specifically 
health promotion, including sexual heal~h info:rmati:on, ~qvice and protection. 

There appears to be a lack of consistency across Direct Provision, with residents - , -,;; ' . 

t
often relying on the goodwill ~?,d-irti'tl~.e ve!,Qf local management and staff. It i~s 
important to acknowledge that many staff (NGO Management Companies, 
Security, Voluntary ano Statutory Agenei'es) wor~ing in DP centres, are doing 
their best to provide.r~:~ Upf)o.r~,;:,aQt ; a~~-place for residents (Chapter 6). 

I "· I ,. 'If i . ,, ' 

5.2.1.Children ''\~.;:,, 
J ··,.~ /:;·, 

·•~ !" 
'',~:1," 

\I ·•\ 't ... 

Qvlt a third (33.9'%) oi 1,522 of those in Direct Provision at the end of 2014, 
yvere children. 13% (of total residents) were aged 0-4, 18% were aged 5-12 and 
2.9% were-t3'=1:-7. 

'i, 

The Group heard many arguments that long term placement in Direct Provision 
is not the appropriate environment for children and their families. It cannot 
provide a safe and secure environment that meets the developmental needs of 
children and adolescents. This is compounded by the fundamental lack of space, 
privacy and of dignity which impacts on individuals and families alike (Theme 1). 

Some parents living in DP are becoming disempowered and de-skilled, leading to 
a life of system dependency. This can often be witnessed and experienced by the 
children, leading to tensions and a dilution of confidence and motivation by 
parents. This alters the normal functipning of family life, role models, social skills llA. ~ 
and cultural connection. When children begin attending school they face barriers 
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to taking part and becoming full members of the school and local community as 
set out in Chapter 3. 

5.3 Possible Solutions and Implications 

The impact of long-term residency in Direct Provision on health, vulnerable 
groups, family life, wellbeing, social development and mental health features 
widely in the consultation feedback. 

Prescription charges at €2.50 per item are an onerous charge for residents on 
limited means (Chapter 2). They present a significant barrier for residents in 
obtaining their prescribed medication and maintaining their ~,~alth and 
wellbeing. The HSE has taken a decision that people in Direct Pro'Visi.on, those i·n 
receipt of the Direct Provision Allowance (DPA) only, sheuld not pay t his char.ge. 
A mechanism has been developed to ensure that when a person iriTeceiptof the 
DPA collects a prescription, the Pharmacist paymentsystem Will signal this, and 
show them to be exempt. This system will be fu lly r-0lled out in 2015 and the 
Working Group unanimously endorsed this welcoq;ie initialj._ve. 

' .. 
I 

The Sub-Group noted and welcomed a range ·oJfmprqve:11?.ents 'initiated by the 
HSE to enhance the healthcare of pe0~J,e in Direct P._rovi'sfon. If there are delays in 
processing Medical Card applications', this, results' in difficulties and barriers for 
residents in accessing the health ·ser:vice~:!tf .,which_ tney are entitled. The 
Primary Care ReimbursemenifSystem.l i~~ co'n~tr:urtr~a a dedicated telephone 
number which is to be useo for foltow up fn Emergency situations. There is also 
protocol in place to prov'ide'k Medfo_al Car_g.'\-vithin 24 hours to an Protection 
applicant with a serib~s rnedic'ali\,,condi'tj9i;l in need of urgent/ ongoing medical 
care. Local contacts for ,all Direct Provision centres should be identified to 
enable urgent .~itu~tio,n to h~ addre~$ed quickly. 

- I.;. .l . 

The percept!on;~:{I~ng ; ~itini'Hsts to access some services and the ongoing 
yM, • ~ \ ••< 

difficultres a"ccessing community Mental Health teams are a recurring theme in 
submissions recefved:. Consideration is given to the specific types of mental 
_health i1sues, causes ancl responses required for Protection applicants / refugees 
tih the Dife~t Prov.i~ion system. Not all mental health issues require psychiatric/ 
medical mental health services. Where necessary, however, these should be 
available close to all centres. 

The Group welcomes the fact that the HSE through its Mental Health Services 
Division, is putting in place a programme of mental health awareness training for 
staff in Direct Provision Centi:es. Consideration of this matter will be progressed 
in 2015 in the context of the Joint HSE/ RIA High Level Group, and the HSE 
Service and Operational Plans. This is also being done as part of Mental Health 
Reform's work following recent Ministerial Round-Table discussion with 
stakeholders in ethnic min0rity health. 

5.3.1. Recommendations 
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1. The Sub Group welcomes the proposal to exempt residents from prescription 
charges and recommends that this initiative be implemented as soon as possible. 

2. The Sub Group recommends that a health promotion initiative be targeted at 
residents to inform them about access to breast screening, cervical checks, bowel 
and diabetic screening services free of charge. 

3. The Sub Group strongly urges that a review by the relevant agencies of 
services for residents experiencing a crisis pregnancy be undertaken 
immediately with a view to a protocol being agreed to guide State agencies and 
NGOs supporting protection applicants dealing with a crisis p~g!'}ancy. 
Particular attention should be paid to addressing the needs of tbe individual in 
the context of the current legislative framework that exists. Lssues relating to ·· ' 
travel d0curnents, financial assistance, confidentialitY,, and access'to information 

J and support services should be addressed. 

_) 

4. The Sub Group welcomes the developme:n;r by RIJ\ e.,(a SexuaJ and Gender
based Violence Policy and recommends1hat"it ·be ~olled 9ut as soon as possible 

• I •, .}f- · 

and accompanied by an awareness-raising and tr-aininffplan. 
l , l,,j"l 

,,, 

' ~~ .\'1,f :Ji\~}~\ ' ti. ~\ I . ' • 

5. It is recommended that an irii.tiative 1ie pu:t~in tttain to facilitate access by . ' . 

residents to information and set'Vices rnncerning sexual and reproductive health 
and family planning. : 

,..,y· ' 

1·1,j< 'q~l::·,~;#·'1 : ~ 

6. The Sub Group rec.ommends that an adequately resourced interpreting service 
, \ 1 --',. • ~ t 

be put in plaae~ here demand exists. Interpreters dealing with protection 
applicapt~,~l)otila,-bl~ sen$iti0t:Y trained, especially when interpreting the 

1 -1 ,~ • .., •• , • · •. \, 

disclo~ur·e of fieeds, experiences and values of vulnerable groups. GPs should be 
Jr, • , .. ~. ~..: 

encour¥\ged to 6ff~r irit~,rpreting services to this client group. 
~\: i',, .) ~ t :~,, ' 

1. The SuthGroup notes the actions indentified in the HSE's Mental Health Action 
l'.lan. To address the overriding need to provide health related targeted 
ed.frcation and trainihg to staff working in Direct Provision centres air centre staff 
should be...P,rovideJj with mental health awareness training by the HSE or 
designated NGOs. This training should cater for recognition of mental health 
issues and assist staff in alerting appropriate services, while ensuring the safety 
and wellbeing of the individual and all those who work and live in the centre. 

8. Sensitivity training on issues that impact on vulnerable grouP.S should also be 
provided to all relevant Direct Provision staff. The Sub Group recommends that 
each centre should have a strong visible presence of a safety, dignity and free 
from harassment statement, reminding both residents and staff of their 
requirement to ensure a safe and respectful living environment. Such visible 
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messages may facilitate disclosure by vulnerable groups and must result in 
immediate contact with relevant services. 

9. The Sub Group recommends that infQrmation leaflets, posters, talks, 
confidential contacts details be provided in every centre and kept up to date to 
target vulnerable groups and promote dignity. Issues to be identified include e.g. 
FGM, torture, HIV, mental health, LGBT, djsability, religion, domestic violence, 
exploitation, prostitution and older peoQle's needs. 

10. The Sub Group recommends that residents should be able to access 
appropriate transport provision or financial assistance to.ensure attendance at 
medical appointments and safe return to the centre. 

11. The Sub Group recommends that the HSE Annual R~ort should include an 
account of progress on the implementation of the health related 
recommendations made by the Working Group which are adopted by 
Government. 
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WG2 Version S 

Chapter 6: Linkages With Local Communities 

6.1 Current Position 

The successful ofientation and integration of Protection Applicants into a new 
country and a new locality, can greatly enhance wellbeing and quality of life. 
Diversity also enriches the communities of a modern Ireland. The term 'linkages' 
in this chapter is being used to describe what contacts Protection Applicants 
have with State services in the area in which they are living and to what extend 
they are involved in the wide range of services and activities S_l;lJ?POrted by the 
community and voluntary sector. 

Integration matters for refugees are generally dealt vYith by the Office for the 
Promotion of Migrant Integration (OPMI) but Protection Applicanes·since they 
are still without status, are not included in its remit or national strategy. There is 
no co-ordinated arrangement in place to deal with the integration of Protection 
Applicants with local communities. 

The Working Group on the Protectio,o. Process,'fo!)owing. visits to a range of 
centres in ten locations nationwide, asked for furth~r information from Centre 
Managers on linkages between r,esi.dents iQ.;Direct Provision and their local 
communities. The Sub~Group·,\$,?eeply'~~~~Gii~~, that many of these contacts are 
voluntary and resource dep_~ncle,V,t and tli,~t many NGOs are not supported in this 
important work. Those.,group~,who assist range from funding and support 
services from the St ~~~phen's

1
'G:,;:,~en'T.r,us't to the Jesuit Refugee Service to local 

community, religl_Oal;IS 'and q ;1ltur~I g~oups who offer activities and services in 
some areas. · ,i'\ tr:/ 

. ··•·~!~ ·•,,1·1, 11 ' 

At the req~est·o:",e Gfb,P.,R,.,a 'questionnaire was issued to centres and filled out 
by centre nia:n;ige~,ents\ vhich outlined what they do to assist in this regard. The 
respon:ses indita,tp th%there appears to be no organised plan or programme of 
i.~tegra~jon consis'tentJy:applied in each centre. 

1s.ome loca~;ions ar~}-vorking hard on the matter and report impressive links with 
lqcal commutijtjes.· These include a diverse range of on and off site activities 
(Appendix 4). Where they exist they have a positive impact in providing 
occupa,tional and vocational activities for residents who are not allowed to work 
and have"restricted access to third level education (Chapters 3 and 4). 

Many other managers cite resident 'disinterest' for the absence of linkages with 
local communities. This is particularly noted in centres confined to single male 
occupancy. Residents feel linkages are hindered by the lack of opportunity to 
make social contact and reciprocate hospitality. They cannot invite guests into 
their home in the centres or host ordinary family celebrations e.g birthdays, Eid, 
Christmas, sleepovers, meals etc. Many of the effects of these issues are dealt 
with in detail by Theme I Working Group. 
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6.2 Issues of Concern 

Residents expressed strong views that they wished to participate in their local 
communities: 

'Integration of an individual in the State can help the process, learn English and 
Irish and involve in community activities'. 

'The notion of isolating Protection applicants into a particular group of people 
thereby creating social segregation is inhuman'. 

'There are no families to be united with at Christmastime. We are branded as 
fugitives, people with uncertain futures ... they see us as failures with no hopes 
and dreams'. 

'We have no friends' 

There appears to be no community linkage programme coordinated country 
wide. Linkages do not form part of the obligations-required py the contract 
between centre managers and RIA Most a_t,~,'.ad-)1oc'·and as a result of goodwill 
from the staff or outreach by the comrp,µnity. a~d,· volu~ta,rr gr~ups. There is no 
one taking the lead in each locality. L.ack of mon~y to enable Protection 
applicants to get involved in activities is' addressea in Chapter 2. Some reports 
cite a 'lack of interest' amongs1rPt dtect1or{applicai:it;s"or in the community in 
integration. The distance of ce;p.t,res frol'ti,_;tow'n;s s9n also be a challenge, 
especially in the absence ofnighf ~!me tra~,sporf facilities. 

,,ix. 
11 

i 1 '•. t, £i•t 
1r1 1 ' +•· · \ 

Linkages with the loe~l community app~,9_i"to be on an ad-hoc and goodwill basis. 
There is even a marked aifference·ih w}fat is happening in the same locality, but 
in different residences. One.centre in ·a city can have almost no activities or plan, 
while a neighb'ourigg C~r:tl re'r~ported a very full and varied supported 
program.rre;..?onie. centr;e:P1~rnlgers reported on a range of activities that have 
taken :place'bv.er tfie years, but that is not always an indication that the examples 
given ~re current.i. · ~¥, 

•• :-:!' 
{"e-:-

There seems to be::Considerable variance within the local statutory support 
~tructures. S6me focal authorities, vocational education services and community 
welfare services are proactive and others reported in the consultation process as 
providing little support. The prioritising of integration in such a haphazard way 
is of concern. 

6.3 Potential solutions and Implications 

There are various sources of support available to local communities and these 
should be maximised to enable a proactive engagement between Protection 
Applicants and local communities. Pobal and various local and national youth 
services have programmes that may be compatible with the ambitions to 
enhance community linkages set out here in this chapter. An engagement by 
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management with these bodies to identify supports and funding programme 
would be very beneficial. 

Sub contracting companies are required to satisfy RIA about their ability to 
provide and manage accommodation centres, food, laundry, transport etc. 
Integration should have an equal priority in engaging suitable management 
services. An integration plan, based on a partnership with the direct 
participation of residents, needs to formulate a key part of centre life and a 
capacity to facilitate and deliver this could be a priority in awarding any contract 
for service. 

Centre Management should initiate a pro-active engagement with local 
communities. This engagement should be of benefit to the loc9l groups·a~ much 
as residents in particular in making facilities available for integr~tio~ actlvitie~, i 

Residents should be proactively encouraged to state th-eir needs. Centre 
Management should connect proactively with community and voluntary groups 
and invite them to meet residents, share information, distribute literature on a 
regular basis. 

The signing in and security regimes of ~,eme ceDtres may emphasise the self 
consciousness ofresidents and discotu~age them-fr:om engaging with the local 
community as independent adults: Wfre~ young people are involved in 
residential projects, issues can:be-ratsed about thejr absence beyond two days -

i~' . f ' ( ' _\', 

explanatory letters sometimes, peed to b,e pro.v,{ge'd, depending on the centre 
management. A balanc~_}Tltl,S~ be ~,truck be,~een safety and wellbeing to 
encourage all residents'to live.and ·s.c;>cialis'.e independently of perceived 
t • ~ I 1\l 

1
~;::· ''\;';, , •_ • • 

supervision . ..,.. ,,,,- i1, "'"'"'· ' '\l. i( - ,,,,. 

~~\;: ,11,\1\r, 11 1 
.'• • I~? t 

Child safety issues 'at~ ver,Y-dmportarlt as is the exercising of parental 
responsibilifi~))n-:.~is~Btter)n situations where management are relaxed 
about tl)~yq,\lntfh~oplft'$,',~ -.sence there is an added risk- if youth services drop 
youngJ,1eopl'e':at ~ \e"eting points after residential activities, it is not always clear 

f •~ i. ll ,,, 

who is,:awar.e oft 4,eir-'clP$ence if they do not return directly to the hostel. 
.. l1 ,· ' ~. . I L • ~ •• • .!. 

1

'.A balance ·needs td',be struck between families making their own decisions in 
"\: , -r ... 1 •· 

relation to social.and community involvement outside the centre and the need 
for manageinent to be able to safely account for people, especially in cases of 
emergengy.°These matters are addressed in Theme I. 

6.3.1 Good Practice 

The Sub-Group discussed some good practice that might encour.age more 
interaction between Protection Applicants and local communities. The 
reciprocity of such an engagement was emphasised as a mutual benefit. There is 
capacity to maximise this in centres that may have a range of facilities that could 
be shared with their local community groups and services who engage with 
Protection Applicants. 
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Some areas of good practice were outlined and recommendations are recorded 
below. Other ideas discussedincluded actions ranging from an audit to identify 
facilities in the centre that could be made available for community linkages 
arising from a survey of residents needs, could be a good starting point. These 
facilities could be matched with the needs of voluntary local services and shared. 
This would ensure that an integration programme could be developed for each 
centre, led by management in partnership with local groups and residents. 

In centres where transport services are scheduled, consideration could be given 
to extending this service to coincide with important community activities, sports 
days, school events and night time activities, to facilitate resident p.1rticipation. 
Subject to cost, any spare capacity on transport could be made available to the 
local community group to encourage integration and travelling- togethei' tp and 
from activities, especially national or regional events. If a cap nee'ds to bespµt O!'} 

the availability of this service, then the linkage committee should decide ~n- ' 
priority events. 

Centres should be encouraged to proactively celebrate their presence in the local 
community by participating in sports and cultural events as a 'team', the St 
Patrick's Day Parade as a community resource,. tidy''tO'(Vns in' t~e neighbourhood 
category etc. "' · · ·,, ,, , · 

;~i •l•f • \: ◄ '' I 

Integration is a partnership. An 'Open Day' -shoullfre.held each year and 
invitations made to ProtectiOQ •:AppliqaQtSo·c:rnd all local groups to set up 
information stalls and take par"t) n cross ,cµlturat activities with Protection 
Applicants. " ·,· 1,~ 

lS; ·,, )\.\' 
,\,.~ , ~ ,I • 

As a business in theirJocal community,, c~ntre management could be proactive in 
local chambers ofcommerc¢, ·empfoyers associations and encourage sponsorship 
opportunities ~ ith kr<;:¥1 business, ofcommunity linkages based in the centre or 
in the local cbrri'munitl involvii;ig residents. Formal linkages with Area 
Partnership ,NJtw.oi~ks"tci'~~nsuie local services are delivered to residents should 

. . ·~ ·. .- . .'...:{:~ 
be a p_r1.onty. _; .~ . · '·'..l) , · 

RIA cd'yld facilitate an'iJ;!formal national network of information and contact 
§haring a~nually an..d require regular reports of linkages with local communities 
Hom mana'ge,ment, ilS part of their oversight obligations for service delivery and 
t:<,>.. ensure consistency of linkages regardless of the location or isolation of the 
centres. i '\ 

Recommendations 

1. The Sub Group recommends that Government give consideration to including 
protection applicants in its national integration strategy or co-ordinated plan for 
the integration of migrants. 

2 The Sub Group recommends that relevant Government Departments consider 
making some funding available to assist with the integration of protection 
applicants in communities; in particular that existing community grant schemes 
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should specifically encourage applications from those involved in developing 
linkages with protection applicants. 

3. The Sub Group recommends that a proven ability to deliver pro-active linkages 
with the local community should be considered when identifying the skill set 
necessary to manage a Direct Provision Centre. This should be included as an 
obligation in every centre management contract and be reported on regularly to 
RIA 

4. The Sub Group recommends that each Direct Provision centre shot,1Jd be 
contractually obliged to encourage and facilitate linkages with Jh_e locaJ. , 
community. The centre management should facilitate the setting u:p ~ "Friepds ·of 
the Centre" Group consisting of residents, local statutory service~ and · 
community /voluntary groups. The centre management should be te'quired to 

.... ,) report to RIA every six months on activities in this regard. ; · 

5. The Sub Group recommends that work to develop community linkages should 
include a focus on developing reciprocal linl{ag~s with residents participating in 
activities in the local community and vie~ versa·. The ~entre management should 
consider making facilities in the centre e.g. meeti~g rohms, grounds etc. available 
for meetings and other activities to create pitd strengthen two-way links 
between residents and the loc'3l comqi._unity, 

~~i~, ·~i\'t . 
•~l''""f I Ir' 

1, • \\..1 

6.4 Costs 

Many changes in practit.e.,ag~f•attiti1des can cost nothing. Offering small supports 
to community ~ctivity;_ partijiipation, like transport, kit and packed meals appears 
to be a low costfotastnfe. , i , . 

1·~ 't" ;, 1.t •I~·; :!..\~', 1'" .. 

Some "h'ilanth-ropit: Qrgari'tsations are also generous in their grant aid for such 
activity.1and this-:.s~otilg.,be maximised by management on behalf of the residents 
anti their partner'lqcal community organisations. 
I, 

Lpcal commu11ity aevelopment committees and Pobail may be a source of 
funding for activities. The possibility of linking with local community and youth 
service fµnding resources should be maximised. 

The linkages may result in sharing of centre resources, attracting philanthropic 
support or sponsorship and be self-financing. 
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Chapter 7 Aged-Out Minors Entering the System of Direct Provis ion 

7 .1 Current Position 

There are approximately 937 young people aged·S-17 accommodated with th~ir 
parents in direct Qrovision aad a furtper 444 persons agea 18-25. Young 
Protection Applicants can be categorised into four djstinct groups, each with 
their own needs and commun.io/,-<:ontf1,ct'pqi~ts: , · 

' ~~-. i; J, ··~r·1. ,,., r:-; 
.lt i' 'I 11 ff•i' 1 

\ I 
1

·,1 \ 

1. Separated childreri"$_eeking.asylum . '· \, \ \ 
2. Aged out mino_rs; (18· to, 25 ye~r olctk) living in direct provision ~ \ \ 
3. Young ProtecfipN Applict•~ts living with their families in direct provision 
4. Protection·'Appli'tants who receive refugee status, 'Leave to Remain', or 

Subsiqiary P~<r>tediiqh · .,, -~ ' ' . \. 
"t? ;i ~t;.,, . ' "-~1\1 ' 

There is ~!so a c0Bort•0( ypunfpersons in the 18-25 age group who are not 
childnfn)"are.nqt ·re~idinfw:lth family members and who are not aged out minors 
and ari'other cohort of,those who decline RlA accommodation and can live in the 

) • - oh•,, 

commooity. . 
,r,. 1, 

'.' 
r' ' ~ 
This sectiorf of ~he ·report concerns the first and second group above and the 
int~[ play between RIA and the Child & Family Agency (TUSLA). 

' ~.: 

TUSLA wa·s established on 1st January 2014 and is now the dedicated State 
agency responsible for improving wellbeing and outcomes for children. TUSLA 
comprises the HSE Children and Family Services, Family Support Agency and the 
National Educational Welfare Board as well as incorporating some psychological 
services and a range of services responding to domestic, sexual and gender based 
violence. 

7.1.1. Unaccompanied Minors and TUSLA 
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A small number of unaccompanied minors (aged under18) apply for asylum in 
their own right each year. These are placed in the care of the State's Child 
Protection Agency (TUSLA}. RIA does not accommodate unaccompanied minors 
and all children in RIA accommodation are in the care of their parent( s ). The 
majority of separated children are between 16 or 17 when they first arrive. 
TUSLA accommodates unaccompanied minor Protection Applicants through 
children's residential homes and the foster care system up to, at least, age 18. 

The structure of the service consists of 4 residential children's homes specifically 
for unaccompanied minors accommodating 24 children. One of these residential 
centres is for long term placement. Children who cannot be placed in foster 
homes due to complex heath needs or who need to be near certain Dublin 
hospitals are accommodated here. The other three centres ser;v:e assessment ,. ' .. 
centres where children are placed while they are being assesses 'and matthE,?d 
with foster families. Unaccompanied minors are placed ii:l private fostering 
arrangements. 

TUSLA's Dublin team also assessed the children's suitabillty for entering and 
navigating the asylum application process and assj_sts tho·se,.children who enter 
th 

, . 
e process. , -, , · 

·\. ,·"'i :.I ' u; 

7 .1.2. "Aging out" 

When unaccompanied minor~,,~e·a'th· l :~.Y~~rs of ag~.;(''age out") they, as a general 
policy, are transferred to asyfum accom.fnpdation,centres under contract to the 
Reception and Integration•Afterit'~ (RIAJ.'it,shoula be noted that persons deemed 
by TUSLA to be pa rt iculai::Iy vtµnera~le carvemain in a TUSLA care placement 
after the age of 18. r ,,, ·. ',, ·-~•,~.A 1' ; 

I. l 1, {~°i\\ 

Some of thOSf.; who preseri't:~,eeking asylum may have no identifying 
documentatioijand.,witbout fiil;ger printing, photographs or documents details 
such as JJ,qro.es, "natfohality, or age can not be verified (Chapter 9). 

":. - - ·'1. , J • 1 .. :.i" 

"• ;~~11 ',. . 

Whi!e,p_rocedure~,p.re :··in place for age determination, the process is not infallible 
~nd·the1·e can be aj_fficuhi.es in establishing an applicant's true age. Procedures 
'are in plate; tg safi guard against young adults over 18 being inappropriately 
placed in TUSLA:,:•b:fotres with minors and conversely to safeguard against 
uti.accompanled minors being inappropriately accommodated in direct provision 
centres . . 

Feedback given to the Group from the consultation process report that it is a 
daunting experience for young adults to move out of foster care and into Direct 
Provision on reaching 18. 

Normally young adults leaving TUSLA care are transitioning to independent 
living, but cl;geci-out minoris are moving into an institutional setting and a life of 
dependency. Our consultation process heard reports that a move to Direct 
Provision as a single person, where they are likely to be sharing rooms with 
strangers, can be a backward step, disempowering and disruptive to the life of 
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the aged-out minor and their foster family. It was reported that many aged-out 
minors in foster care tend to be very confident but then regress when they move 
into Direct Provision without that family support. Aged-out minors need t@ be 
prepared by their foster parents to take care of themselves, to budget, to do their 
own laundry etc. 

RIA and TUSLA meet regularly to develop detailed plans for each individual 
unaccompanied minor who will 'age out' in the coming months and will require 
RIA accommodation. The agencies state they take into account all of the needs 
and circumstances of the individual concerned - medical, welfare, education; and 
the care needs of other family members. Specific Direct Provision centres are 
identified by RIA in partnership with TUSLA, as being particularly suitable for 
this cohort of asylum seeker. These are generally family centr_es1, mostly outside 
Dublin, which have established links to TUSLA services and have good 
community links and supports. · 

An individual may be accommodated in another category of centre - such as an 
all-male centre• if requested by the individual and with the agreement of TUSLA. 
It is not always possible, based on the geographical location of RIA eentres for 
1aged out minors' to remain in the area where· they had been in foster care. 

7 .2 Issues of Concern 

" ' 
For aged out minors who are ODlY 'fec.~.,ntiy.i,arrived, in 'the country, this may be 
their second major transition iµ a short'perio.p..onime. Improved supports for 

, '•l1 

unaccompanied minors in' (qster care, mea_r:i. that the wrench can equally impact 
' ,:. .. ,1,, \ 

when they reach 18 a11;d they,move to Direc_t Provision, sometimes within a short 
time of having arrivecfin the _ccnin,try i~ tlie first place. Persons deemed by 
TUSLA to be except,ionally v,µlnerab'le can remain in a TUSLA care placement. 

~- •·\ -. 1; \ 

JI I I' i'-
The consultat(on,process wh:ith included young residents and health care 
profess.ionqls, al~o adv:isetj:thatat aged 18, young adults who have been in the 
care of the 'stat E?, s'uddenly'ffod themselves living in Direct Provision centres with 
redudhJ suppott~,coiripared to those provided in foster care. They often feel the 
J.mpact :ol Jpsing th~ ad Lilt support they may have had as a minor, through the 
HSE or oth~( _Complimentary services. There are supports both before and after 
the move to'the'Direct Provision system to help to ease the transition. 

Many young·adults will be without access to education, as access to free 
education is subject to the conditions discussed in Chapter 3, after the Leaving 
Certificate is completed. In some cases, philanthropic organisations such as the 
'One Foundation' offer scholarships for courses in the Higher Education Sector to 
'aged out minors'. 

The consultation process advised that mental health issues are a particular 
reality for this cohort of young people (see Chapter 5). Having completed second 
level education, many young people find it difficult to maintain healthy social 
lives through sports, pastimes, further education and interaction with peers, due 
to very limited finances (Chapter 2). The toll of waiting for a decision on their 
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case can really start to show at this point, as they have been in the system for a 
prolonged period and stress becomes chronic. 

Many youth services don't work with over 18s, unless the young people are in 
youth leadership programmes. Most of these young people are not in a position 
to take up these opportunities as discussed in Chapters 2 and 6. Some of the 
young people in this cohort rely on volunteering opportunities and some manage 
to find ad hoc avenues of support. The consultation process advised that many 
are at risk of drng addiction, prostitution and crime. 

7.3 Potential Solutions and Implications 

There are currently (early 2015) 82 aged out minors receivin~ ,~ftercare,~:upport 
from the social work team for separated children. Of this figure, 'ZS aged out 
minors are receiving aftercare support in Direct Provision centres and an 
additional 25 wer:e in Direct Provision, but due to a cha nge in,theiq1sylum 
status, have moved onto other forms of accommoda tion. This co-!:lort"of 82 
children also includes 32 'aged out minors' who have been granted status and 
have moved directly from foster care in the local a.~as to inp.ependent 
accommodation. They are receiving care from the local social work teams. 

\''1 

Both social workers and project worl<efs providing aft'e"i·c:are work, link with a 
wide variety of statutory agencies anct:itG,Os to p'rovide this service. It was 

., • 'I ·1-,,•_,. i 

suggested in the consultation proee·ss:that,,tbe social workers in focusing on their 
core responsibility - the care;1b'(,the m1n~r, ~•rtl,,ilY.;;riot have the expertise to decide 
whether to make a protection claim or wlietheranother immigration channel 
would be a better sol4tfon {o~¢,~ rni9or. )'" 

r, . '\~i•7I ll~'i':.• r,1·· . 
• , I', \,,: ~ .... ,1, ' :·:~ 

The form that is U:$ed fo _as.si~t:TUS'LA/RIA requires a Department of Justice ref. 
no. - It may bJ~ that·'soc;ial \M'prkers o}fr for the protection claim route to avoid the 

' ,, .• -,.., '(i • ,, ~ 

young adult be.uJg,r~pa~red ·n~r1eless (Theme 3). 
, ':- ,.,, " .. ·Jl!; •+;,-L ·-,, 

,.,1 :,. I 

;:, ~- • '\•11 

A:it"alternative to rpovirig 'aged out' minors from foster care to Direct Provision 
1rpight be to q_CCel~:'ate their protection claim, so that it is completed before they 
be-come 18. Tfiis is viewed as being in the best interests of the child. Any delay 
can affect the child's memories and impact on their credibility. Once the 'Single 
Procedur.e'. fa introduced, that faster process will reduce the number of 'aged-out' 
minors entering Direct Provision. 

Any changes to the procedures and arrangements for unaccompanied minors 
must have cognisance of the consequences of creating a 'more favourable' 
system for those entering the asylum process through the child protection 
system. The concern would be that such arrangements might encourage young 
adults to present as 'unaccompanied minors' to benefit from these roorw ~ n- \) • 

favourable arrangements as has been reported in Holland. This would both · J 
create dangers for actual minors in the care of TUSLA as well as putting 
additional pressure on the child protective services. 
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In many cases unaccompanied minors do not proceed with their protection 
applications until they are 18. They may be advised in some instances, to park 
the application, which would involve an inevitable move to a Direct Provision 
Centre. 

TUSLA has recently put in place an internal legal team. Their remit could also be 
to provide advice to social workers on immigration/protection issues. If a 
protection application is made, it is essential that they get good quality legal 
advice at an early stage and that the case is prioritised (Theme 3). 

7.3.2 Support Services 

The City of Dublin Education and Training Board CDETB Separa~ed Children's 
Service has been working with Separated Children qnd aged out minors between 
the ages of 12 to 23 since 2001. This is a useful model for consideration for 
implementation on a wider scale. It employs a full time manager, two youth 
workers and several part time tutors. It is the only: s.ervice of this kind in Ireland 
and operates a number of programmes. ,. ;• ._ 

,
1

! •l1 u. ", ': 

a) A drop-in and outreach support service °for individuals 
,' ' 111 

The Service's Youth Workers wqr.lnvtth' those who an.e particularly at risk. They 
support, guide, mentor and acaomparii"tbe young'people during their process of 

11.:11· 11·-i • 

adaptation, reception and-i·!}tegration into lr ish'-society. The youth workers work 
with individuals as we.11 :as groups and fam'i~ies (e.g. siblings). In 2014, the youth 

•' , 'I .ll,\, 

workers worked wilt( 44 young,men'ap_si .. ~1 young women. 
;f , .. 

T,his pr~~r·amme o_Rer"'ates twice a week in the evenings in a city centre location. 
The studenJs recei,v:e assistance with their school work and studies from adult 
volunteers>lp ,?.014, 9 boys and 28 girls attended. (See Chapter 3). 

-\' I 
<::) After .school recreational activities, including intercultural groups 

Currently running a 'girls' after school club' in collaboration with CDYSB 
Stoneybatter Youth Service, the group includes Separated Children, 'aged out 
minors', young women from migrant backgrounds, as well as Irish adolescents. 
Collaborative work includes a Life-Skills project with 'Scouting Ireland' and a 
language exchange programme with Belvedere College. The Service also runs a 
range of recreational activities during the summer months and throughout the 
year, such as hill-walking, canoeing, rock climbing, excursions, art workshops, 
and sports. 

d) The Refugee Access Programme (RAP) 
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The Refugee Access programme offers a reception and transition programme to 
prepare newly arrived Separated Children and other young people from refugee 
backgrounds under 18 years of age for mainstream post primary school and life 
in Ireland - linguistically, socially and culturally. It centres around three core 
modules: English - including 'Subject' English for Geography, History and Maths, 
Mathematics and Life-Skills. The latter incorporates themes and subject areas 
from SPHE and CSPE. Students can enrol at any time of the year and progress 
into mainstream education based on their individual needs and abilities. In 2014 
there were 72 young people who attended the Refugee Access Programme. 

The Service continues to support the young people who have left RAP through its 
other programmes. 

7.3.3 Education 

Advocacy groups recommended that separated children who reach the age of 18, 
regardless of their length of time in the country prior to an application being 
submitted, and whose application to remain in the State, (at whatever.' stage) has 
not been finally determined should be able to apply for co1trses covered by the 
free fees scheme and maintenance support~_µbject't0Jµeans t~ ting (see Chapter 
3). ' '.\,·, 

·J..'1. 
' ' 

It is important that links are created bet:.yv,~eh you'ng•.Protection Applicants in the 
community (including separated chiltlrentand loca.J youth services to make 
provisions for 'aged out' minoh.up t~ t"tr~ aie.,ot7·5·,·to attend programmes of 
education or volunteer pla·c.~epiehts.with twining facilities (Chapters 3 and 6). 
This can be achieved by youth: worker:s being resourced to carry out needs 

•· 1 '-' 11,ii.1~••:, I 11•;' \ 

assessments, deliver·'~rainin9- ~h'q).nfor.rryation programmes ( see Chapter 9) and 
link into leadershiI;t ~ri'd i~lu_i1teer·p.[ogrammes in youth organisations. 

~ :. ' ";j ~'·~· "8. ;: Tu ~ 
The recommer:i:ffatipns-;01,1tliriep in Chapter 9 on transition are very relevant to 
ca teri ngJp.Lt~ e·'I1ieas1 Qt~g~d

1 

'o'i.1 t mi no rs'. Targeted info rma ti on and SU pp Orts 
for this"cohort inclt:l~e ongoing youth work that supports integration including 
topics1:s_uch as i<ie)ltjty1 ,belonging, intergenerational or cultural conflict etc. 
Training a nd reso'tirces'should be provided where necessary to targeted 
community;,youth work for young people from migrant backgrounds. 
~ .1);:. ' 1.' 

There must 'b,e cognisance of the principle of equity of care. If it is suggested that 
a pers·on .who claims asylum two weeks before their 18th birthday (thereby 
entering the system as a separated child) needs the above assistance, then it 
follows that the person entering the process two weeks after their 18th birthday 
(thereby entering the system as an adult) also needs this support and assistance. 
It cannot simply be the case that a matter of a few weeks determines whether a 
young person is particularly vulnerable or needs additional support. 

Recommendations 

1. The Sub Group welcomes the forthcoming Aftercare Bill which will place a 
statutory obligation on the Child and Family Agency to prepare an aftercare plan 
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for each eligible child and recommends that aged out minors should, as far as is 
practicable and subject to their wishes, be allocated accommodation in a Direct 
Provision centre that is located near to their foster care placement in order that 
they can maintain contact with their foster parents and other community links. 

(?~~ 2. The Sub Group recommends that the training provided to the foster parents of 
E) r Q unaccompanied minors should include a focus on the importance of encouraging 

· ~ ~ <) <[L independence and resilience in the young person in their care in order to ensure 
~\ ~--o .. that they have the life skills necessary to transition to a Direct Provision centre at r U 18 if that proves to be necessary. 

3. The Sub Group recommends that the Minister for Children and Youth 'J\ffairs, .. 
or the Minister for New Communities as appropriate conKene--.a task force ;· 
between state agencies, NGOs and youth organisations to ensure resourced and 
consistency in targeted services to this cohort of minors and 'aged out minors'. 
Consideration should be given to rolling out a service a:long the· lines of The City 
of Dublin Education and Training Board CDETB S~parated Children's Service in 
other areas throughout the State. Consider,ati9n s hould also o:e _given to the 
recommendations of the National Youth Stra tegya_Qd impleme'i1tation plan's 

r, '·r· ·, 1 

recommendations for this cohort of ypung people. · , 1 

' 

7. 4 Costs ·:.l1.,_~ 
•\, 

'I s' '' 
It appeared that the nature of~~pp_ort tha't'might be needed in some cases would 
be closer to the afterc;;are wo~ker, in'cif:?pen:aence model. This is where the young 
person is assigned a support worker who'·advocates for the person or supports 
them to advocate''ror t h~msk.Ives. Fo'cus Ireland provide such a service in south 

1 7 ~;~- " 1,, 

Dublin that co,yer:s tne.~ubli.n ,and Mid-Leinster region and receives a grant for 

0 

€236,000 fron1 .J:,:USLAJ0 prov{d,e this service. The service consists of 3 full time 
equiva.Jent-·p9_sts.' e1,~cfi'\.t·itli. '.~ case load of 25 young people (75 in total). The grant . ) 
cover~:salary -~n,,d,,a~s%:iated costs ( approx. €132,000), office, ad min, mileage, 
ip§uran,ce, rent, m_a.intenance, activity expenses, telephones etc. 
•~Av ~'lt~ 

.-:,, • 111,\ 

The City of D'tl.blin Education and Training Board's Separated Children's Service 
is funded by ~e Department of Education and Skills, the Youth Worker posts are 
part~funded by the Department of Children and Youth Affair's Special Project for 

'°""" Youth (SPY), and the Refugee Access Programme is part-funded by the European 
Commission under the European Refugee Fund and is supported by the Office for 
the Promotion of Migrant Integration in the Department of Justice and Equality, 
and Pobail. 
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Chapter 8: Supports for Residents who are LGBT 

() 8.1 Current Position 

It can be socialJy, culturally or religiously challengi-11g for gay people to show 
public displays of affection, hold social gathefiµ_g~ (even in pr-ivate) or identity 
celebrations including Pride marches. ' · 

Many Protection applicants are from co1:1ntrfes wh~rE! they still have the death 
penalty for being LGBT. Within •i:HfeG~Pro\fision, P~otection applicant members 
of th~ ~GBT _community m_~Y h~.;-v als~ 'f~~ thep:i,~el_ves sharing rooms in Direct 
Prov1s1on with people who~~ssertthat being LGBT 1s a 'western concept' and that 
it does not exist in the.icuffur~s. -,,; ·, ."',; 

•' l, ' t., --~«•,• 
~}J 1i• ·1\,. -f~. •\: :F-

The Sub-Group's fonsultatio'.h with LGBT residents was privately facilitated by 
BeLong To LGJ3T y0tttb servjces a ncf HSE, Social Inclusion. Some LGBT applicants 
reported thafthe,Y ct,Ld not have a ny legal advice or support. When they arrived 
they co_mpleted the "asylum application without any support and were afraid to 
disclos~ informatlb l'l that tlieir arrest or persecution was due to their sexual 
orientat,on. TheyJea1'ecl that this might have a negative impact when their case 
,is; finally determi~-ep. This may lead to a delay in their application being 
'.considere'd due to.:t:his information not being made available to decision makers 
iri ~heir applicatibn. 

Livi~g with.people from different cultures and religions can result in the 
expression of negative attitudes by other residents to LGBT people .A concern 
was expressed that other residents could discover one was LGBT through lack of 
privacy a bout the types of medical tests and services being received. 

'Coming out' to other residents was rarely seen as an option. Participants in the 
consultation felt that they would experience discrimination by people from their 
own countries of origin or experience the same negative attitudes that led them 
to seek asylum in Ireland. Some of those attending the consultation have been 
'outed' by others in accommodation centres and as a result have experienced 
isolation, harassment and threats of assault. 
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Some people had 'come out' to service providers who were seen as supportive, 
e.g. medical staff and some staff in centres. [t seems that the majority of those 
that 'came out' have been advised not to 'come out' as it is not safe to do so. This 
affects their sense of safety and further impacts on the stigma and internalised 
homophobia that many experience. 

8.2 Issues of Concern 

LGBT Protection applicants and re~ugees reported that safety and isolation were 
serious issues for them. Safety is a major issue in Direct Provision, be~ause many 
residents are obliged to share bedrooms and bathrooms. Sharing rooms, forced 
people.to go to extreme lengths to hide their identities, such asJi'fcli11g any 
clothes deemed too 'masculine' or 'feminine' or having to carry books ~·medical 
information or reading material related to sexual ori~!).tation or gender identity 
around with them at all times. This particularly affected those.that may present 
in a different gender than the one assigned to them at birth. 

Some residents have experienced other residents ancd room' sharers searching 
through their documents and their pr<;>p.erty. ,~i1ey,{_ear ,t~at other residents 
could discover theY- are LGBT as a resuJt of reading ap'pointment or advocacy 
letters from specific services. This infring~rrient of privacy has promoted a 
heightened sense of paranoia. ,P,-.irriktg/ln't·~.l}ave fE:r)t further stigmatised and 
isolated as they have been tolcl to stay a\\'ay·fr~IJ1\'people, particularly children, 
and during meal times would find-,themselves at tables on their own. 

~ •i '\ -' ··:.:.\ ;,,\ 
In shared bedrooms a.n,~ ba~roq_m_s, LGBT people feel particularly vulnerable 
when undressing and feel,th·ey coul<;l

1
not be themselves. One person reported 

being sexuall:x,,haras~.~d ab p,receivirrg unwanted sexual advances by other 
resi~ents. Hlt~1a.n,qt~ep_9rt'thj5,_to management, as he feared an unsympathetic 
hearmg and feltt hatne•¼f'."o'Uld be targeted as a result. 

,,~'' "; ',' ',\ ~~•·,;. •!,,/1 :;• I 

Other residents' h_ave··e,x,perienced physical assault while in the centres. One 
pe1:son reported su'ch ah assault and felt it was addressed by management 
~ppropriately; however, others said there is 'no point' in reporting and felt that 
they would na've to "come out" if they were to complain about such instances. 
Tliey feel th~y would be unsafe if they did "come out". 

Some participants in the consultation did not realise that they can report 
incidents of physical assault or sexual harassment to Gardai. Some have had very 
traumatic experiences with Police and similar authorities in their countries of 
origin, with the result that they fear contacting Gardai and authorities here, to 
speak about issues related to sexual orientation and gender identity. 

Some staff, while they might be knowledgeable about LGBT issues, do not always 
appreciate the difficulty for someone who is LGBT coming from an African or 
predominantly Muslim country. 
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8.3 Potential Solutions and Implications 

The main challenge is to establish an understanding and a trust among 
Protection applicants that the laws and circumstances in Ireland are not similar 
to those in their country of origin. It is difficult to convey this message to new 
arrivals. Furthermore, this perception can adversely affect what they choose to 
disclose in making an asylum claim, and can have a long term adverse effect on 
their application. · 

The methods adopted to convey this message could include questions about 
relationships or sexual orientation/gender identity, in needs . 
assessment/medical screening. Participants in the consultation do net know 
what evidence to give apart from them self identifying as LGB'I\ LGBT fr(en.dly 
liaison officers and interpreters should be available. Some par ti~ipants foun,d , 
that interpreters would sometimes chastise the person for being LGBT.·They also 
experienced people using derogatory terms to describe their sexual ol'ientation 
or gender identity. 

ft is important not to segregate LGBT people from other residents out, to focus 
on the issues of unacceptable behaviour. Ce_~tre$, nee.d strong .statements of 
dignity and respect that all residents m_list und.~_rtak~ l::p,,_uphold. It is important 
that LGBT Protection applicants, wheh being pfate~ in ·~·ceommodation, are not 
assigned to rooms where strong religious, cultural;or political anti LGBT views 
prevail. There are very few support,s~f\~i_c~~,?"vaila,1;>lfin rural lreland and the 
location of the centre can add·Hµge ly td tpe sen~.~-or isolation of the LGBT 
Protection applicant. ~'f", , ",\,.1\ 1 .. ,. \i' '' · 

~t ' ,.. 1t I J 1'1 
I • I ~ ' \> '. «j. 1 

Theme· I 's report will ·9utline irnprovemejtts in living situations, bathrooms and 
I,. _,lj l • 

provision of someyv:here· s.e~sure for. p~ople to safely store documents and 
personal bele,ngings'. This is, particularly important for the safety of LGBT people. 

"·,..·~~- ,'•:;,·1 ,}: II' ' .. :. 

The dis.el~Y,.Q,f po.~fers·~i.1} 'c~p.tr€s, advising LGBT people that they are safe, and 
that inform peop]e:about flfei r rights and the procedures for reporting safety 
conce1fo,s are im~ortal)y.,) f people want to 'come out' they should know they are 
protecte.µ. Even th9ugh-,;_such posters may invite and provoke others who hold 
'different Vie}XS, i_q:qust be made plain that if people wish to harass there are 
consequences. This message is essential to respect and protect the needs of all 
vulnerable groups. 

People outside of Dubliro are seriously disadvantaged in accessing supports 
related to Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity. Local LGBT supports, especially 
in rural and small urban areas may not exist or can often be ad hoc social groups 
that may not be able to provide the sustained support that an LGBT Protection 
applicant may require. 

The mental health supports available to Protection applicants is a concern as 
outlined in Chapter 4. The waiting lists are long and there are so many LGBT 
people that require mental health supports and who may now be living with, or 
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sharing rooms with others, who hold the very attitudes and cultural beliefs that 
forced them to flee in the first instance. 

Medical Card Delays prevent LGBT from accessing medical supports, as has the 
cost of prescription charges, and this is addressed in Chapter 4. 

Many LGBT people may also be included in other vulnerable groups like victims 
of torture, disability, mental health etc. It is important to include consideration of 
LGBT issues in services targeted towards people in other vulnerable groups also. 

LGBT people may be fleeing 'forced marriages' as their families attempt to cover 
up their sexual identity. They may also have a heightened vulnerability to 
exploitation. 

Recommendations 

1. The Sub Group recommends that organisations that provide servit.es relevant 
to protection applicants should consider training staff 1n LGBT iss\:les to 
sensitively deal with queries and build trust. Wher.e possible, a trained staff 
member could be identified as a point of con;ta€t,and tbeir defaiJs made available 
in centres. This is important to ensurethat appropriate services are extended to 
members of the LGBT community who .. are protection applicants. 

2. The Sub Group recommends tha~ Desigf\:ated .Persons in the Community 
Welfare Service should exercise discretio11 lh administering the Exceptional 
Needs Payment scheqie to suppon LGBTpeople to access appropriate supports 

• l , I'-' 

and services ,, · ' · 

., .. . • i 

3. The $l,lb14rou)? re'fo.m_mends that information including posters, pamphlets, 
contae,inumb~.r~ an~yisifa by relevant NGOs, Gardai LGBT Liaison Officers, and 
Sexual;1J;1ealth PF'omot~<?n Officers should be available/take place in all centres. 

I • ,I, 'U~\1 t_!II 

'1, 

{ _ The Sub Group n:otes that RJA has a safety statement and recommends that all 
Dh-ect Provision centres should have safety statements and dignity and respect 
policies_Jncorporating the rights of LGBT people prominently displayed. 

8.4 Costs 

The costs envisaged in the above solutions are minimal and in some cases 
require a change in attitude or the provision of information only. Lockers can be 
acquired for reasonable costs as can transport to access services not available 
locally. The provision of safe or single room environments for LGBT in a way that 
did not 'out' them in the centre where they reside, or draw negative response 
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from other residents, does have cost implications. Single room accommodation 
might incur a significant cost at a time when sourcing accommodation is at a 
premium but this matter is being addressed generally [by Theme 1.J 
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WG2 Version 5 

Chapter 9: Transitional Supports for Persons Granted Status 

Introduction 

Former Protection Applicants face a range of issues when they are declared to be 
entitled to refugee status or Subsidiary Protection by the State, or granted 
"Leave to Remain". This stage is known as the transition stage, which covers the 
experience from receiving a declaration or grant of status, to becoming 
established in 'mainstream' living. 

I 

'In many cases the initial euphoria [of being granted asylum] is replaced-by 
an overwhelming feeling of _frustration and powerlessness ... fi,:iding 
somewhere to live, managing money, bills, catering, job,' interv(ews etc.'. 

People who have been living in DP, Jilarticu1arly:-fer pc0traGtea periods, generally 
experience greater difficulties when transitioning to,,mainstream living, than 
people who have been living outside of'DP dur irrg,the course of their asylum ,. 
application. This chapter will focus on the situation Jor DP residents. However, 
certain aspects of the process affe'ct'.both Goborts o,f p·eople. 

!-\'...,~ '•l-11a'. ~;, ~ ,. \ 
1\' 1,\, I 

The transition stage encompass'es _several key seeps that former Protection 
Applicants will take when gr1nt,ed1itatus, ti> establish themselves in mainstream 
living and integrate intp society, J hese;rafige from registering with GNIB (Garda 
National Immigration Bureau) to accesslngwelfare supports (Chapter 2), 
securing suitable accbmcibcl~tion and searching for employment (Chapter 4). 
The former 'P·rcqtection Appliaat1,t and individuals will experience different levels 

' ·' t,:;,\,1 

of diffi<:Jr!l.tx,;o,r ea~.e, iri.q~~1i,n,g w ith the different transitional steps, depending on 
their in'a fvi'du~l ci'rcµmstances, location, and any supports that may or may not 
be a vaHable to ·them~·The steps are not exhaustive but those deemed to be most 
triiportaijt in the t1;~nsition stage by the Theme 2 Group. Information on the steps 
ahd problems exge'rienced by Protection Applicants has been provided from the 
c·pnsultatio~· process, the IRC 'Core Group of Asylum-Seeekrs and Refugees' 
based on their interactions with people who have obtained status, as well as by 
NGOs dealing with people in the transition stage, and from the UNHCR 2014 
report Towards a New Beginning: Refugee Integration in Ireland. 

9.1 Current Position 

The process of transitioning on obtaining status affects multiple cohorts of 
people with different needs and vulnerabilities who face a variety of challenges 
and barriers. At present, there is not one particular State ageNcy, NGO or service 
provider that takes responsibility for providing advice and information to people 
who are granted status and are to leave DP. While certain agencies, organisations 
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and some DP centres provide different levels of support, the provision of 
information and advice is inconsistent across services and across the State. 

RIA does not provide transitional services for persons granted status. While the 
T in RIA refers to 'Integratiom', the full staff complement of the Integration Unit 
and its functions were transferred to the Office of the Minister of State for 
Integration (OMI) in June 2007. The now Office for the Promotion of Migrant 
Integration (OPMI) deals with integration functions for refugees, but without a 
mandate for Protection Applicants. Jnstead, OPMI's work focuses on the UNHCR 
resettlement programme and general issues concerning integration of migrants 
and anti-racism. 

The OPMI is currently involved in drafting a new integration strategy witb a view 
to sharing it with key stakeholders before summer 2015. During th,e. process of . 
formulating the new strategy, OPMI facilitated cross-departmental corisultatibn 
sessions in 2014 at which UNHCR and a number of NG.Os pi:esentec:t,on a range of 
integration issues, including some related to Prot~etiqn Applicants. However, it 
should be reiterated that OPMl do not have a mandate for Protection·Applicants 
and as such do not have any focus on transitional sµppo rts 9r Protection · 
Applicant integration. Instead, the Office fm;use_s. c;m t he totality,ofthe migrant 
population and in particular key issues such as edutation, employment and 
pathways to work, active citizenship> tc'cess to pu,blic services, social inclusion 
and racism etc. ,,,,~,. 

Some DP centres provide infor{llation a0;;d ad~<;-~ in the form of information 
packs and / or staff assista~~f to p~ople anted status. Theme 2 has been 
informed by RIA that ;L6 np'•centres assist,former Protection Applicants by 
providing references for housing1,giving general advice and directing residents 
towards local serv:•ces ·s1,1ch as' MABS; 5 DP centres provide information packs 
(these may includ~7nforrltation on accommodation searches, connecting to 

;_\t .. , .:. 

utilities etc.) a'S'·.~eJL;~s'tllf aaY1ce and information mentioned above. The 
J ohnst~p, M.a~ina C.,~1it if}.,fif 1rale~ has an integration programme in place, while 8 
other ceritresl:a;r.e less activ~,fo transition supports but may provide some 

,, I ,''i' <'c!l\1 

individ1;1,al assist~nce·a~ µeeded. However, this is not part of any contract 
~tipulatfon with R1A an'd so provision of such information is inconsistent across 
cen tres aFld-,depep:ds on the individual service provider, centre management and 
sta,ff. ' 

' I 

At pl'esery.~,-People granted status may seek advice and information on next steps 
from various sources that can often provide conflicting information, for example 
from the DP centre staff or managers, local NGOs, Citizens Information services 
and even their solicitors. Language capabilities and linkages with local 
communities can have an effect on people's ability to navigate through 
information on their rights and duties. 
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9.2 Issues of concern 

Once status is granted to a person, issues such as accessing suitable 
accommodation, accessing mainstream services and finding employment greatly 
affect capacity to rebuild their lives and to integrate through mainstream social 
inclusion.13 The main issues affecting the transition phase centre on some of the 
key steps that people must follow on obtaining status: 

9.2.1 registration with GNrB atild access to identification documents 
9.2.2 access to information 0n services, rights and obligations 
9.2.3 securing accomm0dation 
9.2.4 seeking employment 

The length of stay in the protection system is one of the key faators ~ffecting a 
person's prospects for success or failure in transitioning out of the pr'otecti'on 
system to mainstream living. People who have been in the protection system for 
a number of years rriay have a broad idea of the gener~l services available from 
the State and non-governmental agencies in their locality, of how to access 
certain supports and they may have a social netwqrk. Howey~r, the majority of 
DP residents have not been allowed cook ftfrthems·etv.es, budget, work or up-' . 

skill to any meaningful degree and have been"dependent.on the State for all basic 
necessities (Theme 1). As discussed earlier and;inTheme1''1, protracted lengths of 
stay in DP can therefore have the negatiye impact''of creating dependency in 
individuals and families. Language-skiJ.)s dn also fqrrh a significant barrier for 
former Protection Applicants ln ,acces'sing ser-v~ces,·1n knowing who to ask for 
advice and in seeking emplo,yme'i)~. '·,, 

' !,f. ·'?-r 

When the Single Prot:J~_dure is suec;:.ess'fu)ly In operation, a speedier process will 
reduce the likelihqod of,p,eppTe dev~.!oping dependency on State resources or 
losing educati.onal and life~s.~ills. In a fully operational single procedure with 
faster decisiOns!'.¢1,;iitdre,p m'ayimore easily recall previous 'independent' living. 
On the _o~e,r'"~: n~,., peb.p,!~w ho'se decisions are processed faster will have had 
less ti,ne·to 0¢·aome1familia f with most aspects of general life in Ireland. They 

\! Lr ,•, 

may n~_ed more ey./dary,g ~ to integrate and to access services. Language skills may 
alsb be more limite.d. 
'el. '"', -.~, •' 

• IJ. ,. S,. 

'rt is important t o highlight that recommendations on other topics considered by 
the Working Group, if adopted, will potentially have a significant knock-on effect 
on t he:·tnmsit ion process, for example: 

- quicker decisions should decrease the likelihood of dependency 
becoming an issue as applicants will exit the protection system 
sooner (Theme 3); 

- an increase in the DP financial allowance might enable people to 
save towards rental deposits and travel for accommodation 
viewings or job interviews (Chapter 2); 

13 UNHCR RICE Report pages 6-7. 
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access to employment from a specified stage would allow some 
people to begin integrating and living in private accommodation 
before receiving a final decision on their application (Chapter 4 ); 

- access to education may increase a person's prospects of obtaining 
employment and integrating better into society once granted 
status (Chapter 3); 
a scheme to make decisions on long-stayers within a specified 
period may lead to more people needing accommodation and 
transitional support for a limited period (Theme 3); 
recommendations and progress on community linkages, as well as 
access to employment an~ education, may assist people in forming 

, social networks and in particular in finding the 'Irish contact' that 
it has been reported can assist in the transition stage (Chapter 6).14 

9.2.1 Registration with GNIB and access to identification decuments 

The first key step that former Protection Applicants will take on obtaining status 
is to register with GNIB. All applicants in the asylum system who are granted 
status (refugee status, Subsidiary Protection or 'Leave to Remain') are required 
to register their permission with the Garda National Immigration Bureau in 
Dublin or local Garda District Headquarters if outside Dublin. On completion, 
they are issued with a registration certificate (GNIB card). The GNIB card is proof 
of the person's registration under section 9 of the Immigration Act, 2004. 

Agencies may use the GNIB card information for their own purposes, for example 
the Department of Social Protection require the card in order to register a person 
for social protection allowances. The GNJB card is also evidence of the person's 
right to seek and enter into employment. It is, therefore, an important document 
relating to the person's identity as accepted by the State, as well as proof of their 
obligations and entitlements. 

J Without the GNIB card, a former Protection Applicant will be unable to prove 
their right to work or to access Department of Social Protection entitlements that 
enable successful transition to independent living. However, obtaining a GNIB 
card can be problematic due to a lack of appropriate identification and in some 
cases this le.ads to costs to register. Delays in obtaining a card for any reason may 
lead to a delay in accessing key services. 

9.2.1. (a) Delay 

All registration certificates are printed centrally and it may take up to a week 
after registration for a certificate to become available. However, it has been 
reported that the process of registration can take up to 3 weeks for those living 

14 UNHCR Towards a New Beginning: Refagee Integration in Ireland, 2014, at p.6. Available at: 
http://www.refworld.org/doci.d/52ca8a6d4.html 
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outside of Dublin. Delays may occur because the officer carrying out registration 
functions is undertaking other Garda duties and has been called away. There 
may also be occasions where due to leave or rest days he/she is not available 
(e.g. in smaller districts where there may be no substitute). 

The Working Group is aware that recent amendments to the Immigration Act, 
2004 will facilitate the transfer of this registration function from An Garda 
Sfochana to INIS and work is expected to progress on this in 2015. The Group 
welcomes the fact that the new proposed arrangements will see the introduction 
of an appointments system, permitting greater rationalisation of the service and 
facilitating further improvements to customer services. The development of a 
range of measures, including online application and appointrr,um.t systems for 
certain services, including registration was also signalled. The Si.Ib.-,Group · · 
highlights the importance of such measures to ensure that the first transitional 
step for former Protection Applicants occurs as qui~l<Jy and as smo_othly as 
possible, which will ensure speedier access to key serivices and entitlements. 

► Proposal 

. " 
The Group recommends that the Department ofJustice ensures these measures 
are implemented without delay. •' " ' ' 

9.2.1.(b) Lack of iden~fic~~ioii·. \ \• 
,i\~• '\~,, I .:-: • l,

11

rf 

In order to register an~ obtain the.GNIB., card on obtaining status, a person must 
present satisfactony evltle,r,u:;e· as tcHheid dentity, which can be very problematic 
for former Protectioru-Applfrants. Se'ction 9 (2) (a) of the Immigration Act 2004 
(as amended).:~fat~.~-,_tlfat ~, 

: ~ - .. , , . •f t1; ~ I 

/'Ile ~i s.he ~)mil, a/ l oon as may be, furnish to the registration officer for the 
' .r:,egistratiQn d1str:ict in which he or she is resident, the particulars set out in 

th~ Second'-S,,chedule, and; unless he or she gives a satisfactory explanation 
ofthe,,circum"stances which prevent his or her doing so, produce to the 
regis'tratioi1 officer a valid passport or other equivalent document, issued by 
or on behalf of an authority recognised by the Government, which 
establishes his or her identity and nationality." 15 

People declared to be refugees are not expected to approach the authorities of 
their country of origin or former habitual residence, to obtain a passport. The 
information provided to Theme 2 suggests that Gardai are aware of this. The 
situation for persons declared entitled to Subsidiary Protection or granted 'Leave 
to Remain' is different. Any former Protection Applicant making an application 
for such registration (excluding refugees) who cannot, in spite of their best 
efforts, obtain a passport, then he or she would need to be able to show, through 

15 The Second Schedule to Immigration Act, 2004, incudes "Particulars of passport or other document 
establishing nationality and identity." 
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the production of verifiable documentary evidence, the efforts that they have 
made to obtain a passport and why they were unable to procure one. Where such 
verifiable documentary evidence is produced, the Garda National Immigration 
Bureau has the discretionary power to effect registration without the production 
of a valid passport. However, this discretion will only be exercised in the most 
limited of circumstances. In this regard, confirmation from INIS regarding the 
person's passport situation should suffice. 

However, difficulties arise in situations where a person cannot produce 
documentary evidence of their efforts to obtain a national passport, or where 
such limited documentation is not deemed to suffice for the purpo:ses of 
registering. In cases where people experience on-going obstacles in procuring a 
national passport ( e.g. where national authorities are unwillin,g/

1
µnable to assist 

the person or to provide written confirmation that they cannot/ will not ass~~t1 ot 
persons are without the means to travel outside the State to proeure 'a passport 
etc.) they may have difficulty obtaining and or renewing their GNIB card and 
thus be left for a period without valid registration.Aif~rnatively, they may be 
granted a temporary card for three/six/nine months which incurs a potential 
charge of €300 for each GNIB card issued, though, ~n practice ,some discretion 
may be exercised. · , " , ·,; 

. ' ·~ 

A potential solution to the problems arisir:ig'from lack of satisfactory 
identification (i.e. particulars of passport or other document establishing 
nationality and identity as per ~he lmmigration Act, 2004) lies in the provision of 
the.Temporary Residence Certific~te to Pi:o_tecthm Applicants. Each new 
Protection applicant is issued with a Temporary Residence Certificate (TRC) for 
six months containing the applicant's personal details, reference number and 
crucially, a photograph. A TRC is valid while the claim is being considered, but is 
not considered to be an identity document. It also clearly states that 'this is not a 
work permit'. The TRC can be renewed subject to the determination of the 
asylum claim. ~~ ~ , . ,., · "' 

.11!.W' ,,. . • • i,,~tr '; ... ~·.-~~i ·~ ' ... -} 
With regard to this potential solution, it should be noted that not all Protection 
Applicants are in possession of a valid TRC, including: 
l . .i"i ~,;- r"•',': 

l '"' 

., • applicants for Subsidiary Protection under the old procedure (pre-
November 2013 i.e. applications to INIS). Protection Applicants whose SP 
applications were not determined by the Minister (pre-November 2013) 
and were transferred to ORAC under the new procedure, are provided 
instead with a letter from the Commissioner stating that they have 
permission to be in the State until a final decision on their SP application 
has been made. (New applicants for SP under the new procedure shall be 
given a TRC containing the applicant's personal details, date of issue, date 
of expiry, a unique number, a date on which the application was received 
by the Commissioner, and a statement that the certificate is not is not a 
document establishing identity); 

• persons challenging a negative RAT /ORAC decision by way of Judicial 
Review; 
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• applicants awaiting a decision regarding for "Leave to Remain" (under 
the provisions of Section 3 of the Immigration Act 1999); 

• persons subject to a Deportation Order. 

► Proposal 

a)The Sub-Group recommends that the TRC be considered as an acceptable form 
of identification in cases where a former Protection Applicant is unable to obtain 
a passport or other document establishing their identity and nationality, or 
satisfactory evidence of their unsuccessful efforts to obtain such documentation. 

(It is noted that GNIB have a duty when registering persons with permission to 
remain in the State to ensure that the person seeking registration is, in fact, the · 
person to whom the permission has been granted). · 

b)The Sub-Group recommends that closer liaison between GNIB and the State 
asylum bodies could ensure qulcker and more accurate confirmation of a 
person's identity. In particular, the identity and nationality of persons granted 
status will have already been extensively investigated and accepted by the State 
asylum bodies. As the TRC is photographic, it is recommended that it be used to 
facilitate confirmation of a person's identity and nationality, as accepted during 
the course of the asylum, SP or LTR process, through liaison between GNIB and 
the State asylum bodies where other identity documents cannot be produced. 

ti ·.. .:..-.' 1• rl~;-~ 
01T _\ '• ~::~,;l~•-\lj,\ 

c)lf the recommendation i~,,~~cepted that GNIB'should accept the TRC as proof of 
identity, subject to liais.on witb,JNIS· and tlie State asylum bodies, it is further 
recommended that 'f~Cs be matte avaiiabJ~ to asylum applicants at all stages of 
the process to ensure consjstency and ease access to GNIB registration on 
obtaining status. ·,1 

t, ~1\, 

"· ~, 
,' 

,'",'.,: ,'',,;,,\ '·\:,.-,, 
9.2.1.(~) Fees · 

''I ',. \ ' 
. ' ·"1, '" '~\,,. 

.Atcess fo guick registration with GNIB and the subsequent issuance of a valid 
i~NIB card ts.,,in,.por,fant, not only to enable a former Protection Applicant to 
obtain accesl to'··essential services and rights, but also impacts on the fees they 
m'~y be chat'ged where registration is delayed or allowed for short time periods 
only.'' 

All residents of DP who apply within 30 days of obtaining status can have the 
registration fee of €300 waived for their first card. A problem can arise where 
persons granted Subsidiary Protection or "Leave to Remain" are unable to 
provide a national passport for the purposes of registration. Where a person is 
unable to provide a passport or satisfactory evidence of their identity and 
nationality, their registration may be delayed beyond 30 days and a fee of €300 
subsequently charged. Alternatively, registration may be facilitated for short 
periods (three, six or nine months) in order to allow a person to seek a national 
passport. In certain cases they will not be successful in obtaining a national 
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passport and each subsequent renewal of the GNIB card costs €300. Former 
Protection Applicants may not have the resources to pay for the new GNIB card 
and will therefore become ineligible for income supports. 

► Proposal 

The recommendation outlined above regarding a greater level of interaction 
between GNIB and the State asylum bodies on confirming a person's identity and 
nationality would resolve this issue. 

A further recommendation is that consideration should be given to ensuriJ g that 
t~e 30 day fee waiver covers all cards necessary to establish ide~.tificat.i.-97' for the 
first full year. / · , 

9.2.2 Securing Accommodation 

A second key step for people granted status iS"to .leave the DP centre and move 
into private accommodation. The ability-to sourc'e and' ~!;!;<:Ure suitable 
accommodation is affected by many (~ctors, inducting the-'availability of 
affordable accommodation in a suitab'le- area. The resources to search for and 
view accommodations, the abiJ,H:y•to g;:i.y·a-~.ental deposit and first month's rent, 
and landlord preferences reg'~rq_ing letters of rnf~rence are also critical factors. 
As financial abilities are cru~ial 't◊•:Securing,accommodation, they will be 
addressed in some deta'tl below_. . ! , 

t,:t ~v ,. _ .t 
• t:/1 -~' 

Where a person w~).o it a~\tsfoentqin ~ IA'accommodation is granted some form of 
status (refugee stat:u~11_Sufo1·i9iary Protection or some form of 'Leave to Remain'), 
RIA's policy is':t&wriJe t.o sufll persons asking them to vacate their DP 
accommo,d-a,tion w!thin,.Z;t.,days. However, RIA will extend a resident or family's 
stay ir{ br 'a~pe,I]ding 0~ the"'circumstances on a 'rolling deadline'. This practice 
of flex'fb~lity has· ~~eif u_~cessary for many people granted status in recent 
rildnths .. A total of'403 people with status remained in DP centres as of 1 April 

12015..Jhis,.equate~ e approximately 10% of the DP populatioll..fil a time when 
d~and is rising for DP SP.aces. 

1;1 

In the context of the current housing shortage and risingJ ents across the State, 
particularly in cities, DP resia.ents are finding it very difficult to move out of 
centres and into private rented accommodation, including where the rent 
supplement or the Ho.using Assistance Payment (HAP) schemes are available. In 
some locations there is a complete lack of private rental accommodation. 
Residents such as the 403 already mentioned, would find themselves homeless if 
it were not for the option to remain in DP while searching for suitable, affordable 
accommodation. 

The current stock of affordable vacant housing tends to be in the 'wrong' 
locations e.g. remote areas, with no access to employment, schools etc. Like much 
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of the population, most people with status want to live where they have some 
prospect of finding employment, such as the greater Dublin area or in/ near 
other cities. In addition, families with school-going children are reluctant to 
move to a different area during the school cycle. Residents leaving DP centres 
face other restrictions with regard to choosing a new place to live. The prospect 
of leaving the area where they may have spent a number of years is a very 
difficult one to face as children may be attending school and residents may have 
built up connections in the area, particularly for medical and other services. 

While solutions to the lack of supply of affordable housing is beyond the remit of 
this Working Group, there are aspects of the accommodation search that could 
be improved and enhanced for people granted status in order to eas~ the process 
and increase their chances of securing appropriate accommodation. 

The first such solution relates to letters of reference for landlords. While many 
centre managers provide references to residents as potential tenants, the Theme 
2 Group has been informed that such letters are generally not acceptable to 
many landlords as people transitioning·out of DP have np histo1;y of paying bills. 

► Proposal 
., [. '· . 

•• I ' ' ," .! 

a)The Working Group recommends t~~t the Depa.rtment:of Justice consider 
issuing such letters as standard on beHal.f of-DP residents in order to encourage 
landlords to be flexible on the ,rnattet ,, <ii:'.·\ '•• 

·~ ,_. 11 ,j.n,\ ·•\1 ,,. 1
1 

~ \ ~/r I 

b) The Minister for State fo·p Eqb'ality, New·Corrimunities and Integration should 
convene a task force invoJvfog private rental landlord representatives, Threshold 
and Social Housing gr9µ ps etc to,Jind 'an.acceptable form of reference and 
personal recommenda'tion.totacili'tate residents accessing the private rental 
market. 

·~~ ·1\ !11 • 

. ,, ~-u, ''",., . -, ,. 

c) It is also .r~ccin\roelided 
1

that '!i~ison with the Private Residential Tenancies 
BoardJ5e co'ns'.itjer ed,jn o~de:r to assess whether communication by RIA or the 
Depar1tn:ient of'Jt(sti~eiwith landlords in relation to DP residents could ease this 
probleii'i}and encdq_rage acceptance of such reference letters. 
~ •' ,1 'I'. I:\ 

i' !\o cil ,Lf: 

9.2.2. (a) Prblon-'ged Stays 

While ·the Working Group does not wish to encourage prolonged stays in DP 
when not necessary, and while it is also likely that the majority of DP residents 
are aware that a flexible approach to the 21 day limit taken in individual cases, it 
is possible that some more isolated and vulnerable individuals might not be 
aware of such a policy. At present, the letter states: "If, after leaving RIA 
accommodation, you cannot get new accommodation within your own resources 
you should apply, in the first instance, for accommodation in the local 
authority ... ". This wording implies that people might be expected to leave RIA 
accommodation even where they have not found a suitable alternative and risks 
some vulnerable or less aware residents becoming homeless. 
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► Proposal 

The Working Group recommends that the letter from RIA which tells a person 
that they must vacate their DP centre within 21 days of obtaining status should 
be amended to take account of the fact that more flexible policy is in place. It 
should also be amended to give residents some level of reassurance that RIA is 
aware of current housing difficulties and directing them to RIA, to centre 
management or appropriate organisations for assistance in finding 
accommodation as expeditiously as possible. 

9.2.2 (!,)Welfare SuJWorts 

Chapter 2 deals extensively with the financial supports availabl~ to• g~o~le '-'Yhil~ 
residing in DP. However, the situation on obtaining status must also--Be ·set outas 
it impacts on most aspects of the transition process. / 

. . 

During the period between notification of status and m6'v'.'ing to bth~r 
accommodation, the person will usually remain in.Oirect ·Provision and make an 
application for Department of Social Protectio.n primqry payments appropriate 
to their circumstances. These may ind~.~e Jc'Jhseeker's' All.owa~'ce (JSA), One
Parent Family Payment or Disability 4)fowance etc. Applications for Child Benefit 
can also be considered after the grandng.9f,s.tatus. The relevant application will 
be considered under the con~ipdns fpr_,~frgi~ility ~9r the scheme, including the 
habitual residence condition1'q: -~ · ' 

~I.!~~ 

\:'· ll1}- \,, 
I \ ), 

However, former Protec,rion A,pplica,nts are not generally paid maximum rate 
social protection wee~ y. assistance patments until after they leave DP. Therefore 
they remain on the same jlUOwance of € 19.10 per adult and €9.60 per child, if 
they live in D after ebta in1ng status. Supplementary Welfare Allowance (SWA) 
may be paid 'as'.~il iromediate and interim payment, pending the decision on the 
appropri~~ prim&rY p.ay : ·~ptSWA is also subject to the habitual residence 
condiV()n an'd·" m'e~p~ tes'l:. ,While a person remains in DP, the rate of SWA is 
reduce'd to take'accoun.t of the accommodation, food and other non-cash benefits 
~;fo'Vide'a by the Df .Centre and is payable at the adult rate of €19.10 and €9.60 

iper eligible~c.hild. 'C])e payment of the Jobseeker's Allowance (JSA) or other 
Primary payment commences as soon as a decision is made as to entitlement. 
How ever, there is also provision to pay JSA at a reduced rate of €19.10 per adult 
and €9,.60 1ier eligible child taking into account the non-cash benefits provided 
by the DP centre where the person is still residing, in the same way as for SWA. 
Child Benefit is payable at the maximum rate with no deduction made for the 
benefits provided in DP Centres to those eligible to receive it. 

9.2.2. (c)Young People 

16 
Habitual residence in Ireland is a condition that must be satisfied for certain social welfare payments 

and affects all applicants regardless of nationality. A right to reside in the State does not necessarily 
deem the person to be habitually resident in the State. 
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Young people granted status are subject to the same 'reduced rate' of allowances 
as other young recipients, which can increase the challenge faced by them in 
resourcing their transition (Chapter 7). Age related payment rates exist on both 
the JSA and SWA schemes. The age related rates are currently €100 per week for 
persons aged under 25, €144 for those aged 25, with the maximum rate of €186 
SWA/€188 JSA for those aged 26 and over. The reduced rates are intended to 
encourage young jobseekers to improve their skills and remain active in the 
labour market in order to avoid the risk of becoming long-term unemployed and 
will help them to progress into sustainable employment. Where a person is in 
receipt of a reduced rate of JSA and he or she participates in a course of 
education or training a higher rate of €160 applies. Full rate JSA is payable to 
young people leaving the care of the Health Service Executive. Young persons in 
DP, similar to all other persons, would have the non-cash benefits provi'ded by 
the State under DP assessed and would receive the €19.10 if they qualified for.i1, 
weekly social welfare payments. ., · " 

As noted above, 403 people who have been grantelstatus are still residing in DP 
centres and receiving the reduced allowance. They are unable to find affordable, 
suitable rental accommodation, or to pay a depos·it or first'r:nonth's rent, even 
where accommodation might be available. {t was als~',noted'by, the Sub-Group 
that one of the main causes of difficulty for pers.ons rentipg or seeking to rent at 
this time is the reduced availability of affordable ,p,rivat1:f'rented accommodation. 

.... ',,, 
I !•,,•·• 

The Working Group recomme.n¢.a:tfrm.oi.n Cha,pter 2J hat the DP allowance be 
increased, would be a partial ·solution to this issue]·,as it might enable residents to 
save towards the accommodc,iti~n move. : 

,:f •"'·, 

Persons leaving Dire'2t.Provision~appl~ngf1r primary social welfare payments 
' . . 

may also be eligiblj for· .. v aJj.ge of's~P:porting allowances, subject to satisfying 
the eligibility

4
Sfiterfa.,:Jhes1~ include the National Fuel Scheme, Living Alone 

Allowance, Ho~s'e~pJ!.1'"Bjn~efi~slackage, Free Travel, Back to School Clothing and 
Footwear. AIJ~wa~.~; ; ac~~~:~~~~o School Meals scheme, etc. 

''··i . \ ' 
.- lajc, • 

. 9.2i2. (d.)Rent Su'pplement 
• ' Ml' 't' • 

• 1 

A.person grarlteo status may apply for SW A rent supplement as an income 
stijjµ ort towards accommodation casts. It is the responsibility of the person to 
locate a:.pr,pperty and enter into a tenancy agreement with the landlord. All 
tenants are required to make a personal weekly contribution from their own 
means towards their accommodation costs under rent supplement. This is 
currently a minimum of €30 for a single adult household and €40 for a couple 
(see Chapter 2 Financial supports). The difficulties people are experiencing in 
maintaining affordable rented accommodation in areas of high demand in the 
current market, where supply is reduced, is acknowledged. The Department of 
Social Protection has put measures in place by providing for increased flexibility 
within the administration of the rent supplement scheme. 
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Rent supplement is a stand-alone statutory scheme within SWA which is subject 
to conditionality including HRC and a means test. Persons must secure their own 
suitable accommodation and satisfy the conditions of the rent supplement 
scheme in order to avail of it. It is possible that some persons in DP may not 
satisfy the terms of the scheme, for example, if they have means in excess of that 
required to satisfy the criteria for rent supplement. 

The DSP's strategic policy is to transfer responsibility for persons with long term 
housing needs from rent supplement to the local authorities under the new 
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP). HAP is a housing support to address the 
long-term housing problem, whereas rent supplement is a short term income 
support. A Deposit Guarantee Scheme for HAP is being examined. For historical 
reasons, in some counties the local authority may pay the rental_depos·its or issue 
bonds which, according to reports to the Sub-Group, are not acceptaple to many 
landlords. ' · · 

-;~; Rent supplement is subject to a maximum limit for all persons :availing of the 
scheme. It is not always possible to find suitable affordable acco~n)odation 
within the limits prescribed, particularly in areas of high demand where supply 
is currently constrained. In response to this'. difficulty, rent supplement policy is 
providing for increased flexibility in as~essinlrc;ustop:1e.rs' accommodation needs. 
Under this approach, each tenant's circumstance~ are dHisidered on a case-by
case basis, and rents can be increased abqve'"prescrlbed limits if deemed 

) 

• ~-' l" ':' I appropnate. ,c;f / -~; ,,\i" ' 
(f.j,'71: ll 

ti,:· 

► Proposal 
.:r./"i, 

1 
(' ', 

1

1:. 1\~G 

The Working Group r:~c,ommeridsth,i tilei'rbiJity in relation to the particular 
circumstances of (erme~ fr~tection,.Applicants who are trying to exit DP 
accommodatio!l, are':t~ken:'.account dtby all DSP officers assessing eligibility for 
rent supplement.•, t>e_cfsions 6rj r ligibility should be made in an expedited 

L !, _ ~\lt::..;1 

manner.)]1}~ is 'to .~rfabl~ p~ople to enter mainstream living and begin the 
proces~ of ouilqj,,ng ~ ~ir n~\-v life as quickly as possible. 

1,\1 ~j}iu 
. -,~ ' 

' ' ,,. 
19.2.2. (e)Ex1=eptional Needs Pay.Jllents 

L J•>·•,'. ~_[· 

As' outlined in Chapter 2, the DSP can make Exceptional Needs Payments (ENP) 
to help.Jneet essential, once-off and unforeseen expenditure, such as seeking 
accommodation, which a person could not reasonably be expected to meet out of 
their weekly income. Such costs may include phone and transport costs 
connected to the accommodation search depending on the circumstances 
presented. An ENP could also include a rental deposit and / or rent in advance 
for private rented accommodation (see Chapter 2). An ENP is a means tested 
payment payable at the discretion of the officers administering the scheme. 

There is no automatic entitlement to a payment or pre-determined amounts 
under the scheme. ENPs are payable at the discretion of the officers 
administering the scheme, taking into account the requirements of the legislation 
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and all the relevant circumstances of the case, in order to ensure that the 
payments target those most in need of assistance. The primary consideration is 
that there is an inability to pay the particular costs in question, in part or in full, 
without causing hardship. 

Saving the necessary funds to pay a deposit and/or the first month's rent in 
advance to landlords is often beyond the reach of DP residents, as is evidenced 
by the number of 403 people remaining in DP despite having been granted 
status. The financial cost associated with this delayed transition is borne by the 

. State. However, deposit and / or rental costs may be met by the Department of 
Social Protection under the Exceptional Needs Payments (ENP) scheme 
administered under SWA. Over €16,551 in ENPs was paid to persons in DP 
centres for rent deposits in 2014 as set out in Chapter 2. This re,lates to 30 
payments averaging at €551.7 per deposit. 

Other ENPs may be made to assist a person meet needs dut,il').g the period of 
transition from Direct Provision, mainly provided towards adult/child clothing Q 
and travel related costs as set out in detail in Chapter 2. F;NPs may also be paid in 
some cases to cover costs related to accommodation searches, including phone 
and travel costs. 

As has been highlighted, former Protec,tion Applicants who have been granted 
status will generally continue to receiv~:,the'.'equivale11t of the DP weekly 
allowance of €19.10 per adul\ and €9.~o' ~.¢f,child_,perwhile they remain in DP. 
Chapter 2 outlines the diffit ulttes that fn~ny'Pr:oteet:ion Applicants face while 
trying to meet general daily1expenses frotnthe ·n·p allowance. Consequently, 
many former Protectioi1.Appliqmts-:~xperi'ence significant difficulties in saving 
towards rental depoiits and nl s·t,month's.:rent while receiving the equivalent 
allowance, including wn~r~ other'D'SP aifowances might begin to be paid, such as 

- I I ' I .. IL 

Child Benefit. ·· · •'" · 
l:'\ II 

' ':· ,i\ .,"". ,:·, ~>\;_. 
Memqe,rs of the Stib:-Grou'p have suggested that access to full SWA / JSA 
p~yments (as approp1'.iate) should be facilitated while people are still resident in 
J,)P,·subject to a lirajt on time in DP, for example 3 months, to assist in saving 

1towards r-ent~ depc:,$its and other costs incurred in the transition to independent 
living. DSP ha~ fes):>onded to such a suggestion by highlighting that Social 
Welfare schemes are designed to meet specific needs, such as unemployment, 
disability, etc. and entitlement to the various schemes is set out in legislation. 
Therefore, it would not be appropriate to pay full rate SWA/JSA where many of a 
persons' needs in Direct Provision are already being met by another Government 
Department. However, the Sub-Group highlights the particular circumstances of 
former Protection Applicants who have been prohibited from seeking 
employment, in most cases for protracted periods, and the problems related to 
DP living that are outlined throughout Theme 1 and Theme 2 reports. It is 
acknowledged that basic needs relating to accommodation and food are 
provided by the State to persons in DP. The schemes proposed below would 
acknowledge the unique circumstances of former Protection Applicants. Former 
Protection Applicants who have been living in DP centres are a cohort of people 
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generally in need of additional assistance in order to exit DP and begin 
independent living. In order to do so as quickly and easily as possible, thus 
reducing dependency on DP centres, flexible and generous allocations of ENPs to 
former Protection Applicants are very important. It could replace ENPs for 
deposit and rental costs to a large extent, if not completely, thus reducing the 
necessity to apply for ENPs and the related work of the CWS in assessing 
eligibility for such payments. 

► Proposal . 
(i)The Working Group recommends that consideration be given to granting 
access to fu ll SWA / JSA pay;ments for the suggested limited pei:iod of 3 months, 
while people remain in DP so as to enable them to save the money n~ededjn 
order to exit DP accommodation as quickfy and independently a~ possible. 

1 

(ii)Alternatively, the Working Group recommends-that ENPs be .,orisidered in a 
much more flexible manner to ensure that former Proteetion Applicants can avail 
of assistance towards rental deposits and/ or first mont h'·s ,rent as ·s·oon as status 
is granted. · 

I 'I 

(iii)A third and alternative recommendation is that a ;o~Je off financial package 
to s_upport the transition period be_ provid~p to DP r:e~'idents on obtaining status. 
Such a package may also be nep:~·ssar Y: {or '#eople living outside of DP who have 
been relying on the support orif.amily andJ riehcl:; during the application process 
and will be in need of extra@..Ssi's~nce to 'make the transition to independent 
living. The allowance sh·ould q ~.c~mmensu'r.ate with a family's size and their 
needs and could be meims tested to a t'ea__-sonable level. 

,', ,.,t4,..- I., 

. '•1:•:---
.1 

9.2.2 (f) Seekiil~Emptoyme~t 
·' 'c- -1 " . , ' -;1,J :~ \• I ''>,' 

As is q:gtlin~d·'in Chapter 4;'Protection Applicants are not allowed access to the 
•,,'ti . , ... ..,.i, 

labour1market. the St.i~;Group acknowledges that access to the labour market 
• , \• 1 I\ '! 

p¢fore apquiring Stt;ltus would greatly benefit people at the transition stage. 
1People migqt_alr~~dy be in employment and private accommodation and they 

' . ·, ~ f":':I !:Ji 

should be in a bet'ter position financially to handle various aspects of the 
transjtion pr ocess. At the very least, people might have more experience of 
searchin_g fpr work in Ireland, greater familiarity with interview techniques and 
the preferred CV formats. 

However, if Protection Applicants remain ineligible to seek employment, the 
Working Group recommends that supports be put in place for people granted 
status to obtain advice and information on seeking employment in Ireland. Such 
assistance could take the form of general information and advice in an 
information pack, listing job websites, organisations to help on interview 
techniques and CV formats, assistance in verifying qualifications, information on 
how to register at 'INTREO' centres, on community employment, job-bridge and 
general career advice. 
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► Proposal 

The Working Group recommends that an NGO and/ or State agency be charged 
with compiling and disseminating information to former Protection Applicants 
on the various aspects of seeking employment that have been listed above. At the 
most basic level, such information should take the form of an information pack 
or a website and should be updated regularly as necessary. The packs and/ or 
website should be provided in various languages. 

A more enhanced level of support would take the form of group advice sessions 
on a regular basis. Peer support from former Protection Applicants vVhO have 
managed to gain employment would also be beneficial. 

9.2.3 Access to information on· Se rvices, Rights anc;l Obligations 

Access to information on services, rights and obligations js a recurring theme 
from our discussions and consultations. Many people who'have been awaiting 
final determinations on protection or 'Leave to.Remain' applications will have 
some knowledge of local and national ~~rvices~:The,im)J~~t that long stays in DP 
can have on dependency and isolation' levels hasca1$0 l:ree'h noted. A number of 
Sub-Group members have pointed to ~;lad~ 6'f cohe~ent and consistent 
information on transitional st!Zps 'an"q r~llt~d services,'as creating obstacles for 
people when trying to move 01:f ~o ind~1Je,odeflt ii.Jing. 

{~,' .( :.''-: 1 1:· 't\~i!-:' 

Necessary informati~9-.;6'n_ ~ ai}~,~Uo11~l ~teg~ includes information on the we.l~a~e 
allowances and rental.;ass1stance~•~ent1~netl above, on how to connect to ut1ht1es, 
how to search for0accom.m?dation; ,~:gw to go about seeking employment, and 
generally how !O begi)1 acc~s~ing all inainstream supports, as well as being aware 
of obligations an·d,d.i1t

1ie~ owed ~o service providers and the State. Presumptions 
'•, 'a• , ' "\! <' 

should QQt ~e made thatJorJnet 'Protection Applicants will have the knowledge 
~i' l,. .. ;J,'tl ,. ,.: :: 1. ' 

or lan&Page"•caP,c~ci~, to naVigate through information and application forms 
re]atir'i:g,to serv1cie,s th~y need to access. Certain groups may also be much less 
,familiarivtith the ti(lreaucratic workings of the State and may lack soft skills. 
' ,,, 'ii \,, . ' ;}.(? 

1, I, 

9.2.3.(a) Grant / declaration notification letters 

Presently, the letters of notification that are issued to inform a person they have 
been granted status do not include any information on transitional steps. An 
applicant granted "Leave to Remain" receives one letter from the Minister for 
Justice advising them of the grant. People declared to be refugees or eligible for 
Subsidiary Protection status will receive a letter from the relevant asylum body, 
followed by a second letter confirming the declaration of status by the Minister 
for Justice. Some former Protection Applicants have raised issues regarding the 
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time gap between receiving the 1st and 2nd letter. The Ministerial Decisions Unit 
(MDU) within the Department of Justice endeavours to issue grant decision 
letters within a week of receiving the applicant's file from ORAC or RAT and 
gives priority to cases where a positive recommendation has been made. As 
discussed further above, RIA will also write to a person granted status asking 
them to vacate the DP centre within 21 days. 

The letters from the asylum bodies, the Minister and RIA concerning a person's 
newly granted status are the first State communications that former Protection 
Applicants receive with regard to their new rights and obligations within the 
State. 

► Proposal 

The Working Group recommends that the grant letter from the Minister for 
Justice should contain a general outline of key information on services and 
suggested next steps for transitioning to independent living. T-he inlormation 
could be in the form of a flyer or short booklet, or simply within the body of the 
letter. The contents of such information and advic~ could be suggested and 
compiled by RIA in collaboration with NGOS ,Workirfgin the area, with input from 
the relevant State departments and age.pd es, incluHjng_ PSP, to ensure accuracy 
and an appropriate level of informat iq~: One entity) fof·example RIA, could take 
responsibility for ensuring that the infohnc;1.tron is·uRc;iated as necessary. 

, If ~ , . tt,,.,. 

9.2.3.(b) Language skills 
,., 

1" I \i: ' J. 
•\ .l, ,f' 

The Sub-Group has al~Q been adyi_§ed that English language skills are frequently 
a cause of commu111,catib']1 djtficulti~~ for former Protection Applicants. English 
language C011)P,etenty;irnpacts on all aspects of a former Protection Applicant's 
life, from und'~_fs~n,~fngJ>SP;~pplication forms, to navigating accommodation 
searche_s, s~.Sking: einplo:y~ent a'nd engaging with children's schools and peers. It 
also iT pacts·o~_,th'e'fa~il ity' to interact with the local community and to integrate 
through, mainstre~m S!}.f ial inclusion. 

• ~• ,, :_ .:' I " , I 

,,'r~ ~ 1 
1:J.'he UNHCRJ~ICE report refers to English language skills as instrumental in 
h~lping a pei:sori to achieve independence and transition successfully. The 
importance of competency in English is highlighted throughout the report with 
reference to various academics and refugees themselves. It is noted that: 

Lack of English may prevent refugees advocating for themselves, without 
relying on interpreters and friends to translate their interactions and can 
present invasion of privacy issues as one refugee stated. For this reason, 
language classes are an investment that cannot be overestimated. Being 
able to look after one's own affairs, without having to constantly rely on 
external help is a considerable boost of confidence for refugees and 
improves the perception of those delivering services.17 

17 UNIICR RICE Report, p.55-56. 
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The RICE report also notes that adult Protection Applicants have access to 
English language and computer classes. The classes are delivered on a voluntary 
basis, and some English classes are made available by local Vocational Education 
Committees. However, the Sub-Group was informed that provision of such 
classes is not consistent across the State and the level at which language classes 
are delivered is too low. The 'Adult Refugee Programme', which was delivered 
through VE Cs, was discontinued in recent years due to cutbacks. It was open to 
all people with refugee status (interpreted as being in possession of a valid Green 
Card with a stamp 4) and offered assistance with regard to up-skilling English 
language ability, in accessing the work/study place and increasing the 
understanding of both the culture and the general characteristics of Ireland.18 

► Proposal 

The vyorking Group recommends that English language classes be reinstated 
across the State for all persons who obtain status. Such programmes could 
operate on a regular basis in or near DP centres to ensure that people granted 
status have access to the courses. Consideration sh9uld be.given to· resourcing 
the 'Adult Refugee Programme' again. ,,, 

,.~ 

An alternative and enhanced recomntehdation is..,t!lat English language classes be 
made available on a more consistent basis to all Protection Applicants and to a 
higher level. This would lead t,~:r'J-iignep !~vefs, of English language competency 
among the Protection Applicarit,;.populatiop' aqd tllerefore among people once 
granted status. ··, 'Ii · · 

'-

9.3 Transition P..rogramm¢ 
l 1~ l L '.• •~~ 

' 'a 
In light of the•,~1pic~.-~ealt 

1
witlJ_,!_n this chapter and in particular the last section 

on access,to informati'o.n,theSub-Group favours a formal programme of 
l "·1'1 ,. ';> "''}~1ii ~ H 

transit i,on sup.pqrts. be estaolished for all former Protection Applicants across the 
,_\ . 1.,:i;. 

Sta,!e op, obtain in~ sta'(l,l~-Such a programme could take various forms and be 
f~oilitatetj and implemented by numerous organisations with various levels of 
i;espon.sil:Hlity, but,Jme organisation must be appointed to manage and 
l qordinate {nfor'in'ation and activities. The different suggested elements of such a 
pfogrammeiare as follows: 

9.3.1.Information pack 

A general information pack, in various languages and formats, should be 
provided to all individuals and families on obtaining status. The packs could be 
sent along with the grant letter from the Minister to ensure that all former 
Protection Applicants, including those living outside of DP, receive the 
information. Ideally, the pack would contain information on all of the key steps 

18 http://www.adultrefugee.ie/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=8&Jtemid=2 
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that a former Protection Applicant will need to take to transition to mainstream 
living, including but not limited to information on: 

- All DSP entitlements (in particular assistance with rent deposits) 
- Advice on completing application forms that are not tailored to the 

particular circumstances of former Protection Applicants 
Suggestions on how and where to search for accommodation and what 
points to look for when viewing properties 

- The rights and duties of tenants 
- How to connect to utilities 

Entitlements to educational courses 
Seeking employment - websites and organisations to assist 
Other local services as appropriate, including Money Advice and. 
Budgeting Service (MABS) · ', 1

, ,. 

Certain elements of the information pack could be taHored to the p~rticular 
locality to take account of local authority differenc~s· and services avaJlable. 

► Proposal 

The Working Group proposes that a TransidonJnfarm~t.ion pack be drawn up 
and simultaneously disseminated to all people granted status. 

'; f ,.ff: 1•1 

The Centre Manager should b~ qontra,c,tualhl: obliged to comply with a template 
(provided by RIA) setting out' 4p to date.:infori,~n.~tion on all local services, 
pointing people towards th:~jr entitlemerft$, p?oviding references, identifying 
service providers and,, s_burc'e~,,p f mor~ inf9~mation. RIA could make provision 
within contracts for sµch service~ to h~ pi-_ovided and ensure quality and 
delivery. , , ··•t, i, -~, •·• ., 

~~:>'J •,r I 

"I'• ' I 
'11•; 

• ·tr 
,\_·,: 1', ' 

I • ' ',°. ' !I;\ 

, l ,. \,' -
.11, 
• . h • 

f. 

Formir .Prot~~tio,n AppJican~s could receive a basic advice letter, or small pack, 
dh ·obtaining status that·will direct them towards the website for useful 

''il)formation.,Howe'.ver, a website method of sharing information could limit 
access for some'lndividuals who are less familiar with internet use or have 
limited acce:ss. 

► Proposal 

The information and advice suggested above to be contained in an information 
pack could also be provided on a website in various languages and accessible 
formats. 

9.3.3.0ne-to-one support services 
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The most extensive support for former Protection Applicants would be in the 
provision of one-to-one services, either in DP centres or other appropriate 
locations around the country. Such a service would enable former Protection 
Applicants to have individually tailored advice and information on the steps they 
should take in transitioning from DP, some limited assis.tance in completing 
application forms and documentation for various services, advice on 
accommodation searches, information on job-seeking and also advice on 
educational courses that might be suitable for them. 

Persons providing such services would need proficiency in different languages 
and/ or the facility of interpretation. Individuals and organisations responsible 
for providing one-to-one support could be situated permanently in the relevant 
locations and provision made for former Protection Applican~s tq travel.to them 
for appointments where necessary, or the information providers cquld trav~l to 
DP centres or other suitable locations at regular intervals to deal withenquides. 

► Proposal 

The group recommends that the scope for provisiqn of such a support service be 
examined and rolled out initially on a pilot pasi~. ' · 

9.3.4.Group Information Sessions. '\;,,. 
I i 'i\_.r 

' . -~ ~ 

It has been recommended in ci;pter S~that'the sp,iRASI Health Information 
Project (HIP) be re-institute.~ in)3~lseski~:and other accommodation centres. 
Should this be accept~~" the· Sµb-G'rq

1
yp nq,t~s the potential for orientation classes 

on general services ifi. :Jreland c'oqJd t}e;:;:i,tfached to the HIP. This would have the 
• •1 I,,, 

double impact of as
1
~isting P;rotectio.n Applicants while they await a final 

determinatio_n _on tn~ir appJlcation. It will also ass"ist those who are granted 
status, as they wilLalre'ady ha'\7e received advice and information on certain 
service~jn1P tht g~fehJ l ~,!tural and bureaucratic workings of the State. 

• ':;. ' 
1 

1 
ti{-~.\ I •

1
1!£1•\ , 

Howe~er, a ~ofe~.~~;~•eted programme of orientation classes for people granted 
~tatus is-;~Iso advisable and is preferred for the purpose of transitional supports. 
,~·uch a progr:~,mme would deliver information on the topics already mentioned 
within the 'ir'ltormation pack' suggestion, while also facilitating individual. 
qliestions. [felivery of information and advice directly from people rather than 
through paper or websites should be more accessible, meaningful and beneficial 
to former Protection Applicants. Language abilities would have to be accounted 
for and sessions organised by area and by language, with the assistance of 
interpreters. 

► Proposal 
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The Group recommends that a more targeted programme of orientation classes 
for people granted status is rolled out. The Working Group recommends also 
examining the potential alternative that orientation classes on general services 
in Ireland could be attached to the HIP. 

9.3.5Programme Administration 

In considering the options suggested, the first key question is who will 
administer any such programme. In that regard, the work of OPMI is highly 
relevant. OPMI does not at present have any remit in the areas being examined 
by the Working Group. OPMI's expertise in the area of refugee integration, in 
linking with local communities and services and in providing cultural orientation 
classes to programme refugees is an ideal model upon which a transjponal 
support programme for Protection Applicants could be designed. ·· 

OPMI has also made the Sub-Group aware that theil" small Office is n@t currently 
resourced to undertake the large scale activity of deliveril_lg such a programme 
and it has already been noted that Protection Appl!cants dqnot fall within their 
remit. However, the Sub-Group favours that any programme should incorporate 
a level of consultation and collaboration with OPMI,.so. fi.S to make the most of the 
Office's expertise in the area and of it~1-~xisting models'.· 

:,,. ,j'" ', • 
r -,,, I 

RIA has indicated to the Sub-Grou'p l n.~.t ft ,was prepared to take responsibility for 
"'1,. ,. • \' ..--,. 

the putting together of an infot tl)ation p~ck in.E,orisultation with other State 
bodies including DSP. The ,pr ck W,ould ne·~~ to address access to social protection 
services, housing supp_orts ete. and ,wc;>Uld_a; eed to be kept up to date. It has been 
suggested that this co}µd be don~, l;>y w~y.$ f the Interagency Group that is already 
in existence. ·' · ,., ,I,. · · 

=..~ 
'" 

If RIA is not iTL?:·Pp~ido't.1J ~' h1fe responsibility for such a programme, the 
Working,Gr oup'li'ecorli:rµends that resources be provided to OPMI to oversee the 

,r,_ •· :I, • ·1\~ ,• I l • 

prograwme. Alt,ernatively, NGOs can be invited to apply for the management of 
the pr'i$gramme a.rd }e~.purces also provided accordingly. 

~~;·~·t ·~ ~ 

► Proposal 

RIA is in the-strongest position to manage and coordinate the delivery of a 
transitional support programme. This would involve collaboration with NGOs, 
State agencies, local authorities, VECs, MABS and DP centre staff, among others, 
to ensure that all information provided (whatever the format) is up-to-date, 
consistent, useful and tailored to the local area. NGOs should play a lead role in 
providing information, particularly if one-to-one or group information sessions 
are to be facilitated. OPMI's expertise could also be instrumental in the design of 
a programme. Any information packs, website or information sessions should be 
devised in coordination with NGOs, the Citizens Information Service, Irish 
Countrywomen's Association, VECs, MABS etc under the management of RIA. 
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► Proposal 

The Working Group recommends that consideration should be given to an 
application for funding to the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) to 
assist with integration measures. Proposals should be submitted to the OPMI 
who are considering proposed integration measures in the context of Ireland's 
national programme. This might enable the OPMI, RIA and NGOs operating 
locally to coordinate on the design and long-term implementation of a 
programme of support for people granted status. 

Chapter 10: Training 

10.1 Current Situation 
J' 

The need for training and informati01{p'r.ovision is a' tetu~ring theme in previous 
chapters. The Sub-Group has examined:nine.,~ubjects in Theme 2. Many of the 
actions recommended centre a~o1,lnd train'ing for personnel engaged with 
Protection applications and etlbcation·~nd tJ c;1inipf for the applicants themselves. 
These matters are recotded in' detail eariier wfr6\·ecommendations on health 
service provision (Cha,pter St c;1ge~d.-out minors (Chapter 7), community linkages 
(Chapter 6), Educatidn (Chapt~r ·3) and T.tJnsitional supports (Chapter 8). 
Training has also.,b~en,a th~me i1\':th,e consultation process and in the Reports of 
Themes 1 and 3. •'h

1
,_ ·. ·, 

):;'.? fJ, I 

'l.;i , .W:,'j.,, l\,\j I•\ 
The opportuniey.. ~d'''fngxi'injse tne potential of an NGO as trainers for applicants 

,\, ~ • 1.' :;.,:., ·i'· 

and e~Becfally~vt.ilh,7,rabTe:g~_oups was constantly endorsed in the consultation 
proce~s. Trainin:~ oH;~ptre staff and enhancing language skill and cultural 
k.nq~le~ge for application has also been repeatedly identified as a crucial toolkit 

,for enhailcing the ~uality oflife of those in and working with Direct Provision . 
.f., 

\ l' 

f h,ere is als~ ·; b~ed to respond to any deficits identified in the provision of State 
and public. s~rvices as outlined in previous chapters. The importance of a priority 
being pl'ateci at a national level on inclusive services has been reiterated 
throughout the consultation process. The need for coordinated action by State 
and public services to ensure an even access and application of these services 
nationwide was stressed in deliberations. The oversight and standard setting of 
these actions was also discussed. Some key players, not already discussed in 
previous chapters are now discussed here. 

10.1.1. Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission (IHREC) 

The Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission made an important 
submission to the Working Group on a range of issues surrounding Direct 
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Provision and the Protection process. Three members of the commission met 
with the Working Group, who agreed that they could play an important role in 
supporting the Department of Justice and Equality, the Office of the Refugee 
Applications Commissioner, the Reception and lntegration Agency and all pu01ic 
services in developing equality and diversity policies, including providing 
training and supports. 

The functions of the Commission are set out in Section 10 of the Irish Human 
Rights and Equality Commission Act 2014. Section 10(1) states that the functions 
of the Commission shall b>e -

(a) to protect and promote human rights and equality, 

(b) to encourage the development of a culture ofrespect_for 4uma'n_ rights, 
equality, and intercultural understanding in the State, · .,. - · · 

(c) to promote understanding and awareness of the importance of human 
rights and equality in t he State, 

(d) to encourage good practice in inter.c.ul tural ,relations, to promote 
tolerance and acceptance of div~rsity''in the St~te:cJnd respect for the 
freedom and dignity of each p~rson, and ,:· : :: 

Isl_ - .1 ' \. 

( e) to work towards th~ elfmh:iatiori of human "rights abuses, 
discrimination and prg'lilbited cbpdtict., ,,_~•-

··•,i1. . I\ I "t. 
,1 I 1

\\· ~f, 
Section 10 (2) outline~.what typ~s df a.,ctivi~ies the Commission may carry out in 
the furtherance of itf fµ,,nctio~s: b (pattiflilar relevance to the Working Group is 
10(2)(k) which s tates tB·a~Jh:e Comtniss.ion can "provide or assist in the 
provision of education_arid..6;-aining on human rights and equality issues". 

~t."' ',. ,, ' --~ •:\., 
Given the•fri:sh Human..R,i~ts and Equality Commission's new function and the 
facttl~,!.t it has i sul:istantJal Budget (€6.8 million in 2015), it is proposed that the 
Commfssion proV.ide education and training to the Department of Justice and 
Ec:fti:alifyr the Office~of tlfe Refugee Applications Commissioner, the Reception and 

1Integration . gen~y,1An Garda Siochana and other public bodies and services on 
equality anda iversity issues. The capacity to roll out this training to centre 
management companies is also encouraged. 

This training should be aimed at ensuring that public servants working directly 
with Protection applicants are aware of their equality legal obligations and 
standards of good intercultural practice. It should also tackle any underlying 
prejudices and support public servants to deliver a high quality function or 
service. In addition, this training should be part of a whole organisation 
approach and be provided to public servants at all levels including to top level 
decision makers. Finally, this training and support should be reported on, 
evaluated to track and learning and outcomes. 
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IHREC also has powers under equality legislation to undertake an 'equality 
review and action plan'. This is a form of audit of service delivery and an action 
plan can follow from its recommendation. The body has a new power to require 
public bodies to account for its implementation of equality and human rights 
policies to them under a 'positive duty'. These three powers are key to ensuring a 
high standard of intercultural engagement and action in the pubic sector. The use 
of these powers are a means of monitoring the impact and roll-out of such 
training which could be linked with IHREC agreeing to undertake an equality 
review in areas that impact on the provision of services to those in Direct 
Provision such as DP centres. The reporting requirement under the 'Positive 
Duty' would ensure an ongoing account of the remit of this Working Group to 
enhance the quality of treatment, experience, service and life of those in Direct 
provision and in the Protection process, i· 

10.1.2. An Garda Siochana 

The Sub-Group engaged with the Gardai who provide e1ssential services in this 
area, through correspondence. The Garda National Immigration Bureau (GNIB) is 
of key importance to the effectiveness of the_pro~ection proce$,S for the State and 
its applicants. An Garda Siochana serv~ Jn ari incre·astrlgly diverse Ireland. It is 
important that the needs of new comm,unities a're jdentified and an appropriate 
response prepared as the Force contin'u'e~ i~s:moder~jsation programme. The 
Gardai have two advisory grouP,s one_,.on· Hµ.ruan RJghts and the other the Garda 
Diversity Strategy Board. 1

'"-, ... , l~-,, 
,\, 

There are Ethnic Liaison'Officfor"s t raJned i n.d appointed in every Garda District 
to deal with any issu·e~ that becorpe ap:p.ar.ent within their area of responsibility. 

~- ·,1 t . ' ',,' t,, .: -~1• ., 

Concerns abo9~_ prdtectio~:;'.~pplica~t~ engagement with the Gardai surfaced 
during the cohsllltation Rroc:ess, so the Sub-Group asked the Gardai for 
response~,to,, kel:i$SU'es i~ writing. An Garda Siochana play a crucial role in 
immi&r#t1ort io l.r~i<!nd. Ttalning for front line staff e.g. members of the Garda 
Siochana is imp'8:rtan·t ,to ensure that they are equipped to deal with specific 

11· • ,.. ,, 

issues affe_cting apBlicants. There are key parallels between the Gardai and other 
key State a~tgrs i111the protection process and the learning outlined here is 
equally applicable to other bodies. 

10.1.3. Trainees: 

The new B.A. in Applied Policing Programme is being delivered in modular 
format to 
trainee Gardai. In the foundation module 'Trainee Garda!' Members are 
introduced to the concept of Diversity, the Intercultural Model and the Diversity 
Strategy and Implementation Plan. There is also a module entitled "Policing with 
Communities" which aims to equip the trainees with the personal and 
professional expertise to proactively police a modern, diverse and bilingual 
community, while being responsive to the needs of its' vulnerable members. 
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Unit 3 of this module is entitled ''Diversity" and covers areas such as trainees 
identifying and analysing their own prejudices and biases, examining the 
different religious groups and minority groups such as LGBT, Travellers and 
People with Disabilities. The Criminal Law and Garda procedures in this area, 
including the Incitement to Hatred Act 1989, are also studied. 

Trainees have to demonstrate their ability to engage with diverse issues 
prevalent in modern Irish society through the skills based Behavioural 
Competency Assessments (B.C.A's). 

10.1.4. Immigration Officers: .y. 

GNIB provides training in immigration related matters to all per,sonnel ,withiiYAn 
Garda Siochana who are appointed as Immigration Officers. _The training course 
includes an input from the Garda Racial Jntercultural & Diversjty Office at the 
Garda Community Relations Bureau on multiculturalism and diversity matters. 
The enactment of the provisions of the Immigrati6n1 Residence & Protection Bill, 

'' 2010, will introduce significant changes to;extsting imrpigratio,ri related 
legislation and practices and member~y~)iJl hav~ tht~i~ tr.J~.jning updated on these 
matters. ; ·;,' "· 
GNIB engages with the UNHCR to ensures h:at all officers are trained in human 
rights. GNIB is assigned partic.ut~i- iie~pc;ms!bility r~ga'rding the investigation of 
human trafficking. GNIB, in conjunctioh~witlf tl:ie fnternational Organisation for 
Migration (IOM), has developed' a,,rraining .f OU,;.r§~· titled "Tackling Trafficking in 
Human Beings: Prevention, 'Protection, Pro.:Secution and Partnership", which is 
delivered to membetifof An Garda Sicicha'~a at the Garda College. 

111: ,i \.,, . 
l: ,'' •~•:Ill ' 

The Garda Rac;Jal lnt~rruituf al & DiveTsity Office trains and representatives from 
relevant NGO~!,~n<!,~fa~e Agencies have contributed to the three (3) day training 
course on ~,victim ceritere.,d,tra'ining programme training 131 Gardai in 2014 and 

..., ~ ,, 't·fr ' 1 \\.'N ., 

over 900 mettr,9ers'1~_.,~total. 1" .. ' 
I' 
lj', . ·11~ 

:·1..,\· ,. 

1.,0.1.5. Eth,nif Li~.~$on Officers 
.t', 1 • ... ' 

'• ,11:1, 

Tli~ ,role of Ethnic Liaison Officers (ELOs) is to liaise with representatives of the 
various:,Jni'nority communities in their Division, and to establish communication 
links with each of these communities. They also inform and assure the ethnic 
communities of Garda services. All members of An Garda Siochana and not just 
Ethnic Liaison Officers can deal with racist incidents that are reported to them. 
ELOs visit Reception Centres for Protection applicants and Refugees to ensure 
that residents are aware of Garda services and their specialist role, 

10. 2 Issues of Concern 
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Though new recruits are made aware of human rights and diversity issues, there 
is no specific 'refresher' training provided for existing members. Human rights 
and diversity issues are threaded through all training interventions facilitated by 
the Garda College. It is not clear how substantial this thread is or how high a 
priority it is in initial and ongoing training. 

The roles of the Garda Diversity Strategy Board and the Human Rights 
Committee, including the naming of a Garda Diversity Champion are important 
tools in enhancing intercultural understanding. These areas have been 
somewhat inactive in recent times. A full report on the progressing these 
Strategies within An Garda Siochana, would be useful in maintaining and 
progressing the advancement of good community relations with Protection 
applicants. 

Protection applicants may be coming from countries wh~re the Toca] police fot<::e 
was involved in their harassment or ill treatment. Police may have been 
unreliable in offering sufficient protection to these vulnerable people. Gardai 
have an ongoing task in building trust between Protectipn applie'ants and those 
in authority. The speedy processing of identification and vetting is an important 
tool to build this trust. 

~ It' I '! - ' t, 1, 

Residents reported that inadequate id~ntificatiq_n can b.~ '~treason for them being 
brought to Garda stations and temporarily detairte.d, everi if they are resident in 
Direct Provision. The incapaci~ ,oftpe Pro_~~~tion applicant to provide 
satisfactory identification may in fact'l:>J~ ;:is a ces~lt·of a series of issues that could 
include delays in services from An Gard~t Siochaba in the first instance. The 
insistence that families/ ram' rural ~e,ntre; '.travel to Dublin to regularly 'sign on' 
is also a cause of fru~tration arM 9 istr.u,st.. This could be catered for in local Garda 
stations (Theme ~). · :, "'' > 

10.3 Po,tentj~I SblJ.1ttons3.nd Implications 
t 

1 

• l~\~,J~: 11 - -... ','J~ •. • 

The Ie;Ssons to b'~~'l,e~rned by effective policing also resonate with the provision of 
tr.afriing in broader~areas of services. Theme 1 has examined the situation in 
Direct Pr6vi~ion. St~ff on the frontline of services, tend to believe that they are 
capable of dealihg appropriately with any situation that presents. This is not 
always the c~se and a strong recommendation from the Group on the importance 
of traililin,g·in this area would give Centre managers the backing to prioritise the 
development and roll-out of appropriate training. 

The same principle applies to Garda Ethnic Liaison Officers and the many 
situations where this specialist service may not be readily available. It is 
important that new Gardai are trained in intercultural matters but also crucial 
that existing officers are updated and trained in areas where diversity matters 
continue to evolve in a modern Ireland. 

There is no list of 'guiding principles' to be adhered to when dealing with the 
migrant population as such at a national level. The Group considered the 
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development of a national template for a training module dealing with cultural 
diversity issues would be important. It could focus on key principles to guide the 
provision of services to diverse groups and tailored for use by all service 
providers and the Gardai. 

The Group identified that an independent body should be named take 
responsibility for drawing up such a national template. The IHREC was identified 
as the appropriate body. The need for training courses on diversity to be 
evaluated for effectiveness was also identified as an element that should be 
included in any recommendation. It is suggested that the IHREC should be 
encouraged in preparing its strategy statements to prioritise intercultural 
training, particularly for State agents and service providers. 

This obligation will go some way towards ensuring that all Sta~e .. 'Bqdies ta.k~ 
some initiatives in relation to training of staff. A recommendati'on o'h' training 
could be placed in this context of fulfilling the 'Positiv"e Duty'. Progress on these 
matters could be monitored by the IHREC as part of the 'Positive Duty' reporting 

_) process. 

) 

Most public/private bodies have such a customer service charter. Including a 
specific recognition of the needs of Protection, ap-plic:ants in the, quality customer 
service charter is important. 

Recommendations .. ,·, , , 1 

1. The Sub Group recommen'~,~~ ~ ~~-~~:,l; i,;·i \ijM~'~n Rights and Equality 
Commission (IHREC) cons1d'er, ih .tbe preAaration of its Strategic Plan, the 
inclusion of educatio9-,,and trail.Jing on,.eqµa:lity and diversity issues for public 
bodies engaged i~. thi ~JlfOVi~ion· df ~ui:.i1,:oi-ts to protection applicants. Such 
training should be aimed,at·e'nsuriiig that public servants working directly with 

11 1
• 1 

protection a~pN~antS·flre a~~re of their equality legal obligations towards 
protection app]fcants.,)t~&hould.~1so tackle any subconscious prejudice and 

;/1( :ti ,.t-.,. I 1'1J "'i'f·'' 

support-public se1wants to}~eliver a high quality function or service. In addition, 
- 1 • I 1 ,.I 

this tr;~i_ning shpu,ld'Q,,4\ part' of a whole organisation approach and be provided to 
pu~Jic'S,~rvants at a ll levels including to top level decision makers. The 
,clevelo~ment by the IHREC of a national template for a training module, 
\iaentifying ~.ey g~(oing principles to apply, when providing services to culturally 
diverse groups; would be very welcome. Finally, this training and support should 
be evaluated'to track learning and outcomes . 

.. ~\ ''1",. '!\.!\ , '.( 

2. The Sub Group recommends the following in relation to those who provide 
health and other services to protection applicants: 

a) They should receive ongoing training in cultural competency and 
sensitivity. 

b) Training should be provided for accredited interpreters and for staff 
working with interpreters, who provide interpreting services either in 
person or over the phone; 
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c) Training should include skill development for dealing with people who do 
not have English as a first language and/or for consultations that involve 
interpreters. 

d) These programmes should be evaluated to ensure relevance and 
effectiveness. 

3. The Sub Group notes the various initiatives that An Garda Siochana has 
undertaken to address the needs of the protection applicant community and 
urges it to continue to ensure the effectiveness of its various initiatives by, inter 
alia, naming a Diversity Champion at a senior level, ensuring that the Garda 
Racial Integration and Diversity Office is adequately resources,:•promofing 
awareness of its Ethnic and LGBT Liaison Officer Services amoni prqtect:lou 
applicants and by rolling-out diversity training and cultural awareness 
programmes at all levels in the Gardai. 

10.4 Costs 
' I •'• 

The cost associated with the recommendations'shotiid..,tl6t-be seen as costs 
engendered by the Working Group. The suggestions mad~ merely point out 
improvements that should be 91~q~;i~,pubHc admin'istration in any event. They 
.are costs inevitably incurred if proper"p_µ bl'i( ~dniinistration and as a result of 
the State's commitment to,a cuit:qre of hu'man 1~igli.ts in good governance. 

It ,,\\' 
I I ' ' •\ 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

AMIF 

AVR 

CEAS 

OEU 

CRC 

DO 

DP 

EASO 

ENP 

GNIB 

ECHR 

INIS 

IOM 

IPAT 

JR 

LAB 

LTR 

ORAC 

PTSD 

RAT 

RIA 

Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund 

Assisted voluntary return 

Common European Asylum System 

Court of Justice of the European Union 

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 

Deportation order 

Direct Provision 

European Asylum Support Office 

Exceptional needs payment 

Garda National Immigration Bureau 

European Convention on Human Rights 

Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service 

International Organization for Migration 

International Protection Appeals Tribunal 

Judicial review 

Legal Aid Board 

Leave to remain 

Office of the Refugee Applications Commissioner 

Post traumatic stress disorder 

Refugee Appeals Tribunal 

Reception and Integration Agency 
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SP 

SWA 

TEC 

TFEU 

UNHCR 

Subsidiary protection 

Supplementary welfare allowance 

Treaty establishing the European Community ·l 
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
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GLOSSARY 

Asylum seeker 

Communal kitchen 

Family quarters 

International protection 

Person at the deportation 
order stage 

Person at the leave to 
remain stage 

Person in the judicial 
review process 

A person who has made an application for refugee 

status. For the purposes of this report the term 

"protection applicant" is used unless the context 
requires otherwise as the term includes a person who 

has applied for refugee status and a person who has 

applied for subsidiary protection status. 

A kitchen that may be used by residents for cooking 

their meals using suppli"es,provided by the centre 

management. 

An accommodation unit that comprises a living room 

and bedroom(s}for the sole use of a family. Bathroom 

facilities may be en-suite or may be a bathroom 

designated for the family's use outside of the unit. 

In the global context, the actions by the internat ional 

comml!riity on the basis of international law, aimed at 

protecting the fundamental rights of a specific 
category of persons outside their countries of origin, 

who lack the national protection of their own 

countries. In the EU context, protection that 
encompasses refugee status and subsidiary protection 

status (Europe_an Migration Network; Asylum and 

Migration Glossary 3.0 October 2014). 

A person who has completed the protection and leave 
to remain stages and in respect of whom a 

deportation order has issued. 

A person who has completed the protection process 

and has made representations seeking leave to remain 

in the State and/or whose eligibility for leave to 

remain has yet to be considered. 

A person who is engaged in judicial review 
proceedings before the Courts. Such a person may 

simultaneously be at one of the stages in the system. 
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Protection applicant 

Refugee 

Resident 

Self-catering centre 

A person with an application for refugee status and/or 
subsidiary protection which has not been determined 
to finality. 

A person who, owing to a well founded fear of being 
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 
membership of a particular social group or 
political opinion, is outside the country of his or her 
nationality and is unable or, oyving to such 
fear, is unwilling to avail'hir:ns:'elf or herself of the 
protection of that country{or who, not having a 
nationality and being outside the country of his or her 
former habitual' residence, is una_ble or, 
owing to such:fear, is unwilling to· return to it, but does 
not include a person who-

(a) is receiving from organs:or agencies offhe United 
Nations (other than the High Commissioner for 
Refugees) protection or assistance, 
(b) is recognised by the competent authorities of the 
country in which he or she has taken residence as 
having the rights and obli_gations which are attached 
to the possession of the nationality of that country, 
(c) there are serious grounds for considering that he or 
she-

(i) has committed a crime against peace, a war 
crime, or a crime against humanity, as defined 
in the international instruments drawn up to 
make provision in respect of such crimes, 
(ii) has committed a serious non-political crime 
outside the State prior to his or her arrival in 
the State, or 
(iii) has been guilty of acts contrary to the 
purposes and principles of the United Nations 
(section 2 of the Refugee Act 1996). 

A person who resides in a Direct Provision 
accommodation centre. 

An accommodation centre that is essentially an 
apartment block with residents doing their own 
shopping and cooking. As accommodation only is 
supplied, the Direct Provision Allowance rate is 
increased in line with that of the appropriate 
personal/family rate of Supplementary Welfare 
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Self-contained unit 

Separated child 

Subsidiary protection 

Supplementary welfare 
allowance 

The leave to remain 
process 

Allowance (SWA), less a standard deduction of 
€30/€40 per week in respect of the person's 
contribution towards accommodation costs. These 
centres are exceptions within Direct Provision and are 
used as step-down facilities or to accommodate 
persons deemed by RIA to be particularly unsuited to 
communal living. 

A unit within an accommodation centre that 
comprises a living room, bedroom(s), bathroom, and 
cooking facilities (albeit that they may not be capable 
of use at present). 

A child under 18 years of age who is outside their 
country of origin and separated from both parents or 
their previous legal/ customary primary caregiver. 

The protection given to a person 
{a) who is not a national·of a EU Member State, 
(b) who does not qualify as a refugee, 
(c) in r:espect of whom substantial grounds have been 
shown for believing that the person concerned, if 
returne~ to his or her country of origin, would face a 
real riskof suffering serious harm and who is unable 
or, owing to such risk, unwilling to avail himself or 
herself of the protection of that country, and 
(d) who is not excluded from being eligible for 
subsid iary protection under Regulation 17 (Regulation 

· 1(2) of S.L 426 of 2013 European Union (Subsidiary 
Protection) Regulations 2013). 

A means tested scheme administered by the 
Department of Social Protection that is considered the 
"safety net" within the social welfare system in that it 
provides assistance to eligible persons whose means 
are insufficient to meet their needs and those of their 
dependents. 

The consideration by the Minister for Justice and 
Equality of whether or not to issue a deportation order 
in respect of a person who has been deemed not 
eligible for protection. If the decision is that a 
deportation order should not issue, leave to remain in 
the State is granted under Ministerial discretion under 
the terms of section 3 of the Immigration Act 1999. 
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The protection process 

The system 

The determination of eligibility for refugee status or 
subsidiary protection status and the appeal of 
negative decisions on eligibility. 

Comprises the protection process, the leave to remain 
process, the deportation order stage and the judicial 
review process in the State. 
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INTRODUCTION 

ESTABLISHMENT 
1. The Working Group on the Protection Process including Direct Provision and 

Supports for Asylum Seekers was established by the Minister for Justice and 

Equality, Ms. Francis Fitzgerald, T.D. and the Minister of State with special 

responsibility for New Communities, Culture and Equality, Mr. Aodhan 6 Rfordain 

T.D. in October 2014 pursuant to the following commitment in the Statement of 

Government Priorities 2014- 2016: 
.< 

w0-0 
"While ensuring continued rigorous control of-our border~ and immigration 

procedures, we will treat asylum seekers with the humanity and respect they 

deserve. We are committed to addr~~jihg the current system of Direct Provision 

for asylum seekers to make it more respect/~/ to the applicant and less costly to 

the ta~payer. We will legislate to reduce the· length of time the applicant spends 

in the system through the establishment of a s·in9/e .a12_plicati0ns procedure, to be 

introduced by way of a ProteGtfon Bill. Work on an lrnmigration and Residence Bill 

will also continue. The government will also establish an independent Working 

Group to report to Government on improvement~ with the protection process, 

including Direct Provision and supports for asylum seekers.,, 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

2. On foot of that commitment, in September ~014, the Minister and Minister of 

State hosted a round table consultation on the protection process with 

representatives of the NGO sector. Drawing on the outcome of th at consultation 

the Working Group was assigned the following terms of reference: 

Having regard to the rights accorded to refugees under the 1951 Geneva 

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, and bearing in mind the 

Government's commitment to legislate to reduce the waiting period for 

protection applicants through the introduction of a single application procedure, 

to recommend to the Government what improvements should be made to the 

St ate's existing Direct Provision and protection process and to the various 

SUPP.Orts provided for protection applicants; and specifically to indicate what 

actions could be taken in the short and longer term which are directed towards: 

(i) improving existin-g arrangements in the processing of protection applications; 
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(ii) showing greater respect for the dignity of persons in the system and 

improving their quality of life by enhancing the support and services currently 

av.ailable; 

ensuring at the same time that, in light of recognised budgetary realit ies, the 
overall cost of the protection system to the taxpayer is reduced or remains 
w it hin or clese to current levels and t hat the existing border cont rols and 
immigration procedures are not compromised. 

MEMBERSHIP 

3. Dr. Bryan McMahon (formerly of the High Court) was appointed as chairperson 

of the Working Group. The ot her members ofthe Working Group were: 

• Aidan O'Connor, Department of Environment, Community. and Local 

Government; 

• Barry Magee, Chairperson, Refugee Appeals Tribunal; 

• Brian Power/ Caitriona O'Brien, Department of Education and Skills; 

• Caroline Daly, Office of the Attorney General; 

• Dr. Ciara Smyth, lecturer in Law, NUIG; 

• Dan Murphy, Former General-Secretary of PSEU and ex-President ICTU; 

• David Costello, Commissioner, Office of the Refugee Applications 

Commissioner; 

• Eugene Quinn, Director, Jesuit Refugee Service Ireland; 

• Fiona Finn, CEO; NASC - Irish Immigrant Support Centre; 

• Greg Straton, Director, SPJRASI; 

• Jackie Harrington /Mary O'Sullivan, Department of Social Protection; 

• ~adeleine Halpin, Tusla - Child and Family Agency; 

• Michael Kelly/ Noel Dowling, Department of Justice and Equality; 

• Michele Clarke, Department of Children and Youth Affairs; 

• Patrick Lynch, Health Service Executive; 

• Reuben Hambakachere, IRC Core Group of Asylum Seekers and Refugees; 

• Ronan Gallagher, Department of Public Expenditure and Reform; 

• Sophie Magennis, Head of Office, UNHCR; 

• Tanya Ward, CEO, Children's Rights Alliance; 

• Tim Dalton, Retired Secretary General of the Department of Justice and 

Equality. 

4. Sue Conlan tendered her resignation from the Working Group on behalf of the 

Irish Refugee Council on 26 March 2015. Reuben Hambakachere of the IRC Core 

Group of Asylum Seekers and Refugees tendered his resignation from the 
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Working Group in a personal capacity on 21 April 2015 and was replaced by Mr. 

Stephen Ng'ang'a. 

S. Anne Barry, Principal Officer, Department of Justice and Equality acted as 

Secretary to the Working Group. Ms. Barry was assisted by Sinead McGuinness, 

Higher Executive Officer and Lorna Tuohy, Clerical Officer, also of the 

Department of Justice and Equality. Brian Merriman, Principal Officer, Office of 

the Refugee Applications Commissioner provided additional support to the 

Secretariat. 

WORK PROGRAMME AND WORK METHODS 

6. The Chair convened the First Meeting of the Working Group on 10 November 

2014 with the Minister and Minister of State in attendance. 

7. The scope of the terms of reference was considered. It was noted that the terms 

of reference were broadly framed, covering processing arrangements and 

reception conditions including Direct Provision and supports, and tasked the 

Working Group with identifyimg pr,aetJcal measures tnat could be implemented in 

the short and longer term that wo_uld enhance the digll.tl:y of persons and 

improve the quality of their lives wtiile their applications for protection were 

under investigation. The requirement to take cognisance of the budgetary 

situation and border controls and immigration procedures was noted. 

8. It was acknowledged that the terms of reference were limited to identifying 

improvements to existing arrangements rather than alternatives. It was further 

acknowledged that members representing organisations advocating an end to 

Direct Provision, and who may have been disappointed by this limitation, had 

accepted their appointment on the basis of the terms of reference. 

9. The Minister in her remarks noted that many of the concerns that are raised in 

relation to Direct Provision, by protection applicants and commentators alike, 

are linked to, or exacerbated by, the length of time that applicants spend waiting 

for a final decision on their claim. The centi;alit y of "length of time" to thQ 

challenges that applicants face is reflected in the Agreecd Work Programrme 

referred to at para. 11 below and in the recommendations of the Working Gmup. 

10. The Minister also referred to the Government's commitment to bring forward 

the International Protection Bill which will provide for a single procedure (the 

norm in other EU Member States) that would allow the totality of a protection 

claim to be considered at an early stage and a final determination to be made in 
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a timely manner; it would replace the current unwieldy system of sequential 

applications and appeals with its multiple opportunities to seek redress before 

the Courts. The Minister noted that the legislation would benefit future 

applicants but asked the Working Group to make recommendations in relation to 

how it might be of benefit to existing applicants. Unfortunately, given the timing 

of the publication of the General Scheme of the International Protection Bill, the 

Working Group did not have the opportunity to consider this matter in detail. 

11. The Working Group agreed a work programme and working methods and set up 

three thematic sub groups to identify recommendations for consideration by the 

Plenary: 

Receptions cond;tions 
• Theme 1 To suggest improvements to Direct Provision (i.e. living conditions 

while in designated centres) aimed at showing greater respect for the dignity 

of persons in the system and improving their quality of life. 

• Theme 2 To suggest improve_ment to the supports (e.g. financial, educational, 

health) for protection applicants aimed at showing greater respect for the 

dignity of persons in the system and improving their quality of life. 

Determinatibl'.1 process ·. 

• Tt,eme 3 To suggest improvements to existing arrangements for the 

processing of prot,ection applications with particular regard to the length of 

the process,, 

12. The Agreed Work Programme is set out at Appendix 1. 

13. Sophie Magennis, Head of Office, UNHCR was appointed as chairperson of the 

Theme 3 Sub Group and was assisted by Eugene Quinn, Director, Jesuit Refugee 

Service Ireland who··was appointed as rapporteur. The Chair of the Working 

Group Dr. Bryan McMahon acted as chairperson of the Theme 1 and Theme 2 

Sub Groups. For a list ofthe members of the Sub Groups and their alternates see 

Appendix Z. 

14. At its First Meeting the Working Group identified the importance of hearing 

directly from persons in the system, and also of visiting Direct Provision 

accommodation centres to see the living conditions first-hand. An extensive 

consult ati'on precess involving written submissions, consultation sessions and 

visits to centres was undertaken by the Working Group over the course of 
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December 2014 and January and Febriuary 2015. Chapter 2 provides more 

information on the process undertaken and a summary of the main themes that 

emerged. A comprehensive report of the outcome of the process is set out at 

Appendix 3. 

15. The Working Group wishes to express its sincere appreciation to t hose who 

shared their perspectives, whether in writing or in person ~hrough their 

participation in the consultation sessions, and who allowed members into their 

homes. The Working Group is conscious that sharing what are, in many cases, 

deeply personal experiences can take it s toll. There is no doubt, however, that 

hearing the direct testimony of those most concerned with the outcome of the 

deliberations of the Working Group generated an add~d sense of urgency to the 

task at hand. 

16. At the Second Meeting of the Working Group on 19 Novemb~.( ?Jl14 it was 

agreed that consideration of the implications of the "CA and TA'' High Court 

judgment delivered on 14 November 20141 fell within the terms of-reference and 

it was referred to the Theme 1 Sub Group. 

17. The Working Group also agreed that a focus would be maintained on children 

throughout all substantive discussions at Plenary and Sub Group level. 

18. Conscious that the terms of reference require the Working Group to identify a 

suite of recommendations that ensures that "the overall cost of the protection 

system to the taxpayer is reduced or remains within or close to current levels" a 

Costings Sub Group was established under the Chairmanship of Eugene Quinn to 

identify and quantify t he financial and human resource implications in so far as 

practicable of proposed recommendations before they were finally agreed. The 

outcome of what was a very cha llenging and complex task is at chapter 6. 

19. The terms of reference did not specify any particu lar time frame for the 

completion of the Working Group's task but the expressed desire of the 

Ministers to receive a report by Easter 2015 was noted and, together with the 

expectations of protect ion applicants, influenced the intensity with which t he 

Working Group approached its task. 

20. The Working Group met on eight occasions between 10 November 2014 and 14 

May 2015 while the various Sub Groups met on 38 occasions in all between 25 

November 2014 and 12 May 2015. 

1 CA & anor. v The Minister for Justice and Equalily & Ors. 12011] JEIIC 532 
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21. The Working Group was conscious that the tight time frame would not allow all 

issues within its terms of reference to be examined in-dept and has taken the 

view that in certain cases, various issues drawn to its attention or considered by 

it warrant further study. These issues are identified later in this report. 

22. The deliberations of the Working Group were informed by the views of those in 

the system as shared through the consultation process undertaken by the 

Working Group, and members' first-hand reports of the living conditions in Direct 

Provision accommodation centres. The deliberations were also informed by 

commentary by national and international bodies, the experience and expertise 

of the members and their contributions to the Working Group, written 

submissions received from interested parties and the views of invited experts 

and stakeholders. In addition, a delegation ofthe Working Group met with 

representatives of the judiciary, and representatives of the Office of the 

Ombudsman and the Office of the Ombudsman for Children. 

23. The Working Group wishes to express its thanks to the invited experts·and others 

with whom it met for their invaluable input. 

24. The list of submissions received from interested parties is at Appendix 4. The list 

of those with wham the Working Group met is at Appendix 5. 
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Chapter 1- OVERVIEW OF THE PROTECTION 

SYSTEM AND APPLICATION TRENDS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

1. This chapter provides a brief overview of the international, European and Irish 

legal and administrative frameworks governing international protection and 

synthesises the main strands of existing commentary on the Irish protection 

system. Some information on national and international applications trends is 

also provided. 

2. It is useful to begin with a brief explanation of the concept of international 

protection, distinguishing it from the-related, but distinct, area of immigration_ 

Generally speaking, immigrants are people who chose to leave their own 

country to work, study, retire, join family members or simply seek a better life in 

another country. Whether the host state admits an immigrant, and on what 

conditions are largely matters of state discretion. Other persons, however, are 

not voluntary immigrants but have been forced to flee their country due to 

persecution or other serious harm and cannot safely return there. Such persons 

are the beneficiaries of international protection which obliges the host state to 

grant them residence and afford them many of the social and economic benefits 

available to nationals. While it is being determined whether a protection 

applicant is eligible for international protection, they are entitled to basic 

housing and subsistence. 

3. There are two types of protection status. (i) Refugee status derives from 

international law and is given to persons who demonstrate a fear of persecution 

in their home country due to certain aspects of their identity, such as their 

religion or their political opinion. Persons seeking refugee status and awaiting a 

decision are called asylum seekers. (ii) Subsidiary protection status derives from 

European law and is given to persons who do not qualify as refugees, but who, 

nevertheless, cannot return home because they risk facing serious harm, such 

as torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or generalised 

violence in a war. For the purposes of this report the umbrella term "protection 

applicant" is used to refer to asylum seekers and persons seeking subsidiary 

protection status. 
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4. Those who do not succeed in their protection claim may have the possibility of 

being granted leave to remain in the host country concerned on the basis of 

other grounds including humanitarian considerations. Failure at this point may 

lead to the initiation of deportation procedures. 

B. INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

1951 CONVENTION RELATING TO THE STATUS OF REFUGEES 

5. The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees is the cornerstone of 

refugee protection. The Convention defines a refugee as someone who has a 

well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 

membership of a particular social group or political opinion; is outside his/her 

country of nationality or habitual residence and is unable or unwilling to return 

to it.
2 

Furthermore, the Convention establishes that refugees have certain 

rights, the most important of which is the right of non-refoulement: the right 

not to be sent back to a country where the refugee's life or freedom would be 

threatened on grounds of race, religion, nationality, social group or political 

opinion.3 Other rights include the right to work, to housing and to education. A 

notable omission from the 1951 Convention is any direction or guidance on the 

process of determining whether someone is a refugee, a process known as 

refugee status determination. Nevertheless, this gap is filled somewhat by the 

development of standards by the Convention's supervisory body, the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), in the form of guidelines, 

handbooks, notes and the conclusions of its Executive Committee.4 Ireland is a 

party to the 1951 Convention and has incorporated it into domestic law by 

virtue of the Refugee Act 1996, which is dealt with later in this chapter. 

RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 

6. International human rights law has developed its own, separate, non

refoulement guarantee. This prohibits sending someone, directly or indirectly, 

to a country where he/she faces a real risk of torture or inhuman or degrading 

treatment or punishment. Torture is the intentional infliction of severe pain or 

suffering on an individual, whereas inhuman or degrading treatment is a lesser 

form of ill-treatment and may include being subjected to generalised violence. 

Although there is an overlap with the concept of non-refoulement in refugee 

2 
Article 1A(2). 

~ Article 33. 

/4 Available on: http:ijwww.refworld.org/ 
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law, in the sense that torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment can be considered a form of persecution, the human rights 

guarantee does not require a link to race, religion, nationality, social group or 

political opinion. For this reason, the human rights guarantee complements the 

refugee law guarantee. However, the human rights guarantee simply means 

that the person cannot be sent back home; unlike refugee law it does not confer 

a status with associated rights. Ireland is a State Party to a number of human 

rights instruments which prohibit refoulement in the sense outlined above, the 

most relevant of which is the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).
5 

The ECHR is given effect to in Irish law by the European Convention on Human 

Rights Act 2003. 

Finally, it should be noted that in addition.fa the non-refoulement guarantee, nj. 7. 
~ the ECHR and the other international hum:ah rights instruments contain other 

~ rights of potential relevance to the.:protection context. Other relevant rights 

:J c::r' t\.i 
O 

inclu~~ the 
6

right ~o private and fa_mily.Jife1 which. has implication~ for reception 

~ S ..[) cond1t1ons; the nght to an effective rem·e-d,y, which affords certain procedural L. -cy ,h guarantees to persons who h.ave an arguable claim that they will be subject to 

(j ,::f' ;; ; refou/ement;7 and the prohibltio'n of.collective expulsion of aliens, which 

iJ ~ 1r, strengthens the procedural guaranteesJust mentioned.
8 

Furthermore, the UN 

- ✓ Convention on tt:re Rights of t he Child (CRC), to which Ireland is a State Party, 

0 establishes standards regarding the treatment of a[l,children,9 including children 

who seek international prqtection either--alone or wifh their families.
10 

EU COMM0N EUROPEAN ASYLUM SYSTEM 

8. Although all EU Member:States are parties to the 1951 Convention (and, indeed, 

the human rights instruments mentioned above), historically, each has its own 

approach to the interpretation of the Convention's provisions and its own 

system of refugee statu$ determination. However, this situation was perceived 

as leading to the phenomenon of "asylum-shopping" whereby asylum seekers 

5 Article 3 of the ECHR prohibits torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment and this 
has been interpreted by the European Court of Human Rights as prohibiting refou/ement: Soering v 
UK, Appl. No. 14038/88, Judgment of 7 July 1989. The other instruments are t he UN Convention 
Against Tortu re, which expressly prohibits refoulement in Article 3; and the UN International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which prohibits torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment in Article 7, a prohibition that has been interpreted by the Covenant's monitoring body, 
the Hu man Rights Committee, as encompassing a non-refoulement guarantee: Kindler v Canada, 
Communication No. 470/1991, Views of 18 November 1993. 
6 Article 8 ECHR and Article 17 International Covenant on Civll and Political Rights. 
7 Article 13 ECHR and Article 2 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 
8 Protocol 4, Article 4, ECHR and Article 13 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 
9 Article 2. 
10 

Article 22. 
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could move from one EU State to another in search of less stringent regimes; 

and "refugees in orbit", whereby Member States could pass asylum seekers 

back and forth between them on the pretext that none of them was 

responsible. Consequently, since the late 1980s, international protection has 

crept up the policy agenda of the EU and, with the entry into force of the Treaty 

of Amsterdam in 1999, the EU acquired the competence to harmonise Member 

States' laws in this area.11 The result is the Common European Asylum System 

(CEAS), a package of secondary EU legislative measures designed to harmonise 

protection across the EU in a series of phases. 

9. The first phase of the CEAS led to the adoption of four key instruments between 

2001 and 2005 - a regulation and three min[mum:standards directives.12 Before 

sketching the content of these instruments it is worth commenting on their 

legal effect. A regulation is directly effective in Member States' domestic legal 

systems, while a directive must be brought into effect by way of domestic 

implementing laws, regulations and administrative procedures. Owing to the 

principle of the supremacy of EU law, all domestic implementing legislation 

must conform to the staridards,established in the CEAS instruments (and to the 

EU Charter of Fundamental Right~; about which more later). When a national 

court is called on to interpret ~omestic implementing legislation, the Court may, 

where a question of the interpretation or validity of an EU law arises, avail of 

the preliminary reference procedure to apply to the Court of Justice of the EU 

(OEU)
13 

for a preliminary ruling prior to giving its judgment in the case. 

10. The four key instru·ments of Phase One CEAS are: the Dublin egulation;14 the 

~ ,._....Reception Condit ions Oire_ct ivei1s the Qualification Oirective;16 and the Asylum 

f?~ Rrocedures Direetive.17 

11 
Article 63 Treaty establishing the European Community (TEC), replaced, since the entry into force of 

the Lisbon Treaty, by Article 79 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). 
12 

A fourth directive - the Temporary Protection Directive - is also part of the CEAS. However, that 
directive, which deals with temporary protection in the event of a mass influx, has never been 
activated and hence is not relevant to the issues in this report. 
13 

Article 267 TFEU (ex Article 234 TEC). 
14 

Council Regulation No. 343/2003 of 18 February 2003 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for 
determ"ining the Member State responsible for examining an asylum application lodged in one of the 
Member States by a third country national. 
15 

Council Directive 2003/9/EC of 27 January 2003 laying down minimum standards for the reception 
of asylum seekers. 
16 

Council Directive 2004/83/EC of 29 April 2004 on minimum standards for the qualification and 
status of third country nationals or stateless persons as refugees or as persons who otherwise need 
international protection and the content of the protection granted. 
17 

Council Directive 2005/85/EC of 1 December 200S on minimum standards on procedures in 
Member States for granting and withdrawing refugee status. 
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11. The Dublin Regulatio11 (known as "Dublin II" because it was preceded by an 

intergovernmental convention concluded in Dublin) allocates responsibility to 

one, and only one, EU Member State for the processing of a given asylum 

application, on the basis of a hierarchy of criteria. The regulation is based on 

the premise that all EU Member States are safe for asylum seekers. Supported 

by a large fingerprint database known as EURODAC, 18 an applicant who is 

detected moving irregularly between EU Member States is sent to the 

"responsible" Member State to have his/her case processed. 

12. The Reception Condit ions Direct ive harmonises to~ basic standard how 

Member States host asylum seekers and their acGornpanying family members 

for the duration of the asylum process. It establis~es, rights relating to family 

unity, schooling and education of minors, acc~ss to t h~ la,pour market, health 

care, and basic "material reception conditions" which compr:ise housing, food 

and clothing and a daily expenses allowa'nce. It also provides guarantees for 

certain categories of vulnerable applicants, such as unaccompanie•d minors and 

victims of torture and violence. 

13. The Qualificat ion Directive, in addition to clarifying certain elements of the 1951 

Convention definition of a refugee and elaborating on the rights to which 

refugees are entitl'e·d, establishes the concept' o,f,5ubs1diary protection: 

Subsidiary protection is'.protection against tertairttype·s of serious harm that 

may not meet the strict requirements of the refugee definition, but 

nevertheless make it unsafe for the applicant to be sent back home. Such harm 

includes torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, which is 

the subject of a non-refoulement guarantee in human rights law, as outlined 

above. For the first time, persons at risk of such harm are to be granted a 

distinct status with associated rights. 

14. The Asylqm Procedures Directive establishes basic rules governing the 

procedure for refugee status determination, including an admissibility 

procedure, a substantive and accelerated first instance procedure, an appeals 

procedure and a withdrawals procedure. It lays down "basic principles and 

guarantees" for asylum applicants such as the right to access the procedure, to 

an interview, to an interpreter where necessary, and to legal aid. Although the 

directive is primarily directed towards asylum seekers, it obliges Member States 

which operate a single procedure for determining refugee status and subsidiary 

protection status to apply the directive to both groups. 

18 Council Regulation No 2725/2000 of 11 December 2000 concerning the establishment of 'Eurodac' 
for the comparison of fingerprints for the effective application of the Dublin Convent ion, 
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15. In the secolild phase of the CEAS, whieh concluded in 2013, all of these 

instruments were "recast1' with a view to deepening the level of EU 

harmonisation in the field of protection by moving from minimum standards to 

common standards and were supplemented by a number of new measures. 

Accordingly, the standards of the Phase Two instruments are considerably 

higher than in the Phase One instruments. For example, a single procedure is 

now mandatory and there is greater attention to the rights of applicants under 

the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (dealt with below) at:1d, in particular, 

vulneral51e persons. The current (Phase Two) instruments comprise the Recast 

EURODAC Regulation, 
19 

Dublin Ill Regulation, 20 the Recast Reception Conditions 

Directive,2
1 

the Recast Qualification Directive,22 the Recast Asylum Procedures 

Directive
23 

and are supplemented by the Regulation establishing the European 

Asylum Support Office {EAS0)24 and the Regulation providing for the 

establishment of the Asylum, Migration and lntegratio~ Fund (AMIF).25 

16. However, a complexity must be noted in respect of the Irish engagement with 

the CEAS. Ireland is one of three EU Member States which has secured an "opt 

in/opt out" facility in respect of the CEAS, ret~ining the discretion to opt in (or 

not) to any given instrument.26 While Ireland has opted in to all the Phase One 

instruments with the exception of the Reception Conditions Directive, it has 

declined to opt in to the Phase T~o instrnments yvith the exception of the recast 

EURODAC Regulation, the Dublin Ill Regulation, tne EASO Regulation and the 

AMIF Regulation, as the following table illustrates: 

19 
Regulation (EU) No 603/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on the 

establishment of Eurodac for the comparison of fingerprints for the effective application of Regu lation 
(EU) No 604/2013 
20 

Regulation (EU) No. 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 
establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for 
examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third
country national or stateless person (recast). 

ii Directive 2013/33/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 laying down 
standards for the reception of applicants for international protection (recast). 
22 

Directive 2011/95/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on 
standards for the qualification of third country nationals or stateless persons as beneficiaries of 
international protection, for a uniform status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary 
protection, and for the content of the protection granted (recast). 
23 

Directive 2013/32/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on common 
procedures for granting and withdrawing international protection (recast). 
24 

Regulation (EU) No 439/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 
establishing a European Asylum Support Office. 
25 

Regulation (EU) No 516/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 

establishing the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund. 
26 

Protocol (No. 21) of the Lisbon Treaty on the position of the UK and Ireland in respect of the Area of 
Freedom, Security and Justice, which replaced the Fourth Protocol on the position of the United 
Kingdom and Ireland, annexed to the Treaty on European Union and t o the Treaty establishing the 
European Community. Denmark also has an exceptional arrangement in place. 
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Table 1: Irish opt-in to CEAS instruments 

CEAS Instrument Phase One: Irish opt in Phase Two: Irish opt 

in 

EURODAC Regulation Yes Yes 

Dublin Regulation Yes Yes 

Reception Conditions Directive No No 

Asylum Procedures Directive Yes No 

Qualification Directive Yes No 

EASO Regulation N/A Yes 

AMIF Regulation N/A ' 
Yes 

17. It should be noted that to the extent that t he higher standards in the Phase Two 

instruments reflect the requirements of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, 

Ireland is bound by these in any event when it implements the relevant Phase 

One instruments, as explained below. 

CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE EU 

18. The ~U Charter of Fundamental ~ights became legaliy binding in 2009; and in 

the constitut ional structure of the EU has the same legal standing as the 

Treaties.27 This means that all EU secondary legislation, such as the·CEAS 

instruments, must conform to the rights in the Charter. 
28 

Furthermore, all 

national measures that implement EU law, such as those set out below, must do 

so in a way that conforms to the r-ights in the Chart~r.29 The Charter contains a 

cross-section of ~ivil and political and socio-economic rights, some of which are 

~ /_ of particular importance in the asylum context, such as the right to asylum in 

, ,j)~ · accordance with the Trea~ies; the prohibi~lon of Gollective expu_lsio_111s; the right 

C::J ...,., ~ of non-ref oulement; the nght to an effective remedy; and certain right s of the 

·<.¢/ chi ld. 

27 
Article 6(1),TEU. 

18 See Article 51(1) of the Charter. 
29 Ibid. 
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C. IRISH LEGAb fRAM EWORK 

REFUGEE STATUS DETERMINATION 

19. The 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees is incorporated into 

Irish law, and the relevant CEAS instruments to which Ireland opts in are 

transposed into Irish law, principally by means of the Refugee Act 1996.
30 

20. The Act adopted the definition of a refugee and the prohibition of refoulement 

set out in the 1951 Convention. It establishes a Refu ee Applications 

Commissioner, who is indepen ent in the perfortnance of his/her funct ions, and 

who has a staff appointed by the Minister for Justice. an_d Equality. The Office of 

the Refugee Applications Commissioner (ORAC) is t he firi t instance decision

makirng body. It is tasked with investi_gat ing applications for reJugee status and 

with making recommendations on same to the Minister for Jusfic~ and 

Equality.31 The application to ORAC for refugee status begins wlth,an initial 

interview known as a section 8 interview whereby some personal inf6rmation 

and the general grounds of an application are gathered. There follows a wr1tten 

appl ication process and t he submission of a quest iol'lnaire32 in support of the 

application and a substant ive int er view. During this process the applicant may 

register w it h the Legal Aid Board (.LAB) in oraer to access legal advice;
33 

he/she 

may als~~ pt to avail of Direct Provision~ the State's system of accommodation 

and su t>sistence for protection applicants. 

21. If an application at ORAC results in a recommendation for refugee status, the 

Minister for Justice and Equalit y is obliged t0 accept the recommendat ion and 

grant refugee staflis. If the application is refusedJ)y ORAC the applicant can 

appeal to the Refugee Appea s Tribunal (RAT); the body established by the 1996 

Act to adjudicate appeals of negative first instance decisions. The RAT is 

composed of an independently appointed chairperson and ordinary members of 

30 The Refugee Act 1996 has been amended by section 11( 1) of the Immigration Act 1999; section 9 of 
the Illegal Im migrants (Trafficking) Act 2000; section 7 of the Immigration Act 2003; section 16 of the 
Immigration Act 2004; and section 75 and Schedule 6 Part 15 of the Health Act 2004. 
31 As noted Ireland participates in the Dublin Ill Regulation, that determines the EU Member State 
responsible for examining an application for refugee or subsidiary protection status within the EU. 
ORAC has responsibility for operating the Dublin Ill procedure and its decisions on Dublin 111 can be 
appealed to the RAT. For reasons of timeframe and scope this report focuses on the processing of 
cases where Ireland is the responsible Member State. 
32 Prioritised applicants must return their questionnaires to ORAC within 6 working days, non
prioritised applicants within 7 working days. 
33 In the absence of a more comprehensive Early Legal Advice Scheme, the service at this stage of the 
procedure tends to be limited to the provision of legal information and other supports. This is 

discussed in detail in chapter 3. 
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the Tribunal who are appointed by the Minister of Justice and Equality. The RAT 

carries out its function usually on the basis of an oral hearing but in some cases 

on the basis of written representations only.34 Like the ORAC, the RAT makes 

recommendations on refugee status to the Minister of Justice and Equality and 

the Minister, in turn, is obliged to accept a positive recommendation but is not 

obliged to accept a negative recommendation. 

DETERM INATIOl'i.OF SUBSIDIARY PROTECTION CLAIMS 

22. Unlike all other EU Member States, Ireland d0es not"-6perate a single protection 

procedure, whereby all applications are assessed for refugee status and 

subsidiary protection status at the same time. Rather, Ireland operates a two

stage sequential procedure, whereby qualification for refugee status is assessed 

first, and qualification for subsidiary protection is assessed only when a 

definitive negative refugee decision has been rendered. Prior to November 

2013, applications for subsidiary protection pursuant to the Qualification 

Directive were dealt with by the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service 

(INIS) of the Department of Justice and Equality at the pre-deportation stage, on 

the basis of the asylum file and any additional written submissions.35 However, 

in the M.M. case the CJEU held that: 

"{W]hen a Member State has chosen to establish two separate procedures, one 

following upon the other, for examining asylum applications and applications for 

subsidiary protection, it is important that the applicant's right to be heard, in 

view of its ]Undp_mentdf iu;,ture, 6~/ully. guaranteed in each of those two 
procedures. "3"6 • . ,~· . 

23. As a result, in November 2013 a new procedure was introduced whereby 

applications for subsidiary protection, existing and new, are examined and 

determined by ORAC with the possibility of appeal to the RAT in the event of a 

negative recommendation.37 In effect, this means that applicants are sent back 

to the beginning of a procedure that is substantially the same as the one they 

already went through in respect of their refugee claim. 

24. A further preliminary reference was made to the CJEU in the H.N. case, in which 

it was held that a two-stage sequential procedure, such as that adopted in 

14 See section 13 of the Refugee Act 1996 for the circumstances which give rise to an appeal on the 

basis of written representations only. 
35 S.I. No. 518/ 2006. 
36 Case C-277/11, Judgment of 22 November 2012. 
37 

5.1. No. 426 of 2013. 
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Ireland, will meet the principle of effectiveness and t he right to good 

administ ration only if it "does not give rise to a situation in which the 

application for subsid iary protection is considered only after an unreasonable 

,length of time."38 This ruling has given urgency to the long-standing 

Government intention to introduce a single protection procedure. A scheme 

setting out an outline of legislation to reform the law relating to immigration, 

protection and residence including provision for a single procedure was first 

published in 2007. The Immigration, Residence and Protection Bill was then 

published in 2008 and republished iri 2010 but has not proceeded beyond the 

Bill stage. The current intention of the Government is to legislate for a single 

procedure by way of a slimmed down piece of legislation primarily focused on 

protection with additional provisions on discretionary powers to grant 

permission to remain to persons who do not qualify for protection. The General 

Scheme of the International Protection Bi II.was published on 25 March 2015 

following Government approval. 

25. As noted above, responsibility for determining eli_gibility for subsidiary 

protection was transferred from INIS to ORAC in November 2013. A backlog of 

3,657 cases39 accompanied.the transfer. Some featu res of the pre-November 

2013 procedure are relevant to t_he de.liberations of the Working Group. 

Applicants had the choice of applying for subsidiary protection only at the same 

time as they rnuld applyfor leave to remain; they were not granted any 

temporary permission to be in the State while that application was under 

consideration. Under this procedure, persons had a choice to either then avail 

of ass sted volunta,:v ret urn (AVR) or to apply for subsidiary protection and 

leave to remain. Case processing under the ,pre-No~ember 2013 procedure was 

subject to substantial delays and was a cont ributor to loAg delays in the syst em. 

The recognition rate was low with less than 3% 0f cases decided in any year 

being granted subsidi~ry protection .. This resulted in almost the entire case load 

moving-on to the leave to remain process. Many persons in the protection 

process, leave to remain process, or at the deportation order stage today have 

experienced substantial delays under the former subsidiary protection 

procedure. 

LEAVE TO REMAIN PROCESS 

26. At the end of the protection process, if an applicant receives a negative refugee 

qecision and a negative subsidiar._y Rrotection decision, the Minister for Justice 

and Equality notifies the person of his/ her intention to de,::>ort himJher ancl 

38 
Case C-604/12, Judgment of 8 May 2014. 

39 
This backlog figure was revised to 3,722 by 16 February 2015. 
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invites the person to make written representations under section 3 of the 

Immigration Act 1999 as to why he/she slllauld not be deported. The Minister is 

required to have regard to these representations (if any) as weHas to a number 

of factors including any "humanitarian considerations" prior to deciding 

whether to issue a deportation order or grant him/her permission to remain in 

the State. This permission is known as "leave to remain" (LTR) and is essentially 

an immigration (as opposed to a protection) matter. Failing this permission, a 

deportation order is issued and the person becomes susceptible to deportation. 

Leave to remain cases are processed by the Repatriation Unit of INIS. 

Representations can be made in writing only. There. is no provision for appeal in 

relation to the exercise of Ministerial discretion under section 3 of the 

Immigration Act 1999. 

DEPORTATION ORDER STAGE 

27. A person (i) determined not eligible for protection ~nder the protection process, 

(ii) to whom the prohibition of refoufement set out in section 5 of the Refugee 

Act, 1996 does not apply, a·nd (iii) who has not been granted leave to remain will 

be issued with a deportation order under the terms of section 3 of the 

Immigration Act 1999. The deportation order requires the person to leave the 

State and to remain outside of tne State. They are normally afforded 21 days in 

which to do so before forced reni6)lal is ·considered. A person issued with a 

deportation order can apply to have the order revoked under the terms of 

section 3(11) of the Immigration Act 1999. Once issued with a deportation 

order, a person can no longer avail of AVR and is effectively at the end of the 

system. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STATUS GRANTED 

28. There are a number of differences in the nature of the status granted between 

refugee status, subsidiary protection status and leave to remain. In relation to 

refugee status the rights and entitlements accruing are set out in international 

law, European law and domestic law; in the case of subsidiary protection only 

the latter two are relevant. In the case of leave to remain the basis upon which 

the status is granted is discretionary (however that discretion must be exercised 

lawfully, for example in accordance with the ECHR) and the State may impose 

any conditions it deems appropriate in this regard. Some of the important rights 

that may differ depending on the status granted are: the length of time the 

permission is granted for, access to a travel document in lieu of a national 

passport, rights to family reunification and the number of years after which an 

application for citizenship may be made. 
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JUDICIAL REVIEW 

29. Judicial review is the process by which a person can challenge an administrative 

decision by a public body that they feel has affected them. It concerns the 

lawfulness of the decision-making process; that is how the decision was made 

and the fairness of it. The challenge is made in the High Court and the hearing 

proceeds in two stages: the leave stage whereby the Court grants or denies 

permission to the applicant to apply for a judicial review; and, if leave is 

granted, the substantive stage, whereby the Court adjudicates on the merits of 

the application. Judicial review is not an appeal of the initial decision, but 

simply a review of whether correct procedures have been followed. The High 

Court can affirm or set aside the impugned decision, and int.he latter case the 

applicant is remitted to the decision-making body for a fresh d_ecision. In the 

protection context, applicants can chal_lenge a negative recommendation of 

ORAC or the RAT relating to refugee status or subsidiary protection status, and a 

negative decision of the Minister of Justice and Equality relating to refugee 

status, subsidiary protection stat1,1s, and leave to remain/the issuance of a 

deportation order. 

30. Diagram 1 on the next p_age sets out the stages in the protection, leave to 

remain and dep9rtation order processes. 
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D. ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE RECEPTION OF PROTECTION 

APPLICANTS 

DIRECT PROVISION, DISPERSAL AND SUPPORTS 

31. Direct Provision is the means by which the State seeks to meet its obligations to 

provide for the material needs of people seeking protection in the State. It is a 

largely cashless system with the State assuming resp_onsibility for providing 
:..:: -

accommodation on a full board basis for protectiprt applicants until such time as 

they are granted some form of status and move frrt~-the community,40 leave the 

State voluntarily or are removed.41 It is predicated· on t he fact that protection 

applicants are not entitled to work and at the same time·.exduded from most 

social welfare entitlements.42 Instead, protection applicants· receive assistance

in-kind: their basic subsistence needs are met by way of bed, b.o·ard (three set 

meals a day plus snacks) and a Direct Provi~ion weekly allowance of €19.10 per 

adult and €9.60 per child for personal prerequis.ltE:!s·;43 Protection applicants are 

also entitled to a medical card and children have access to pre-school, primary 

and secondary education and ancillary supports such as school transport on the 

same basis as Irish citizens.44 

32. The accommodation occupied by protection applicants in Direct Provision is 

their "home" for the duration of their stay as acknowledged by Mac Eochaidh J 

in CA & anor. v The Minister for Justice and Equality & Ors. 45 The 

40 Refugee status, subsidiary protection status or leave to remain in the State through the Immigration 
Act 1999. 
41 Some persons who have not entered the protection process are also provided for via Direct 
Provision e.g. persons deemed by An Gard a Siochana to be potential or suspected victims of 
trafficking. 
42 The exclusion of protection applicants from the labour market is provided for in section 9(4)(b) of 
the Refugee Act 1996. The exclusion of protection applicants from most social welfare entitlements is 
provided for in the Social Welfare and Pensions (No. 2) Act 2009 which prevents protection applicants 
from fulfilling the habitual residence requirement that is a prerequisite to receiving certain social 
welfare payments. The "habitual residence" condition took effect from 1 May 2004 and affects all 
applicants or beneficiaries regardless of nationality. 
43 

The habitual residenc0:ondition does not apply to Exceptional Needs Payments (ENPs) 
administered under the Supplementary Welfare Allowance Scheme. Accordingly protection applicants 
can apply to the Community Welfare Service for such payments to meet immediate, unforeseen and 
once-off needs. 
44 Persons who are "ordinarily resident" in the state and who fulfil a means-test are entitled to a 
medical card under the Health Act 1970. The right of children of school-going age to education is 
derived from the Education (Welfare) Act 2000 in conjunction with the Equal Status Acts. 
45 Mac Eochaidh Jin CA & anor. v The Minister for Justice and Equality & Ors. [2014] IEHC 532 stated 
that in his view "the space occupied by the applicants [ .. ] is their home and this is expressly 
acknowledged by RIA who announce in written material given to residents on their arrival that 'this is 
your home'." The written material referred to are the Direct Provision Reception and Accommodation 
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accommodation centres which host applicants are open centres in the sense 

that residents are not in detention. 

33. All protection applicants are offered Direct Provision accommodation following 

the making of their application at ORAC but there is no legal requirement to 

accept it. It is not means tested. A person who does not avail of Direct Provision 

is ineligible for the weekly allowance. A protection applicant who avails of Direct 

Provision may leave it at any time and a person who does not accept the initial 

offer may change his/her mind subsequently. Irrespective of whether a person 

avails of Direct Provision they are not entitled to acce-ss most mainstream social 

welfare supports and are prohibited from taking up employment or establishing 

a business.46 Just over half of all protection applicants reside in Direct 

Provision.47 Little is known about the living circumstan'ces of those who do not. 

It is assumed that they live with family, friends or in private accommodation at 

their own expense. Some may have left the State. 

BACKGROUND TO INTRODUCTION OF DIRECT PROVISION AND 

DISPERSAL 

34. Direct Provision was established by the Government in 2000 against a backdrop 

of dramatically increasing protection application numbers. In 1995 there were 

424 applications compared to 4,426 in 1998 and 7,724 in 1999. This rose to 

10,938 in 2600.and would peak at 11,634 in 2002.48 

35. 'Historically, persons.:~eeking protection were supported through the Social 

Welfare Code-Y..,itb housing provided by Local Authorities through existing 
,, 

services for the homeless. In late 1999, however, the shortage of 

accom mod at ion in the Dublin area became so acute with reports of families of 

protection applicants sleeping in parks that the Government decided to 

introduce a scheme of Direct Provision - as distinct from a totally cash-based 

system - to meet the principal needs of protection applicants. In tandem with 

this decision the-Government announced at policy of dispersal of protection 

applicants throughout the country with the aim of avoiding a disproportionate 

burden on State services accessible to protection applicants including 

community welfare, health and education in any one part of the country. 

Centres House Rules & Procedures, RIA 2009, pg 4 available the website of the Reception and 
Integration Agency at www.RIA.gov.ie. 
46 See supra note 42. 
47 See chapter 3 for further detail. 
48 

Provided by ORAC 
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36. It is of note that the review undertaken by the Working Group is the first review 

initiated by the authorities since the introduction of Direct Provision 15 years 

ago. 

POSITION OF OTHER EU MEMBER STATES 

37. The majority of European Union Members States accommodate protection 

applicants in collective accommodation facilities; some for the duration of the 

determination process and others for initial processing after which time they 

may be accommodated in private facilities.49 The length of t ime spent by 

applicants In collective facilities in Ireland is, however, likely to be longer than in 

other Member States due to the absence of a single procedure to determine 

protection applications. Many Member States operat e dispersa l policies.50 

RECE PT/ON AND JNTEGRA TION AGENCY 

38. Direct Provision is coordinated by the Reception and Integration Age.r:,.cy (RIA), a 

unit within the Department of Justice and Equality.51 RIA has responsibility for 

arranging accommodation and working with statutory and non-statutory bodies 

to coordinate the delivery of other services including health, social services, 

welfare and ed~caiio_n for protection applicants. 

INTENDED DURATION OF STAY IN DIRECT PROVISION 

39, W.hen intr'oduced it was envisaged that protection applicants would live in 

Qirect Provision Accommodation Centres on a short-t erm basis of not more 

than six months while their applications were being processed.52 This, 

however, is not how things have turned out with many protection applicants 

remaining y.,ithin the ·,centres for lengthy periods. This is discussed in detail later 

in this repo_r.t. 

49 
European Migration Network; The Organisation of Reception Facilities for Asylum Seekers in 

dif ferent Member Stat es; 2014 pg 13. The United Kingdom, the most relevant comparator due to the 
existence of a common travel area with Ireland, uses collective centres for a short period during the 
initial processing of the application. 
50 

European Migration Network; The Organisation of Reception Facilities for Asylum Seekers in 
different Member States; 2014 pg 13 
51 

RIA no longer has an integration function - it was assigned in July 2007 to the Integration Unit of 
the Office of the Minister of State for Integration. 
52 

Press release issued by the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, John O'Donoghue TD, 
reported in The Irish Times Tuesday, 28 March 2000 
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E. COMMENTARY ON THE PROTECTION SYSTEM 

APPROACH ADOPTED 

40. This section seeks to offer an overview of contemporary commentary made by 

national and international bodies in relation to the Irish protection system, with 

a particular focus on the determination process; Direct Provision; and supports 

available to persons within the system. Although much of the literature spans 

the entire duration of the existence of Direct Provision itself, an attempt has 

been made to focus, as far as practicable, on the most recent pieces of research 

or commentary. Exceptions are made to address any gaps or where a piece of 

research remains pertinent to the present day analysis. Generally speaking, 

commentary on the Irish protection system has predominantly been critical, but 

it is acknowledged that there is rare:lfj(o official rebuttal or explanation 
~~ .... 

provided in relation to p>ublished res"e..frch and there also exists discordance 

betltl!een the official perspective and the v,iewpoiQ_t held by advocates for 

protection applicants with respect to the val idity of some commentary. 

41. The overview below is not intended to appropriate the role of a detailed 

problem analysis nor does it purport to be exhaustive. Rather, it presents the 

, ,v most consistently established comrnentarv: and'that which originates from the 
, o',, 
\,,,.- most reputable and uncontroversial sources. This commentary is not a 

substitute but rather a complement to the direct testimony of individuals, 

families and children who have lived in and experienced the Irish protection 

system and Direct Provision first-hand. 

DETERMINATION PROCESS 

42. The prevalence of long delays in the status determination process is widely 

acknowledged by all stakeholders and has been a consistent focus of 

commentary. Whilst there is divergence in opinion as to the nature and extent 

of the causes, the primary cause of the excessive length of stay in Direct 

Provision can be attributed to systemic factors.53 

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 

43. International commentators have repeatedly pointed to the absence of a single 

procedure - under which a person seeking protection could make one 

53 Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission (2014), 'Policy Statement on the System of Direct 

Provision in Ireland'. 
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application, which would be assessed on whether it met the requirements for 

granting refugee status or some other form of protection~ as a problematic 

feature of the system. As recently as 2014, the UN Human Rights Committee 

stated: 

"The Committee is concerned at the lack of a single application p,rocedure for the 

consideration of all grounds for international protection, leading to delays in the 

processing of asylum claims and prolonged accommodation of asylum seekers in 

Direct Provision centres ... "54 

44. Similarly, the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance has 

consistently welcomed55 or recommended56 the proposed introduction of a 

single determination procedure for persons in need of a protection status. 

45. In addition, Council of Europe Commissioner Thomas Hammarberg has 

previously expressed "concern about the overall length of asylum procedures 

under the currelilt dual system which is unique among the 27 EU member 

states." 

46. While similar concerns have been expressed by national bodies, some 

commentators have also argued that the status determination procedure in 

Ireland was previou·sty::tharacterised; albeit inadvertently at times, by a culture 

of disbelieP5'which made it more likely that protection applications would be 

refused rather than accepted. In relation to this point, numerous observers58 

have also commented on the need for early leg-al advice to be embedded in the 

system as a means of increasing the confidence of all parties to the decision

making process and improving the quality of decisions. 

JUDICIAL REVIEW 

47. Prior to very recent developments, analysts broadly agreed that judicial review 

in asylum and immigration matters was characterised by inordinate delay. The 

54 UN Human Rights Committee (2014), 'Concluding observations on the fourth periodic report of 

Ireland', CCPR/C/IRL/C0/4, at para. 19. 
·
55 Council of Europe: European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance {ECRI), ECRI Report on 
Ireland (third monitoring cycle): Adopted on 15 December 2006, CRI (2007) 24. 
56 

Council of Europe; European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI), ECRI Report on 
Ireland (fourth monitoring cycle): Adopted on 5 December 2012, 19 February 2013, CRI (2013). 
57 Sue Conlan, Sharon Waters and Kajsa Berg (2012), 'Difficult to Believe-The assessment of asylum 
claims in Ireland', Irish Refugee Council at 45. 
58 Bridget Anderson and Sue Conlan (2014), 'Providing Protection - Access to ea rly legal advice for 
asylum seeker' and Elizabeth O'Rourke (2009), 'Frontloading: The Case for Legal Resources at the 
Early Stages of the Asylum Process', Working Notes No. 62. 
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systemic problems included "significant delays in the hearing of cases, multiple 

applications and pressures on limited court resources."59 The net result was that 

many applicants were waiting before the Courts in excess of four years for 

judicial review proceedings to reach a conclusion. 

48. A number of problems related to the judicial review and protection systems 

were plainly outlined in the judgement of Clarke J, when speaking for a five

judge Supreme Court in the case of Okunade v Minister for Justice, Equality and 

Law Reform & the Attorney General he stated:60 

" ... it seems to me that the amount of court resources that have to be allocated is 
. . ' 

significantly increased by reason of the anomqlies in th.~t statutory structure ... 11 

49. Clarke J. identifies specific concerns in respect of the way l'eave on notice has 

operated. Overall, the judgment highligh'ts the consequence of delays in the 

determination process (including judicial review): 

"If persons have a legitimate case to remain in Ireland, on whatever basis, then 

the sooner a positive decision is mode the better for all concerned. If persons do 

not have a legitimate case to remain in Ireland then it is very much in the 

interests of the State that a final decision to that effect is made as quickly as 

possible and acted on within a timeframe that does not give rise to persons in the 

system putting down roots." 

50. It has also been noted that the systemic problems associated with judicial 

review can result in "significant human costs"61 
- not least because of the "lack 

of certainty"52 in the legal status of applicants - and also result in "financial 

costs to the exchequer ... ; litigation costs; court resources and public service 

costs."63 

ENFORCEMENT OF DE PORT AT/ON ORDERS 

51. While some commentators argue that the "current system acts to channel 

irregular migrants towards deportation,"64 delays associated with the 

59 Sunniva McDonagh SC, Sinead Costello BL and Imelda Kelly BL {20121, 'Challenging Times in Asylum 

and Immigration Judicial Review: Is The System Stretched to Breaking Point?', 17(5) BR 127, at 128. 
60 Okunade v Minister for Justice Equality and Law Reform & the Attorney General [2012) IESC 49. 
61 

See supra note 59 at 129. 
62 

Ibid. 
63 

See supra note 59 at 130. 
64 Emma Quinn and Gillian Kingston (2012), 'Practical Measures for Reducing Irregular Migration: 

Ireland', Dublin: European Migration Network at 65. 
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processing of deportation orders in Ireland have resulted in analysts expressing 

doubt as to the likelihood of enforcement in many cases, 
65 

which may ultimately 

lead to further prolonged periods of residence in Direct Provision for many 

persons. 

52. Importantly, it has been noted that persons who are in deportation procedures 

but are not removed are a "Europe-wide phenomenon;"
65 

deportation is 

generally a relatively rare occurrence internationally;
67 

more protection 

applicants are granted refugee status than are forced to leave industrialised 

countries. 68 

DIRECT PROVISION AND SUPPORTS 

53. As a result of the delays associated with the determination process, Direct 

Provision, which was originally envisaged as a means of providing 

accommodation for individuals on a short-term basis of not more than six 

months,69 has become a long term solution with residents spending more than 

f . d t· 10 our years on average in accommo a 10n centres. 

54. In 2010 the Department of Justice and Equality conducted a Value for Money 

review of Direct Provision. It concluded: 

"From comparison with a number of options including social welfare and self

catering, the chosen policy of direct provision was found to be the best choice for 

a number of reasons. It is less costly, it is I ess likely to act as an incentive to new 

asylum seekers (asylum shopping) and it allows the State to manage the 

challenge of asylum seekers in a way that reduces pressure on local services.
71 

55. Nevertheless, all stakeholders agree that Direct Provision is not a suitable form 

of accommodation for long term re.sidence.72 Furthermore, many 

65 See supra note 53 at 9. 
66 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (2011), 'Fundamental rights of migrants in an 

irregular situation in the European Union', at 27. 
67 Ibid at 29. 
68 Matthew Gibney and Randall Hansen (2003), 'Deportation and the liberal state: The forcible return 
of asylum seekers and unlawful migrants in Canada, Germany and the United Kingdom' , New Issues in 

Research, Work·1ng Paper No. 77, UNHCR, at 4. 
69 Press release issues by the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, John O'Donoghue,r6, 

reported in The Irish Times, Tuesday, 28 March 2000. 
70 Reception and Integration Agency (2013}, 'Annual Report 2013'. 
71 Reception and Integration Agency (2010), 'Value for Money & Policy Review - Asylum Seeker 

Accommodation Programme', at 65. 
72 Corona Joyce and Emma Quinn (2014), 'The Organisation of Reception Facilities for Asylum Seekers 

in Ireland', European Migration Network, at 33. 
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commentators have repeatedly highlighted that: "residing long-term in Direct 

Provision involves significant human costs, in terms of impact on physical and 

mental health, family relationships and ability to participate in society.,,73 

MENTAL HEALTH 

56. At the outset, it should be recognised that this is a complicated subject and that 

the "issue of whether poor mental health of some asylum seekers is a function 

of pre-migration stress, of the stress of the migration itself, of post migration 

issues, of living in Direct Provision, or a combination 'of-these factors, is a 
,• 

complex matter and as such great caution should:b:e.exercised before drawing 

conclusions."74 

57. Some stakeholders, however, argue t_hat living in DirectProvision adversely 

affects mental health75 and that a prolonged length of stay may ~ave negative 

effects on overall wellbeing.76 In addition, when coupled with a,lack of access to 

pathways to integration such as employment, it has been suggested0that such 

lengthy stays can also result in an "additional detrimental effect on mental 

health. "77 

58. Studies have noted that protection applicants use General Practitioner services 

more often and experience higher levels of self-reported symptoms of 

depression· than persons granted refugee status78 and suffer higher rates of 

anxiety and depressive disorders than other sections of society.79 

59. This propensity to suffer from depression can result from the uncertain nature 

,of their status in the country,but also as a consequence of the living conditions 

associated with Direct Provision.8° Finally, it has been noted that no dedicated 

73 
Eugene Quinn (2013), 'Lives on Hold: Living Long-Term in Direct Provision Accommodation', 

Working Notes, No. 71. 
74 

Written answer to Parliamentary Question by Robert Dowds TD (PQ 30684/13), Tuesday 25 June 
2013, Dail Eireann Debate Vol. 808 No. 1 Unrevised, 
75 

Toar, M., O'Brien, K. & Fahey, T. (2009), 'Comparison of self-reported health & healthcare utilisation 
between asylum seekers and refugees: an observational study', BMC Public Health 9:214. 
75 

Health Service Executive (2008), 'National lntercultural Health Strategy 2007 - 2012', at 42. 
77 I bid at 86. 
78 

See supra note 75. 
79 Dr. lzu Nwachukwu, Dr David Browne and Dr John Tobin (2009), 'The Mental Health Service 
Requirements for Asylum Seekers and Refugees in Ireland', Working Group of the Faculty of Adult 
Psychiatry Executive Committee. 
8° FLAC {2009), 'One Size Doesn't Fit All -A legal analysis of the direct provision and dispersal system 
in Ireland, 10 years on', at 110, 
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national strategy to meet the unique mental health needs of protection 

applicants has existed in the recent past. 
81 

FAMILY LIFE AND CHILDREN 

60. Some commentators argue that Direct Provision accommodation does not 

provide a normal family environment for raising children and that a prolonged 

period living in this institutional setting can inhibit a child's healthy growth and 

development. Children and parents often have to share accommodation and 

common facilities are shared with a significant numb:erof strangers. Concerns 

have been expressed "over the safety and overc;:rowding of the physical 

environment ... and access to play space;"82 the lac:k,of appropriate recreational 

space for children;83 and the consequential "inability ~f-'p?rents to properly care 
for and protect their children."84 - '- '--, 

61. In addition, it has been noted that "significant child protection coiic,~rns exist"
85 

and that Direct Provision "alienates children and is an unnatural tan:ii'ly_ 

environment which is not conducive to thefr positive development.118:
6 

62. As a result of most families (indeed the majority ofresidents) being 

accommodated in centres where food is provided on a full~board basis, family 

interactions around food are dictated by the strict mealtimes and limited food 

choice.87 

63. The provision of food has been oriticised as in 

monotonous, eland, ano cultl!lrally inappropriate88 and as a result, it is argued 

that the dietary needs of children are not met and that the current food system, 

which does not facilitate parents preparing family meals, has a negative impacts 

on families and children.s9 

81 
See supra note 79. 

82 Samantha K. Arnold {2012), 'State Sanctioned Child Poverty and Exclusion - The case of children in 

state accommodation for asylum seekers', Irish Refugee Council, at 7. 
83 See supra note 80, at 92-100, 
84 Shannon, G. (2012), 'Fifth Report of the Special Rapporteur on Child Protection'. Available at: 
http ;//www.dcya.gov. ie/ docu m ents/pu bl ica t io ns/5 Ra pporteu rReoCh i!d Protection. pd f. 
85 Geoffrey Shannon (2014), 'Seventh Report of the Special Rapporteur for Children', at 56. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Keelin Barry (2014), 'What's Food Got to Do With it: Food Experiences of Asylum Seekers in Direct 

Provision', at 39. 
88 

Ibid at 7. 
89 Ibid. 
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"Often, children will grow up without the memory of their parents cooking a 
family meal. "90 

64. Finally, some commentators highlight that income levels can play a role in the 

level of social exclusion experienced by children living in Direct Provision. 

Although not measurable entirely by relation to income, children can 

"experience child poverty and social exclusion when they do not have the 

means necessary to participate in activities or have appropriate living conditions 

as accepted by the society in which they live."91 

BOREDOM, SOCIAL EXCLUSION AND OBSOLES.CENCE OF SKILLS 

65. Access to and participation in an education system are prerequisites to 

achieving the health benefits that education provides.92 Similarly, being 

employed is extremely beneficial for an individual's health.93 The prohibition 

against taking up any form of employment and the limited access to the 

education system, can therefore be considered among the more severe 

elements of the system w.hich can deny individuals the opportunity to support 

themselves or their families-in any meaningful way now or in the future. 

66. Some commentators argue thatthe absence of any prospect of either 

employing'.pre-existing.qualifications or skills or developing new ones, can result 

in extreme boredom and isolation for adults living long term in Direct Provision. 

Effective integration can also be inhibited through the denial of a network of 

colleagues and the,accompanying lack of resources necessary for participation 

in the community. · ,. 

67. Such circumstances can negatively impact on a protection applicant's self

esteem and motivation and engender feelings of helplessness.94 This 

marginali_sation and soe::ial exclusion95 experienced by some residents has been 

noted as a factor preventing them from establishing ties with local communities 

and can eventually r:esult in detachment from Irish society.96 

90 
See above note 73. 

91 See supra note 82 at 23. 
92 Claire Higgins, Teresa Lavin and Owen Metcalfe (2008), 'Health Impacts of Education: a review', The 
Institute of Public Health in Ireland. 
93 Cathal Doyle, Paul Kavanagh, Owen Metcalfe and Teresa Lavin (2005), 'Health Impacts of 
Employment: A Review', The Institute of Public Health in Ireland. 
94 

See supra note 79 at 116-118. 
95 Fanning (2002), 'Racism and social change in the Republic of Ireland', Manchester: University Press. 
96 Ruth McDonnell (2009), 'Social exclusion and the plight of asylum seekers living in Ireland', Limerick 
Student Journal of Sociology at 101. 
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68. Isolation may also be acutely experienced by single persons as a result of the 

potential barrier to the enjoyment of privacy and companionship that is caused 

by the limited number of single-occupancy rooms available in Direct Provision. 

While the nature of the accommodation available is largely determined by the 

original use of the premises,97 the adequacy of shared space has been 

questioned,98 and can be a particular challenge for persons living long term in 

Direct Provision. 

CREATION OF DEPENDENCY 

69. The physical, emotional and mental condition that long term residents of Direct 

Provision - who may have suffered de-motivation and atrophy of their 

qualifications and skills -will be in when they leave the system must be of 

concern to all stakeholders. A possible impact identified by some 

commentators, is that prolonged petr6d~ of stay withim Direct; Provision may 

indirectly result in the creation of a dependent col'lort of peopl~ who require 

State support long after their dei:,arture from the system. Any manifestation of 

this scenario is particularly important if it is accepted, as suggested by some 

commentators, that it is an illusion to believe that irregular migration can be 

completely tackled or that all irregularly staying third-country nationals will be 

removed in due time.99 

70. Such an outcome must also be considered in light of the difficulties experienced 

by persons granted status successfully transitioning from Direct Provision and 

integrating into Irish society. The consequences of living long term in Direct 

Provision impacts greatly on life in the community afterwards, which can be 

extremely challenging: 

11 
... the social stigma associated with time spent in the Direct Provision system can 

be difficult to repair and may hinder prospects of integration. ,,wo 

71. The value of refugee integration is recognised by the State on the basis that 

when "afforded the appropriate support and opportunities, refugees will be 

enabled to demonstrate their talent, skills, enthusiasm and culture and 

97 
See supra note 72 at 34. 

cg 
, See supra note 80 at 89-92. 
99 Jesuit Refugee Service Europe (2007), 'We are Dying Silent: Report on Destitute Farced Migrants" 

AND Jesuit Refugee Service Europe {2010), 'ANDES Advocacy Network on Destitution I Living in Limbo 

- Forced Migrant Destitution in Europe'. 
100 Diana Gouveia (2014), 'Towards A New Beginning- Refugee Integration in Ireland', UNHCR at 7. 
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contribute to the social fabric of lreland"101 and that the benefits of such 

integration will be "evident through the increased contribution and 

participation of refugees in society."102 It has, however, been argued that 

residents of Direct Provision are not addressed by any national integration 

policies103 -and also that particularly vulnerable groups, such as victims of 

torture, have not always been accommodated in such policy development.104 

72. Particular challenges arise for persons transitioning to independent living with 

regard to ag:e.ssing suitable h0using, securing employment and navigating social 

protections services. Support from a local network or Irish friends and contacts 

is deemed instrumental when seeking housing, 1~5:'s6 any experience of exclusion 

or isolation can hinder prospects. 

73. Similarly, obtaining adequate accommoq~tion largely depends on the 

availability of immediate financial resources which many exiting Direct Provision 

residents do not have. Furthermore, ~qm.e commentators argue that the Irish 

system leads to structural unemployment partly.a·s ii! result of persons spending 

years "cut off from socieb{,J.~aving them wit~ gaps in their emr>loyment and 

education history, a lack 0fc0ntaets a.nd networ~,s, wasted skills and time 

lost," 106 the immediate consequ~nce of which is the continued dependence of 

former protection applicants upon,the State. 

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURES 

74 .. In the recent High Courtjudgern~nt ln thE:_ CA and T.A107 case RIA's complaints 

-procedures were found to be unlawful. The issue of how complaints are dealt 

with in Direct Provision has been the subject of much commentary. The UN 

Human Rights Committee noted in 2014 t hat it regretted "the lack of an 

accessible and independent complaints mechanism In Direct Provision 

eent res.'1108 

101 Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform {2000), 'Integration - A two way process: Report 

to the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform by the Interdepartmental Working Group on t he 

Integration of Refugees in Ireland' at 42. 
102 Ibid. 
103 Sue Conlan (2014), 'Counting the Cost - Barriers to Employment after Direct Provision', Irish 

Refugee Council. 
104 SPIRASI (2014), 'Department of Justice and Equality- Review of Integration Policy', submitted 9

th 

May 2014. 
105 

See supra note 100 at 6. 
106 See supra note 103 at 6. 
107 C.A and T.A. (a minor) v Minister for Justice and Equality, Minister for Social Protection, the 

Attorney General and Ireland (Record No. 2013/751/JR) 
108 See supra note 54. 
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75. Similarly, the government-appointed Special Rapporteur for Child Protection Dr. 

Geoffrey Shannon, has previously called on the State to "implement without 

delay an independent complaints mechanism and independent inspections of 

Direct Provision centres and give consideration to these being undertaken 

through eithler HIQA (inspections) or the Ombudsman for Children 

( com plaints)."109 

76. Finally, the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission noted110 its concern in 

2014 that the existing complaints procedure "lacks independence and is not an 

appropriate and effective remedy for the purpose of ensuring adequate 

protection of residents and is incompatible with t ,hE;! principle of non

discrimination." 

CONCLUSION 

77. The predominant focus of commentary on the Irish protection system has been 

on conditions in Direct Provision. It is, however, universally acknowledged that 

the biggest single issue fat !ffg~@_r.otection appliGa111ts is the length of tiline. This is 

a result of structural faults in the protection determination process, which has 

led to a situation where a significant number of protection applicants are 

waiting many years for a final decision on their claim: 

"The most negative aspects of life in Direct Provision such as institutionalisation, 

adverse effect on family life and relationships, the obsolescence of skills and 

qualifications and the creation of dependency are functions of duration and 

exacerbated by the length of time in the system. "111 

F. NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION TRENDS 

78. As noted at para. 34 Ireland experienced a dramatic upward trend in protection 

application numbers in the late 1990s and early 2000s peaking at 11,634 in 

2002. Since then the number has fallen year on year until 2013 when 946 

applications were received - the lowest yearly total since 1995. 

79. In 2014 applications rose by 53% to 1,448. This trend has continued into 2015 

and as of 16 February 3015 were 138% ahead of the same period in 2014. It is 

109 
See supra note 84 at 18. 

110 
See supra note 53. 

111 
JRS Ireland (2013), 'No End in Sight:', Working Paper, Unpublished 
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estimated that Ireland will receive more than [3,000] applications by the end of 

2015.112 

80. This rise in numbers is of concern as it has already had an impact on the case 

processing rate at ORAC potentially leading to significant delays in current and 

future case processing if left unaddressed. It is also of concern as it has the 

potential to put pressure on the availability of spaces within accommodation 

centres and may require RIA to source new providers to ensure that it can meet 

its responsibility to provide accommodation to any protection applicant who 

seeks it. . '~" 

81. The upward trend in Ireland is, however, in lin~ with international trends and 

may continue. In 2014, 38 European countries.received'4.7% more applications 

than in 2013 - 714,300 applications versus485,000. EU Member States 

registered 44% more applications in 2014 compared to 2013 - 5,70,800 

compared to 396,700.113 Global forced displacement is now wel~ over SO million 

people, the highest levels on record. Ofthisnumber,~n estimat ed 5.5 million 

were newly displaced in the first half of 2014~ l;'fcombination of armed conflict, 

deterioration in the security or humanitarian situation and human rights 

concerns are among the main reasons influencing th~'sharp rise in the number 

of persons seeking protection in industrialised•tountries including Europe. It is, 

however, important to put th is in context; it remains the case that the vast 

majority of those in need of protection in the world a·re hosted by developing 

countries. 

82. In terms of source coun'tries, the experience of Ireland contrasts with that of 

other EU Member Stat es where Syria, Eritrea and Afghanistan have been the 

top countries of origin of protection applicants in recent years followed by 

Nigeria and Pakistan. In Ireland, for many years ~ ger'a has featured as the top 

source count ry, a position wl'iicli it retained up to and including 2013. In 2014 

Pakistan, which had featured as the second top source count ry for a number of 

years, pushed Nigeria into second place and remains il'I top posit ion in 2015. 

m Provided by ORAC. 
ll3 UNHCR Asylum Trends Report 2014, 26 March 2015. 
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Chapter 2 - VIEWS OF PERSONS IN THE 

PROTECTION SYSTEM 

A. INTRODUCTION 

83. This chapter seeks to provide a brief overview of the consultation process 

undertaken by the Working Group and the main themes that emerged. While 

recognising that many of its Members, in p.irticular those representing residents 

in Direct Provision accommodation centres, providing supports to them and 

advocating for them would articulate their concerns in their coritributions, the 

Working Group took the view that it was essential to hear directly from those 

most affected by the system and to see first-hand the living conditions in 

accommodation centres. With this in mind the Working Group engaged in an 

extensive consultation process over the course of December 2014 and January 

and February 2015 to ensure that its deliberations were informed by those in 

the system. 

84. The output from the process is referred to throughout this report in order to 

illustrate the wide ranging concerns that have been identified. A comprehensive 

re port of the consultation process is contained in Appendix 3. It is, to a large 

extent, based on direct quotes from participants in the process and conveys a 

strong sense of the frustration and powerlessness experienced by those in the 

system for lengthy periods and their desire for: a meaningful existence, the 

opportunity to work to support themselves and their families, and to contribute 

to Irish society. 

B. CONSULTATION PROCESS 

85. The consultation process agreed by the Working Group included a number of 

phases: 

• a call for written submissions from residents of Direct Provision 

accommodation centres; 
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• regional consultation sessions with residents and visits to some 

accommodation centres; 

• consultations with particular groups of persons in the system including 

victims of torture, victims of trafficking/sexual violence, members of the 

LGBT community; 

• an opportunity for some participants to make oral submissions to a plenary 

meeting of the Working Group. 

86. In order to help focus the consultations the following guide question were 

provided but participants were encouraged to express their views in their own 

words: 

• What are the main challenges that you have experienced during your stay in 

Direct Provision? 

• How can living conditions and quality of life in Direct Provision centres be 

improved? 

• Tell us how supports (e.g. financial, educational, health) provided to asylum 

seekers, both inside and outside Direct Provision, could be improved. 

• How have you experienced the asylum application process? Suggest ways it 

could be improved. 

87. To encourage participation assurances were given that the process was 

confidential and would in no way impact on protection claims. 

88. With the assistance of RIA and accommodation centre managers notices were 

posted in all centres calling for written submissions. Child friendly, colourfully 

illustrated packs were distributed to centres to encourage children to give their 

opinions (whether by drawing pictures or in writing) as to how the system could 

be improved. SubA1issions were received from 58 adults, 31 children and 18 

groups of residents. 

89. Regional consultation sessions were held at 10 locations and were facilitated 

with the assistance of regional and local support groups. In all 371 residents 

attended the sessions, most of which took place at locations outside of the 

accommodation centres in order to encourage participants to speak freely. In so 

far as practicable, five Members of the Working Group attended each 

consultation session. Visits to selected centres in the region concerned took 

place on the same day. Members visited 15 accommodation centres in all. The 

visits were announced. The centres were selected to ensure a representative 

sample in terms of family type hosted {family/ single male centre etc.), 
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accommodation type (former hotels, hostels, purpose built etc.), and state

owned or not. In addition to allowing visiting members to see the living 

conditions, the visits provided informal opportunities for residents to engage 

with the Working Group. 

90. Consultations with particular categories of persons in the system were also held 

including meetings with victims of torture, victims of t rafficking/sexual violence, 

and members of the LGBT community. There were 56 participants In all. These 

sessions were facilitated by the NGO sector with particular expertise in the area. 

In addition, the Department of Children and Youth Affairs agreed to undertake a 

consultation process with children in accommodation centres, the results of 

which were not available in time for inclusion in this report but which are 

intended when available to assist those with responsibility for implementing the 

recommendations of the Working Group. 

91. Finally a representative from each of the regional consultation sessions was 

invited to make an oral submission to the Working Group. Nine accepted the 

invitation to do so. Eloquently describing their experiences of the system, they 

vividly conveyed the human costs of waiting indefinitely for a final decision on 

their cases. 

C. MAIN THEMES 

92. A striking feature of the consultation process is the consistency of the concerns 

articulated by participants regardless of location or type of accommodation 

centre. 

93. A constant underlying theme is one of intense frustration or despair arising 

from the lengthy determinat ion process and resulting lengthy residence in 

centres originally designed for short stays of six months. As one resident noted: 

"What could be said to be wrong with the system is in one way or another, 

directly linked to the length of time spent in it. " 

94. The "length of time" is at the heart of many of the concerns around Direct 

Provision and the supports available, and the fears of participants that they may 

not be capable of independent living when they get a final decision on their 

claim. The copcerns raised include: 

• the uncertainty overshadowing their lives, 
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• the lack of personal autonomy over the most basic aspects of their lives and 

daily living - cooking, going to the shops, cleaning, 

• the lack of privacy and the challenges of sharing with strangers, 

• the boredom and isolation, 

• the inability to support themselves or their family and contribute to society in 

a meaningful way, 

• the impact on children of being born and/or living their formative years in an 

institutional setting, 

• the impact on parents' capacity to parent to their full potential and on 

normal family life, 

• the loss of skills and the creation of dependency, and 

• the negative impacts on physical, emotional and mental health. 

95. Some participants made strong statements identifying life in Direct Provision, 

notwithstanding their physical freedom, as equivalent to being in prison or 

indeed worse; prisoners know when they wiJI be released and have 

opportunities to better tltemselves through education and ready themselves for 

their life outside. In the words_of one participant: 

"Living in direct provision is like living a prisoner's life - we are free but we don't 

have liberty." 

96. A persistent theme is_ the<desi re to be allowed to work, to provide for 

themselves and their families, and not to be viewed as welfare dependent. This 

is accompanied by a desire to contribute to the economy and to integrate into 

Irish society generally. Many point to their professional qualifications and the 

frustration they experi~nce du~ to the enforced dependency. A related theme 

includes concern aroLmd becoming deskilled and calls for barriers to further 

education and training t_o be removed to allow for the updating of skills or self

advancement through gaining new skills. The inadequacy of the weekly 

allowance to meet basic needs and to enable participation in social and 

community activities was frequently raised. 

97. Participants described the effects of the lack of a meaningful daily purpose and 

of social isolation including the monotony, boredom, and the loss of motivation, 

the decline in skills set, institutionalisation and adverse effects on mental well

being. 

98. Many commented in detail on daily life in the accommodation centres citing a 

range of concerns including the cramped conditions, the challenges of sharing 
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with strangers from different cultural and religious backgrounds, the tensions 

that arise through living in such close proximity with others, the lack of control 

over basic daily activities, the inadequacies of the food provided, a lack of 

confidence in the complaints procedure and the inspection regime. 

99. The lack of facilities to invite people to their homes was cited as adding to the 

social exclusion arising from the nature of Direct Provision. Participants feel at a 

remove from their neighbours in the local community due to their living 

conditions and lack of means. 

100. Some participants did suggest that an initial stay in Direct Provision had its 

merits as a means of orientating new arrivals to life in Ireland. Some 

commented positively on the staff in the c_~ntres but others cited a lack of 

compassion and sensitivity. 

101. Single people expressed a keen sense.of wasting critical years for finding a 

partner and creating a home and a family. 

102. Many adults referred to their cbncerns around the effects on their children of 

growing up in Direct Provision. They argued that Direct Provision was an 

institutional setting-and was not a normal environment in which to raise 

children. Concerns we.re- raised about children, and in particular Irish born 

children, being raised irLDirect Provision because of the status or lack of status 

of their parents. 

103. Parents cited feelings of inadequacy; their authority as parents and capacity to 

act as role models· for their children is undermined by their economic 

dependency and their _lack of control over their daily lives. They cited a lack of 

capa~ity to infuse their traditions and culture in their children due to the lack of 

private family Jiving space and cooking facilities. They identified normal 

childhood activities including play, after-school activities, birthday celebrations 

and social outings as being beyond their means. A concern that their children 

would not be able to progress to third level due to being classed as 

"international students" and not being eligible for students supports was very 

evident. 

104. Many participants clearly stated their ambition to be granted status; they want 

to live in Ireland and to have their children grow up here and prosper. 

105. The child-friendly packs supplied by the Working Group to facilitate 

communication encouraged children to draw (or write) about their ideal home, 
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the things that they would like to do outside their home and any ideas that they 

had about how to make the process better for children. Their colourful 

contributions reflected societal norms: a house with a front door, separate 

bedrooms, a backyard; hanging out with friends at home; or going to dancing 

class, the library, the cinema - every day activities that children and young 

people outside Direct Provision take very much for granted. Their written 

contributions reflected a desire to be normal, and to be able to engage in the 

same activities as their friends and peers in the general population. 

106. Participants were encouraged to offer solutions to the issues raised in their 

submissions. Some could not see beyond the frU?tF.~tion 0f being in the system 

for so long. Others put forward proposals for reform·including abolition of 

Direct Provision or the imposition of a time Hffi'it on Direct Provision. A frequent 

suggestion was an amnesty for those j_i::i Jq,e ·system for a l9f)6_ time to clear 

processing backlogs and to vindicat~ J:l.\J~an rights. The righ{ to work was 

identified as a key means of enhancing respect for the dignity of those in the 

system and improving the quality of life as was an increase in the weekly 

allowance. Improved physical conditions to enable normal family life and 

greater privacy, and interaction with local com'm•iiltiities were also identified as 

priorities. In terms of the process and O\tei:sjght arrangements, suggestions w ere 

made to improve processing timelines, COIJll1\.l!lfil ications.,m the progress of 

applications, and the·complaints an.Q il'.1 -?p~ction r~~mes. 

107. There was a strong welcome for the Working Group's remit and a huge 

investment of hope for real change as a result of its deliberations. Many 

participants expressed appreciation for the opportunity to be consulted. Great 

emphasis was placed on the need for urgent change, especially for people in the 

system for a long time. Some expressed a fear of engaging with the Working 

Group consultation process, and were concerned not to give offence in 

expressing an opinion. Others expressed concerns that the Working Group 

might be another source of delay in the reform process and expressed 

"consultation fatigue." 

108. Some participants encountered logistical difficulty with communicating with the 

Working Group. These matters were addressed during the consultation 

process. 
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ehapter 3 - SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS T0 

EXISTING Dl:iERMIN~T-IGN RR0CESS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

109. This chapter focuses on the operation of the different parts of the "system", 

defined for the purposes of this report as comprising the protection process, the 

leave to remain process, the deportation order stage and the judicial review 

process. It examines, in particular, the length of time that protection applicants 

spend in the system. "Length oftime" has b~erViden'tified as the key problem 

with the system by a range of sources not least the residents of Direct Provision 

accommodation centres through their participation in the consultation process. 

The affect of the length of the process and its causes are examined and 

solutions identified to address not only the situation of those in the system at 

present but also to prevent the problem reoccurring in the future. Issues 

relating to the quality of the system (which also of course influence the length 

of time), including access to early legal advice, early identification of vulnerable 

persons and unregistered children are explored and solutions proposed. 

B. LENGTH OF TIME IN THE SYSTEM 

APPROACH ADOPTED BV THE WORKING GROUP 

110. From its First Meeting it was evident to the Working Group that the single most 

important issue that had to be resolved related to the length of time that many 

of those in the system had to wait before their cases were finally determined. 

This resulted in many people spending years in a state of uncertainty not 

knowing whether they would be allowed stay in the State or not. It also resulted 

in people living long term in Direct Provision accommodation centres originally 

intended for stays of no more than 6 months and experiencing all the challenges 

associated with Direct Provision including: the lack of personal autonomy over 

the most basic aspects of their lives, the lack of privacy, the boredom and 

isolation, the inability to support themselves or their family and contribute to 

society, the loss of skills and the creation of dependency and so. 

111. In order to address the length of time issue the Working Group concluded that it 

would be necessary to identify potential solutions for those in the system a long 
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time (the legacy caseload) and also to identify potential solutions to prevent a 

reoccurrence of the problem. The Working Group noted that the introduction of 

the simgle procedure (if properly resourced of which more about later) would 

provide in large part the solution for the future. In relation to the legacy cases 

the Working Group quickly discounted the possibility of an amnesty as it would 

be contrary to national and EU policy and, accordingly, not a practical or 

pragmatic way to proceed. The Working Group decided that the solution to the 

legacy cases lay with fast-tracking the cases under the existing statutory regime. 

This would ensure that the integrity of the protection process was maintained. 

The Working Group was conscious that any proposed solutions would need to 

be tailored to suit the stage of the process at which the persons were at and 

also that those in the system for a long time wh0 wer.e the subject of 

deportation orders would require special consideration. It was also conscious of 

the importance of maximising the number of people who-would benefit from 

any solution while at the same time ensuring that the risk to border controls 

and existing immigration procedures was not compromised as required by the 

terms of reference. Critical to this consideration was the number of years a 

person would need to have spent in the system before benefiting from any 

solution to resolve their situation. 

112. With these considerations in mind the Working Group conducted a detailed 

examination in order to establish: the number of persons in the system for 

lengthy periods, the stages they were at, the reasons for the delay at each stage 

and the processing capac"ity and human resource capacity at each stage. This 

last was necessary in order to quantify the financial implications of the 

recommendations as required by the terms of reference. The outcome of what 

was a very thorough examination is set out below and is the basis for the 

solutions identified later in this chapter for those in the system for 5 years or 

more at present and into the future. 

KEY STATISTICS 

113. There are an estimated 7,937 people114 in the system of whom 55% (4,365) 

have been in the system for over 5 years. 21% of the total are children. 

114 There are 154 children living in Direct Provision accommodation centres in respect of whom 
applications for protection or applications to have them included in an existing family application 
have not been made by their parent(s) or guardian(s). The number of any such children living outside 
Direct Provision whose parents or guardians are in the system is unknown. While these children are 
not technically in the system, they are persons of concern to the Working Group and included in the 

statistica I data. 
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114.Ofthe 7,937 people in the system: 

• 49% (3,889) are in the protect ion process. Almost a third of them (1,290) 

have been in the protection process for over 5 years. 

• 4~% (3,333) are at the leave t o remain stage. Three quarters of them (2,500) 

have been at the leave to remain stage for over 5 years. 

• 9% (714) are at the deportation order stage. 88% (p28) of them have been at 

the deportation order stage for over 5 years. 

• Approximately 1,000 people are involved in jud cial review proceedings 

relating to the various stages in the system. They a're -aln~ady accounted for in 

the preceding bullet points. 84% of persons involved in ju"dicial review 

proceedings have been in t he system for over 5 years. When .a.person is 
' involved in a judicial review, the further processing of their casi:!'is suspended 

pending the finalisation of the judicial review. 

115. The data indicates that the number of persons in the system for over five years 

is highest at the leave to remain and deportation order- stages and in the judicial 

review process. 

116. Of the 7,937 persons in the system, 3,607 or 45% live in Direct f>rovision 

aceommodation c.erores in t he Stat e. 115 The remaining 4,330 persons or 55% are 

li\ling outside Direct Provision or have left the St ate.116 

117. Of the 3,607 persons residing in aceommodatlon cent res: 

• 4[% hav,e..been in the system for more t han five years; 

• 59% are;in the pr0tection process; 

• 24% are at.the lea~e to r:emaln stage; 

• 16% are at the deportat i@n 0rder ·stage; 

• 36% are cliildren. 

115 This figure excludes 679 persons living in Direct Provision accommodation who have been granted 
some form of status. 
116 Statistics in relation to the people living in the Direct Provision accommodation centres are more 
easily verifiable given their proximity to the national administration than statistics in relation to 
persons living outside of the accommodation centres. Accordingly the latter should be t reated with 
caution. 
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118. The best estimate is that there are 4,330 persons in the system living outside 

Direct Provision. Little is known aboutthe living circumstances of this group. It is 

assumed that approximately half of them may have already left the State and 

that the remainder live with family, friends or in private accommodation at their 

own expense. The precise number currently in the State is unknown in the 

absence of exit immigration controls and/or the undertaking of a case load 

verification exercise. 

119. Of the estimated 4,330 persons living outside of Direct Provision: 

• 66% have been in t he system for over five year~.; 

• 56% are t he leave t0 remain stage; 

■ 40% are in t he protection process; 

• 1S% of them are childreh. 

120. Precise data is not available in relation to persons living outside of Direct 

Provision at the deportation stage'. Based on information provided by GNIB it is 

estimated that there are 141 persons Jiving outside of Direct Provision who 

continue to rep0rtto GNIB. 
'• 

121. A detailed breakdown of the statistics is provided at Appendix 6. 

1,.ENGHT OF TIME.BY ST.A"GE IN THE SYSTEM -ANALYSIS 

122. In thi.s section we ex;tmine the length oftime issue by reference to each stage in 

the system: (I) the protection process (comprising first instance consideration at 

ORAC and sec;ond instance at the RAT), (II) the leave to remain process, (Ill) the 

deportation order stage, and (IV)the judicial review process. 

{I} THE PROTECTION PROCESS 

123. There are an estimated 3,889 persons in the protect ion process. This is 49% of 

the tot al number of persons in the system. 20% of them are children. 
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L $''Z,~ ~rz 
ORAC - Overview ~ J::, ~ 1 0 

o ~--- \ 124. Of the ~ersons in t he protection process, 2,476 are at ORAC. The 2,476 J ~ 
cases are composed of 9g3u 7 pending refugee st atus cases and J,.,493 pending ~ · 

suosidiary protection cases. The figure of 1,493 includes 861 live cases.
118 

Length of time in the system 

125. An analysis of the ORAC case load reveals the following: 

• In the case of applications for refugee status 97% (9.50) of persons have 

been in the system for less t han 1 year with 0.3% (4) in the system for 4 

~ears or more; 
3 

• In the case of applications for subsidiary protectiQn 65% (976) of persons are J 
in t he system for 4 years or mor:e; and 10% (152) in the system for 5 years or 

more. 

Processing of applications at ORAC 

126. As noted in chapter 1, applications for refugee status rose by 53% in 2014 and 

as of 16 February 2015 were 138% ahead of the same period in 2014. This has 

led to an increase in the median processing time from 12.4 weeks in January 

2014 to 21.1 weeks in January 2015. The rew gnit ion rate for 2014 w as 17%.119 

127.As noted at para. 25 a backlog of 3,657 subsidiary protect ion applications was 

transferred from INISt o ORAC in November 2013. In the period between 

November 2013· and February 2015 a further 65 cases were added to this 

baeklogto1give a total of@/ 22 e::as:a A verification exercise conducted by 

ORAC identified~ 19Jl.ve caaj. The verification exercise also involved the 

processing of 2,103 withdrawal cases of wlii'ch 1471 have been processed 

le~jng 632 to be dl:!.alt w it h. · 

128. Of the~ i~ baGk,";g liv~ cas~ t ransferred t o ORAC, 98~ na\le been processed 

to decision with-a 3 1% recognition rate . 639 live backlog applications are 

pending. Added to this figure are t he 245 new applications for subsidiary 

protection received since the new pn:>cedure was int roduced in November 

2013. Of th is number 7 have been processed and 16 wit hdrawn leaving 222 new 

117 Of which 649 are living in G>ire:ct Provision, 334 are not. 
118 "Live cases" refers to cases where the applicant has confirmed their whereabouts and that they 
wish to proceed with their application. The rell}aining 632 in the subsidiary protection process are not 
considered as iive cases, and will be finalised as withdrawn cases in due course. 
119Calculated by UNHCR as follows: number of p~ it ive dedsions en the merits divided by the sum of 
the number of pesitive and negative decisions on the merits x 100 (I.e. excluding appli~ t ions deemed 
with.drawn). 
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aJi)plicati0ns to be processed. Th is gives a total of 861 subsidiary protection 

applieations pending. 

129. The main priority of ORAC for subsidiary protection case processing in the first 

half of 2015 is clearing the backlog transferred to it from INIS. Cases are 

processed under a prioritisation procedure which prioritises in the main 

manifestly well-founded cases, applications of long duration and applications by 

children and the elderly. A median processing time is not a useful measure for 

this caseload due to the short time-span concerned. 

130. Many of the subsidiary protection applicants whose-backlog applications remain 

pending or whose applications were refused.b{OR.l\C have been in the system 

for significant periods of time. 

Human resources at ORAC 

131. The human resources available to ORAC for refugee. and subsidiary protection 

case processing including support st aff are as fojlows: 

• 10 caseworkers (Executive Officers) and 2 Supervisors (Higher Executive 

Officers - HEOs) are involved in refugee case processing; 

• 20 Panel member_s and 5 Supervisors (HEOs) 9re involved in subsidiary 

protection case processing; 

• 61 support staff across·a11 grades. 

RAT - Overview 

132. Of the 3,876 persons in the pr:-ot,ection process, 1,400 are at the RAT. The 1,400 

cases a.re composed ·of 1,098 pending refugee status cases and 302 pending 

subsldiary-r,rotecti0n cases. 

length of time in the system 

133.An analysis of the RAT caseload reveals that: 

• In the case of applications for refugee status 29% (322) of persons have 

been in the system for less than 1 year; 23% (248) In the system for more 

than 4 years and 15% (162) in the system for 5 years or more; 

• In the case of applications for subsidiary protection 0% of persons are. in the 

system for less than 1 year; 24% (254) are in the system for more than 4 

yeat.s; and 66% (199) are in the system for 5 years or ll)Qre. 
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134. The distinction between refugee and subsidiary protection cases is important. 

Persons awaiting a decision on refugee status, if granted their appeal, will have 

a solution to their situation. If they are refused, they return to ORAC for 

consideration of their subsidiary protection application and, if refused at ORAC 

may appeal to the RAT. As noted above there are 248 refugee appeals in the 

system 4 years or more and 162 refugee appeals in the system 5 years or more. 

In acldition to these cases, as of 16 February there are 433 judicial review cases 

pending (affecting approximately 540 persons) at the High Court against the 

RAT, a proportion of which may return to the RAT for a new hearing. 

135. Persons awaiting a decision on subsidiary protection, if granted their appeal, will 

have a solution to their situation. lf their appeal is refused they can proceed to 

the leave to remain stage. There are 254 subsidiary protection appeals are in 

the system for 4 years or more and 199 subsidiary appeals are in the system for 

5 years or more. 

136. In summary, the numbers at RAT of relevance for the length of time issue are: 

502 persons in the system for 4 years or more; 361 persons in the system for 5 

years or more; the proportion (unknown) of the 433 judicial review cases 

involving long stay cases that may return to the RAT; and finally new subsidiary 

protection appeals (unknown) in 2015 as ORAC continues clearing the backlog. 

A portion of these will be long stay cases·. 

Processing of appeals at RAT 

~ -k..t.. 2 l,2~ Af,lvn,Q"'f\-0 
137. The median processing t ime·fo.r appeals of refugee stat~ d\e~ isions.was 49 2 2 

weeks for oral appeals and 39 weeks for papers only appeals. The r_e~ nition 

rate for 2014 wa~ 9% fpr oral appeal~ nd ~ for paJi)er only ape_eals. 

138. The median processing time for appeals of subsidiary protection status 

decisions was 28 weeks. The recognition rate for 2014 was 23% (based on 13 

cases.decided). 

139. These median processing times and recognition rate figures quoted above for 

refugee and subsidiary protection appeals should be approached with caution. 

The recognition rate statistics are based on very small sample size. The newly 

constituted RAT (discussed further below) commenced decision-making after 

March 2014 ancf\i62 decision:;Jn total were issued in the year as opposed to 

over 600 per year in previous years. In addition, many of the refugee appeals 

involved cases where a significant amount oftime had elapsed between the first 
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instance decision and appeal, during which situations and information could 

have changed. 

Human resources at RAT 

140. There are currently 26 members of the Tribunal. In addition there are 34 staff:120 

• 1 Chairman; 

• 1 Principal; 1 Assistant Principal; 2 Higher Executive Officers EO; 6 Executive 

Officers; 3 Staff Officers and 20 Clericals 

Reasons for length of time in the protection process 

141. There follows a list of the main factors which are relevant to the length of time 

applicants continue in the protection process. 

(a) The two-step protection determination pro·cedure 

142. The two-step procedure under which refugee status and subsidiary protection 

status are processed sequentially is a cause of delay and .inefficient use of 

resources. Where a person is eligible for subsidiary protection status the 

procedure causes an inevitable delay in their identification. 

Solution in train 

143. This cause will be addressed by means of the introduction of a single procedure 

by way of the International Protection Bill; the General Scheme of which were "J. 
published on 25 March 2015. 

(b) Increase in applicat{tJit numbers 

144. As noted above the rise in the number of applications for refugee status has 

already affected the case processing rate at ORAC. It has the potential to lead to 

significant delays in current and future case processing if left unaddressed. 

145. The RAT will increasingly be affected by the rise in applications being lodged at 

the first instance level. Assuming a 20% to 30% recognition rate at the first 

120 30.5 FTEs - Full-time equivalent: An FTE of 1.0 is equivalent to a full-time worker, while an FTE of 
0.5 signals half time 
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instance level under a single procedure, 70% to 80% of the caseload may 

proceed on to the RAT.121 

(c) Pending coses in the Subsidiary Protection backlog 

146. Of the 1,619 live cases in the backlog transferred to ORAC, 980 have been 

processed to decision with a 31% recognition rate. 6~9 of these applications are 

still pending. Many of the subsidiary protection applicants whose backlog 

applications remain pending or whose applications were refused by ORAC have 

been in the system for significant periods oftime. 

147. Of the 780 subsidiary protection cases determined by ORAC in 2014 some 570 

received a negative decision and can appeal to the RAT: As of 16 February 2015, 

302 appeals are pending with the RAT. Many of the subsidiary protection 

applicants whose backlog applications are now pending on appeal have been in 

the system for significant periods of time. 

Solutions in train 

148. ORAC has made significant inroads into the processi_ng of the subsidiary 

protection backlog transferred to it in November 2013. Case processing 

commenced in full in February 2014 .. Over the past year, over half of the verified 

backlog has been processed to decision under a prioritisation procedure 

favouring manifestly well-founded cases, applications of long duration and 

applications by children and the elderly: In early March 2015, the number of 

post interview subsidiary reports finalised by ORAC reached 1000. 

149. In the case of the RAT subsidia·rv:protection appeal hearings commenced in 

Octob~i'i::~014, with 13 appeals determined by the end of the year. 

(d) Early identification of persons in need of protection 

Early legal advice 

150. A very small proportion of applicants for refugee status receive early legal 

advice or other assistance in advance of contacting ORAC. Applicants can avail 

of the services of the Legal Aid Board (LAB) however, in the majority of cases the 

121 In 2014, close to half (45 %) of EU fi rst instance asylum decisions resulted in positive outcomes, 
that is grants of refugee or subsidiary protection status, or an authorisation to stay for humanitarian 
reasons. Source: Eurostat. See further: In 2014, close to half (45 %) [2] of EU first instance asylum 
decisions resulted in positive outcomes, that is grants of refugee or subsidiary protection status, or an 
authorisation to stay for humanitarian reasons. 
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provision of legal advice is delivered just before the appeal stage. At the appeal 

stage difficulties can arise where information is provided that was not available 

at the first instance stage and it can be challenging for applicants to resolve 

issues in the negative first instance decision that arose due to a lack of early 

legal advice. The negative affect of this gap on protection applicants has been 

highlighted in research.122 Pilot early legal advice projects have demonstrated 

the benefits of early legal advice to protection applicants and to the efficient 

operation of protection determination systems.123 

Solutions in train 

151. At present the ~egal aid Board does provide legal information or assistance - to 

be distinguished from individua I lega I advice or representation - to refugee 

applicants at first instance. This service is provided by a paralegal under the 

supervision of a solicitor. lt consists of information about: the ·asylum process; 

the need for applicants to be truthful and to cooperate with ORAC; the 

questionnaire; and attending for interview with ORAC. In the case of vulnerable 

persons, the LAB may provide assistance in completing the questionnaire and 

may attend with the applicant at the interview. Eady legal advice is always 

provided for unaccompa111ied minors by the LAB. Under the new subsidiary 

protection procedure, applicants can avail of the provision of legal advice 

through the LAB prior to their interview. The LAB is currently conducting a pilot 

Early Legal Advice project and are intending to extend this to all clients in the 

coming months. 

122 
Providing Protection: Access to early legal advice for asylum seekers, Bridget Anderson & Sue 

Conlan, 2014, available at: http://www.irishrefugeecouncll.ie/wp
content/uploads/2014/09/Provldlng-Protection Access-to-ELA-for-asylum-seekers.pdf; 
Asylum Aid, Evaluation of the Solihull Pilot for the United Kingdom Border Agency and the legal 
Services Commission, 2008, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/4c62615e2.html; 
Jacki Kelly, Early Recognition of People in Need of International Protection: The Irish Refugee Council 
Independent Law Centre's Early Legal Advice and Representation Project, 2013, available at: 
http://www. leg a la id boa rd, i e/la b/p u bl is hi ng,ns f /650f3 eec0dfb 990fca2S 6921000698S 4/616 dfc369 c03 
263580257cOb004bec26/$FILE/The%20Researcher%20-
%20Oct%202013.%20Vol%208,%201ssue%202.pdf 
'Frontloading': The Case for Legal Resources at the Early Stages of the Asylum Process, Elizabeth 
O'Rourke, 2009, available at: http://irs.ie/hearing•-voices/oolicy?download=3:policy 
123 

The RLS currently operate an ELA scheme in the case of unaccompanied minors and are also 
overseeing a pilot ELA scheme more generally; the Irish Ref ugee Council have been operating an Early 
Legal Advice Law Centre for some time with limited capacity, The experience of these schemes in the 
Irish context were discussed in depth recently at the I RC Early Legal Advice Conference: 
http://www.i rishrefugeecouncil.ie/event/early-legal-advice-conference•and-master-class 
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152. The Irish Refugee Council's Independent Law Centre provides early legal advice 

services to a limited number of clients on a referral basis.124 

(e) Quality measures 

153. A low rate of recognition of persons eligible for refugee status and subsidiary 

protection in the past, combined with the effect of the two-step procedure, led 

to some cases which were in need of refugee or subsidiary protection status not 

being identified at the earliest stage in the protec;tioA process. These cases then 

progressed on to other stages in the system with the consequent negative 

impact of delay on the persons concerned. 

154. In the case of ORAC for instance, many of the 300 persons determined to be 

eligible for subsidiary protection in 2014 under the new subsidiary protection 

procedure had been in the system for five years or more p'tiorto recognition (at 

INIS under the pre-November 2013 procedure} primarily due to the two step 

procedure. In addition, among the persons recognised as refugees by the RAT in 

2014 were persons who had been in the system for 5 years or more. The rate of 

[}ecognition for refugee status has risen from 1.3% in 2010 to 17% in 2014. T~ 

rate of recognition for~bs°idiary protection st~tus has rise_n from 0.6% in 

2010125 to 32% m 2014. he combined protection recogri1:t.1on rate m 2014 was 

3.,0%.126 
There are a range offactors behind variance in recognition rates, -including country of origin profiles, the legal framewerk of the protection 

procedure and quality measures. A detailed analysis of the reasons behind 

trends in recognition rates was beyond the scope of the Working Group. 

Solutions in train 

155. Mechanisms are in place at ORAC to improve the quality of decision-making. 

The mechanism include: use of checklists/decision templates; sign off by two 

pairs of eyes {caseworker or panel member and supervisor); review of asylum 

recommendations by the quality assurance team; review and feedback to 

caseworkers of High Court judgments and RAT decisions; Early Legal Advice; 

and, input by UNHCR to the whole protection process. In addition to these 

124 
The Irish Refugee Council's law centre has also entered into partnership with A&L Good body, a 

commercial solicitors' practice, which, following training and with on-going support from the IRC, 
offers a pro bono service to a limited number of people claimi ng asylum 
125 

Source: Department of Justice and Law Reform Annual Report 2010 (3 grants and 517 refusals} 
126 

Source: Parliamentary Question, 19 February 201S; 
h tt p://o i r ea chtasdeb ates.oi re a cht as.ie/ debates%20a u t hori ng/ debat esw eb p<ic k, nsf / takes/ da ii 201S 02 
1900024 ?opendocument#WRA03700 
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measures, ORAC has continued its investment in training personnel involved in 

the protection process. 

156. Mechanisms are in place at the RAT to improve the quality of decision-making 

also include the adoption of decision-making templates. These cover the 

essential elements for analysing a claim for protection and aim to assist the 

members to ensure the final decision is structured logically and in such a way 

that the basis of the determination is transparentto a reader. These are 

significant tools to assist members in identifying persons in need of protection 

and producing legally robust decisions. The templates were developed with the 

assistance of UNHCR. In addition to the decision templates there has been an 

investment in training new tribunal members. A validation of the impact of this 

approach in terms of the quality of decision making is reflected in the fact that 

only one judicial review was taken in 2014 against a RAT decision issued in 

accordance with the new style decision-making template. 

(/} Early identification of vulnerab_le persons 

15 7. For vulnerable persons including unaccompanied minors, victims of torture, 

LGBTI applicants and the elderly, there is not at present any mechanism for the 

identification or systematic referral of such groups. The lack of early 

identification and the delivery of targeted supports can have a negative impact 

on the quality of their protection application, the length of time they are in the 

system and their care when in the system. Reports relating to their specific 

circumstances, including me11Hco-legal reports for victims of torture are, in most 

cases, not availah°le.at the fi(st instance stage. 

(g) Unregistered children 

158. Under the current law, the children of parents or guardians in the system are 

included in the system only if their parents or guardians make an application on 

their behalf or request that they be included in an existing application. At ORAC, 

applicants are asked at various stages if they have any children and whether 

they wish to have them included as dependants in their own claims or 

registered separately for protection claims in their own right. There are no 

alternative immigration procedures for the registration of children. 

159. In the absence of such action, children remain outside of the system, 

unregistered and without any defined immigration status which is a cause of 

concern. There are 154 children in this situation living in Direct Provision 
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accommodation centres. The number of any such children living outside of the 

accommodation system is unknown 

(h) Extens1ve changes to the RAT Membership 

160. Under the 1996 Act members are appointed to the RAT for terms of 3 years. 

From 2012 onwards, no new appointments were made upon the expiration of 

terms of office of serving members. Towards the end of 2013, the appointments 

of all members had expired. In August 2013, a new Chairman was appointed 

and new appointments have been made since then bringing the current number 

of members to 26. The case processing capacity of the Tribunal during 2014 was 

obviously affected by the time required to appoint and train new members A 

total of 262 cases were processed in 2014 as opposed to 584, in 2013. This has 

led to some cases processing delays at the RAT. 

(i) Judicial review 

161. Where a person takes a judicial review against an ORAC decision or a RAT 

decision the further processing of the next stage of their case is suspended 

pending the finalisation oftheir judicial review. 

162. There are approximately 75 p·ersons affected by judic~al reviews taken against 

ORAC decisions, Of this group, 67% (SO) have been ifl th·e ~stem for 4 years or 

mo re, and 35% (26) for 5 years or more. 31% (23) ha'lle been in t he judicial 

review proces_s for 4 years or more. 

163. There-are ·approximately'543 per~ons affected by judicial reviews taken against 

RAT decisiq_ns.'Of t h is group, 74% (402) have been in the system for 4 years or 

more, and 56.5% (307) for S"years or more. 36% (194) ha:ve been in the judicial 

review process for ·4.:years or more. 

(II} THE LEAVE TO REMA:IN PROCESS 

OVERVIEW 

164. There are an estimated 3,343 persons in the leave to remain process. This is 

42% of t he tot al number of persons in the system . Of th is number 21 % are 

children. 

Length of time In the system 

165. An analysis of the leave to remain caseload reveals that: 

• 1% (33) of persons have beeh in the syst em for less than 1 year; 
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• 86% (2,874) have been in the system for 4 years or more; 

• 76% (2,540) have been in the system for 5 years or more. 

166.Almost three quarters of the caseload of 3,343 were not residing in Direct 

Provision accommodation centres as of 16 February 2015. Of this group 35% 

were in the system for 4 years of more and 28% for 5 years or more. 

167. Of the 890 persons residing in Direct Provision accommodation centres as of 16 

February 2015, 44% were in the system for 4 years of more and 20% for 5 years 

or more. 

Processing at INIS 

168. In 2014, 1,126 decisions in respect of persons who had completed the 

protection process were made by 12.2 decision-making staff which equates to 

an average 92.3 decisions per annum by-each decision-maker, giving an 

approximate figure of 1.77 cases per decision maker per week. 55__% of::persons 

who had completed tihe pte.tec_t!pn process Wf:!re·altimately granted permission 

to remain in 2014 (622 out 'Of:J,1:ZG section 3 decisiops). 

Human resources at INIS 

169.15.2 decision makers in the INIS Repatriation Unit work on section 3 cases. This 

number is made up of 12.7 Executive Officers (EOs) and 2.5 Higher Executive 

Officers (HEOs). 45% of all section 3 cases have come from persons who have 

not gone through the protection process. Therefore 55% of the total available 

human resources work on the processing of cases involving persons who have 

completed the protection process.127 This equates to 8.4 decision-makers, of 

whom 7 are EOs and 1.4 are HEOs. 

170. In addition, there are a number of support staff directly involved as part of the 

case processing teams and also indirectly as part of administration/ 

correspondence teams, the legal Services Support Unit (managing the judicial 

reviews) and arrangements in managing the deportation process itself. 

171. The leave to remain process involves the consideration by the Minister for 

Justice and Equality of whether or not to issue a deportation order in respect of 

127 
Recently priority has been given to failed protection cases in Direct Provision accommodation as 

denoted by the figure of 12.2 decision makers referred to in relation t o 2014; in order to avoid 
backlogs developing in processing applications from other categories of applicants it is intended to 
rebalance the number of staff working on such applications in the manner set out here 
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a person who has been deemed not eligible for protection. If the decision is that 

a deportation order should not issue, leave to remain in the State is granted 

under Ministerial discretion under the terms of section 3 of the Im migration Act 

1999. As such, the human resources involved in decisions on both leave to 

remain and deportation orders are included in the figure of 8.4 decision makers. 

172. Human resources at the INIS Repatriation Unit have been reduced by 50% in 

recent years; this occurred against the backdrop of responsibility for the 

determination of subsidiary protection applications transferring to ORAC and 

the RAT in 2013. 

Reasons for length of time at leave to remain stage 

(a) The two-step determination procedure 

173.As noted above in relation to the protection process the two-step procedure 

under which refugee status and subsidiary protection status are processed 

sequentially is a cause of delay and an inefficit11t us_e of resources: A person at 

the leave to remain stage will typically have SJ?ent several years in the 

protection process before r~ce_ivin_~ a,fj_nal negative protection status 

determination and moving on to-the leave-to remain process. Any judicial 

review that may have been taken against a protection determination decision 

will have compounded the delay further. 

174. The principal affects of these delays are threefold. Firstly, persons not eligible 

for protection but with humanitarian-type needs must wait a significant period 

ohime before these needs can be considered by the State. Secondly, the delays 

can create the types of circumstances that may meet the criteria set out in 

section 3 of the immigration Act 1999. Thirdly, the delays reduce the scope of 

the Minister's discretion under section 3 of the 1999 Act as increasingly a range 

of human rights obligations come into play. 

175.As noted above the Government has committed to legislate for a single 

protection procedure by way of the International Protection Bill. The Bill will 

include provision for the consideration of any non-protection related reasons as 

to why a person should be granted permission to remain in the State. See para. 

266 below for a description of how this procedure is proposed to be enacted. 
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(b) "Trailing family members" 

176. Under current practice, a person's leave to remain case is not processed to 

finality if they have a family member at the protection process stage or in the 

judicial review process. The practice of INIS is to wait until all family members 

are at the leave to remain stage or until the case of the "trailing family member" 

has otherwise been resolved at the protection process or by means of the 

judicial review process. The total number of cases which cannot be processed 

due to the practice in relation to "trailing family members" is unknown. This 

practice results in delay for the person at the leave to remain stage and has 

created a cohort of cases which are stalled at this s~age· in the process. 

Solutions in train 

177. To address this issue some coordination in relation to "trailing family members" 

takes place between INIS ORAC and RAT. Specific requests haye been made in 

the past to expedite certain cases. 

178. The RAT and INIS recently found solutions in relation to approximately 50 cases 

of judicial reviews against the RAT in respect of children. The parents of the 

children had cases pending at the leave to remain stage. In those cases, leave to 

remain was granted to t he parents and children concerned without prejudice to 

the children's outstanding protection applications. In the cases concerned, it 

appears that none of t he children concerned continued w it h their protection 

applications. 
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{Ill) THE DEPORTATION ORDER STAGE 

OVERVIEW 

179. There are an estimated 718 persons at the deportation order stage (of whom 

31% are children). This total comprises 577 persons in Direct Provision 

accommodation and 141 persons living elsewhere who continue to report to 

GNIB. This is 9% of the total number of persons in the system. In addition there 

are persons in the State with deportation orders who are not signing on with 

the GNIB. This number is unknown. 

Length of time in the system 

180.A breakdown of statistics is available-only in relation to the 577 persons in 

accommodation centres. An analysis in terms of length of ti~ein the system 

reveals that: 

• 0% are in t he system for less t han 1 year; 

• 96.5% are iA t he syst em for 4 year:s or more; and 

• 88% are in t he system for 5 years or m-ore. 

181. An analysis in terms of the length ohime since the deportation orders issued 

reveals that: 

• 2% issued less than 1 year ago; 

• 37% are issued with 4 years or more ;, and 

• 20% are issued wit h 5 years or more. 

Procedure at INIS 

182.A person (1) determined not eligible for protection under the protection 

process, (2) to whom the prohibition of refoulement set out in section 5 of the 

Refugee Act 1996 does not apply and (3) who has not been granted leave to 

remain will be issued with a deportation order under the terms of section 3 of 

the Immigration Act 1999. 

183. A deportation order requires the person concerned to leave the State and to 

remain outside of the State. The 1999 Act provides that where a person who 

consents in writing to the making of a deportation order is not deported from 
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the State within 3 months of the making of the order, the order shall cease to 

have effect. However, there is no information to indicate that persons at this 

stage avail of this provision. 

184.A person in respect of whom a deportation order has issued is required to leave 

the State by a specified date. Where they fail to comply, they are asked to 

present to the GN IB until such time as they comply with the requirement to 

remove themselves from the State or, failing that, when the GNIB is in a position 

to remove them. Generally they are required to present at monthly intervals in 

the GNIB Headquarters at Burgh Quay, Dublin. The 1999 Act states that a 

person who contravenes a provision of a deportation order or a requirement in 

a notice under the Act shall be guilty of an offence. 

185. Section 3 (11) of the 1999 Act provides that the Minister may by order amend or 

revoke a deportation order. 

Case processing at INIS 

186.A deportation order issues when a decision is taken by INIS after giving 

consideration to the terms of section 3 of the Immigration Act 1999. In the 

alternative, the person is granted leave to remain. The INIS Repatriation Unit 

also process applications for revocations of deportation orders. There are 

currently approximately 200 such applications pending at INIS. 

Implementation of Deportation Orders 

187. The number of deportation orders implemented in respect of persons who completed 

the protection process follows: 

Table 2: O'eportatlon orders Implemented In respect of persons who 
completed the protection process 

-

Vear - +2011 2012 2013 2014 Total 

-
No. 233 235 139 53 660 

.J 

188. Of the 660 deportation orders implemented, 307 (47%) were in respect of 

persons in the system for 5 years or more. The median length ohime from 

initial application to the date the deportation order was enforced was 57 

months while the median length oftime from initial application to the date the 
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deportation order was signed was 30 months. The median length of time from 

the date the deportation order was signed to the date it was enforced was 17 

months. 

Compliance with presenting requirements 

189. Persons with deportation orders who have not complied with the requirement 

to leave the State are asked to present to GNIB regularly. GNIB report that 236 

persons with deportation orders who do not reside in Direct Provision 

accommodation are currently signing on with them. Their records do not 

distinguish former protection applicants but INIS estimates that approximately 

60% of persons with deportation orders are likely to have come through the 

protection process giving us an estimated figure of 141 persons. 

190. Accord ing t o the GNIB 8,259 non-Irish nationals are e::lassified as "failed to 

show". These figures are in respect of the total number of persons with 

deportation orders. The statistics also seem to indicate that there are 

approximately 100 persons (and perhaps more} with deportation orders living in 

Direct Provision accommodation centres but classed as "failed to show" by 

GNIB. 

Revocation of deportation orders 

191. The number of deportat ion order~'fevokeid'in r~:sp~Ct of persons who 

completed tfre·protection· process fcilTo~s: 

Table 3: Deportation orders revoked In respect of -, 
persons who completed the. protection process 

Vear 2012 2013 2014 Total 

No. 180 247 262 698 

192. The effects of the Ruiz Zambriano judgment128 of the CJEU had a significant 

impact on the high number of revocations in 2013 and 2014. The CJEU found 

that an EU Member State may not refuse the non-EU parents of a dependent 

child who is a citizen of, and resident in, an EU Member State the right to live 

and work in that Member State. 

128 Case C-34/09 Gerardo Ruiz Zambrano v. Office national de l'emploi (ON Em) 
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193. The Irish authorities took a policy decision to go beyond the scope of the 

judgment and implement a generous regime in relation to parents of Irish 

citizen children. This resulted in a significant number of deportation orders 

being revoked. 

Reasons for length of time at deportation order stage 

(a) Non-implementation of deportation orders 

194. Only about 20% of deportation orders are implemented. This implementation 

rate is in line with the average across the EU.129 A deportation order places a 

legal obligation on a person to remove themselves from the State. Where a 

person does not leave the State, obstacles to the implementation of 

deportation orders include people evading deportation orders, judicial reviews 

being taken by persons who are the subject of deportation orders and the 

impact of a "trailing family member" at another stage in the system. Additional 

obstacles include the limited number of embassies in Ireland and the 

consequential gap in assistancewith travel documentation and return 

arrangements. A recent court decision130 has highlighted the lack of a legislative 

power of entry to private dwellings in order to enforce deportation orders. This 

has had a significant impact on the implementation of deportation orders. It is 

the principal reason why the number of deportation orders implemented in 

2014 is down substantially on the annual average. 

195. Low enforcement prospects are matters taken into account by IN IS when 

prioritising cases for processing. 

196. A loW:tjeportation orti.~r implementation rate can have a negative imp act on the 

integrity of the protection process. Persons at the deportation state may 

continue to reside in Direct Provision accommodation. Where such persons are 

unable or unwilling t0 return home and where there are practical obstacles to 

enforce their deportation, such persons may remain in the system for prolonged 

periods of time. 

197. The Department of Justice and Equality has indicated that it is intended to 

legislate as soon as possible to introduce a power of entry to private dwellings 

129 The average across the EU - according to Eurostat, around 98,000 of 430,000 (22.79%) return 
decisions were effected in the EU in 2013 (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics
explained/index.php/Statistics_on_enforcement_of_immigration_legislation#The_number_of_non
EU citizens ordered to leave has decreased between 2008 and 2013) 
130 Omar v- Governor-of Cloverhill P7ison [2013] 1EHC 579- - -
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for the purposes of enforcing a deportation order. One option under 

consideration is to introduce an amendment by way of the International 

Protection Bill. 

(b} Obstacles to accessing assisted voluntary return 

198. The Assisted Voluntary Return programme is not accessible for persons with a 

deportation order. It is available only to persons who wish to return voluntarily 

and who do not have a deportation order issued in respect of them. Persons 

with deportation orders can apply to IN IS for a revocation of the order so as to 

avail of assisted voluntary return. However, this option is rarely used. 

(c} Judicial Reviews 

199. There are approximately 400 persons affected by judic;ial reviews taken against 

INIS decisions (including subsidiary protection cases pre-dating the introduction 

of the new approach in November ZO,l3) and deportation orders). 

200. Of this group, 94% (383) haye been in the system for 4 years or more, and 84% 

(342) for 5 years or more. 40% (164) have been in the judicial review process 

for 4 years or more and 6% (26) for 5 years or more. 

(JV) THE JUDICIAL REVIEW PROCESS 

OVERVIEW 

201. Information relating to the number of judicial review proceedings at each stage 

in the system has been set out above together with information of note on the 

length chime that the persons concerned have been in the system and in the 

judicial review process. The overall position is that there are currently some 

1,000 persohs awaiti)ig'the outcome of judicial review applications at various 

stages of the system. Of these 82% (835) have been in the system for 4 years or 

more and 66% (675) have been in the system for 5 years or more. 38% (381) 

have been in the judicial review process for 4 years or more and 5% for more 

than S years. 

202. The proportion of decisions made by the various bodies, ORAC, RAT and INIS 

that are the subject of judicial review proceedings varies as do the outcomes. 

203. In the case of ORAC, of the 9,434 negative decisions it has issued between 2009 

and 2014, 3.61% were the subject of legal proceedings. Of the proceedings 
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determined 60% were unsuccessful or were withdrawn, 12% were successful, 

and 14% were settled. Of note is that the number of judicial review proceedings 

filed against ORAC has fallen in recent years (from 92 in 2009 to 22 in 2014) as a 

result of the 2009 Supreme Court case AK131 which limited the circumstances in 

which applicants may judicially review the decisions of ORAC. 

204. In the case of the RAT, of the 8,392 negative decisions it has issued between 

2009 and 2014, 15.41% were the subject of legal proceedings. Of the 

proceedings determined 58% were unsuccessful or were withdrawn, 12% were 

successful, and 20% were settled. Of note is that the number of judicial reviews 

filed against the RAT has fallen very substantially:_f~m 303 in 2009 to 4 in 2014. 

205. In the case of INIS, of the 5,931 negatiye-0decisions it h~'s1ssued between 2009 

and 2014, 29% were the subject of l_~gc1! proceedings. Of the proceedings 

determined 40% were unsuccessfuUfr\ ~ere withdrawn, 5% werresuccessful, 

and 57% were settled. The high settlement rate for INIS can be attributed to a 

large degree to the CJEU judgment in the Zamb_rano case referred to at para. 

192.132The case concerned the grant of residency permission to parents of a 

dependant minor European Union child. 

Problems arising from length of time in the Judicial Review process 

206. In the consultations carried out by the Working Group with those in the system, 

considerable frustration was evident in relation to the length oftime it took to 

complete judicial review proceedings: 

"Asylum seekers are blamed for taking JRs in the High Court. This is 
perceived as an abuse of the system and a way of frustrating the 
decision-making process. But what other choice do people have if they 
have not received a proper hearing before the asylum bodies?" 

207. The issue of the length ohime can also affect the relationship between clients 

and their legal representatives; a frequent complaint made is that applicants 

have limited information from their legal representatives on the progress of 

their cases. 

131 AK v The Refugee Applications Commissioner, 28 January 2009, Supreme Court (unreported). The 
Court held that an appeal to the RAT is a more appropriate remedy, particularly where the issues 
raised by the applicant principally, but not exclusively, relate to the quality of a decision. The 
consequences of this decision are evident in the high number of cases withdrawn in 2009 against 
ORAC. 
132 

Case C-34/09 Gerardo Ruiz Zambrano v. Office national de l'emploi (ON Em) 
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208. In addition to increasing the overall length oftime applicants spend in the 

process, a high volume of judicial review proceedings can also have cost 

implications on the Exchequer. For the peliiod 2009 -2014 the costs arising out 

of judicial reviews against the State were in excess of €33M.133The extra time 

spent by applicants in receipt of accommodation and other benefits whilst 

awaiting the outcome of their cases further contributes to the overall spend on 

judicial review. 

209. Protection applicants and those outside the process have sought recourse to the 

Courts in significant numbers in recent years and waiting times for a full hearing 

had escalated to nearly 4 years by 2013-2014. While as noted above recent 

trends indicate a significant decrease in judicial review applications -which may 

point to improved decision-making at first and second instance - a large number 

of historical cases await final determination before the High Court. 

Reasons for length of time in the Judicial Review process 

(a} Volume of cases 

210. One clear factor in the efficiency of the High Court to hear judicial review 

proceedings is the number of cases taken every year. There is one judicial 

review list for cases falling within the category of "Asylum and Immigration", 

and another for all other judicial review proceedings. Although the number of 

asylum and immigration judicial reviews initiated has varied quite a bit from 

year to year, it always represents a considerable proportion of the overall 

number of judicial reviews heard by the High Court every year. For example 

between 2004 and 2008 the percentage of asylum and immigration judicial 

review cases varied from 47% the first year to 54% in the last; in 2006 and 2007, 

it constituted 59% of the total judicial review workload in each year.134 By 2013 

it had fallen to 40%, a 13% decrease on the previous year (385 cases compared 

with 440 in 2012};135 it must be remembered however that protection 

application numbers also fell considerably during that period.136 

133 
This figure relate only to the payment of legal costs to applicants upon settlement or the successful 

determination of their claim; the legal costs of the State in processing and defending cases are not 
included. 
134 

Meadows v. Min for Justice [2010] 2 IR 710, Hardiman J. at 755 
135 Court Service Annual Report 2013 
136 

2006: 4,314; 2007: 3,985; 2008: 3,866; 2009: 2,689; 2010: 1,939; 2011: 1,290; 2012: 956; 
2013: 946. 
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211. One important factor in the volume of judicial review cases being brought 

recently is the quality of decision-making. As noted earlier both ORAC and the 

RAT have experienced a decrease in the number of cases brought against them 

in recent years. In the case of ORAC the extension of its remit to determine 

subsidiary protection applications did not result in a significant increase in 

judicial reviews taken against their decisions. In the case of the RAT there was a 

dramatic fall off to just four judicial reviews initiated in 2014. In relation to both 

agencies the use of new and revised decision-making templates, and the 

introduction of other quality tools and training is considered to have positively 

impacted on the number of judicial reviews taken in recent years. 

212. There are other factors such as the impact of theAK137 Supreme Court judgment 

(see para. 203 above) and the proactive management_ of cases with similar 

grounds which could be recognised as having an important impact on the 

reduction in judicial reviews in respect of ORAC. 

(b))udlclal Resources 

213. In recent years there has been a significant turnover in the judges assigned to 

hear immigration and asylum judicial reviews; the number of judges and their 

availability has similarly varied. In addition, many judges are often assigned to 

this list as their first judicial appointment; many would equally not have any 

previous experience in the area. 

214.Asylum and immigration law frequently involves difficult and technical cases; 

. when:new'judges are appointed to the list who have not previously worked in 

the area it can make it more difficult to process cases quickly. Equally, given the 

volume of judicial reviews in the area it is vital that a sufficient number of judges 

are available to keep the list progressing. 

215. There has of late been a number of new appointments to the High Court and of 

the 36 judges currently sitting, there are now four working full-time on the 

immigration and asylum list. This has led to clear improvements on the number 

of cases that can be heard each week. Having more Judges hearing cases on a 

consistent basis has been a significant factor in reducing backlogs in recent 

times. 

137 AK vThe Refugee Applications Commissioner, 28 January 2009, Supreme Court (unreported) 
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{c) Court procedures and case management issues 

A number of issues 

216. Unlike judicial review cases more generally, asylum and immigration judicial 

review applications had until recently required a leave application to be heard 

on notice to the State as a consequence of the provisions of the Illegal 

Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000. This was originally intended to provide a 
useful screening process to make the system more efficient. Unfortunately, 

most practitioners agree that it had the opposite effect than intended and that 

it essentially resulted in many cases being heard twice, often before different 

judges. 

217. The primary practice used to allocate hearing dates is the list-to-fix-dates; once 

a case was considered ready for hearing it would take its place on this list and 

await its turn. As a result, cases considered ready for hearing would become 

effectively dormant in this list until such time that the cases ahead of them have 

been heard and a hearing date can be allocated. In some cases this could be 

several years. 

218.As the number of cases awaiting determination before the High Court increased 

in recent times, there were no co-ordinating mechanisms in place to monitor 

and react to such pressures. These practice issues arose against the backdrop of 

restrictive procedures set down in legislation, which given the adversarial 

nature of such litigation, were not mitigated in any substantial way through co

operation or co-ordination between stake-holders and service-providers. The 

effects of this have been to the detriment of vulnerable persons in the system 

as well as the integrity of the system more generally. 

Solutions In Train 

Telescoped hearings 

219. In response to the increased backlogs of cases before the High Court in recent 

years, judges assigned to manage the asylum and immigration list have taken 

steps to process cases more quickly through the flexible prioritisation of cases. 

Telescoped hearings were introduced whereby the court would hear the 

application for leave and, if successful, the substantive application as part of one 

combined procedure. These hearings have led to significant improvements in 

the time required to determine a case to finality. 

Ex Porte rules 
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220.Section 34 of the Employment Permits (Amendment) Act 2014 has now 

amended the Illegal Immigrants (Trafficking} Act 2000 so that it is no longer 

necessary to put the State parties on notice when the applicant wishes to make 

a leave application; such an application may now take place on an "ex parte11 

basis (without the other side present). The relevant section was commenced in 

October 2014138 and since that date only a small number of judicial reviews 

have been initiated. Accordingly it is not possible to meaningfully assess the 

effects of the changes to date. It should be noted however that the new legal 

provisions do not make provision for telescoped hearing as leave is now ex 

parte. The effect of this legal change on the positive developments made 

through the use of telescoped hearings has yet to be seen 

Positive call over 

221. The former list-to-fix-dates system has been modified recently. Prior to 

allocating a hearing date a "positive call-over" is now held in order to confirm 

that all of the cases concerned remain live and ready for a hearing date. This 

change in practice has led to a number of cases being withdrawn from the list 

for a variety of reasons e.g. where an applicant's circumstances have changed 

entitling them to residency on another basis; where it had been indicated to 

them that they would most likely be offered leave to remain should they 

withdraw; where case law has evolved following a significant judgment which 

has materially affected their chances of success. Another feature of the current 

listing practice is to list a number of cases provisionally for hearing per judge, 

per day. As a result where a case settles there will be another case ready to 

make use of the available court time. 

(d) Imprecise pleadings 

222. In some instances, the drafting of judicial review proceedings by applicants can 

be too generic or imprecise. This requires court time to narrow down the issues 

that are likely to be relevant. 

223. Formerly, under the Illegal Immigrants {Trafficking} Act 2000, only 14 days were 

afforded from the date of a decision to initiate proceedings. That time-limit was 

particularly short in practice as the majority of judicial review proceedings are 

initiated by legal practitioners on the basis of a no win, no fee arrangement ("no 

foal, no fee11
). Where an applicant has been represented by the LAB, they may 

not request that they continue to represent them under legal aid unless they 

first endeavour but fail to secure a private practitioner. This process 

138 5.1. No. 435/2014 - Employment Permits (Amendment) Act 2014 (section 34) (Commencement) 

Order 2014 
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undoubtedly takes some time and thus makes it difficult for the applicant to 

access quality legal advice and reduces the capacity of the legal representatives 

to take detailed instructions and draft proceedings with an appropriate degree 

of precision. 

224. Following the recent commencement of the relevant section of the Employment 

Permits (Amendment) Act 2014, the period of time within which to commence a 

judicial review has now been doubled to 28 days. It is hoped that this will assist 

in addressing the problem of imprecise pleadings. 

(e) Early Settlement of Cases 

225. The timing of settlement of cases in the process has been identified as a 

problem. This arises where cases, which could be settled earlier, are not 

identified until late in the process. The reasons for not settling cases early can 

include: the content of the case not being reviewed for a period of time, 

changes in jurisprudence or legal opinions or policy reasons. Delays in settling 

appropriate cases at the earliest possible stage have a negative impact on 

applicants and can lead to an increase in the legal costs borne by the State. 

226. While significant improvements have recently been made to system overall, 

there remains an historical body of cases at the judicial review stage that will 

have to be dealt with individually. Recently, increasing numbers of cases have 

been either withdrawn or settled, indicating an appetite both among protection 

applicants and ORAC, RAT and INIS, to bring about more speedy resolutions and 

avoid the full rigours of the judicial review process, including the associated 

costs. 

(/) Communication issues between legal representative and clients 

227. The experience of many legal practitioners and Members of the Working Group 

is that appl~a.nts freql{~tly have a very limited understanding of the nature of 

judicial review proceecfings. They commonly feel frustrated at the delays 

experienced in processing their applications to completion and such delays can 

have a considerable psychological cost to the applicant. There can in some 

instances be a perception that it is in an applicant's interests to continue a JR for 

as long as possible, for example, to bolster a leave to remain application or 

where family circumstances change leading to a grant of residency on another 

basis. It is very important therefore that applicants be able to access quality 

legal advice in relation to all these aspects. Equally, applicants in many instances 

do not understand the limitations of a judicial review or that status won't flow 

from a successful judicial review and that it can come as a shock to applicants to 
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find out that they have to go back to ORAC or RAT to have a fresh 

determination. 

228. The lengthy backlogs experienced in recent years have created difficulties in 

many instances in the relationship between applicants and their legal advisers. 

For example it can be difficult for applicants to accept that their legal 

representatives may not be able to do anything to speed up the time required 

to progress a judicial review. Similarly, it can be difficult for applicants to accept 

updated legal advice that their case may no longer have a good chance of 

success, particularly where, in the case of challenges to a deportation order, it 

may be their last opportunity to seek any kind of. status. These challenges have 

been borne out in consultations held with those in the system. 

(g) Impact of Judicial Review on progress ofapplication 

229.At any stage in the system, a person can' go to the High Court and seek judicial 

review of a decision made in respect ofthem. When a judicial review is lodged 

at the High Court, the person remains at the stage in the process where they are 

until the judicial review is resolved. 

230. Because under the previous system that pertained until recently, applications 

for subsidiary protection and leave to remain Were often decided upon in quick 

succession, some persons at the JR stage may have received decisions in 

relation to both of those processes, and may be challenging one or both 

together. 

(h) Impact of Judicial Review on other family members 

231. Under current practice, a person's leave to remain case is not processed to 

finality if they have a family member who is awaiting the outcome of judicial 

review proceedings. The practice of INIS is to wait until all family members are 

at the leave to remain stage or until the case of the "trailing family member" 

has otherwise been resolved at the protection process or judicial review stages. 

Similarly, where a family member has a deportation order against them, the 

State will not move to remove such persons where to do so would split up 

family members. This practice results in delay for the person at the leave to 

remain or deportation stage and has created a cohort of cases which are stalled 

at this stage in the process. 
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C. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR PERSONS FIVE YEARS OR 

MORE IN THE SYSTEM 

232. In its in-dept deliberations on the length of time issue, the Working Group was 

mindful of a range of matters including: 

• the views of persons in the system; 

• the particular situation of children and vulner~~I~ persons; 

• the need to deliver efficient and effective ~.9J~tion.s that can be easily 

understood; 

• the need to maximise existing resour;~es and the need for additional 

resources; 

• the need to maximise the impact of the solutions proposed on those in the 

system for lengthy periods; and 

• the consequences of the solutions proposed for those in the system, the 

system itself and the int~gr.ity Gf the protectien process. 

233. Having considered the views of persons in the consultations process, reviewed 

relevant statistics, consulted with experts and taken account of humanitarian 

considerations, the Working Group considers no persons should, in principle, be 

in the system for five years or more. The Working Group makes the suite of 

recommendations below to give effect to:this principle for those in the system. 

234. As regards additional resources required, given the intricate connections 

between the different stages and processes which make up the system the 

Working Group considers that the new resources should come from outside of 

the system and not through re-allocations within the system. 

RECOMMENDATIONS - PERSONS AWAITING DECISIONS AT THE 

PROTECTION PROCESS AND LEAVE TO REMAIN STAGES 

235. All persons awaiting decisions at the protection process and leave to remain 

stages who have been in the system for five years or more from the date of 

initial application should be granted leave to remain or protection status as soon 

as possible and within a maximum of six months from the implementation start 

date subject to the three conditions set out below for persons awaiting a leave 
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to remain decision. It is recommended that an implementation start and end 

date be set by the authorities as soon as possible. 

MECHANISMS TO ACHIEVE THIS SOLUTION - PERSONS AWAITING A 

LEAVE TO REMAIN DECISION 

236. The cases of persons awaiting a leave to remain decision should be prioritised 

for accelerated processing under the existing procedure with consideration 

focused on the provisions of section 3 (6) (g}, (j) and (K) of the Immigration Act 

1999 to facilitate a speedy review: 

(g) the character and conduct of the person both with.in and (where relevant 
and ascertainable} outside the State (including any criminal convictions); 

(j) the common good; 

(kl considerations of national security and public policy. 

237. These three conditions should be considered in light of the following guidance: 

• the situation of persons who have been in the system for five years or more 

should be the central consideration in the operation of the accelerated 

processing; 

• the conditions of "character and-.,eQnduct" or "the-common good" should be 

considered met except\ vhere it is clear the person's continued presence in 

Ireland would constitute a real threat.to the safety or well-being of others; 

• the condition relating to national security and public policy should be invoked 

only where the person's continued presence in the State would give rise to 

real and substantial concerns; 

• only serious crimTrial activity should be considered with criminal convictions 

and criminal activity defined as follows: 

o conviction of a crime or crimes whereby a term of imprisonment of 12 

months or more has been imposed; 

o in the case of conviction of an offence or of offences against the 

person, where a term of imprisonment of three months or more has 

been imposed (including where such a sentence has been suspended); 

o where someone is under investigation or has been charged with a 

serious offence (as understood by reference to the above), they will 

not be eligible for consideration under these solutions until the 

investigation or prosecution has been concluded at which point they 

will be assessed by reference to the above conditions; 
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• in all cases where there are indications that a condition might not be met, full 

account must be taken of a person's experiences prior to arrival in Ireland 

which may have influenced his/her conduct. Account must also be taken of 

his/her state of mental health. Persons availing of this solution will be asked 

to confirm their identity and to resolve any identity issues in advance of being 

granted leave to remain. Persons should be informed that the resolution of 

identity issues prior to a grant will not be held against them. 

238.Additional human resources, as set out in chapter 61 will be required for the 

implementation of this measure. As noted above the· additional resources must 

come from outside of the system and not through re-allocations within the 

system. 

MECHANISM TO ACHIEVE THIS SOf[JTION - PERSONS:'Jf•WAITING A 
PROTECTION DECISION 

239. The cases of persons awaitiAg a protection decision $hould be prioritised for 

accelerated processing under the existing protec;tion procedures.139 If a 

protection decision is not delivered within six months, leave to remain should 

be granted without prejudice to the on-going protection claim subject to the 

three conditions above. If a final negative protection decision issues within the 

six month period, leave to remain should be granted within the six month 

period or immediately thereafter (for example, if the negative decision issues 

towards the end of the six month period) subject to the three conditions above. 

240. Additional human resources, as set out in chapter 6, will be required for the 

implementation of this measure. As noted above the additional resources must 

come from outside of the system and not through re-allocations within the 

system. 

RECOMMENDATION - PERSONS WITH A DEPORTATION ORDER 

241.AII persons with a deportation order who have been in the system for five years 

or more from the date of initial application should have their deportation order 

revoked under section 3(11) of the Immigration Act 1999 as soon as possible and 

within a maximum of six months from the implementation start date subject to 

the conditions below: 

(1) that they confirm their identity, or if unable to do so, that they swear a 

declaration as to their identity and that they have no other identities; 

139 Refugee Act 1996 for refugee status and S.I. 426 of 2013 for subsidiary protection. 
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(2) that they co-operate with the State with the review of their case; 

(3) that the person has not been evading deportation; 

(4) that they pose no threat to public order or national security and that they 

have not been involved in criminal activity. 

242. leave to remain should then be granted, as soon as possible and within a 

maximum of six months from the implementation start date subject to the three 

conditions at para. 236 above. This is recommended as an exceptional measure. 

The Working Group notes that the median time for the implementation of a 

deportation order is 17 months. The Working Group also notes that over 90% of 

the deportation orders in respect of persons in the system for five years or more 

are already outstanding for over 24 months. In the. interest of maximising the 

impact of this solution no further time period in relation to the outstanding 

deportation order is suggested in relation to persons who currently come within 

the scope of these solutions. 

243. In relation to condition (3) above a person may be considered to be evading 

deportation where they have failed to meet a presentation date with their local 

immigration officer and have not provided a satisfactory explanation for missing 

the presentation appointment. Persons who have been living in Direct Provision 

accommodation·centres can cure a failure to present by presenting at their local 

immigration office at the earliest opportunity. In relation to condition (4) the 

same guidance relating to public policy, national security and "serious criminal 

activity,, as at para. 237 should apply. 

244.Additiona!'·human resources, as set out in chapter 6, will be required for the 

implementatiohof this measure. As noted above the additional resources must 

come from outside ofthe system and not through re-allocations within the 

systeQ1. 

BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD AND VULNERABLE GROUPS 

245. In respect of all persons mentioned at paras. 235 and 241, the best interests of 

the child should be a primary consideration and due weight should be given to 

the circumstances of vulnerable groups. Appropriate weight should be given to 

the best interest of the child and the circumstances of vulnerable groups in 

particular when considering the application of the three conditions at para. 237 

and the four conditions at para. 241. Guidance on the application best interest 

of child principle is set out in international law, national taw and the 
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jurisprudence of national and international courts. Of pa·rticular relevance in this 

jurisdiction is the Supreme Court judgment in the Okunade Case of 2012.140 

CASE PRIORITISATION 

246. In respect of all persons mentioned at paras. 235 and 241, cases are to be 

prioritised on the basis of oldest cases first. 

UNREGISTERED CHILDREN AND TRAILING FAMILY MEMBERS 

247. To further the best interest of the child, parents/guirdians should be 

encouraged to have all their children recorded qn their file at the earliest 

opportunity. In respect of the children who fall within.ambit of this solution, 

children should be recorded on their parents/guardi~h}.me wherever they 

currently are within the system. .<.:;"•: 

248. Where "trailing children" are in the p'rotection process and their parent(s) are at 

the leave to remain or deportation order stage, their parent(s) will be granted 

leave to remain subject t<Hh.e :relevant conditions without prejudice to their 

children's protection claim. If the:chil.dren subsequently withdraw their claim, or 

if they continue it but do not r-e~eive a final decision within six months (as 

above), they will fall under their parents' lei'3ve to remain,grant. 

RESOLUTION OF JUDICIAL REVIEWS 

249. In respect of all persons mentioned at paras. 235 and 241, outstanding judicial 

review cases will need·to be determin'ed for the solutions to apply. Judicial 

reviews should be determined within six months of the implementation start 

date as set out below. 

250. It is anticipated that when persons to whom these solutions apply become 

aware of them, mary:may be minded to withdraw their judicial reviews. This is 

one way in which judicial reviews may be determined. Given t he significant 

improvements in the number of cases being heard by the High Court each term, 

remaining cases are more likely to be finally determined within the maximum 

six month period concerned. Where a judicial review relates to a decision taken 

in the protect ion process, it is vital that the person concerned is appropriately 

legally advised on the consequences of withdrawing any such proceedings 

before they do so. 

140 
Okunade v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform & the Attorney General, [2012) IESC 49, 

October 2012 (see in particular paras 11.2, 11.3 and 10.8). 
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251. The consultation process with persons in the system has indicated a significant 

lack of knowledge, control and power when it comes to judicial review. They 

may not be in a position to assess whether it would be good for them to 

withdraw. Even if they are in such a position, they may not know how to go 

about withdrawing a judicial review or how to effect such a withdrawal if they 

are having communication problems with their legal representative. In the 

words of one participant in the consultation process: 

"It can be difficult to access your solicitor, particularly if he/she is not based in 

Galway, and there is not enough money to travel to visit him/her." 

252. It also needs to be kept in mind that many lawyers have, in good faith, advanced 

judicial review proceedings and borne the costs of same on behalf of clients. 

The interests of fairness, equity and the preservation of "no foal no fee" 

arrangements into the future need to be considered. 

253. Accordingly, it is recommended that consideration be given by the<~'Othorities to 

make a contribut ion towards costs incurred 1n respect of cases where applicants 

wish to withdraw judicial review proceedings taken on a "no foal no fee" basis 

in order to facilitate that process and to ensure it happens in an expeditious 

manner. It would be a matter for agreement between the parties as to how 

much such a contribution would be. The Working Group notes that this solution 

may not be appropriate in every case, for example, cases which have recently 

been heard by the Courts and in respect of which judgments are awaited. 

254. It is hoped that the remaining judicial reviews will be dealt with expeditiously by 

the.Courts which have been given additional resources in recent years. 

REVIEW AT J,l;iE CLOSE OF THE SIX MONTH PERIOD 

255. The Working Group recommends the authorities commit to a review of the 

operation of this solution for those in the system five years or more at the close 

of the six month period and prioritise remaining long stay cases on the basis of 

oldest cases and cases involving children and vulnerable persons first. The 

Working Group notes that the continuation of the solution can only be 

maintained if the required resources are put in place and maintained. 

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 

256. Legal change will be required to facilitate access to leave to remain without 

prejudice to an on-going protection case. This will involve the amendment of 
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section 9 of the ~tu.gee Act 1996 Act and Regulation 4 of S. I. 426/2013 -

European Union (Subsidiary Protection) Regulations 2013. Jn their current form 

section 9 and Regulation 4 would prevent a prot ection applicant with leave to 

remain from accessing the labour market. Legal change may also be required to 

section 246 of the Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005 in order to facilitate 

protection applicants wit h leave to remain a€cessing SO€ial welfare. The 

authorities have indicated t heir w illingness to advance t he required legal change 

where necessary. 

257. Investment of additional financial and human resources will be required for the 

Legal Aid Board, ORAC, RAT and INIS. See chapter 6 which deals with costs and 

case processing capability. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE SOLUTION FOR THOSE FIVE YEARS OR 

MORE IN THE SYSTEM 

258. The recommended solution for those five years or more in the system has the 

potential to affect 3,350 persons. This figure is arrived at as follows: 

1,480 is the number of persohs in the syst~m at the five year mark living in 

Direct Provision accommodat iol'.) centres. Of t hese: 

545 persons are at the leave tq remain stage 

507 persons have deportat ion orders 

428 persons are in the protect ion process 

2,746 is the number of persons in the system at the five year mark living outside 

of Direct Provision. Ofthese: 

1,985 persons are at the leave to remain stage 

761 persons are in the protection process 

124 persons w ith deportation orders and signing on141 

This gives rise to a total of 4,350. 

259. The numbers of persons at the leave to remain stage living outside of Direct 

Provision is, however, expected to fall once a verification exercise is undertaken 

by the authorities. By way of example, ORAC successfully undertook a 

141 
GNIB report that 236 persons with D0s who do not reside in Direct Provision accommodation 

centres are currently signing on with them. GNIB records do not distinguish between former 

protection applicants but INIS estimates that approximately 60% of this cohort has come through the 
protection process. Applying the percentage of those with D0s in Direct Provision who are signing-on 
- 88% the frgure of 124 is arrived at. 
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verification of the subsidiary protection backlog caseload in 2014 which reduced 

the caseload from 3,657 cases to 1,619 live cases. The Working Group considers 

that it is reasonable to assume a fall off of around 50% of the 1,985 leave to 

remain cases through such a verification exercise. This would give rise to a fall

off in t he 4,350 leave t o remain cases of 1,000 result ing in 3,350 people 

potentially benef itting. 

260. The Working Group considers that the greatest potential obstacle to the 

maximum number of eligible persons benefitting from the proposed solution is 

the judicial review caseload. There are currently 1,000 persons involved in 

judicial review proceedings of whom 675 persons ar.e at t he five year mark. If 

this issue is not resolved as recommended at ,P~(pS. 249 to 254 above t here is a 

risk that the potential impact of t he suggestefl"solut1c(h vy.i ll be reduced by 675 

persons. 

D. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR THE FUTURE TO 

PREVENT LONG DELAYS IN THE SYSTEM 

THE SINGLE PROCEDURE 

261. The lack of a single protection determination procedure has been identified in 

this report as a key cause of long delays in the system. Ireland remains the only 

EU Member State without a single protection determination procedure. As 

noted in chapter 1 it has long been Government policy to introduce a single 

procedure. There have been several iterations of the Immigration, Residence 

and Protection Bill including provision for such a procedure but none has been 

enacted. In 2014, the Government committed to making provision for a single 

procedure t hough a separate piece of legislation: the International Protection 

Bill. The General Scheme of which was published on 25 March 2015.
142 

262.At the First Meeting of the Working Group, the Minister for Justice and Equality 

asked the Working Group to make recommendations in relation to how the 

future International Protection Bill might best affect existing applicants. 

Unfortunately, given the timing of the publication of the General Scheme, the 

Working Group has not had an opportunity to consider this matter in detail. It is 

l
42 General Scheme of the international Protection Bill is available at 

http://justice.ie/en/JE LR/Pages/PB 15000080. 
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noted that the transitional provisions of the General Scheme of the Bill143 do 

extend the application of the single procedure to some classes of persons in the 

system who have not received a final determination of their applications. It is 

welcomed that the General Scheme seeks to strike a balance in applying the 

new procedures to existing applicants but does not envisage the reopening of 

determinations that are already finalised. 

263. Given the very short time the Working Group has had sight of the General 

Scheme it does not make specific recommendations in relation to its content. It 

is noted that the Government has referred the Heap~ 0f the Scheme to the Joint 

Oireachtas Committee on Justice, Defence and Equ·afity for pre-legislative 

scrutiny. It is hoped that this process will prov.idea suitable forum for broad 

consultation· and closer consideration of the e0ntents o'f the proposed Bill. 

264. The Working Group did consider generally a number of problems with the 

existing system, with a view in some ihstances to matters that might be 

addressed by the Bill; these are detailed f~rther below. Where issues arising 

from the Ii kely contents of the General Scheme were flagged sufficiently in 

advance - such as the proposed dissolution of ORAC - these matters are 

addressed specifically and are the subject -of recommendations. Such 

recommendations are made in the knowledge' that the Bill is currently being 

drafted. 

265. The Working Group also notes and welcomes that the Department of Justice 

and Equality took on board some of the concerns raised by the Working Group 

in its deliberations and introduced amendments and additions to the Scheme 

before it was finalised. As a result, the Scheme as published provides for greater 

separation of the protection and humanitarian determination procedures and 

the introduction of AVR procedures that may be availed of at any stage ofthe 

process up to and immediately following a final decision on permission to 

remain . 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SINGLE PROCEDURE 

266.Officials of the Department of Justice and Equality briefed the Working Group 

on the proposed approach to the single procedure under the International 

Protection Bill. They gave the following overview of the main aspects of how 

they expect it to operate in practice: 

143 
Head 64. 
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(1) A person applies for international protection (refugee and s1:1bsidiary 

protection status) and completes t he application form. 

(2) The applicant is informed (at the outset) that he/she is under a continuing 

obligation to inform the Minister of any reasons why he/she should be given 

permission to remain in the State in t he event that his/1:ler application for 

prot ection is refused. 

(3) The Minister investigat es the application and decides if t he applicant is a 

person entitled to refugee or sub'sidi~ry protection status, or if he/she is to 

be grant ed permission to remain in the St ate. 

(4) The investigation of the protection application includes a personal interview 

with the possibility to record in t he interview n0tes anything relevant to a 

request for permission to remain-in t he State. 

(5) The investigation of, and decision in relat ion to any permission to remain, is 

to be made in the event that the applicant is refused prqtection at first 

instance, with such investigat ion to be undertaken without a personal 

interview i.e. paper based. 

(6) The applicant has a right to appeal a decision to refuse protect ion 

irrespective of the deci'sio'n to grant or refuse j:H:?rmission to remain i'n the 

Stat e. 

(7) Where the applicant: 

a. does not aRpeal a decision t o refus·e protectit>n, 

b. has not infor.r:ned t he Minister of any reasons why he/she should be 

given permission to remain in the State, or has informed the Minister 

of reasons why he/she should be given permission to remain in t he 

State but such permission has been refused, 

c. does not notify the Minister, within five days Clf ~~,~ cj~cision !?. r~.~~s~ 
protection and/0r permission to remain in the State, of his/her wish 

to voluntar.ily return to his/her country of origin/former habit~! 

residence, 

t hen, subject to:the rule against refoulement, a deportation or,der sh.all , 
issue. 

(8) Where the applicant: 

a. appeals the Mtnlster's decision to refose·protection and that decision 

is upheld1fy' the Tribunal, and 

b. since receiving a decision to refuse permission to remain ~-t first - . , . . ' - . . . 

instance, has not infqrmed the Minister of any reasons why he/she 
",."'1,' '• . I j ••• "• 

should be given permission to remain in the State, or since receiving a 
,i.c - . . 

decision to refuse permission to remain at first instance, has informed 
A-. . \ • I ' ' • ~ • 

the Minister of reasons why he/;S:be should be given permission to , 

remain in the State, but such permission has been refused, arid 
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c. does not notify the Minister, within five days of the decision to refuse 

protection and/or permission to remain in the State, of his/her wish 

to voluntarily return to his/her country of origin/former habitual 

residence, 

then, subject to the rule against refoulement, a deportation order shall 
issue. 

(9) Where the applicant has received a decision at first instance from the 

Minister refusing permission to remain in the State and has since receiving 

that decision, informed the Minister of any reasons, including further 

reasons, why he/she should be given permission to remain in the State, the 

Minister may decide to give the applicant perm'iss(on to remain in the State. 

267.ln relation to voluntary return, the Department of Justice ah,d Equality officials 

informed the Working Group that an applicant may voluntar-ily ~~turn to his/her 

country of origin/former habitual residence at any time after navJ.ng made a 

protection application. Where protection and permission to remain are refused 

under the proposed single procedure and a deportation order is to issue, the 

person concerned will have the option, within five working days, of notifying the 

Minister of his/her wish to voh;tntarily return to his/her country of origin/former 

habitual residenc:e. Where a person notifies the Minister of this intention and, 

subject to there being no national security or criminality related concerns, a 

deportation or:der shall n0t issue and the Minister may facilitate such voluntary 

return. Unless the applicant so notifies the Minister, a deportation order shall 

, .issue./i.':::c 

268. When making a decision on permission to remain under the proposed single 

procedure the Minister shall be required to have due regard to the following 

matters: 

(1) the family and personal circumstances of the applicant (with particular 

reference-to Article 8 ECHR rights); 

(2) the nature of the person's connection with the State, if any; 

(3) humanitarian considerations; 

(4) the character and conduct of the person both within and (where relevant and 

ascertainable) outside the State (including any criminal convictions); 

(5) considerations of national security and public order; 

(6) the common good. 

269. Diagram 2 overleaf provides a flow chart of the proposed single procedure. 
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THE URGENCY OF EARLY INTRODUCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

270. The Working Group stresses the importance of the enactment and 

implementation of a single protection procedure as a matter of urgency. As 

noted in chapter 1, protection applications in Ireland were up by 53% in 2014. 

The early introduction of a single procedure will assist the authorities in dealing 

more expeditiously with a continued rise in applications in 2015 and also 

possibly in the years to come. As urgently as this measure is needed it is 

important that the proposed pocedures be sound and reflect best practice. This 

is perhaps even more so given that Ireland has not, as of yet, opted in to the 

Recast Directives of key relevance to the operation of p"rotection process. This 

last point is addressed later in this chapter. 

Recommendation 

271. The Working Group recommends: 

■ The early enactment O(J.p implementation ofa single procedure by way of the ~= '. 
International Protection Bill as a matter 0J1ir..gency. 

TIME LIMIT MEASURE 

272. The Working Group has.considered at length the desirability of placing a time 

limit on the length oftime that a person may spend in the system. In this 

context it is important to recall the solution aimed at reducing long stays 

already rec0mmended in this rep-ort at paras. 235 and 241. That solution 

addresses the situation of persons currently in the system for five years or more 

and includes a recommendat_ion that the authorities commit to a review of the 

operation of the solution at the close of its six month time frame and prioritise 

remaining long stay cases on the basis of oldest cases and cases involving 

children and v.ulnerable persons first. A solution for the future has been set out 

at para. 271 dealing with the single procedure. Under the single procedure, the 

authorities aim to process cases vvithin 12 mont hs. Solutions for the future with 

respect to AVR and deportation orders are set out later in this chapter, again 

with a view to limiting t he number 0.f persons found not eligible for protection 

or leave to remain status remaining in a precarious long term position in the 

State. 

273. Having considered the views of persons who participated in the consultation 

process, reviewed relevant statistics, consulted with experts, and taken account 

of humanitarian considerations, the Working Group considers no person should 
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in principle be in the system for five years or more. The Working Group 

recommends that this principle continue to apply into the future 

notwithstanding the solution for the future referred to above. 

Recommendations 

274. The Working Group recommends: 

• Once the single procedure has been enacted, to avoid a repeat of the 

circumstances which gave rise to the establishment of the Working Group, 

that the same principle and mechanisms aimed at ~ddressing the situation of 

persons currently in the system for five years O[J'fteJte should apply for persons 

who have co-operated with the process in lineiwit_h statutory obligations. This 

does not apply to the situation of persons With deportation orders which is 
',. 

dealt with later in this chapter. 

• As an additional safeguard, an annual review of the system with a view to 

making recommendations to guard against any future backlogs e.g. failure to 

provide adequate resources to all decision-making bodies should take place. 

• The review should also look at the option of reducing the five year mark in 

future years as appropriate. 

Implications including costs 

275.A time limit could assist in the allocation of adequate resources to the system 

and the future single procedure by creating a policy imperative to ensure cases 

are finalised well before the five year ,mark. In its operation, it would ensure 

that persons at t he,fhte ye~f fu.~J~ would h~ve a route to exit the system thus 

p-reventing any future, build up of'c.ases at the five year mark. The time limit 

could also guard against the primary negative effects of long stays in the system 

in so far as the bar on access to the labour market, limited educational 

opportunities and the key challenges faced by residents in Direct Provision 

accommodation centres may continue into the future. A time limit would 

provide some degree of clarity to persons currently in the system, below the 

five year mark and who may not benefit from the provisions of the new single 

procedure as to a future end point in relation to their case. This degree of 

clarity, however, might also carry with It a risk that persons might seek to reach 

the five year mark through action or inaction. There is also a risk that such a 

measure could compromise existing immigration controls. In order to mitigate 

these risks the Working Group has restricted eligibility for its recommendation 

for a future time limit measure to those persons who have co-operated with the 

process in line with statutory obligations. 

276. The time limit measure set out above would facilitate the exit from Direct 

Provision of all persons at the five year mark into the future. There are currently 
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357 persons in Direct Provision accommodation centres for 4-5 years and 298 

persons in Direct Provision for 3 - 4 years. ,Accordingly over the next 12 - 24 

months, this measure could lead to an additional 655 persons exiting Direct 

Provision (minus the number of persons whose cases are otherwise resolved in 

the intervening period). This could provide a real saving in terms of Direct 

Provision costs and the human costs associated with long stays in Direct 

Provision. However, these costs might be off set should any of the risks not ed 

above be realised. 

E. QUALITY OF I l:-IE DEIERMINATION PROCESS 

277. Section B above highlights issues relatin&•t0 the quality of the determination 

process which influence the length oHhe process. These include early legal 

advice, quality measures, early ident ification of vulnerable persons and 

unregistered children. These and other quality related issues are explored 

further in this section. 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

278.As regards the legal framework relating to the quality of the process, there are a 

number of relevant domest ic legal measures which are highlighted later in this 

section. At EU level, as detailed in chapter 1, there are the "Recast" or updated 

EU instruments which c0nstitute the second phase of CEAS and provide a suite 

of common st andards to be applied in the determination of applications for 

international protection. The core in'struments are: the EURODAC Regulation144 

t he "Dublin Ill" Regulation,145 t he Reception Conditions Directive, 146 the Asylum 

Procedures Directive, 147 and t he Qualification Directive.148 

144 
Regulation (EU) N0'603/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on 

the establishment of 'Eurodac' for the comparison offingerprints for the effective application of 
Regulation (EU) No 604/2013. 
145 

Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 
establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for 
examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third
country national or a stateless person. 
146 Directive 2013/33/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 laying down 
standards for the reception of applicants for international protection. 
147 Directive 2013/32/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on common 
procedures for granting and withdrawing international protection. 
148 Directive 2011/95/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on 
standards for the qualification of third-country nationals or stateless persons as beneficiaries of 
international protection, for a uniform status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary 
protection, and for the content of the protection granted. 
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279. As noted in chapter 1 Ireland is not bound to participate in European 

instruments in this area but may opt-in to any it wishes. As also noted in chapter 

1 Ireland has opted in to four instruments of Phase 2 of CEAS, the Recast Dublin 

and EURODAC Regulations and also the EASO149 and AMIF150 Regulations. 

280. Where the State opts-in to such EU instruments, primary legislation is not 

normally required in order to implement them. The European Communities Act 

1972 provides for the adoption of statutory instruments to implement binding 

instruments of EU law with the same effect as if they were Acts of the 

Oireachtas. Such statutory instruments may also con~ain "such incidental, 

supplementary and consequential provisions as ma¥ a'ppear necessary for the 

purposes of the regulations." This provides ~ fle~ibl.e procedure whereby the 

law in the area may be amended in order to meet the requirements of EU law. 
·> 

281.Subsidiary protection, for example, was initially given effect'to under Irish law in 

2006151 as a temporary measure in anticipation of the lmmigrati9·n-, Residence 

and Protection Bill which was expected to be enacted a short time·t~t er. For a 

number of reasons, including competing legislative priorities, that Bill was not 

advanced. In 2013, however, a new statutory instrument152 introduced 

considerable reforms to the assessment of subsidiary protection applications. 

This followed a finding by the European Court that Ireland's existing procedures 

were not in conformity with EU law.153 

282. Opting-in to the_ revised in•struments of the CEAS would previde greater 

flexibility for Ireland to keep pace with dev·elopments in t he law governing this 

area without needing te always do so by way of primary legislation. For 

example, as alr~ady noted. l_reland remains the only country in the EU without a 

single application procedure for both refugee status and subsidiary protection, a 

procedure which could have been introduced by way of a statutory instrument 

if Ireland. opted in to the Recast Asylum Procedures Directive. The two-stage 

nature of Ireland's determination procedure remains today one of the biggest 

drivers of delays in ,processing applicants' claims to finality. 

149 Regulation {EU) No 439/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 
establishing a European Asylum Support Office 
150 Regulation {EU) No 516/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 
establishing the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund 
151 

S.I. No. 518 of 2006. 
152 S.I. no. 426 of 2013. 
153 M. M. v. Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, Ireland, Attorney General, C-277 /11, CJEU, 
22 November 2012- following the implementation of the CJEU's decision by the High Court here, the 
State appealed this decision to the Supreme Court. Following a preliminary consideration by that 
Court another reference has now been made to the CJEU. 
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283. The authorities have indicated that Ireland's decision not to opt-in to the Recast 

Asylum Procedures Directive relates in particular to difficulties with the implicit 

withdrawn provisions154 as well as the time limit of six months for a first instance 

decision155 (with the possibility of a nine month extension under certain 

circumstances).156 Officials of the Department of Justice and Equality clarified to 

the Working Group that the State's objection with respect to the latter provision 

pertains, for practical reasons, only in the absence of a single procedure which 

will be remedied upon the enactment of the International Protection Bill. 

284. The authorities also indicated that, despite not having-opted in to the recast 

Directives, Irish law and policy currently adheres to a great degree to the 
,· 

minimum standards they set out. This is ce~ainlytrue in many areas and 

relatively minor legislative change would be required' to opt-in to the Recast 

Asylum Procedures and Qualification Directives in particular; in fact the Heads 

of the International Protection Bill have been drafted so as to meet the 

standards set out in the Recast Qual ification Directive notwithst anding that 

Ireland has not to date exercised its opt-in. As Ireland has never participated in 

the Reception Conditions Directive, both in its orjginal guise and its Recast form, 

th is is the area where the most legislative reform wou Id be required if the State 

were now to opt-in. 

285. The EU Directives and Regulations that together constitute CEAS aim to offer 

protection applicants consistent levels of protection throughout the Union and 

represent a shared consensus on a set of common standards to be applied; this 

is an in,portant objective. 

Recommendations 

286. With this in mind the Working Group recommends: 

• The State opt-in to all instruments 0f the Common European Asylum System, \ \~ 

unless clear and o/;Jjectively justifiable reasons can be advanced not to. ~ 

• Where the State does not opt-in to an instrument for disareet reasons (as 

above), the State should give full effect to the remaining provisions in order to 

154 
Articles 27-28; these .provisions are now mirrored in the Dublin Ill Regulation which is being 

implemented in Ireland leading to an inconsistency in the treatment of implicit withdrawals between 
applicants returned to Ireland under the Dublin system and those who have never left. This 
inconsistency could be said to incentivise secondary movements of applicants; preventing such 
movements is a primary objective of the Common European Asylum System. 
155 

Article 31. 
156 

Parliamentary Question: Tue, 9 July 2013. 
http://oireachtasdebates.oireachtas.ie/debates%20authoring/debateswebpack.nsf/takes/dail201307 
0900081 ?ope ndocum ent#W RY020S 0. 
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safeguard important common standards and to promote consistency in the 

application of protection procedures and standards across the EU. 

Implications including costs 

287. The benefit of implementing the above recommendations would be that 

Ireland's procedures and practices on protection would be more in harmony 

with the vast majority of other EU Members. Such harmonisation aims to 

reduce secondary movements of protection applicants and guarantee equality 

of access to protection procedures. The Heads of the International Protection 

Bill already aim to reflect the Recast Qualification Directive and the changes 

required to opt-in to the Recast Procedures Directive would not be significant. 

Many of these would be cost neutral and result in enhanced standards for 

protection applicants. 

288. Opting in to the Reception Conditions Directive would have the greatest 

implications for the State as the State's arrangements for the reception of 

protection applicants, namely Direct Provision, is not currently on a legislative 

footing. It is beyond the ca pa.city of this Working Group to quantify the costs 

and implications of such a measure. In the event that the Receptions Conditions 

Directive were to be transposed into Irish law, a key ne.w element to be 

introduced would be a right for protection applicants to-access the labour 

market subject to certain conditions. Access to the labour market was one of 

the main issues raised during the consultation process with those in the system, 

second only to th,e length of time issue, and is considered in chapter 5. 

"-."- o 
' " 0 ~· ~ i) LEGISLATING FOR BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD cf/ -

/ 289. The principle of the best interests of the child derives from Article 3(1) of the UN 

Conventi.on on the Rights of Child (CRC), which provides: 

"In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social 

welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, 

the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.'' 

290. The concept of the best interests of the child is further elaborated upon by the 

UN Committee on the Rights of the Child:157 

"6. The Committee underlines that the child's best interests is a threefold 

concept: 

157 General Comment No. 14, p.4. 
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(a) A substantive right: The right of the child to have his or her best interests 

assessed and taken as a primary consideration when different interests are 

being considered in order to reach a decision on the issue at stake, and the 

guarantee that this right will be implemented whenever a decision is to be 

made concerning a child ... 

(b) A fundamental, interpretative legal principle: If a legal provision is open 

to more than one interpretation, the interpretation which most effectively 

serves the child's best interests should be chosen ... 

(c) A rule of procedure: ... the decision-making process must include an 

evaluation of the possible impact (positive,,cf'·negative) of-the decision on 

the child or children concerned. Assessing and determining the_ best interests 

of the child require procedural guarantees. Furthermore, the justification of 

a decision must show that the right has been explicitly taken into account.... 

explain ... what has been considered to be in the child's best interests; what 

criteria it is based on; and how the child's interests have been weighed · 

against other considerations, be they broad issues of policy or individual 

cases." 

291. In the application of the principle to protection decisions it is important to note 

that the consideration of the best interests of the chfld does not trump all other 

considerations. In other words, the cn'ild does not have a right to be recognised 

as a refugee or beneficiary of subsidiary-protection on the basis of being a child 

or on the basis of the tfost interests principle per se. In this regard, the child has 

to meet the same .e.ligibility .Griteria as all other protection applicants. However, 

the principle of the best interests of the child directs the attention of the 

decision.~maker to the rights of the child that may be relevant to the assessment 
-~;,';-_' .. 

of eligibility for protection. To give some examples: violations of the rights of 

the child as laid down in the CRC may be relevant to a finding of "persecution" 

or "serious harm;" the right of the child to be heard may be relevant to the 

conduct of an interview or appeal hearing; and child-specific country of origin 

information may be relevant to assessing the well-foundedness of an 

application. In this sense, the best interests principle is a conduit to relevant 

rights of the child.158 Furthermore, the best interests principle is not absolute: 

the best interests of the child must be "a primary" (as distinct from "the 

paramount") consideration. Nonetheless, the Committee on the Rights of the 

158 Thus, the Committee on the Rights of the Child has stated that 'assessment and determination [of 
the child and children's best interests] should be carried out with full respect for the rights contained 
in the Convention and Optional Protocols. General Comment No. 14, para. 32. 
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Child has stated that where the rights of the child are in conflict with other 

rights, "the child's interests have high priority and [are] not just one of several 

co nsid e rat ions." 

LEGAL OBLIGATIONS RELATING TO THE BEST INTERESTS PRINCIPLE 

292. Ireland ratified the CRC in 1992. Because of what is known as Ireland's "dualist" 

legal system, instruments of international law do bind the State under 

international law but cannot be directly relied upon in domestic courts unless 

they have been given effect by changes in domesticJegislation.
159 

Best Interests Principle under European Conl(.ention on Human Rights 

293.As noted in chapter 1 the ECHR is give·n effect in domestic law through the 

Human Rights Act 2003. Although the Convention itself does not specifically 

address the principle of the best interests of the ch.ild, the Court has,developed 

a practice of interpreting certain substantive Convention rights in the light of 

the principle. In the case of Neultnger <;ind Shuruk v Switzerland160
, the European 

Court of Human Rights held that "there is currently a broad consensus -

including in international law- in support of the idea tha.t:in all decisions 

concerning children, their best inter:e~ts must be paramount." The Courts 

adopts a rights-based approach to the best interests principle, interpreting the 

principle in light Qf relev;;int rights of the child as stated in the CRC. 

Best Interests Principle under EU law 

294:Certain rights of t he child, including the principle of the best interests of the 

ch ild and the right of'the child to be heard, are restated in Article 24 of the EU 

Charter of Fundamental Rights. As noted in chapter 1 the Charter became 

legally binding in 2009-and has the same legal status as the Treaties. All EU 

secondary legislation and national measures that implement EU law must 

conform to the rights in the Charter. The International Protection Bill 2015, 

when enacted, will implement the Asylum Procedures Directive, the 

Qualification Directive and the Temporary Protection Directive161 under Ireland's 

159 Article 29.6 of the Constitution provides that:- "No international agreement shall be part of the 
domestic law of the state save as may be determined by the Oireachtas.". See further Kavanagh v. 
Governor of Mountjoy Prison (2002] 3 I.R. 97 and Dos Santos & ors -v- Minister for Justice & Equality 

& ors [20141 IEHC 559. 
160 Neu linger and Shuruk v Switzerland, Appl. No. 41615/07, Judgment of 6 July 2010, para. 52. 
161 Council Directive 2001/55/EC of 20 July 2001 on minimum standards for giving temporary 
protection in the event of a mass influx of displaced persons and on measures promoting a balance of 
efforts between Member States in receiving such persons and bearing the consequences thereof. 
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commitment to the CEAS. ln implementing these instruments the State is bound 

to do so in conformity with the rights contained in the Charter. 

295. Finally, the relevant EU secondary legislation itself- the Dublin Ill Regulations, 

the Asylum Procedures Directive and the Qualification Directive - makes 

reference to certain rights of the child. These rights should therefore be 

reflected in the domestic implementing legislation. The Recast Procedures and 

Qualifications Directives contain more robust references to the rights of the 

child. Although Ireland has not opted in to the Recast Directives, the Working 

Group considers that the enhanced protection they offer to the child should 

nonetheless be reflected in the International Protection Bill 2015. 

Domestic legislation 

296. In Ireland, Tusla - Child and Family Agency162 became an independent legal 

entity on the 1st of January 2014, comprising the Health Service Executive 

Children and Family Services, the Family Support Agency and the National 

Educational Welfare Board as well as incorporating some psychological services 

and a range of services responding to domestic, sexual and gender based 

violence. Tusla is now the de·qicated State agency responsible for improving 

wellbeing and. outcomes for children.163 It represents a comprehensive reform of 

child protection, early_ intervention and family support services. Both the Child 

and Family Agency Act-2013, and the·Children First Bill 2014164 (published but 

not yet enacted) give significant prominence to the principle of the best 

interests of the child. in relation to all functions the Agency performs under the 

legislation. 

297.Giving effect to the CRC generally and the best interests principle in particular, is 

not solely a question ofJncorporating provisions into domestic legislation on 

substantive rights. As·the Committee on the Rights of the Child describe above, 

it is also a question of interpreting and drafting legal provisions in a manner that 

is compatible with the principle together with designing rules of procedure to 

ensure they are compatible with and facilitate the application of the principle. 

Dr Geoffrey Shannon, Special Rapporteur on Child Protection, in his oral 

submission to the Working Group, identified the Children and Family 

Relationships Bill 2015 (since enacted) as containing the best example he has 

seen of a framework for applying the "best interests of the child." In relation to 

the International Protection Bill - bearing in mind the limited time available and 

162 http://www.tusla.ie/ 
163 See further: http://www.tusla.ie/about 
164 http://www.oireachtas.ie/ docu men ts/bil Is 28/bil ls/2014/3014/b3014d. pd f 
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the pre-legislative scrutiny phase to come - the Working Group makes a number 

of preliminary recommendations below on way the principle should be 

incorporated into the Bill. 

Giving effect to the substantive principle 

298. The Refugee Act 1996 makes no reference to the best interests principle 

although there is a reference to it in secondary legislation made under that Act 

in relation to unaccompanied minors.165 The chairperson of the RAT has also 

issued guidelines on appeals from child applicants according to which the best 

interests of the child shall be a primary consideration of the Tribunal during all 

dealings with a child.166 The 2013 Regulations concerning subsidiary protection 

apply the principle to certain limited aspects of the Regulations.167 While the 

Asylum Procedures Directive originally required the best Interests princlple to 

be applied in the case of unaccompanied minors only,168 it is notable that its 

Recast version now requires the principle to be applied to the Directive as a 

whole.169 The Recast Qualification Directive also contains a statement to that 

effect in Recital 18.170 The Recast instruments,contain a number of more specific 

provisions and recitals in relation to the principles and give some examples of 

how it is to be applied. 

299. Under the Heads of the International Protection Bill the best interests of the 

child is required to be a primary consideration in the application of a number of 

sections: 

• 

• 
• 

Head 23 concerning medical assessment to determine the age of an 

unaccompanied minor; 

Head 33 concerning unaccompanied minors; 

Heads 47 - 49 concerning the extension to refugees and beneficiaries of 

subsidiary protection of certain rights - permission to reside in the State, 

access to employment; access to education; social welfare; healthcare; 

access to accommodation; freedom of movement; access to travel 

documents; 

• Heads 50 and 51 toncerning the right to family reunification. 

Recommendation 

165 
SI No. 52/2011. 

166 
Guidance Note No: 2015/1 issued pursuant to paragraph 17 of the Second Schedule of the Refugee 

Act 1996. 
167 

S.l. No. 426/ 2013 
168 Recital 14, Article 2(i) and Article 17. 
169 

Recital 33, Article 25(6) 
170 

The Recitals of a Directive are the statement of reasons for the act and are thus not "normative" or 
binding; they are intended to inform the interpretation of its provisions 
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300. The Working Group recommends: 

• The International Protection Bill 2015 should reflect the general principle 

contained in the Convention on the Rights of the Child that the best interests 

of the child be a primary consideration in all actions concerning children. 

Implications including costs 

301. The cost of implementing the above recommendation would be neutral. As the 

right concerned is already binding on the State through international and 

European law in the protection area, giving greater r~r~ognition to the principle 

in domestic legislation would have the positive consequence of giving it more 

visibility in the domestic protection system. This _1;:quld_ reduce the scope for 

litigation seeking to enforce this right whe{e-it' is not been applied in a clear 

fashion. 

ENSURING PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BEST INTERESTS 

PRINCIPLE AND OTHER CRC RIGHTS 

The right of the child to make a protection application 

302. The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child's General Comment No. 6 on the 

treatment of unaccompanied and·separated children .outside their country of 

origin, st at es t hat "[a]sylum-seeking ch ildren, including those who are 

unaccompanied or separated, shall enjoy access to asylum procedures and 

other complement ary mechanisms providing international protection 

irrespective of their age." 

303. The situation of accompanied children is somewhat ambiguous: is he/she 

entit led t0 lodge an indeper-1dent applic::ation or is it enough that his/her elaim 

be subsumed into t hat,of his/her parent?171 In the ease of the former option, 

the child acquires his/her own status; in the case of the latter, the child derives 

his/her status from that of his/her parent. 

304. Separated children on a rriva I in the jurisdiction are placed in the care of 

Tusla.172 While procedures are in place for age determination, the process is not 

171 
In some cases, the child1 s parent(s) may potentially be the actor(s) of persecution or serious harm, 

for example in the case of female genital mutilation. 
m Section 8(5)(a) of the Refugee Act 1996 places a statutory duty on an authorised officer or 
immigration officer where it appears to that officer that a child (i) is under the age of 18, and (ii)_is 
unaccompanied to refer that child to the Child and Family Agency. tt is a matter for the Child and 
Family Agency to determine if it is in the minor's best interest to make a protection application and, if 
so, to assist the minor throughout the protection process, including by accompanying them to their 
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infallible and there can be difficulties in establishing an applicant's true age. 

Procedures are in place to safeguard against young adults over 18 being 

inappropriately placed in children's centres or foster care, and conversely to 

safeguard against children being inappropriately accommodated, on their own, 

in Direct Provision centres. 

305.An Equity of Care principle was introduced by the authorities in 2010 to ensure 

that the same standard of care is provided to separated children compared to 

other children in State care. Each separated child is allocated a social worker, 

who is responsible for the development and implementation of an 

individualised statutory care plan for the child. They also supervise the standard 

ofthe child's placement and provide services and support to meet the child's 

needs. If the social work assessment indicates-that applying for protection in 

Ireland is in the child's best interest, the social worker assists with the making of 

the application. 

306. The Working Group heard different views on the appropriate timing of such an 

application. While the policy of the Department 0f Justice and Equality is not to 

deport separated children, some professionals expressed the view that it could 

be clinically unsound for a child to rece•ive a negative decision regarding their 

status with the implication of being deported following their 18
th 

birthday. It 

was suggested that this cou ld lead to them going underground, leaving school 

or engaging in self-destructive behaviours. Others ex·pressed a view that it was 

important that the applic~tion _process-be initiated as soon as possible so that 

the·separated child at 18 years would know their status and be able to proceed 

with their peers to education (rather.: than transition to Direct Provision while 

waiting for a determination of their protection claim), employment or training, 

or leave the country (voluntarily or by way of deportation). 

307. In relation to separated children work should be undertaken to clarify the 

position with regard to access to the protection process in practice and age 

assessment procedures. 

Recommendations · 

308. The Working Group recommends: 

interview. ORAC does not conduct age determinations but is required to form an opinion as to 
whether an unaccompanied person is under 18 and therefore requires to be referred to the Child and 
Family Agency. Where there is doubt as to whether the applicant appears over 18, an authorised 
officer will converse with the individual to try to form a reasonable opinion as to whether the person 
is under or over 18. tf it appears that the person is over 18 they will be dealt with as an adult and be 
offered accommodation in Direct Provision. However, if there is any doubt the benefit is given in 
favour of the applicant and they are referred to the Child and Family Agency as being under 18. 
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• The International Protection Bill should contain a clear statement that all 

children have the right to lodge an application for international protection 

directly or through a representative which, in the case of accompanied 

children, may be the parent(s) if this is appropriate in the circumstances of the 

case. 

• In relation to separated children, work should be undertaken to clarify the 

position with regard to access to the protection process in practice and age 

assessment procedures. 

Implications including costs 

309. The benefit of the recommendations would be to provide -~reater clarity and 

guidance to the State protection institutions and relatecfagencies on how 
' 

applications from minors should be treated. This recommendation would not 

result in any increased costs. 

The right of the child to be heard 

310. Article 12 CRC provides: 

"1. State Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or 

her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters 

affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in 

accordance with the age and maturity of the child. 

2. For this purpose the child shall in particular be provided the 

opportunity to be heard in any judicial and administrative proceedings 

affecting the child, either directly, or through a representative or 

appropriate body, in a manner consistent with the procedural rules of 

national law.,, 

311. Article 12 is restated in Article 24 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights and 

various dimensions of the right are dealt with in the Asylum Procedures 

Directive and its Recast form. It follows from Article 12(2) that the child who is 

capable of forming his/her own views must be provided the opportunity to be 

heard at all stages of the protection procedure. One important aspect of this is 

to ensure that staff who deal with children in the protection process receive 

appropriate training which is dealt with below. 

Recommendation 

312. The Working Group recommends: 
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• The International Protection Bill 2015 should be further scrutinised to ensure 

the rights of the child to be heard are given sufficient expression and 

protection. 

Implications including costs 

313. The benefit of the recommendation would be to ensure that the International 

Protection Bill 2015 meets its obligations under international law and meets the 

highest standards in safe-guarding children's rights. This recommendation 

would not result in any increased costs. 

Training requirements 
314. The Qualification Directive requires that those working with unaccompanied 

minors have had, and continue to receive, appropriate training concerning their 

needs.173 It similarly requires more generally that authorities and other 

organisations implementing this Directive have received the necessary 

training.174 

Solutions in train 

315. ORAC has for m'any years collaborated closely with UNHCR in the provision of 

training to new staff a_nd:the coordination of refresher training. There is also 

close collaborati_on between ORAC and the European Asylum Support Office 

(EASO) and a nu_niber of staff have attended "train the trainer" courses at EASO 

in relatiori4o childr~n. ORAC under-takes regular in-house training sessions on a 

range of topics with their staff, induding specific training on children. 

316. In relation to the RAT,_the chairperson has issued guidelines on appeals from 

child applicants according to which "the Tribunal shall use its best endeavours to 
' ensure that all Memb:ers and, as appropriate support staff dealing with Child 

applicants, shall receive-adequate Child-specific training". m Training sessions 

have been held in r~spect of all appointed and re-appointed members of the 

current Tribunal, in collaboration with UNHCR. 

317. Multi-agency training session for staff from INIS, ORAC, RAT, RLS, and Tusla on 

children in the system are held, the most recent of which was held in late 2014. 

173 Article 30; Article 32, Recast Qualification Directive. 
174 

Article 36; Article 37 Recast Qualification Directive. 
175 Guidance Note No: 2015/1 issued pursuant to paragraph 17 of the Second Schedule of the Refugee 
Act 1996 (as amended) 
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318. While the provision of training in this area is already the practice currently in 

Ireland it is not currently a requirement in domestic legislation. 

Recommendation 

319. The Working Group recommends: 

• The International Protection Bill 2015 should contain a provision requiring 

decision-makers who take decisions in relation to children and those who 

interview them to have received and continue to receive appropriate 

procedural and substantive training. 

Implications including costs 

320. The benefit of this recommendation would be the safe-guarding of current good 

practice by way of legislation. It would·not result in any increased costs. 

The rights of the child relevant to protection 

321. Interpretation of the terms "persecution" in the refugee definition and "serious 

harm" in the definition of subsidiary protection must be informed by human 

rights standards and violations. In other words, human rights law provides a 

yardstick by whieh alleged persecution and serious harm can be evaluated. The 

Qualification Directive in its provisions on the meaning of persecution176 also 

refers to acts of a child-specific nature. It follows that the rights of the child as 

enumercHed in the CRC may be relevant to international protection in cases 

concerning children. 

Recommendation 

322. The Working Group recommends: 

• The International Protection Bill 2015 should contain a statement that the 

rights of the child as enumerated in the UN Convention on the Rights of the 

Child are potentially relevant to evaluating a claim for refugee or subsidiary 

protection status where the applicant is a child. 

Implications including costs 

323. This recommendation would provide clearer guidance to decision makers on the 

interpretation of the law on refugee or subsidiary protection. It would not have 

any cost implications. 

176 
Article 9; this is reflected in the heads of the Protection Bill at Head 6 
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Prioritisation of cases involving children 

324. According to a recent ERSI (2014) report on unaccompanied minors,177cases 

involving such minors are prioritised in the system. The median processing time 

for such cases was 24.9 weeks in 2013. Both the Refugee Act 1996178 and the 

2013 Regulations concerning subsidiary protection 179 facilitate the prioritisation 

of applications to ORAC by reference to age, although not specifically by 

reference to their status as unaccompanied children.180 Under the Heads of the 

International Protection Bill, Head 67 deals with prioritisation, and lists a 

number of matters the Minister may have regard to in prioritising an 

application. The Head, as proposed, does not cover the same grounds as apply 

under the law at present but they do refer to a general discretion for the 

Minister to "where he or she considers it necessary or expedient to do so, accord 

priority to any application or any applications." No further detail is provided as 

to how that discretion should be exercised. 

Recommendation 

325. The Working Group recommends: 

• The International Protection Bill 2015 when drafted should ensure that the 

Minister may continue to priorWse cases where appropriate by reference to 

the age of the applicant, or his/her status as an unaccompanied child. 

Implications including costs 

326. The prioritisation of specific categories of applicants gives the State protection 

institutions greater flexibility to ensure that the rights of applicants are safe

guarded and may assist with the early identification of persons eligible for 

protection. The more quickly a positive determination can be made the greater 

the savings on reception costs and the expense of onward appeals. 

PROTECTION PROCEDURE QUALITY MEASURES 

327. A low rate of recognition in the past in the refugee status and subsidiary 

protection procedures, combined with the effect of the two-step procedure, I ed 

to some persons who were in need of protection not being identified at the 

earliest stage in the protection process. 

177 Policies and Practices on Unaccompanied Minors in Ireland, Emma Quinn, Corona Joyce, Egle 

Gusciute, November 2014. 
178 

Section 12. 
179 S.I. No. 426/ 2013; Regulation 5. 
180 It refers to "persons under the age of 18 years in respect of whom applications a re made.,, 
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328.Across Europe, there is an increasing emphasis on the development of quality 

systems to support and monitor protection determination procedures. Quality 

systems ensure that applicants receive a fair and correct decision on their 

application and vindicate the rights of refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary 

protection (it is worth noting t hat grants of refugee status are declaratory in 

nature). There are also ancillary benefits to the efficiency of the system overall 

as a high quality determination procedure result s in the early identification of 

protection beneficiaries and limit the need for onward appeals or judicial 

reviews. 

329. In 2011, UNHCR began a quality initiative with the authorities, at their 

invitation, which is on-going. The initiative is a continuation of the work of 

UNHCR in Ireland over many years. The quality initiative draws on the outputs 

of three UNHCR projects: The Asylum Systems Quality Assurance and Evaluation 

Mechanism (ASQAEM)181 the Further Developing Asylum Quality in the 

European Union (FDQ) Project182 and the CREDO Project: Credibility Assessment 

in EU Asylum Systems. 183 A chart setting out the core elements for the building 

and maintenance of high quality asylum decisions as published in the ASQAEM 

report is set out at Appendix 7. These core elements and other key measures 

are detailed below. 

330. In the consultations process conducted by the Working Group concerns were 

voiced by residents about the quality of the determination process. In the words 

of three participants to the process: 

"The system for determining whether On individual has a legal righ t to refugee 

or some other protection status needs to ensure that well-reasoned decisions are 

taken in a fair and transparent manner that will offer certainty to applicants." 

"The Government need urgently to reform the system to ensure that asylum 

applications ore dealt with speedily, efficiently, fairly and humanely." 

"'Review Appeals Process'. Give more time in advance of the first questionnaire. 

Improve access and information on legal aid and more time for consultation 

with solicitors." 

181 
http://www.unhcr.org/4e60a4549.html 

182 http://www.unhcr.org/4e85b4cS9.html 
1113 http://www.refworld.org/docid/519b1fb54.html 
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RECRUITMENT 

331. The Refugee Act 1996 provides for the appointment of the Refugee Applications 

Commissioner following the holding of a competition and selection by the Public 

Appointment Service (previously the Civil Service Commission). The Refugee 

Applications Commissioner is independent in the performance of his/her 

functions. The Minister for Justice and Equality appoints "such and so many' 

members of the staff of the Commissioner as he or she considers necessary to 

assist the Commissioner in the performance of his or her functions." In practice, 

ORAC decision-makers are civil servants sourced from_ within the Department of 

Justice and Equality. Under the proposed lnternation~I Protection Bill the 

functions carried out by ORAC will be underta,ken bythe Minister for Justice and 

Equality and ORAC will be dissolved. 

332. The Refugee Act 1996 further provides for the appointment' of a chairperson of 

the Refugee Appeals Tribunal following the holding of a competition and 

selection by the Public Appointment Service (previously the Civil Service 
' ,,_, 

Commission). The Minister appoints "such number of ordinary members as the 

Minister, with the consent of the Minister for•Finance, considers necessary for 

the expeditious dispatch of the business of the Tribunal." Tribunal Members 

must have not less than five years' experierice as a practising barrister or 

practising solicitor. Tribunal Members are·part-time and remunerated 

according to the number of appeals they conduct: ihe Minister can remove a 

Tribunal Member from office for stated reasons. The Tribunal is independent in 

the performance of its functions. Its support staff are civil servants. 

333. There are a number of provisions under Irish law in relation to the requirements 

for training and staff in the protection process. Interviewers of unaccompanied 

minors are required to have the necessary knowledge of the special needs of 

minors.184 More generally interviewers must be sufficiently competent to take 

account of the personal or general circumstances surrounding the application, 

including the applicant's cultural origin or vulnerability, insofar as it is possible 

to do so.185 

334. The Recast Asylum Procedures Directive contains a number of noteworthy 

standards in this regard. Article 4 provides that Member States shall ensure that 

decision-making bodies shall be "provided with appropriate means, including 

sufficient competent personnel, to carry out its tasks in accordance with this 

Directive." Article 15(3)(a) provides that Member States shall ensure that the 

184 
Regulation 19, S,1. No. 426 of 2013. 

185 
Regulation 3, S.I. No. 52 of 2011. 
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person who conducts protection determination interviews "is competent to 

take account of the personal and general circumstances surrounding the 

application, including the applicant's cultural origin, gender, sexual orientation, 

gender identity or vulnerability." This is broader than the current position in 

Irish law. 

335. A gap that has been highlighted in the work undertaken by the Working Group 

is the lack of possibilities for protection determination bodies to recruit and 

retain legally qualified persons to provide advice and assistance in relation to 

legal developments. The Irish and European Courts.provide a wealth of 

information and guidance on the decision-makir11fprotess and such legally 

qualified personnel could assist determination bodies.in translating judgments 
•. -~ 

to practice more easily and efficiently. 

Solutions in train 

Refugee Appeals Tribunal 

336. In December 2012, the then Minister for Justice.and Equality decided that 

arrangements should be made with the PublicAppointments Service to 

advertise for members of the Refugee Appeals Tribun.al with a view to 

establishing a panel of potential appointees from which he could appoint 

members to the Tribunal as the need arises. 

337. The advertisement invited expressions of interest from suitably qualified 

barr:isters and solicitors to serve as a Tribunal member. The essential 

qualification requirements were that candidates have at least five years' 

experience as a practising barrister or solicitor and a satisfactory knowledge and 

experience of national, EU and international asylum and human rights law and 

practice. 

338. A Selection Committee was established to assess the applications and to identify 

potential appointees. Upon completion of the Committee's work the Minister 

was presented with the names of persons in no particular order, deemed by the 

Selection Committee to be qualified for appointment to the Tribunal. In August 

2013 a new Chairperson of the Refugee Appeals Tribunal was appointed 

following a selection process run in conjunction with the Public Appointments 

Service. 

ORAC legal panel 

339. A number of persons were retained by ORAC by way of contracts for services in 

late 2013 and during 2014 in order to assist with the processing of subsidiary 
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protection applications at ORAC. In February 2015, a recruitment process began 

seeking further applications to become members of this Panel; its remit is also 

being extended to include the processing of refugee cases. The requirements 

were for applicants: 

~ 
• to hold an Honours Bachelor Degree (Levyv'8 National Framework of 

Qualifications) with minimum gradeeJ1n which Law is a single or joint 

major, or have been called to the Bar, or have been admitted and be enrolled 

as a Solicitor in the State; 

• have proven research, drafting and report writing-skills; and 

• have a qualitative approach to work and the capability to produce well 

researched submissions. 

340.Amongst the desirable attributes were listed: 

• a thorough knowledge/experience of Irish refugee law (including 

EU/international aspects); and 

• a thorough knowledge/experience of the law in Ireland in relation to 

subsidiary protection (including EU/International aspects), immigration, and 

leave to remain. 

341. The ORAC-legal panel has operated very successfully since it commenced work 

on subsidiary protection backlog cases in December 2013. Since then, over 

1,000 ~ecisions ha~e issued. Stakeholders have welcomed the high quality of 

the-decisions-that have issued under the ·procedure. The utilisation of such a 

·panel has an addeg benefit as it can allow for capacity to be scaled up or down 

at short notice in response to changing scenarios subject to suitable candidates 

be1ng available. 

Recommendations 

342. The Working Group recommends that: 

• Transparent and competitive recruitment procedures for the protection 

determination bodies be maintained and further developed. 

• Provision be made for open recruitment procedures and relevant expertise in 

law. 

• The preceding recent examples of good practice for the knowledge and 

experience required in the recruitment process be followed to ensure that 

appropriate candidates are sought. 
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• Adequate human resources be provided to the protection determination 

bodies. 

• The recruitment of dedicated legal support staff to the various agencies 

{ORAC, RAT, INIS} should be facilitated to ensure that issues identified in 

emerging jurisprudence are disseminated and addressed by the agencies 

concerned. 

Implications including costs 

343. These recommendations would not result in any increased costs in relation to 

recruitment. The benefits would be the safe-guarding of current good practice 

by way of legislation. In relation to the sufficienfresourcing of the protection 

determination bodies, the financial model developed by the Working Group 

demonstrates the high financial and human costs of delayed determinations 

(see chapter 6). The recruitment of dedicated legal support staff would have 

modest cost implications and could be equated to the rates currently paid to 

advisory counsel at the Office of the Attorney General. It should be-noted that 

the state agencies may already retain the services of barristers to a~vis~ on 

specific issues and this cost could be offset if they had internal staff to provide 

them instead. The provision of dedicated legal support staff could ultimately 

result in savings if they prevent through their work legal errors that would 

otherwise result in litigation. 

QUALITY TOOLS 

344. Quality tools provide guidance to-decision-makers through practical means, 

such as templates for common decisions and checklists to help guide them in 

the day to day work. A high quality protection process needs continuous 

supp_ort to ensure that standards of quality, once put in place, will be 

maintained. A Quality Audit Team or mechanism empowers national protection 

authorities to take forward useful tools, methods and principles identified or 

developed through quality projects or related initiatives. Such audits ensure 

needs and available resources are identified and passed along to management 

and, where applicable, to a training unit. 

Solutions in train 

345. There are a number of areas where the quality of service provision in the system 

has been further developed of late by the State determining bodies; many of 

these have been developed with the support of, or in collaboration with, 

UNHCR. Some of these would benefit from being institutionalised through more 

formal mechanisms. 
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346. Quality mechanisms have been in place at ORAC for a number of years; from 

2011 on they invited UNHCR to collaborate in further developing those 

processes which include: use of checklists/decision templates; sign off by two 

pairs of eyes {caseworker or panel member and supervisor); review of 

recommendations by the quality assurance team; review and feedback to 

caseworkers of High Court judgments and RAT decisions; early legal advice; and, 

input by UNHCR to the overall protection process. In addition to these 

measures, ORAC has continued its investment in training personnel involved in 

the protection process. 

347. In relation to the RAT a new chairperson was appointed in August 2013 and 

following on from the Public Appointments process referred to earlier, new 

members of the Tribunal were appointed, with some previously serving 

members reappointed. Under this newly constituted Tribunal there has been a 

great deal of collaboration between UNCHR and the Tribunal on training and the 

development of quality tools and mechanisms. In particular new decision

making templates were developed to assist members in identifying persons in 

need of protection and producing legally robust decisions. In addition for the 

first time a number of chairperson's guidelines have been utilised to bring 

clarity and transparency to particular aspects of the work of the Tribunal. These 
' cover topics such as: Assigning ApP,eats to Members of the Tribunal; 

Postponements and Adjournments;· Child.Guidance; Country of Original 

Information; the Effect of Order of Certiorari. A validation of the impact of this 

approach in terms of the quality of decision making is reflected in the fact that 

only one judicial review was taken in 2014 against a RAT decision made using 

the new style decision making template. 

Recommendations 

348. The Working Group recommends: 

• Quality tools and templates are maintained and continually updated in 

conjunction with legal support and training staff to ensure that decision

makers are guided by the latest jurisprudence and best practice. 

• Mechanisms to review on a regular basis the quality of decision-making be 

maintained and further developed. 

• Sufficient resources be allocated to enable staff with appropriate levels of 

experience and training to manage quality systems and to co-ordinate this 

work with those in charge of training and with the relevant legal expertise. 
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• The determining bodies continue to engage constructively with UNHCR, NGOs 

and other stakeholders to monitor the operation of the protection system and 

to welcome feedback on the experiences of those in the system. 

Implications including costs 

349. The above recommendations would be cost neutral as the cost of training and 

legal support staff are set out in respect of other recommendations. Their 

implications would be the continuance of current good practice and further 

development of tools to ensure the overall quality of the protection process. 

TRAINING 

350. The initial training offered to decision-makers is vital. Where a national 

protection authority's hiring scope is lirnited -for example where they may only 

be chosen from existing civil servants with no prior experience or related 

expertise - it may need to devote even greater attention to the training it 

provides initially. Because a decision-maker is frequently dealing with people of 

different cultures there is a great need for training in cultural sensitivity. How to 

conduct an appropriate and an effective interview is also critical as that is at the 

very heart of adjudication of-protection claims. Decision writing and how to 

articulate facts, country of origin information and law are other important 

components of the initial training._ 

351. On-going training is also very important to ensure that standards are 

maintained and that decision-makers are always kept up to date on relevant 

jurisprudence and best practice. On-going training should address both the 

specific needs of individuals, who require it due to shortcomings in a particular 

area or concerning a certain i'ssue, and those of all staff, where particular 

themes seem to be causing difficulties in the decision-making process. As such 

training needs should be identified in collaboration with management, the 

Quality Audit Team and legal support staff as well as in consultation with staff 

directly. 

352. Regular Professional Development Days where topics of current interest are 

addressed are of particular use. They afford to national authorities with 

significant workloads an opportunity to discuss their professional challenges, 

achievements and interpretations. 

Solutions in train 

353.As noted above there are a number of solution in train. ORAC has for many 

years collaborated closely with U NHCR in the provision of training to new 
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employees and the coordination of refresher training from time to time. There 

is also close collaboration between ORAC and the European Asylum Support 

Office (EASO) and a number of staff have attended "train the trainer" courses at 

EASO. ORAC undertake regular in-house training sessions on a range of topics 

with their staff. 

354. In relation to the RAT, particularised training sessions have been held in respect 

of all appointed and re-appointed members of the current Tribunal, in 

collaboration with UNHCR. The Refugee Act 1996 requires the chairperson to 

convene "a meeting of the members of the Tribunal at least twice a year to 

review the work of the Tribuna I and, where necessary, to make provision for 

training programmes for members of the Tribun_al._" 18
~ In addition, from time to 

time experts have been invited to address Tribunal Members on particular 

topics. 

355. Multi-agency training sessions are also held, for example in 2014 staff from INIS, 

ORAC, RAT, RLS, and Tusla attended training on.children in the protection 
. . 

process. 

Recommendations 

356. The Working Group recommend$: 

• Consideration be given to formalising in"/aw the requirement that decision

makers be provided with sufficient and dedicated training adequate to their 

needs. 

• The development of closer ties between state protection agencies, academics, 

NGOs, and legal practitioners be promoted in order to promote open dialogue 

on legal issues of concern and the open exchange of knowledge. 

• Adequate funding and human-resources be provided to the protection 

determination bodies in terms of dedicated training and legal support staff. 

Implications including costs 

357. The recommendation at para. 342 in relation to legal support staff set out the 

costs concerned. Such staff should play a prominent role in the provision of 

training. Otherwise there should be no increased cost implications as the state 

determining bodies already provide for the training of staff, both in-house and 

with the assistance of outside agencies, notably UN HCR. The implications of 

these recommendations would be the continuance of current good practice and 

further development of training provided to ensure the overall quality of the 

protection process. 

186 
Section 12 of the Schedule 
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.EARL y t!GAL ADVICE 

358. It is generally accepted that early legal advice i.e. prior to the first instance 

interview is the most effective and ultimately cost-saving form of legal advice, in 

that it increases the likelihood of applicants receiving an appropriate first 

instance decision, concluding the procedure in the case of applicants who are 

recognised, and facilitating an expeditious appeals decision in the case of 

applicants who are not recognised. 

359. The Legal Aid Board provides a legal service to applicants for refugee status 

under the auspices of the Civil Legal Aid Act 1995. ·General advice on the 

procedure, provided by paralegals, under the supervision of a solicitor, is 

available prior to the first instance interview. ·It consists of information about: 

the process; the need for applicants to be truthful and to cooperate with ORAC; 

the questionnaire; and attending for interview with ORAC. With some 

exceptions (e.g. unaccompanied minors and exceptionally vulnerable 

applicants) legal representation is gen.erally confined to the appeals stage and 

beyond. Legal representation at this stage is provided by a solicitor of the Legal 

Aid Board or a solicitor or barrister drawn from a panel of private practitioners. 

Solutions in train 

360. The Legal Aid Board provides a legal service to applicants for subsidiary 

protection status under the auspice~ of the Civil Legal Aid Act 1995 where by 

early legal advice is available to all applitants prior to their interview at ORAC. 

Legal advice for appeals in respect of a negative decision before the RAT is also 

available. This early legal advice service has been available to all subsidiary 

protection applicants since early 2014. As part of the roll-out of this service the 

Legal Aid Board has developed a new Quality Audit mechanism in conjunction 

with UNHCR to monitor the standards of service provision amongst private 

practitioners participating on the scheme. Approximately 1 in 10 files are 

reviewed. 

361. The Legal Aid Board established an early legal advice pilot project in November 

2014 for refugee status applicants. Approximately 40 cases have been included 

in the project. The project aims to meet clients prior to the submission of the 

questionnaire to ORAC. The pilot has proved useful in structuring the proposed 

service for early legal advice for all applicants. 

362. The Board is moving towards providing early legal advice to all applicants. The 

service will be delivered by way of a mixed model, using Board solicitors and 

solicitors on the panel of private practitioners. The assignment of cases to 
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solicitors is subject to completion of specialised training which took place in 

March this year. The Board has sought approval for a fee structure for payment 

of the solicitors on the panel and it is hoped that the new scheme will begin to 

be implemented over the coming months. 

363. The Irish Refugee Council (IRC) Law Centre provides advice to applicants for 

refugee status in the early stage of the process, in adv a nee of their interview 

with ORAC. For capacity and quality reasons the IRC offers this service to a 

maximum of approximately 100 clients per year. The Working Group was 

informed that the IRC is due to publish a manual Ol'J early legal advice soon. 

Recommendations 

364. The Working Group recommends: 

• Resources be provided to the Legal Aid Board to fund the roll-out of early legal 

advice to all applicants. 
·. ,, 

• The development of the Quality Audit reviews oflegal service prdvision be 

continued and applied to the operation of the new early legal advice-·scheme 

under development. 

• The monitoring and review of the roll-out of early legal advice continue with 

regard to its effectiveness and all relevant stake-ho.lders consulted regularly 

to see if any new/changed procedural or practical measures may be beneficial 

to its enhanced operation. 

■ Applicants should be clearly informed of the availability of early legal advice 

and advised to seek it at the earliest possible stage, particularly before they 

complete the questionnaire. 

-Implications including costs 

365. The implications for the roll-out of early legal advice would represent a 

considerable shift in focus to the first instance procedure. By providing 

applicants with legal representation at the earliest possible stage it should 

ensure that the correct decision is made at the earliest stage in the system. This 

would result in savings both on appeal costs and the provision of Direct 

Provision accommodation. The resources required for the implementation of 

these recommendations have been estimated in conjunction with the Legal Aid 

Board (see chapter 6). 

Special measures with regard to children 

Child sensitive protection process 
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366. Giving effect to the principle of the best interests of the chi Id in practice 

requires those working in the system to have a high level of awareness of the 

rights and needs of children and their obligations under the law; the provision of 

appropriate training is essential in this regard. The application of these rights 

and principles to children in the protection system is something of a discrete 

and specialised area with much guidance and training now available.187 Ensuring 

that the protection process is child sensitive could be said to require it to 

"guarantee the respect and the effective implementation of all children's rights 

at the highest attainable level."188 

367.As mentioned earlier the CRC also requires thattneright of children to be heard 

be safeguarded. Interviews of and the gathering of_sla_tements from children 

should, as far as possible be carried out only by those wit_h specific training. 

Every effort should be made for children to give evidence in,the most 

favourable settings and under the most suitable conditions; ~avi~g regard to 

their age, maturity and level of understanding and any commu·nication 

difficulties they may have. 

Solutions in train 

368. ORAC has a policy on dealing with unaccompanied minors and its staff have 

undergone specific training with UNHCR and EASO. The RAT issued a guidance 

note in January 2015189 in relation to appeals from child applicants. Members of 

both bodies attended inter-agency training in November 2014 organised by 

UNHCR on best practice in the assessment of protection applications by 

children. This training covered both child relevant considerations to substantive 

legal consideration and decision-making as well as child sensitive practices and 

procedures. 

Recommendations 

369. The Working Group recommends: 

187 See for example: UNHCR/UNICEF - Safe and Sound: what States can do to ensure respect for the 
best interests of unaccompanied and separated children in Europe. 
188 The United Nations Guidelines on Justice in Matters Involving Child Victims and Witnesses of 
Crime; Council of Europe, Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on Child
Friendly Justice (adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 17 November 2010 at the 1098th meeting 
of the Ministers' Deputies. 
189 Guidance Note No: 2015/1 
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• Good practice in relation to training and the provision of child-sensitive 

procedures be maintained and developed further, particularly under a future 

single procedure. 

• Inter-agency co-operation be maintained and further promoted in order to 

ensure that the principle of the best interests of the child can be effectively 

implemented. 

• An inter-agency review of procedures and practices relating to children occur 

regularly to ensure that procedures do not fall short and that best practice is 

maintained. 

Implications including costs 

370. The benefits of the implementation of the above measures would be the 

continuance and further development of good practice in the provision of 

training and co-ordination of services-to safe-guard the best interests of children 

in the protection process. They would be cost neutral. 

Provision of information 

371. Child-friendly materials conta'ining relevant legal information should be made 

available and widely distributed, including through special information services 

for children such as specialised websites.190 This will assist in making the . . 

protection process more accessible for children. 

Recommendations 

3 72. The Working Group recommends:· 

• ORAC, the Department of.Justice, the Legal Aid Board and the RAT provide 

child-friendly materials containing relevant legal information for children. 

• Initiatives to make: information about the protection process more accessible 

to children should be supported by the relevant agencies. 

Implications including costs 

373. The costs of producing child-friendly materials would be minimal and could be 

based upon the information already provided to adult applicants. NGOs, Tusla 

and others already working with children in the system should be consulted and 

their expertise availed ofto avoid duplication of work and increased costs. 

Unregistered children 

190 See for example Irish Refugee Council's guide, Welcome to Ireland: http://irc.fusio.net/wp
con tent/up I oads/2011/08/W el come-to-Ireland s-Asyl um-Process-a-chi Id-fri en dly-gu id e. pdf 
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374. Under the current law, the children of parents or guardians in the system are 

included in the system only if their parents or guardians make an application on 

their behalf or request that they be included in an existing application. At ORAC, 

applicants are asked at various stages if they have any children and whether 

they wish to have them included as dependants in their own claims or 

registered separately for protection claims in their own right. There are no 

alternative immigration procedures for the registration of children. 

375. In the absence of such action, children remain outside of the system, 

unregistered and without any defined immigration status. There are 154 

children in this situation living in Direct Provision accommodation centres. The 

number of any such children living outside of Direct Provision is unknown. 

Recommendations 

376. The Working Group recommends: 

• fn order to ensure children have access to the protection process, where an 

accompanied child has not made an application/ has not been included in a 

protection application by their parent/guardian, the law should be amended 

to provide that the child be deemed to be an applicant for protection. 

• A presumption that children are included in their parent/guardian's 

application should apply, but in all cases the State and the applicant's legal 

advisor/representative should assess whether this presumption is 

appropriate. ff not, the child should be deemed to have made an application 

in their own name., 

• A child who1s incapable of expressing his or her own views should have access 

to the assistance of a representative. 

Implication$_ including costs 

377. The benefits of.the implementation of these recommendations would be a 

notable improvemenno the overall integrity of the process and the elimination 

of the lacuna where a protection application for an unregistered child may be 

made after a considerable passage of time by which time their parents may 

have already received negative protection and leave to remain decisions. This 

would result in savings in the provision of reception services and in the costs 

involved in processing family members separately in cases where it may have 

been appropriate to consider their applications jointly. From the child 

protection perspective, their implementation would address the situation of 

children who may be present in the State for a number of years with no legal 

immigration status and who remain outside of the protection process. 
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Implementation of the recommendations would be broadly cost neutral in 

terms of direct costs as they would largely be covered by personnel already 

working with children in the area. 

USE OF INTERPRETERS 

378. The Refugee Act 1996 provides that the initial interview (which is conducted at 

the time an application is lodged) and the substantive first instance interview 

"where necessary and possible, be conducted with the assistance of an 

interpreter." The Act further specifies that the RAT shall "use its utmost 

endeavours to procure the attendance of an inte_rpreter to assist in the 

hearing." Regulations also require ORAC to select an interpreter who is able to 

ensure appropriate communication between'tbe applicant and the person who 

conducts the interview so that the applica~t may present the grounds for 

his/her application in a comprehenliv-e manner.191 

379. In the case of both ORAC and the RAT cons,iderable efforts are m·ade to ensure 

that appropriate and competent interpreters are engaged to ensure effective 

communication. UNHCR trains.both decision-makers and interpreters in respect 

of both ORAC and the RAT oh the essential aspects of practice in the use of 

interpreters in the protection process. Both agencies require interpreters to 

attend such training, and to attend occasional refresher training, before working 

in the area. 

380. It must be acknowledged, however, that there is no legislation regulating 

translators or interpreters in Ireland, nor is there any national professional 

qualification on foot of statute, or a practice direction from the Courts. This lack 

of regulation means essentially that anyone who speaks English and another 

language can call themselves a translator or an interpreter. Ireland is a small 

country with a limited pool of persons available who speak the vast number of 

languages required in administering the protection process. It is therefore not 

surprising that many stakeholders, including applicants themselves and NG Os, 

report that they have concerns regarding the quality of interpreting in some 

instances.192 

381. The Irish Translators' and Interpreters' Association submitted a paper to the 

Working Group. They make the point that a lack of regulation is a problem, not 

only for the protection process, but also for other areas, particularly police 

191 
Regulation 3, SJ. No. 52 of 2011, 

191 
The Law Society in their submissions state: "On occasion, the interpreters provided by t he agencies 

for ORAC interviews in the ORAC and RAT hearings have been most unsatisfactory." 
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interviews and the Courts. They believe that, if a solution is to be found, this 

issue needs to be approached holistically and the solution must involve both 

training and testing for interpreters who work in all of these areas. They also 

make the point that there is no longer a properly accredited training course in 

Ireland, although one ran from 2004 to 2009 in DCU. As graduates were not 

prioritised for work and were paid the same rates as interpreters who had no 

qualifications this undermined the value of the course. 

382. Participants in the consultation process undertaken by the Working Group 

revealed similar concerns: 

"Some interpreters used by the State don't have proper language skills therefore 

sentiment of the interpreter is not necessarily (he sentiment of the applicant. 

They don't know what is being presented ~ri· their behalf." 

"LGBT friendly interpreters should be available: Some participants found that 

interpreters would sometimes chastise the person for 6eing LGBT; they also 

experienced people using derogatory terms to describe their sexual orientation or 

gender identity.,, 

383. It is clear from the consultation process that the provision of good quality 

interpretation is essential to safeguard the interests of protection applicants. 

Recommendations 

384. The Working Group recommends: 

• More formal procedures be introduced to ensure appropriate training is 

provided to all interpreters and a register is maintained to indicate who has 

completed this training in order to be eligible to work. 

• A coordinated system of reforms be implemented on a phased basis to move 

to a system where all interpreters in the protection process have 

appropriately accredited qualifications. 

• A system of accreditation to be established and maintained. 

• The tendering process and terms of contracts for interpreting and translation 

firms should require them to prioritise or incentivise more those who have 

recognised accredited qualifications. Once the process of reform has been 

completed accreditation to be a necessary requirement. 
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• All parties should ensure in the selection of an interpreter that there is no 

potential conflict of interests or potential breaches of confidentiality.193 

• Mechanisms should be put in place to carry out randomised independent 

assessments of the standards of interpreting to ensure they meet appropriate 

standards. 

Implications including costs 

385.The costs of implementing these recommendations would be minimal during 

the initial phases amounting to some minor administrative costs in the 

maintaining of a register and the cost of providing training. The benefits would 

be a more transparent and formalised system of regulation in the absence of 

more form al accreditation structures. Priori_tising:or incentivising those who 

have recognised accredited qualifications through the tendering process would 

give recognition to and reward persons who take the time to up-skill and 

increase the commercial value for academic institutions ofcourses on 

interpretation which are currently very,limited. 

386. In the longer term it is to be expected that the introduction of a suitable system 

of accreditation will result in increased-costs in procuring interpreting services. 

Such services are currently procured by way of publiet~nder. Accordingly it 

cannot accurately be assessed how much that is likely to' change were these 

recommendations implemented as the availability of interpreting services and 

competition in the industry will determine the costs agreed through the 

tendering process. Although it is expected that the provision of higher quality 

interpreting services will come at a cost, it is so central to the process of 

protection determination, the Working Group considers it a high priority. 

387. Ensuring that no conflicts of interests occur with the use of interpreters is a 

basic standard to safeguard the integrity of the protection process. Doing so will 

eliminate the need for applicants to challenge any such cases by judicial review. 

388. Randomised independent assessments of the standards of interpreting would 

need to be carried out in conjunction with the audio recording. The Working 

Group is not in a position to cost such introduction of recording facilities and 

has recommended below that this be explored further. Engaging an 

independent interpreting service to assess randomised samples would have 

193 This recommendation reflects a concern raised by the Human Rights Committee of the Law Society 
in their submissions to the group, 
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financial implications. It is, the only way to accurately assess the quality of the 

service provided. 

389. Adequate communication between applicants and decision-makers is essential 

to the determination process - implementing these recommendations would 

have enormous utility in ensuring the quality of the process. 

RECORDINGS OF INTERVIEWS/ HEARINGS 

390. UNHCR's Manual on Building a High Quality Asylum System (from the FDQ 

project referred to at para. 329) states that the mos_t effective manner of 

making an accurate record is to audio or.vicleo record-~rtterviews. In its absence 

the interviewer will always need to take notes during an interview and will be 

focused on typing or handwriting a verbatim record of the interview. As a 

consequence he/she will have less opportunity to observe the applicant as 

he/she recounts their claim. It may also facilitate speedier interviews; digital 

audio typists may also be retained to produce transcripts where necessary. If 

there is a dispute over the content of an interview, it can be very difficult to 

resolve it in the absence of a recording. It can further provide opportunities to 

have interpreting services evaluated independently or for legal representatives 

to seek to clarify any mistakes or misunderstandings at interview. 

391. At ORAC a written record of the interview is taken contemporaneously and the 

decision-maker reads the record back to the applicant at or after the conclusion 

of the interview, noting any comments or objections made by the applicant, in 

order to ensure the accuracy of the record. The High Court has considered these 

procedures and found them tb go beyond what is strictly required under the 

Refugee Act 1996;194similarly it found that the procedure met the appropriate 

standard of fairness and is in compliance with the rules of natural and 

constitutional justice. 

392. Nonetheless, while this rmethod can, where thoroughly and rigorously done, 

ensure an accurate account, there are some drawbacks with this approach. 

Firstly, it requires of the applicant great concentration, after what can be a long 

interview, in order to correct anything in the record with which there is 

disagreement. Secondly, an applicant may look for what is recorded incorrectly, 

and miss other aspects that were never recorded by the decision-maker in the 

first place, which should have been. An applicant may also be disinclined to 

194 J.R.H. v. Minister for Justice [2006] IEHC 355; [2009] 4 I.R. 474 
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antagonise the adjudicator by objecting too often. This means that a full audio 

or video recording, either in addition to or in place of a summary written report, 

is more effective as a record of the evidence given. 

393.At second instance an inconsistent approach to recording occurred in the past 

whereby some Tribunal Members or the applicant's legal representatives used 

their own recording devices to record hearings. More recently this practice has 

been discontinued upon the direction of the Chairman. A draft Guidance Note 

on the Practices and Procedures at the Tribunal has been prepared and shared 

widely with legal practitioners as they near finalisation. They state simply "No 

recordings of oral hearings are permitted." The Chairman has indicated that this 

rule is intended to ensure compliance with data protection obligations until 

such time as a suitable recording system may be installed - it does not 

represent a fixed policy of the Tribunal. 

394. The Working Group was not in a position to look at the above is~ue~ in sufficient 

detail to agree on specific recommendations. The question of cost-is an 

important consideration as well as data protection concerns and questions of 

the appropriate storage of such recordings. It must be acknowledged that the 

introduction of recording may result in increased administrative responsibilities 

and costs in order to ensure that recordings are done in a manner that is fully 

compliant with relevant data protection laws and which safeguards the 

confidentiality of applicants. Such issues would need to be explored by persons 

with the appropriate expertise in conjunction with the relevant State agencies. 

Recommendation 

395.The Working Group recommends: 

• An expert group consider the issue in more detail in order to fully explore the 

implications and costs concerned and to come to a conclusion on whether or 

not recording of interviews/ hearings should be implemented at first instance 

and/or appeal. 

Implications including costs 

396. The Working Group is not in a position to set out fully the implications and costs 

of introducing the recording of interviews/ hearings. Accordingly it is 

recommended that an expert group be formed to look at the consequential 

implications and costs in more detail. 
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/DENT/FICA TION OF VULNERABLE APPLICANTS 

397. The early identification of vulnerable applicants is an issue that has been raised 

by a number of Members of the Working Group, in particular those who work 

with vulnerable applicants. Protection applicants themselves in the 

consultations conducted by the Working Group also raised the issue as 

illustrated by the following extracts from the consultation session conducted 

with members of the LGBT community: 

"Some of those present did not have any legal advice or support. They 

completed the application without any support and were afraid to disclose 

information about their arrest or persecution due to their sexual 

orientation; they felt that this may hove a negative impact on their case. 

This experience was echoed by others - some have gone to private 

solicitors recommended by people in different accommodation centres and 

feel they hove received poor legal advice or that the solicitor did not have 

any knowledge about LGBT rights around the world.,, 

"Those that were at the consultation talked about being asked 

inappropriate questions e.g. "Do you want to be normal? You don't look 

gay, You were married/ have children, how can you be gay?" Participants 

don't know what evidence to give apart from them self-identifying as 

LGBT: "how can you prove you're gay?" 

398. The Refugee Act 1996 contains a provision relating to the identification of just 

one class of vulnerable persons; unaccompanied minors. Section 8 establishes a 

procedure to be followed where an unaccompanied minor is identified by an 

immigration officer or the ORAC. As mentioned above, the child is essentially 

referred to Tusla, the provisions of the Child Care Act 1991 apply and an 

employee of the Agency may make a protection application on behalf of the 

child. 

399. The Recast Asylum Procedures Directive195 
- to which Ireland has not opted in -

requires states to assess within a reasonable period of time after an application 

for protection is made whether an applicant in need of "special procedural 

guarantees." An "applicant in need of special procedural guarantees" is 

defined196 as an applicant whose ability to benefit from the rights and comply 

with the obligations provided for in the directive is limited due to individual 

195 Article 24. 
196 

Article 2. 
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d rcumstances. The directive197 cross-references the provision concerning the 

assessment of the needs of vulnerable applicants in the Recast Reception 

Directive.198 

400. Under the Recast Asylum Procedures Directive, states must ensure vulnerable 

applicants are provided with adequate support in order to allow them to benefit 

from the rights and comply with the obligations of the Directive throughout the 

duration of the procedure. Recital 29 provides further explanation as to what is 

intended under th is provision: 

"Certain applicants may be in need of special procedural guarantees due, inter 

al ia, to their age, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, serious 

illness, mental disorders or as a consequence of torture, tape or other serious 

forms of psychological, physical or sexual violence. Member States should 

endeavour to identify applicants in n,,e.ed of special procedural guarantees before 

a first instance decision is taken. Those applicants should be provided with 
·.... . ·. 

adequate support, includin9 ~ufficient time, in order to create the conditions 

necessary for their effective access to procedures and for presenting the elements 

needed to substantiate theirapplicatjon for international protection." 

401. Where this cannot be done in the context of accelerated procedures then 

applicants should be assessed by way of the regular procedure, particularly in 

cases of torture, rape or ot_her serious forms of psychological, physical or sexual 

violence. 

402. These special p_rovisions with regard to the treatment of vulnerable persons are 

not replicated in Irish law at present. It is the view of the Working Group that 

such safeguards should be put in place in Ireland as much as is practicable, even 

on an administrative basis, notwithstanding that Ireland is not obliged to do so 

under EU law as discussed above. 

Solutions in train 

403. Protection applicants who enter Direct Provision may avail of a voluntary public 

health screening service offered by the HSE in the Balseskin Reception Centre. 

Vulnerabilities may be disclosed or discovered as part of that screening or 

197 Article 24. 
198 In particular Article 22. The Directive gives a number of examples of vulnerable persons including: 
minors, unaccompanied minors, disabled people, elderly people, pregnant women, single parents 
with minor children, victims of human trafficking, persons with ser'1ous illnesses, persons with mental 
disorders and persons who have been subjected to torture, rape or other serious forms of 
psychological, physical or sexual violence, such as victims of female genital mutilation. 
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subsequently in consultation with an applicant's G. P. No formal mechanisms 

exist currently however to notify appropriate determining body of the specific 

needs arising out of such vulnerability or indeed to notify RIA, the Agency with 

responsibility for accommodation decisions. 

404. ORAC, as part of their initial and on-going training to decision-makers, include 

modules on how to deal with vulnerable and child applicants; particular aspects 

of the training provided on interview techniques and procedures address how 

to cater to vulnerable applicants. UNHCR further addresses vulnerability in their 

provision of training at ORAC and in their on-going collaboration on quality 

issues. A spokesperson from SPIRASI has also addressed decision-makers on the 

work they do and the relevance of medico-legal reports. 

405. The Chairman of the RAT has published guidelines on a number of matters 

including child applicants for protection status. Training has been delivered in 

relation to vulnerable groups and a new level of co-operation between the RAT 

and NGOs working with vulnerable groups is developing. 

406.SPIRASI, an NGO that works with survivors of torture, is the main provider of 

medico-legal reports and counselling to victims of torture in Ireland. Through bi

lateral contact with the State agencies they may assist in identifying vulnerable 

persons or advocate for particular assistance to be given in individual cases. 

Other NGOs often play a supporting role to vulnerable applicants who may feel 

more comfortable disclosing sensitive information or traumatic experiences to 

their staff. They advocate on behalf of such clients and may representations to 

State agencies in individual cases. 

407. As part of the procedures put in place for the processing of subsidiary 

protection applications as part of the backlog carried over under the 2013 

Regulations, ORAC putil'.l place in March 2014 a prioritisation policy in order to 

encourage the early identification of subsidiary protection beneficiaries. One of 

the prioritisation grounds was age including: 

• unaccompanied minors in the care of the State, 

• applicants who applied as unaccompanied minors, but who have now aged 

out, 

• applicants over 70 years of age, who are not part of a family group. 

Persons who were potential victims of torture by reference to the submission of 
a medico-legal report were similarly prioritised. Notwithstanding the above there 
is a need to put systems in place to more proactively ensure that vulnerabilities 
of applicants are identified early in the process and that appropriate responses 
are taken in such cases. 
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Recommendations 

408. The Working Group recommends: 

• 

• 

The continuance and further development across the system of a method of 

prioritisation of cases for vulnerable applicants. This must however be 

balanced with the need to be sensitive to the needs of vu/ nerab/e applicants 

who in appropriate cases may need extra time for example to allow for the 

disclosure of traumatic experiences or for referral to appropriate 

psycho/social/health services or the preparation of reports. 
~ ~· , 

The introduction of vulnerability screen in~ for all applicants beyond the 

scope of the current public health screening available to residents of Direct 

Provision accommodation. This should be made equally_ accessible to 

applicants who chose not to live in Direct Provision accommodation and 

should be performed no later than 30 days after an initial application has 

been made. 

• The establishment of formal mechanisms ·of referral in the case of disclosed 

or diagnosed vulnerabilities to ensure that such persons are provided with 

appropriate information, health or psychological services and procedural 

supports. 

• Follow-up and monitoring of persons who fafl into the category of vulnerable 

should occur on an on-going basis until such time as the applicant exits the 

system. 

• Public awareness and training programs be developed as part of such 

procedures to include legal representatives (to be involved from the earliest 

stages possible}, health professionals, NGO staff and other frontline workers 

to be aware of the type of vulnerabilities frequently found in the protection 

seeking population and what they can do to refer them to the appropriate 

services. 

• That sufficient resources be made available at the earliest possible stage, 

both to relevant NGOs and state agencies, particularly under the proposed 

more truncated single procedure in order to facilitate early identification. 

Implications including costs 

409. The benefit of these recommendations generally would be the more efficient 

operation of the protection process. They would assist decision-makers and 

other front line staff to better understand the vulnerabilities and needs of 

applicants and to tailor their procedures as deemed appropriate. The 

production of medico-legal or other reports may also assist decision-makers in 

the early identification of refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection. 
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This would reduce the costs of Reception and of onwards appeals in such 

instances. 

410. The nature of the vulnerability screening and cost implications are addressed in 

more detail under chapter 4 in the context of a recommendation to review and 

strengthen the existing HSE voluntary health screening service so that 

vulnerabilities can be identified and taken into account in decisions on dispersal 

and room allocations; such screening can also serve as an assessment for the 

purposes of the protection process. The additional cost implication of the above 

recommendations wou Id be in the assessment of t~e vulnerability of persons 

who are not living in Direct Provision accommodation but who avail of the 

service. 

RETURN.-

411. The primary focus of national protection determination procedures is to identify 

persons in need of protec;tion at the eartiest'opportunity. In the sections above, 

the report sets out the legal framework and measures the Working Group 

recommends to ensure that persons ih n_eed of protection are identified at the 

earliest opportunity under quality procedures which deliver a decision in a 

reasonable period of time. 

412. It is envisaged that the legislation providing for the new single procedure set out 

in the General Scheme of the International Protection Bill will be enacted later 

this year and implemented in late 2015/early 2016. When the new procedure is 

implemented, and assuming that adequa'te resources are allocated to its 

operation and the quality measures recommended in this report, final quality 

decisions on eligibility for protection or, in the alternative, humanitarian leave 

to remain should issue to applicants within a 12 month timeframe. 

413.As indicated earlier in this chapter, the combined protection recognition rate in 

Ireland for 2014 was 30%. Separately, 55% of the cases assessed at the leave to 

remain stage were granted leave to remain. On this basis it is reasonable to 

assume a combined protection and leave to remain recognition rate of around 

40% in future years with approximately 60% of future applicants deemed not to 

be in need of protection or leave to remain. 

414. To deliver solutions for individuals and families and to maintain the integrity of 

the protection process, the Working Group considers that options and solutions 

need to be in place for persons deemed not eligible for protection or leave to 
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remain status. The primary options and solutions are Assisted Voluntary Return 

and, where that option is not availed of, deportation. 

Assisted Voluntary Return (AVR) 

415. Information on obstacles to accessing AVR under the current legal framework is 

set out at para. 198. To gain a greater understanding of how the option of AVR 

has operated to date and what the Working Group might recommend for the 

future, it met with representatives of the Office of the International 

Organisation for Migration (IOM) in Ireland. The IOM has been involved in AVR 

activities in Ireland since 2001. From 2007-2012 the JOM assisted in the return 

of approximately 400 individuals annually (mainly migrants and a lesser number 

of persons who had engaged with the protection process). The number of 

individuals availing of AVR fell to 200 in 2014. Of this number 145 were migrants 

and 43 were protection applicants or persons who had engaged with the 

protection process. 

416. The IOM advised that AVR is something people without a protection need were 

more likely to consider and reflect on during the early stages of arrival in a new 

country. The longer their stay, the more their connections to the new place 

develop and the less likely they are to consider AVR. 

417. It is likely that a primary reason for the very low uptake of AVR from Ireland in 

recent years by persons who have engaged with the protection process is the 

average length of time the two step procedure has taken to complete to finality. 

Long delays at the judicial review stage will also have had an impact as will the 

uncertainty as to timing of the implementation of long mooted changes to the 

protection process. 

418. The IOM's experience in other EU Member States with a single procedure has 

been that there is a greater uptake of AVR where information about this option 

is provided at an early stage. The IOM said they welcome opportunities to 

present information about voluntary return at the earliest possible moment 

after arrival in a country. The key defining factor of AVR is that it is voluntary. As 

such, and in appropriate cases, information on this option should be included in 

the early legal advice to be provided to applicants which would facilitate an 

informed consideration of this option. 

419. The legal framework of the protection process should also support access to 

AVR at all stages. Under the subsidiary protection procedure in operation prior 

to November 2013, applicants had to choose to either make an application for 

subsidiary protection or to avail of AVR. Under the current procedures, an 
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applicant can avail of AVR up to the moment when a deportation order issues. 

Under the future single procedure, as envisaged in the General Scheme of the 

International Protection Bill, a person will be able to avail of AYR at all stages 

and for 5 days after the issuance of a deportation order.199 

420.A further measure to support the uptake of AVR would be the extension of 

supports to persons considering return and on return to facilitate their re

integration. EU Member States offer different levels of supports with the 

assistance of the IOM. 

Recommendations 

421. The Working Group recommends: 

• Swift implementation of an adequately resourced single procedure to deliver 

quality decisions within a 12 month timeframe which will create the 

conditions whereby A5sisted Voluntary-Return is more likely to be-availed of. 

• Provision of support to the International Organization for Migration {!OM), 

NGOs and other organisations to raise awareness about Assisted Voluntary 

Return and provide quality information about this option. 

• Provision support to the /OM for the delivery of Assisted Voluntary Return 

counselling and services to persons wishing to avail of Assisted Voluntary 

Return. 

• Where appropriate, the Legal Aid Board should include information about 

Assisted Voluntary Return as part of the early legal advice it plans to deliver in 

all cases in.the near future. 

• Inclusion of specific provision for access to Assisted Voluntary Return at all 

stages of the new single procedure and expand the time period post the 

issuance of a deportation order when Assisted Voluntary Return can be 

availed of (5 days is envisaged in the General Scheme of the International 

Protection Bill). 

Implications including costs 

422. If the recommendations are implemented in full and adequately resourced, they 

will likely lead to an increase in the uptake of AVR. Increased use of AVR would 

have a number of positive benefits. It would offer to an increased number of 

persons who are not in need of protection or who are not granted leave to 

remain an opportunity to return home in dignity and safety. It would reduce 

the proportion of persons determined not to be in need of protection or who 

are not granted leave to remain progressing on to the deportation stage or 

199 Heads 43A and 45. 
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otherwise remaining in the State with an irregular status. It might also reduce 

the proportion of persons without grounds for a protection claim or leave to 

remain from continuing with their applications. Finally it would enhance the 

integrity of the protection process by demonstrating that solutions are in place 

for persons deemed not to be in need of protection. 

423. If the recommendations are not implemented in full and if AVR is not availed of 

by an increasing number of persons, there is a risk that additional persons 

determined not to be eligible for protection or leave to remain will in the future 

stay in the State for prolonged periods of time with no solutions open to them 

or the State other than deportation. In short, the risk is th at the situation 

currently being addressed by the Working Group could continue into the future. 

424. The costs involved in the adequate resourcing ofthe single procedure and the 

delivery of quality decisions within a 12 month timeframe are set out elsewhere 

in this report (see chapter 6). 

425. In relation to the costs associated with supporting AVR activities, in 2007, the 

European Migration Network produced a study entitled "Return Migration from 

lreland."200 The report included information on voluntary return, costs and 

evaluations. An' updated report is currently being prepared by the European 

Migration Netw6rk.2R1 Suffice to say; the 2007 report identified a cost of€ 1,806 

per person availing of AVR in 2005. This was composed of €606 per person for 

travel costs and reintegration assistance of €600 per person or €1,200 per 

. family. Additional human resources costs and funding for IOM and NGO 
. . . 

activities in s~p_port cffAssisted Voluntary return would be on top of these costs. 

426. Given the human an:d-financiai' costs involved in prolonged stay in the State for 

persons found not eligible for protection or leave to remain, the small 

investment in AVR would represent a cost saving overall. The forthcoming 

European Migration Network publication may help to clarify the position on 

costs further. 

Deportation 

200 European Migration Network, Return Migration from Ireland, Emma Quinn, 2007, available at: 

http:// ec.europa. e u/ dgs/home-affa i rs/what-we 
do/ networks/ e u ropea n _ migr at ion_ network/ reports/docs/ em n-st ud ies/retu rn-m igrat i on/ie-report14-
2 _en. pdf 
201 Draft European Migration Network/ESRI report: Gusciute, E. and Quinn, E., (2015). Strategies used 
to support return policy in Ireland. European Migration Network. Unpublished draft, Dublin: ESRI. 
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427.As noted above, to deliver solutions for individuals and families and to maintain 

the integrity of the protection process, options and solutions need to be in place 

for persons deemed not eligible for protection or leave to remain status. The 

primary options and solutions are AVR and, where that option is not availed of, 

deportation. 

428. Information on the deportation order stage is set out at para. 194 where it is 

noted that only about 20% of deportation orders are implemented. This 

implementation rate is in line with the average across the EU.202 660 

deportation orders were implemented from 2011 to 2014. The median length of 

time from the date the deportation order was signed to the date it was 

enforced was 17 months. 

429. Obstacles to the implementation of deportation orders include people evading 

deportation orders, judicial reviews being taken by persons who are the subject 

of deportation orders and the impact of a "trailing family member" at another 

stage in the system. Additional obstacles include the limited number of 

embassies in Ireland and the consequential gap in assistance with travel 

documentation and return arrangements. A recent court decision203 has 

highlighted the lack of a legislative power of entry to private dwellings in order 

to enforce deportation orders which has had a significant impact on the 

implementation of deportation orders. 

430. There are three principal issues to be addressed. The first is resolving the 

situation of persons currently in the State for long periods with deportation 

orders. The second is improving the deportation process so that it operates 

more efficiently and the third is identifying measures to address the situation of 

persons who may, in the future, remain in the State for long periods of time 

with deportation orders. 

Persons currently in the State for Jong periods with Deportation Orders 

431. This issue is dealt with at para. 241 which recommends a solution for persons in 

the system for five years or more with a deportation order as an exceptional 

measure. 

Improving the deportation process 

202 The average across the EU - according to Eurostat, around 98,000 of 430,000 (22.79%) return 
decisions were effected in the EU in 2013 (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics

ex p la In ed/i nd ex. p hp/Statistics_ on_ enfo rcem en t_ of _i mm igrat ion_ legisl atl on #The _number_ of _non-
E U _ c iti ze n s _ordered_ to _leave_ has_ decreased_ between _2008 _and_ 2013) 
203 

Omar -v- Governor of Cloverhill Prison [2013) IEHC 579 
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432. It is possib le that, if an adequately resourced single procedure capable of 

delivering quality decisions within a 12 month timeframe is implemented 

swiftly, the conditions may be created whereby AVR is taken up by persons 

rather than evading a deportation order. The "trailing family member" or 

unregistered child issues discussed above which have impacted on the 

deportation order process to date should also be resolved or reduced under the 

proposed single procedure given the shorter time frame for the procedure and 

the specific provision in the General Scheme of the International Protection Bill 

on the registration of children.204 

433. To address the obstacle of people evading depo_rtation orders, the lacuna in the 

legal framework identified in the Omar judgrnen~_n·eeds to be addressed.205 

.· - .· .. _ . ~ 

While there is a power to arrest a perso~ vJith :a deportation order, the 

judgment identified a lack of legal provislon· for a power of.entry to private 

dwellings for the purposes of enfor.dng a deportation order. The authorities 

have indicated that i¥,S intended to le~~l_(:lte as soqq as possible to.introduce a ~ 
power of entry to private d_wellings for th'~ purposes of enforcing a deportation ~ \::15;) 
order. One option under consideration by th~ authorities is the introduction of 

an amendment by way of the lnte~national Protection Bill. 

434. Persons who have completed the protection pi:ocess will, of course, continue to 

have access to the Courts for judicial review purposes after the introduction of 

the proposed single procedure. The procedure, as envisaged under the Heads of 

Bill, will involve a reduction in the number of stages in the system and the 

number of decisions which may be subje~no judicial review. This change in the 

legal framework, comb!ned with the reduction in the backlogs and delays at the 

judicial review stage, should provide for more timely resolution of judicial 

reviews for persons who have completed the protection process. These 

developments should assist in addressing one of the primary obstacles to the 

implementation of deportation orders identified above. 

435.Additional human resources may be required for the GNlB in respect of any 

increased implementation of deportation orders. Procedures for the practical 

enforcement of deportation orders should be drafted setting out guidance in 

compliance with human rights standards. Such procedures should take specific 

account of the position of children where family groups are to be deported. The 

current practice in Ireland under which separated children are not deported 

should be maintained. Training should be delivered to all personnel involved in 

the implementation of deportation orders. There may be additional information 

204 
Head 12(3) 

205 
Omar -v- Governor of Cloverhill Prison: [2013] IEHC 579 
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and suggestions on improving the deportation order process in the forthcoming 

European Migration Network publication. 206 

Measures to address unenforced Deportation Orders 

436. The issue of persons with a deportation orders remaining in a State and the 

State not being in a position to implement the deportation order is an issue 

common to other EU Members states and globally. The United Kingdom is 

faced with a similar challenge207 and the concept of so called non-returnable 

migrants is recognised as a Europe-wide phenomenon.208 The European Union 

Agency for Fundamental Rights has proposed that "mechanisms should be set 

up either at Union or Member State level to av.aid a situation where persons who 

are not removed remain in legal limbo for many years. 209 Table 4 below 

provides details of mechanisms in other European countries. 

Table 4: International Mechanisms for Non-Returnable Migrants210 

Country Mechanism 

Norway Residence permit may be granted to failed asylum seekers if 
their return has been pending for more than 3 years and is 
unlikely to be enforced, on the condition that their identity is 
established and they have cooperated. 

Netherlands There are several possibilities to obtain a temporary residence 
permit based on situations in which return is not possible despite 
the third-country national cooperating on the return process. 

Lithuania After 1 year in official postponement, third-country nationals can 
be granted a temporary residence permit . 

Sweden When a return order expires after four years, a new application 
for asylum may be lodged. A right to stay will be granted on the 
basis of the new application if the third-country national can 
show the reasons for being non-removable have been beyond his 
control. 

206 
Draft European Migration Network/ESRI report : Gusciute, E. and Quinn, E., (2015). Strategies used 

to support return pollcy in Ireland. European Migration Network. Unpublished draft, Dublin: ESRI. 
207 

Amnesty International, 'Down and out in London - The road to destitution for rejected asylum 
seekers', London: 2006. 
208 

European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 'Fundamental rights of migrants in an irregular 
situation in the European Union', Luxembourg: 2011 at 27. 
209 See supra note 62 at 11. 
,,o See supra note 65, at 52-55. 
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437. In addition to the above, "Tolerated stay" schemes are in place in Austria and 

Germany. "Tolerated stay" is a limited form of status for persons whose 

deportation cannot be facilitated for reasons of fact and for which the person is 

not responsible. In Austria the scheme leads only to the issuance of an identity 

card. After a year, a person can be granted residence permission of limited 

duration if they meet income, housing and language eligibility criteria. The 

position is similar in Germany although some limited social benefits are 

extended during the "Tolerated stay" period. Luxembourg also operates a 

"Tolerated stay" scheme where the applicant demonstrates it is impossible for 

them to leave Luxembourg for reasons beyond their control and they cannot 

return to their country of origin or another country. A'similar scheme applies in 

Switzerland. 

438. In total, one-third of EU Member States have enacted legislation that explicitly 

provides for the possibility of allowing irregular migrants to remain if their 

removal interferes unduly with their right to family life.211 Also, the possibility 

for suspending removal, if it proves impossible due to technical reasons212 or is 

considered to be in the public interest,213is available in roughly half of EU 

Member States. 

Recommendations 

439. The Working Group recommends: 

• Swift implementation of an adequately resourced single procedure which creates 

the conditions whereby Assisted Voluntary Return may be taken up by a greater 

proportion of persons and which includes provisions to address the "trailing family 

member" and unregistered child issues. 

• Introduction of a I ego/ power of entry for the purposes of enforcing a 

deportation order, possibly by way of the International Protection Bill to this 

effect. 

In the future for persons who are five years or more in the system who have J 
an unenforced deportation order for 24 months and who have cooperated ...r:-..._fj 
with the authorities and taking into account relevant public pol icy issues, ~ 

consideration should be given on a case by case basis to apply the principles 

and solutions outlined at para. 241. 

• Continuation of current efforts to reduce the backlog of judicial review cases 

at the Courts and expedite case processing at the Courts. 

2 11 Se~ supra note 62 at 30. 
212 Sec supra note 62 at 32. 
213 See supra note 62 at 34. 
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■ Review human resource capacity at the Gorda National Immigration Bureau 

and ensure adequate resources are In place for the implementation of 

deportation orders. 

• Establishment of procedures for the practical enforcement of deportation 

orders setting out standards and guidance in compliance with human rights 

standards. Deliver training to all personnel involved in the implementation of 

deportation orders. 

■ Maintenance of the current practice in Ireland under which separated 

children are not deported. 

Implications including costs 

440. If an adequately resourced single procedure.is imple·mented swiftly this will 

assist the operation of the deportation process signifi'cantly. If there are delays 

in implementation or if the new procedure is not adequately resourced, the 

current obstacles to the deportation order process will likely:remain in place. 

The introduction of a legal power of entry for the purposes of enforcing a 

deportation order would address a significant gapsin the current legal 

framework and could facilitate an increase in-the rate of implementation of 

deportation orders. 

441. Arrangements for persons with a deportation order which: has not been effected 

within a specified period would provide a possible solution for persons whose 

deportation order has not been implemented. lt could assist in the orientation 

of resources towards the early implementation of deportation orders by 

creating a policy imperative to resolve such cases at the early stage. Such a 

scheme could prevent a future build-up of long stay cases involving 

unimplemented deportation orders. There are also risks involved in this 

approach as persons seeking to remain in State may actively seek to reach the 

time threshold. Action to manage such risk could be taken through the 

maintenance of efficient procedures and case management at the Courts and 

the allocation of adequate resources. 

442. In relation to the costs associated with the deportation order process, the 2007 

European Migration Network study "Return Migration from lreland" 214 included 

information on the deportation order process, costs and evaluations. An 

updated report is currently being prepared by the European Migration 

214 European Migration Network, Return Migration from Ireland, Emma Quinn, 2007, available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/h om e-affairs/w hat-we 
do/ networks/ eu ropean_rn igrati on_ network/ reports/ docs/ em n-st udies/ retu rn-m igrat ion/ie-report 14-
2 _en. pd f 
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Network.
215 

The 2007 report identified a cost of EUR 4,218 per person deported 

in 2005. The cost relates only to the costs of chartered or commercial flights. 

Additional human resources and administrative costs would be in addition to 

this figure. The report notes that "in terms of transport costs alone, voluntary 

return is a much less expensive option for the State than deportation. It is 

reasonable to assume that forced return would become more expensive relative 

to voluntary return if staff and administrative costs were included. Garda 

overtime and subsistence payments for example, paid for from the Gorda 

budget, make up a significant part of the costs associated with forced return. 

Developing cooperation with carriers and airports has resulted in increased use 

of commercial as opposed to chartered flights and the decreasing need for 

Garda escorts - both of which should bring the overall costs of forced return 

down." As mentioned above, the forthcoming European-Migration Network 

publication updating the 2007 report may help to clarify the position and may 

assist in an estimating the costs of any enhanced use of the deportation order 

process. 

443. The administrative costs relating to arrangements for persons with a · 

deportation order which has not been effected within a specified period would 

depend on what type of scheme might be considered. The costs could be kept 

to a minimu111 if, for example, arrangements based on existing legal provisions 

were envisaged; Savings could be achieved where a scheme or arrangements 

would facilitate a person leaving Direct Provision accommodation centres. 

DATA .CQt.l:.EETION AND :POLICY AIVAL Y5IS 

444. The system, as it is currently constituted and as it will be constituted in the 

future under the International Protection Bill is comprised of many parts each 

having an impact on the other. For example, a rise in the number of applicants 

for protection will have an impact on the system as a whole, however, the 

nature of the impact on the later stages in the system will depend on case 

processing times, human resources, recognition rates, withdrawals of 

applications and other factors at the earlier stages. Backlogs or expedited cases 

processing will also have an impact on the next stages in the process by 

delivering a smaller than average or a greater than average caseload. 

445. The collection and regular analysis of good quality data on the system, its 

constituent parts and case processing flows and trends are essential for the 

215 
Draft European Migration Network/ESRI report: Gusciute, E, and Quinn, E,, (2015). Strategies used 

to support return policy 'in Ireland, European Migration Network, Unpublished draft, Dublin: ESRI. 
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maintenance and further development of the system. Data sets which deliver a 

comprehensive and accurate picture of how the system as a whole operates can 

assist decision making on human resource allocation and indicate where early 

action may be necessary to prevent backlogs from building up or where a 

change in practice or policy should be pursued to improve processing times or 

quality. 

446. The Working Group invested significant time in the sourcing and analysis of the 

data contained in this report. In particular, INIS, ORAC and the RAT undertook a 

lot of work in a collegiate manner to provide the comprehensive information 

required to provide the evidence base for the recommendations and financial 

model set out in this report. The Working Group appreciates the work 

undertaken by INIS, ORAC and RAT and acknowledges the additional pressures 

placed on the limited resources of those organisations by the Working Group's 

series of information requests. 

447. Comprehensive statistics are provided by ORAC on their website and by both 

ORAC and RAT in their Annual Reports on the first instance and appeals process 

respectively. However, the Working Group is aware that the human resources 

assigned to data collection and policy analysis work within INIS have been 

reduced in recent months during a period when the policy demands have been 

great in light of the establishment of the Working Group, the preparation of the 

General Scheme of the International Protection Bill and a range of other 

matters. 

448. The Working Group provided a useful and appropriate forum in which data and 

information could be shared amongst members in a safe setting. Information 

was shared, exchanged and discussed between Members in a more detailed 

mann-er than would have been the case previously in other bilateral exchanges 

or fora. This facilitated a greater level of mutual understanding ofthe 

complexity ofthe issues under discussion, including from the different 

perspectives of all of the members of the Working Group. 

Recommendations 

449. The Working Group recommends: 

■ Appropriate staffing levels be established and maintained with the necessary 

expertise at the Asylum Policy Unit and Statistics and Reporting Unit in INIS 

and other relevant bodies (and their successors under the General Scheme of 

the International Protection Bill) to enable them to carry out their functions 
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effectively. Any vacancies arising should be Ji/fed as soon as possible 

particularly at times of increased workload. 

• Unified data co/fection systems be developed which can produce up to date 

data on the operation of the system as a whole and all of its constituent 

parts on an ongoing basis. Build in indicators capable of identifying stresses 

in the system so that measures to addresses those stresses can be put in 

places at the earliest opportunity. 

• The good practice established through the work of the Working Group of 

sharing and discussing statistics and other information in a safe setting 

among key stakeholders be continued. 

Implications including costs 

450. Increasing human resources in data collection and policy analysis will carry a 

cost. An estimate of human resources costs would flow from the establishment 

of appropriate staffing levels. The fjlling of the 2 AP and 1 HEO vacancies at the 

INIS Asylum Policy Unit would involve the costs of such posts (see chapter 6), 

however, it is presumed these vacancies would be filled in the normal course 

(i.e. absent the Working Group). The costs incurred through lacunae in data 

must, however, also be considered. The costs of providing Direct Provision 

accommodation is estimated at €:10,000 per annum per person. A lack of data to 

facilitate the identification of tr'ends at the earliest moment can lead to delays in 

the system which carry a pefined financial cost in terms of length of stay in 
. . 

Direct Provision and a recognised human cost as evidenced though the 

consultation process with persons in the system. 

~-.. ·-,❖~ 

INSTITUTIONAL 'ARRAN~EMENTS 

451. Under the proposed International Protection Bill the functions carried out by 

ORAC will be undertaken by the Minister for Justice and Equality and ORAC will 

cease to exist. The ~xplanatory text in the Heads does not indicate the rationale 

for this change other than to note: 

"This Head proposes the repeal of existing primary and secondary legislation 

in the field of international protection with the consequent ending of the 

office of the Refugee Applications Commissioner (ORAC) and the Refugee 

Appeals Tribunal (RAT) which were established by the Act of 1996. 

In accordance with these Heads, ORAC is to be replaced by the Minister for 

Justice and Equality as the determining authority at first instance for 

applications for international protection." 
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452. The Regulatory Impact Assessment published with the Head of Bill stat es: 

"The subsuming of ORAC into the Department of Justice and Equality would 

realise the longstanding objective of improving efficiency in the 

administration of the asylum caseload and related business." 

453. Officials of the Department of Justice and Equality informed the Working Group 

that the decision to bring the functions of ORAC back into the Department was 

long-standing Government policy as originally set out in the Immigration 

Residence and Protection Bill 2007. The Government confirmed its policy intent 

in this regard in 2012 by including ORAC in a list of agencies to be abolished 

under its agency rationalisation programme. Another primary reason cited was 

the view that decisions on leave to remain concern the exercise of executive 

power216 and that it would not be appropriate for such powers to be delegated 

t o an independent agency. 

454. As can be seen above, the Working Group has not had ca use t o be critical of the 

institutional arrangements currently pertaining to ORAC and its role in the 

determination of refugee status and subsidiary protection. This report sets out 

many positive examples of good practice in this respect and notes the 

organisations ability to adapt to changing circumstances. The recent t ransfer of 

responsibility to·r the processing of a subsidiary protection backlog of cases, for 

example, has been a very successful init iative. Of the 1,619 backlog live cases 

transferred to ORAC at the end of 2013, 980 have been processed to decision 

with 639 cases pending. 

455. While the Working Group notes the reasons given for the dissolution of ORAC, it 

is not a measure that the Members would have reached unanimous agreement 

on due to the positive regard in which the agency is held. Some Members also 

expressed concern that there would be insufficient separation between the 

protection determination procedure, and the leave to remain aspects. It should 

be acknowledged in this regard however that the Heads of the International 

Protection Bill do endeavour to separate out these two decisions to ensure that 

protection applications retain their priority and independence. Members 

welcomed the policy decision to proceed with the reform of the protection 

system independently to the w ider reform of the immigration system by way of 

the International Protection Bill. However there was not unanimous support for 

the principle of abolishing the current practice of having an agency independent 

m See for example: Bode (A Minor) -v- Minister for Justice, Equality & Law Reform & Ors [2007] IESC 
62 or Ar t icle 26 Referral of the Illegal Immigrants (Trafficking) Bill 1999 ([2000) 2 IR 360) 
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of the immigration services of the State being responsible for the determination 

of protection status. 

456. It is noted also that in practice, ORAC staff are, for the most part civil servants 

sourced from within the Department of Justice and Equality. The determination 

of refugee status and subsidiary protection status is a responsible and 

complicated task requiring a great deal of training and support for staff who do 

this work. If this policy decision is ultimately effected it is noted it is intended to 

have continuity in both the managerial and institutional arrangements and 

personnel concerned. As such, the proposed instituti◊nal changes should in 

some respects be minimised without any major disr:g-ption of service provision. 

457. Under the Heads of the International Protection Bill it is proposed that the RAT 

will be replaced by an International Protect.ion Appeal~·Tribunal (IPAT). The 

institutional changes set out in the Heads are minimal however: _as it will 

continue to operate in many respects as the current.Tribunal do.es. It is noted 

that it is intended that there will be continuity both in relation to management, 

administration and personnel: Aspects relating to the governance of the new 

Tribunal are dealt with below; 

Recommendations 

458. The Working Group recommends:_ 

• Careful transitional planning should.be put in place to minimise any 

disruption in the transfer of respons,ibilities and the on-going processing of 

applications. 

• Continuity of personnel and institutional arrangements should be maintained 

as much as possible in order to safeguard institutional memory and human 

capital. 

• Existing quality procedures and tools should be carried over to the 

Department of Justice and Equality when it takes over responsibility for case 

processing from ORAC. 

• All staff must be suitably trained and appropriately skilled to carry out 

protection determination work; no Department of Justice and Equality staff 

should be transferred to do this work with being so qualified and without 

undergoing appropriate training. 

Implications including costs 

459. The implementation of the above recommendations would result in financial 

savings to the State in the operation of the protection services by maintaining as 

much as possible, the knowledge and experience developed by ORAC in the 

years since its establishment. Appropriate training can continue to be delivered 
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under the new arrangements without any additional costs. The consequences of 

not implementing these recommendations would be a drop off in quality which 

would negatively affect the early identification of persons qualifying for 

protection resulting in increased costs to determine such cases in onward 

appeals or judicial reviews as well as costs in the provision of Direct Provision 

accommodation. 

ADVISORY AND GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS 

Advisory Body 

460. In 1999 an amendment217 was made to the Refugee Act 1996 to legislate for the 

establishment of a Refugee Advisory Boa'fc:h.The provision originally envisaged 

that the Board would begin its work in 2001; this provision was further 

amended218 in 2003 however to provide that the work of the Board would 

instead begin in 2005. The Board was subsequently never established. 

461. Under the terms of 1996 Act the Board was to meet every second year to 

prepare and submit to the Minister a report in writing on the operation of the 

asylum system. The report was to include information and comment in respect 

of asylum policy and refugees including any proposals to amend legislation and 

recommendations regarding the practice or procedures of public or private 

bodies in relation to applicants. The report would then be required to be laid 

before each House of the Oireachtas. The Minister could also request a report 

on a specific matter. 

462. The Board was to consist of a chairperson and 15 ordinary members appointed 

by the Minister for Justice. The schedule to section 7A of the Act gives further 

guidance as to the Board's composition: appointments should be made for a 

period offive years; a person or persons representative of refugees and 

applicants should be appointed; and regard should be had to a prospective 

Member's interest in, or knowledge of, asylum and the provision of protection 

and assistance to refugees, or his/ her competence otherwise. 

463. In the absence of the establishment of the Refugee Advisory Board, no other 

body has fulfilled the advisory role envisaged in its place. The Working Group 

process is the first time a comprehensive review of the operation of the system 

has taken place in this way and many of the same Departments are represented 

217 
S.ll(b) of lmm'igration Act 1999 

218 S.7(b)(i) of Immigration Act 2003 
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as required to be appointed to the Refugee Advisory Board by the Act. Although 

the Working Group has been somewhat limited in the scope of its enquiries due 

to time constraints, the process of bringing together so many key stakeholders 

has been enormously beneficial as the members of the Working Group were 

able to gain, through the sharing of information and perspectives, an increased 

insight and detailed understanding of the operation of the system as a whole 

and the interconnection between its individual components. Accordingly the 

benefits of such an advisory body are apparent as a result. 

464. It should be noted that the terms ofreference of this Working Group are wider 

than the Refugee Advisory Board under the Act. It would be important to 

acknowledge in the establishment of any new advi?ory body that arrangements 

for the reception of protection applicants, for AVR, procedures for leave to 

remain and deportation, and all other related matters have· a significant effect 

on the operation of the protection system in Ireland. 

Governance of the Refugee Appeals Tribunal 

465. In relation to the RAT specifically, its members, may be removed by the Minister 

for Justice "for stated reasons" in accordance with the Refugee Act although the 

circumstances in which this may take place are not elaborated upon.219 The 

independence of the Tribunal has been challenged in the Courts due to such 

links with the Department. The European Court of Justice considered its 

independence in th.e HID Gase.220 The Court considered that the availability of 

judicial review before the High Court, and a possible onwards appeal to the 

Supreme Court, was sufficient to safeguard the RAT from "potential temptations 

to give in to external intervention or pressure liable to jeopardise the 

independence of its members." 

466. ln the Department of Finance Code of Practice for the governance of state 

bodies221 it states that "State bodies must serve the interests of the taxpayer, 

pursue value for money in their endeavours (including managing risk 

appropriately), and act transparently as public entities. The Board and 

management should accept accountability for the proper management of the 

organisation." The entire Code of Practice assumes the existence of a board to 

provide the necessary oversight and reporting structure to give effect to the 

Code. It does, however, acknowledge that where certain bodies do not have a 

219 Section 7, Second Schedule 
22° Case C-175/11 H.I. D., B.A. v. ORAC, RAT, Minister for Justice, Eq uality and Law Reform, Ireland, 

Attorney General 
m A revised Code of Practice was published in May of 2009 
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board structure, they should reach agreement with their parent Department on 

the extent to which the requirements might be suitably adapted in their case. 

This is currently the arrangement in relation to the RAT and the Department of 

Justice and Equality. 

467. Under the Heads of the International Protection Bill it is proposed that ORAC 

will discontinue as an independent body, and the Minister for Justice will 

assume sole responsibility for the determination of protection applications at 

first instance. This will alter the position of the RAT when it is replaced by the 

International Protection Appeals Tribunal vis-a-vis the Department of Justice 

and Equality, as it will hear appeals of decisions of the same Department to 

which it relies on for administrative supports, such as staffing and funding. 

Therefore it is important to provide a mechanism for the Tribunal to be 

accountable whilst maintaining its independence from the Department. 

468. In the UK, following the Leggatt Report of the Review ofTribunals,222their 

system which closely resembled our existing one, was discontinued in 2006 and 

a dedicated Tribunal Service was established which is accountable to the HM 

Courts and Tribunals Service Board. The HMCTS is considered an executive 

agency, sponsored by the Ministry of Justice. 

Recommendations 

469. The Working Group recommends: 

• An advisor,y body be established, following and further developing the 

general scheme of the Refugee Advisory Board. 

• Any such independent advisory body established be given the necessary 

flexibility to consider all related and relevant matters to the operation of the 

system. 

• The International Protection Bill put in place appropriate governance 

structures to safeguard the independence of the International Protection 

Appeals Tribunal whilst providing for robust forms of accountability. Ideally 

this should be achieved by the introduction of a traditional board structure. 

For the avoidance of doubt this would be separate to any advisory body that 

may be established. 

Implications including costs 

222 http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www .tribunals-review .org.uk/leggatthtm/leg-
00.htm 
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470. The establishment of governance structures for the proposed International 

Protection Appeals Tribunal would have consequences in terms of expenditure 

for the State. It is the view of this Working Group, however, that any such 

expenditure is likely to be offset by the consequential benefits to the taxpayer 

in pursuing value for money, managing risk appropriately, and ensuring 

transparency in the operation of the public entities concerned. While it is 

possible that such savings would not be entirely offset, the need for appropriate 

structures to ensure accountability and good governance is considered an 

essential requirement outweighing solely financial consideration. 

471. The implementation of an advisory body more generally would result in 

continuing improvements in the efficient operation of the system. It could play 

an important role in foreseeing and preventing the build-up of back-logs and 

systematic deficiencies. The work of this Working Group and the financial model 

underlying its recommendations are evidence of the cost-savings that can be 

achieved through a process of comprehensive review featuring the broad 

participation of all relevant stakeholders. 

f ADEQUATE FUNDING OF THENGO SECTOR 

'v' 9_~ 472. Protection services are not only provided by the State: information and referral 

cO- <! services, early legal advice, counselling and support for vulnerable persons, 

0 

,r." medico-legal reports for victims of torture and violence, and capacity-building 

and professional training,activities are provided by a range of NGOs, some of 

whom are represented on the Working Group. Such services make an 

important contribution ·to_ ensuring that the rights of protection applicants are 

safeguarded. They.frequently assist in the efficient processing of cases by 

bringing particular difficulties to the attention of authorities and in assisting in 

finding solutions in individual cases. With respect to vulnerable applicants, the 

availability of independent advocates can be essential to persons who may 

experience difficulties'in disclosing intimate or traumatic details to legal 

representatives or persons working for state agencies. It should also be noted 

that NG Os have an important role to play in the implementation of the 

recommendations contained in this report and the communication of 

information around that. 

473.Although some of these NGOs also conduct ,idvocacy and lobbying activities in 

order to bring about policy change, this should not detract from the fact that 

they also operate in partnership with State bodies, providing services that can 

play a key role in the overall operation of the system. With the withdrawal of 
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the two main external funders of the asylum/migration sector, namely the One 

Foundation and Atlantic Philanthropies, the sustainability of some of these 

organisations is in doubt and many NGOs have undergone a process of 

downsizing resulting in reduced capacity. 

Recommendation 

474. The Working Group recommends: 

• The State should give consideration to providing appropriate financial 

support to the NGO sector to continue to provide essential services to 

protection applicants. In particular this may be facilitated through the 

allocation of domestic funds as well as the funds to be distributed at the 

national level via the European Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund 

(AMIF). Administrative support should also be provided in applying for EU 

funds more generally. 

Implications and costs 

475. The implications for not implementing this recommendation would be the 

further curtailment of services provided by NGOs resulting in protection 

applicants no longer being able to access independent information and support. 

Vulnerable applicants may no longer be able to access the independent support 

they need in order to access appropriate services or request special procedural 

arrangements appropriate to their needs. 

476. The costs of implementing this recommendation are beyond the capacity of this 

Working Group to quantify. However the NGOs in this sector are generally of a 

small size with limited personnel. The funding recommended would be modest 

in scope in return for an important safety net for protection applicants. The 

AMIF is an important source offunding that could be used to provide such 

funding without any additional costs to the exchequer. 

COMMUNICATIONS WITH APPLICATIONS AT ALL STAGES IN 

THE SYSTEM 

477. In the consultation process applicants consistently highlighted their frustration 

with ,,not knowing" where they were in the process and expressed concern 

about difficulties with contacting their legal representatives. 
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Protection Process 

478. In general applicants indicated they did not understand the complexities of the 

protection process and the various stages. Many did not understand the 

distinction between the protection process and consideration for leave to 

remain as an immigration status. In particular, the role of judicial reviews was 

poorly understood and the fact that if successful this would lead to a rehearing 

of their case rather than to a grant of status. 

479. The main concerns expressed in respect of communicating with decision making 

bodies in the protection process were around the scheduling of interviews and 

the length oftime to receive a decision. 

•,' 

480. In recent times a significant number of,lon~,e(term applicants have chosen to 

withdraw protection claim in order t o n,ove to a leave to remain consideration 

for which they believe they are eligi~le due to passage oftirne. Many have 

experienced difficulties in contacting and instructing their solicitors to withdraw 

the protection claim. 

Judicial Reviews 

481. The significant delays arising in r:espect of the-judicial reviews were highlighted 

earlier in this chapter. Many applicants did not.u~derstand the length of delays 

and found themselves "in limbo" for 1/ears in a communication vacuum. As 

nothing was happening in their case there was no reason for their solicitor to 

contact them. 

482. More recently communication difficulties have arisen as applicants have sought 

to withdraw judicial reviews. In this instance also there have been significant 

difficulties in contacting legal representatives and in some cases they have 

received a hostile response to their instructions. 

483. The Bar Council's submission to the Working Group highlighted the difficulties 

from the legal representative side. Essentially under the "no foal no fee" system 

if an applicant withdraws their judicial review proceedings the legal 

representatives will not get paid for any outlays incurred or time spent on the 

case. Potentially this could lead to applicants being billed for incurred costs. It 

also has implications for the sustainability of the "no foal, no fee" system into 

the future. 

Leave to Remain Consideration 
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484. Similar concerns were raised in communications about the timeframe of leave 

to remain considerations. Although it should be noted in recent times there has 

been a prioritisation and acceleration of the processing of leave to remain 

decisions especially for long stayers. Historically, there was considerable 

frustration that there was no indicative timeframe for when decisions would be 

processed. 

Understanding the system 

485.At the present time SPIRASI provide information on the system to new 

applicants in Balseskin Reception Centre. Other NGOs also assist appl icants with 

advice and outreach throughout the process. L~gal representatives (Legal Aid 

Board and private practitioners) also provide inform·ation on the process 

although due to the legal complexities it is frequently not well understood by 

applicants. All the actors have a role go-irig forward to address the information 

and understanding deficit and consi'der:ation could be given, under Section 6.8 

above, to fund and support these services. 

Communication with Decision~Making Bodies 
•. 

Solutions in Train 

486. Under section 13 (12) of the Refugee'Act 1996, where ORAC have not issued a 

decision within six moriths of the application date, it must, upon request from 

the applicant, provide him/herwith information on the estimated time within 

which a recommendation mpy be made·. This estimate however does not of 

itself oblige ORAC to make a [e<::ommendation within that time. There is no 

similar legislative provision applicable to the RAT. 

Communication with Legal Representatives 

487. The progress with dealing with the backlog in judicial review proceedings will 

hopefully address some of the historic problems. It is clear that legal 

representatives are bound to take a client's instructions yet applicants feel "very 

concerned" in giving instructions they perceive might anger their solicitor. 

Train ing of legal representatives could help highlight and address the difficulties 

experienced by applicants when there are no responses to their calls or efforts 

to contact their solicitor. NGOs also have a role in advocating for and assisting 

applicants in the interactions with legal representatives. Training and support 

could be provided to NGOs which provide these services. A more speedy 

process resulting from the implementat ion of the proposed single procedure 
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will clearly improve the situation going forward as most of the communication 

problems stem from being long periods at different stages in the system. 

Recommendations 

488.The Working Group recommends: 

• Applicants should be able to personally access information with State 

agencies on timeJrames applicable to the processing of their case~ 

• Any TJ,ecessary IT and administrative supports necessary should be 
~-~ 

provided for this purpose. 

Implications including costs 

489. Implementing these recommendaiions.:would ensure that ap'plicants better 

understand the system and the stage at.\Nhich their claim is at, The costs of 

these recommendations would depend on the exfe.nt of the IT and other 

administrative supports identified by the bodi~s concerned and cannot be 

assessed at this stage. 
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.. 

Chapter 4 - SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS TO 

LIVING CONDITION IN DIRECT PROVISION 

ACCOMMODATION CENTRES 

A. INTRODUCTION 

residents in Direct Provision accommodation centres live and makes a series of 

recommendations for p L.-=-~.;..;.o;,~-- aimed at·.showing greater respect 

for their dignity and improving their'quality of life. 
~--=-----.. 

491.The implications of the High Court judgment in ~;__,.;.;.;..~-,, livered on 14 

November 2014223 are also considered. The applicants in the proceedings were 

a mother and child residing in an accommod:ation,centre and they challenged 

the legality of Direct Provision. The main grounds of their challenge were: 
. . ~ . , 

(1) that it is a breach · 

(2) that i . it.ls an 

( 3) th f.i~_:,:_!!J;,;.:.,._ll ..::tJs, =,a. =:,.8 ='1 =~ =;:.~-:::.~=~ 

492.'Their application failed on the second and third grounds but did succeed in part 

on the first ground with M acEochaid h J. finding that sdme aspects of the House 

Rules were unlawful.224 The Court also found that the complaints procedure 

required an independent layer. It is understood that the applicants have lodged 

an appeal to the Court of Appeal against all of the High Court's findings with the 

exception of those relating to: the aspects of the House Rules which it found to 

be unlawful; and the absence of an independence complaints procedure. It is 

these findings that are considered here. 

223 CA & anor. v The Minister for Justice and Equality & Ors. [20141 IEHC 532 
224 In relation to the second ground it failed on the facts of the case and in the way in which the case 
was presented. The Court left open the possibility that Direct Provision may breach ECHR rights. 
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B. SOME BASIC INFORMATION ON THE 

ACCOMMODATION STOCK, THE RESIDENTS AND 

THE REGIME 

493. The accommodation stock currently comprises the Balseskin Reception Centre 

in Dublin in which protection applicants who wish to avail of Direct Provision are 

accommodated for a number of weeks before being dispersed to one of 33 

accommodation centres across 16 counties with a capacity of 5,107 bed 

spaces.225 Two of the accommodation centres are self-catering and are used 

mainly to accommodate people deemed by RIA to be particularly unsuited to 

communal living.226 Their capacity is 112 persons (just over 2·%- of the total 

capacity).227 

494. The accommodation centres are, for the most part, ---~~--a ec om o a " le. There are, owever, 

t r--e f which is mi e with t e 
~n ln)lf:ltmlvi e Working Group that it has recently re-

prof iled a centre as a ~'"-- e and is in the process of identifying 

women who may wish to reside there and offe(ing fiem transfe-rs228 

ORIGIN OF-THE STOCK 

firee oh~entreswere built with the purpose of ac-commodatln • 
ect on appl ca s. They account for approximately 16% of capacity.

229 
The 

majority are buildings that were designed originally for different purposes, 

generall_y aimed at short-term living including hotels, hostels, boarding schools 

and holiday homes. Because of this considerable variation occurs between 

centres in terms of the type of accommodation units allocated to residents -

225 
Position as of 16 February 2015 as provided by RIA. 

226 These self-catering centres are essentially apartment blocks with residents doing their own 
shopping and cooking. As accommodation only is supplied, the Direct Provision allowance rate is 
increased in line with that of the appropriate personal/family rate of SWA, less a standard deduction 
of €30/€40 per week in respect of the person's contribution towards accommodation costs. These 
centres are exceptions within Direct Provision and are used as step-down facilities or to 
accommodate persons deemed by RIA to be particularly unsuited to communal living. 
227 Position as of 16 February 2015 as provided by RIA. 
228 

RIA has informed NGOs that work with victims of domestic, sexual and gender-based violence of 
the opening of the centre to give them an opportunity to identify women who may wish to transfer to 
the centre. 
229 

Position as of 16 February 2015 as provided by RIA 
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some are allocated self-contained units while others are allocated a bed in 

dormitory style accommodation. 

TYPES OF ACCOMMODATION UNITS 

496. The units can be categorised into three board types: 

(1) unit · · g aJ)edr-o m (or, in some limited cases adjoining bedrooms) 

that are a ocat ed to a fam ily and are either en-suite or have access to a 

bathroom generally designated for the sole use_ of the family (e.g. hotels, 

hostels, former convents) - no seP.J r..at r iva& liviA · spaee..-is avail~ e 

insti a.d re.geational.space.,is p.ro0..,cled in..~o.mmul'.lat i:oomsl o u~ all 

r ideni s, 
(2) uniti com · g a edr0 m (or in a small number of cases dormitory style 

~ 

rooms) t hat are allocated G UA-f; te-d..single residen s (e.g. hotels, hostels, 

former convents) - t hese can be eit lier en-suite or have access to communal 

bathrooms - recreational space is provided in·c0mmunal rooms for use by all 

residents, 

(3) · · i.e. h ~~~~tm:J.Qbitl!?bomes) that are generally 

While these un·rts:miaafi7f1";av"E~~i,;i:fac 

not Jo-;us~st pat:t dttc to lb e f u II boa rd naffl¥e-of1}1 re&Pl'ovf sion 
and the:limited ffn . avartat> '8Sfdenl"s. 

497.A . 

e 

created to accommoda,te lar e-r: famt- esiier-fammes wh-er-e the gender 
re(lJ-uli:es..s r:ao~s.230 The balance of the capacity is in self-contained 

uni_ts. Due to the nature of the stock the ma·or · tfamiltes are aceommo'dat:,J 
· the majori1i foj(iiiici][iiifg _____ _ _ ____ t i-

.:~• ,;_• r.r,t'· 

498. The Working ~roup notes that due to the falling application numbers RIA has, in 

rec...:.;_;,......_......,.,... - ~ - ~ im ,.. -_· ""'=-.... _ = ... =_ ==:-=,;...:..:;,;....,,.,="-"== fbr example, 

ens ~=: ~::~~- ~ (t __ L:11, ren al'e"nb 

req .....:;_;;;;..;;......,,.;.;.;;;~;..;;..;;.; ro m, an ensunn . .ave..elthe.r: o en 
sui to a bathreom designated for: famH y. These positive 

developments are not, however, embedded as minimum standards and are at 

risk of being undone by increasing application numbers. 

230 
Based on analysis of the capacity of the different types of centres as set out in t he 2013 Annual 

Report 
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OWNERSHJ/l.'JffilD CDNTRACJ1.JAL.US11GATIONS 

499. The stock is in the mai ...privately-owned with-seven in State-ownership. In th e 

case of the privately-owned centres RIA contracts-in from commercial entities 

all the services required including accommodation, catering, housekeeping etc. 

for a fixed period of time, generally no longer than 18 months. A sim liar 

approach is applied in relation to the State-owned centres. See Appendix 8 for 

details of the ownership of the each centre, its contracted capacity and the 

length of time that it has been in use as an accommodation centre. 

500. The con rart-t.tal ebllgatfon.s on e operators of the accommodation centres 

relate for the most part to the prov· ion of..a~ o.datlon,..housel{eeQI.og 

ser'( ces .nd.food-fn.cludlng comptiao:ce wit va -== 
such as fir safety;other building regulations,cmd'iood hV,giene re"gulationj . 
Ot~er o ligations of note include t ation to ensure that r:nembers .tr.~"1 

adhere to RI f ractice for S'Working-in centre: ;231 that a c L....o--
prcitl!ttiorrpoJicy is in pl,fe and enforced; and that all staff are subject to Garda 

vetting. See Appendix 91or a synopsis the more important requirements in the 

contract entered into between accommodation providers and the Minister for 

Justice and Equality and a sa rn1:>.le ofthe,contract. 

501.A striking aspect of the lr,ish arrangements for the reception of applicants is that 

.. 

ny oflfie accommod 
==-::::::.-. ~:;;:-~~F":-:--ntries where not-for-profits play a 

significant role in the,,provisior:i>0f sµch facilities on behalf of the state. The 

potential benefit of the nqt-for-profiJ model is that profits are reinvested in the 

facility rather than paid ouno shareholders. It i's of course open to such 

organisations, when the opportunity arises, to submit a tender to operate a 

centre. 
.. 

FINANCIAL COST OFDJRECT PROVISION 

502. The cost of Di ect.Prmosion for-..2014 wit h 4,3-64-Feside.nts a year end a 

ed waTI53:2171Wcontinuing the very notic din-the cost 

·~ of ffie s stem m recent ears. In 008 With the QUmber of residents at year end 

at 7,002 the cos~_ w s 9 . . The table below breaks down the 2014 costs by 

reference to the type of centre. 

231 RIA; Code of Practice for Persons Worklng in Accommodation Centres (2005); www.ria.gov.ie 
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Table 5: ·- ~ea.-10:.tbe.:!'iPe of .. cetftre J 
Type Explanation Spend No. of beds 

Commercial 25 Centres commercially €43.684m 3,835 

owned 

State Owned 7 centres owned by the €6.901m 1,150 

State 

Self Catering 2 non Direct Provision €0.486m 112 

commercially owned 
centres 

\\. 

Pre School Payments for wages, ' €0.l0lm 

consumables etc. in 2 pre 
schools 

Additional costs (including Direct spending by RIA on €1.972m 

Gas, Electricity, Oil, additional costs in State 

Phone, Water, Waste, owned centres 

Sewerage, OPW, etc.) ·~· 

Tra nsport232 Direct spending oy RIA on €0.046m 
transport of protection 

seekers on dispersals 
around country. 

Miscella rieous Payments for nappies and €0.027m 

miscellaneous costs. 

Total '33.117.m li~09i.;) 

::. . 

503. As of 16 February 2015 there were 4,442 residents (including 679 with some 

form of status) acco111modated in the 34 centres. They are a diverse group in 

terms of nationa,lity, gender, age and family status as detailed below. They also, 

of course, come from different cultural, religious ~nd educational backgrounds; 

have different interests and health needs. The most striking statistics relate to 

the length of time that many have s'pent in Direct Pr'ovision; 4 o ____ __,, 

residents ave IWea n,---t he f>ireet P-roviston fonnol'lf"than~. 

232 This represents direct spending by RIA on costs in relation to transport to reception centres and, 
onwards on dispersal, to accommodation centres. Individual centres also provide transport (e.g. into 
local town or city) for resident protection seekers but this cost is subsumed into the overall contract 

price. 
m Statistics provided by RIA as of 
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NATIONALITY 

504.Over 90 nationalities are represented in Direct Provision. As of 16 February 2015 

the top five nationalities were: 

Table 6: Top five nationalities 
Nationality 

1. 

2. 
3. DR Congo 
4 Zimbabwe 

5. South Africa 

GENDER AND FAMILY STATUS 

SOS.As of 16 February 2 

ad 

% of population in 
Direct Provision 

· nts with 

Of the =----
506. There were 814 family units. All children in accommodation centres are legally 

in the care of their parent or guardian. While there are no unaccompanied 

minors-living in the centres there are some age-disputed minors but no statistics 

~re readily available. 234 

LENGTH OF TIME 

507.As of 16 February 2015 the ~ me tnat t e res@entsnaa been int e 

sys m was: 

Table 7: Length of time residents in the system 

Less than 1 year 23% 

1- 2 years 9% 
2-3 years 7% 

3 -4 years 8% 
P.- 5 years "9:59/4~ . 
p'years or more 1.43,.5%~ 

J 

234 
"age-disputed minor" refers to a protection applicant who claims to be under 18 years but who 

has been assessed as being an adult in accori;.Jance with the relevant statutory provisions. 
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508. The median duration of stay from date of initial protection application is 51 

months. 

STAGE OF THE SYSTEM235 

509. Of those living in accommodation centres the majority, « 

a ~ I.IJ!!!lll1W=!.!!.!llri"Jfi!'~· ~il2!.)o'~~ ess. Th ere a re, however, ~ 11!:!.!Bl!a.t~.A! 

le~e tf> r-emain s-ta , 57?::fe5idents~i'lo-hacl,.beerrserved with ·on 

r-deri ; and 679('fWJ:telfts:wh--:o:1ii ---"""-- ed same foun..ois: his 

latter number is explained by t he inability of recent status residents to find 

accommodat ion outside the centres. In addition,.there are 

respect of whom a_~tions fer- roteGtio t ians ta ha' m 

include~ n-a-n-.ex1 ~o..;..;..mily app1icatiear ____ _ e-at-cf age by 

th~f{s) o~ uamian(l} eland is ·s -~=----- continuing to 

r':>.. permit those who are subject to g.epwte ~ 
~ arrang . 01::pll)mction..app i~ s: 7--.~~ ~' 2.. ~ 

6 0 

MAIN FEATURES OF REGIME IN ACCOMMODATION CENTRES 

510. The accommodation centres are o · in the sense that residents are 

not in detention. They are free to come and go as they wish subject to rules 

relating to notifying management of i • e overn ght a senc 36 

Unexplained absences may result in a resident's bed space being reallocated 

and in the withdrawal of their weekly allowance. 

511.As mentioned above protection applicants who take up the offer of Direct 

Provision are accommodated in the Balseskin Reception Centre in Dublin initially 

after which time they are dispersed to an accommodation centre. The dispersal 

location is a matter for RIA and the Working Group has been informed that the 

acle-largety,on the basis-.of family GampositiaA and-available bed 
..5JlaC_es!&.fJ~~lPn appJkants_ do...not.hall.£..aov.lop t as sucti1nt crthe decision .. 

making proces 

235 
Position as of 16 February as provided by INIS 

236 These rules have been found to b =~~:r::r,-, CA & a nor. v The Minister for Justice and Equality & 
Ors. [2014IIEHC 532. 
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HOUSE RULES 

512. While residing in accommodation centres, residents are subject to 1-\1 use.Rules 
intended to ensure the safety of all residents.237 As mentioned ab .aspects 

t ese Rules ave een fi5UncJ o be unlawful.238 This is discussed later in this 

chapter. 

513. Centre managers are responsible for e suring'COlTrplianc-ew itfrthe Rtd s. The 

most recent iteration of the Rules d~ es rom 2009 and st e outcome.of 
rev· ew roe LlmloJYln&!:V.adous-stakeholder:s,.induding accomm.odatlo 
prt)\dders and NGOs.239 :Y-hey are available in 11 languages reflecting the main 

nationalities of residents. Given the importance qfthe Rules to the daily 

experience of those living in the centres it is usefu I to_ identify the key provisions 

here relating to the services that residents can expect an,d the regulations that 

apply. 

514.According to the Rules a resident can expect: 

■ respectful treatment; 

• clean, safe, hospitable acc'ommodation that may be monitored by security 

cameras in the interests of safety; 

• a varied and nutritious breakfast, lunch and dinner with ethnic food 

prefer-ences catered for where possible and practical; 

■- medical dietary needs catered for; 

■ 24 hour refreshments in the form of tea and coffee making facilities and 

dri'nking water; 

• babies' cots and bedding and infant formula and baby foods for infants; 

• information on local schools and help to get school places; healthy lunches 

that are varied and nutritious for school going children; 

• washing and showering facilities, laundry and ironing facilities; 

• adequate heating in bedrooms and communal rooms; 

, • bedding and towels, supplies of toiletries; 

■ information on leisure facilities provided at reception and in so far as any 

facilities are provided within centres they are to be free of charge. 

237 See 

http://www.ria.gov.ie/en/RIA/House%20Rules%20Nov%202009%20(A4)%20(Amended%20Jan%2020 
11), 
238 

CA & a nor. v The Minister for Justice and Equality & Ors. (2014] IEHC 532 
239 

Tw , N:GO~cJpants su n, ed reserv.attons on the ftna 
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1gatlons.on residents 

515. The obligations placed on residents are to: 

• treat others with respect and obey the law; 

• comply with the centre manger's instructions in relation to 

occupying/vacating the room (residents may be required to move rooms in 

order to ensure full use is made of available bed spaces); 

• keep the room clean, tidy and aired; 

• comply with prohibitions on noise after certain :t:imes, pets, alcohol, smoking, 

illegal drugs, storing food in the room, cook\ng in:the room, using electrical 

appliances in the room without permission; 
• coo room insp-e-cttons-wfi-ie · e unan~:ounce ; 4_o __ 

• comply=!~==~"'- ana tl'rs:pzohibit-ien-.en v ~sitof-S,,iJl:,areas et.Jcler than 
desig 

• notify 1!~ t e.-.m-anager-o 

P~O 
manager is required to notify·the community welfare service as the 

entitlement to the Direct Provision all~ .. :t>e'affea:ed).;m 

tesrelatln 

516. Although all children in the centres are legally in the care of their parent(s) or 

guardian(s) the Rules contain extensive provisions in relation to the care of 

cbildren. For example, the Rules inform parents and guardians that: 

it is forbidden to leave a child under the age of 14 years, alone or unattended 

in the centre or when they go out for whatever reason; 

children under 14 years cannot be left in charge of younger children; 

children under 18 years must not be left without a parent or guardian 

between the hours of 11pm and 8am; 

the parent /guardian must let the centre known in advance when he/she has 

made arrangements for children to be taken care of by another responsible 

adult. 

240 
This asp ,-=-,~:.:=..=~,.,.........,.. found to be unlawful· CA & anai:..Jl er fo.r.J.us-tica.an 

E ua 
241 

T o t s been:&Yrut to b.e u.nJaw(ul; CA &.anor- v Jhe Minister 
for J IJ.!'LEquat Ors 0111 IEHC 532. 
242 The requ r o provide a vance AQtlce o evernlgfinbsences have been founa to1Je UnlawfuT; CA 
& an.QC, 'Lihe Mlnlstet.fot Justice andJ:q_uallty..& Or.s. [20141 IEHC 532. 
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here is no statutory or child protection guidance for the general 

population regarding the age at which children can be left alone or unattended. 

Parents in the general population are expected to make individual judgements 

regarding the maturity of the child and the circumstances e.g. going next door 

or going into town; the length oftime that the child would remain unattended is 

also a relevant factor. 

518. The Rules also contain warnings to parents or guardians that if the centre 

management sees that a child is not being adequately cared for they will tell the 

relevant authorities, will keep a ecor .....,u.s.::::...:::..:.:.r..i.: e,.RIA 

Child Protect1on o is..re.ferenc e R~_.243 
Issues of concern that may 

give rise to a report to the authorities being made under the terms of that Policy 

include leaving children under the age of 14 years unsupervised or neglect or 

abuse including emo onal..abu.s~Jt;ysleal abuse.and exual e. 

519.A further provision of note i_s the warning to parents and guardians that they 

must tell the centre manager in advance if their-child is going to stay overnight 

somewhere other than the centre. The name and address of the person with 

whom the child will stay must be given to the manager and also the expected 

date of return. According to the Rules failure to do this may lead to the child 

being reported as a missing person. This requirement links to RIA's Child 

Protection Policy which identifies some possible issues of concern in relation to 

children in accommodation centres that fall outside the normal definition of 

"abuse". A-child missing from the centre is identified as one such issue of 

concern. According to the Policy where there is a suspicion that a child is away 

from their parents/guardian and no reasonable explanation is offered, a referral 

to the Gardai and the Child and Family Agency should be made immediately. 

520. The Rules also set out the complaints procedure for use by residents and 

management. The procedure allocates the role of final arbiter to RIA. The High 

Court in "CA and TA" has held that residents are entitled to an independent 

complaints mechanism and that RIA, in view of its commercial relationship with 

the accommodation provider and as author of the House Rules cannot be said 

to have the necessary independence.244 While parts of the judgment are under 

appeal to the Court of Appeal by the applicants the finding in relation to the 

243 Reception and Integration Agency (October 2008}; Child Protection and Welfare Policy and Practice 
Document for the Reception and Integration Agency (RIA) and Centres under Contract to RIA 
144 

CA & anor. v The Minister for Justice and Equality & Ors. [2014) IEHC 532 
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absence of an independent complaints procedur~ has not been included in that 

appeal. 

C. I - lES OF-CONCERN RELATING TO ltVING eeNDITIONS AND 
MlAL SOblJTIONS 

EltATION-.OF ISSt:IES E>F €8NCERN AND PROPOSALS IN..CON.tEX:r 

I 

521. The issues of concern in relation to living conditions i_n accommodation centres 

and recommendations made are identified in the context of the Government's 

commitment to introduce a single procedure,.the intended effect of which is to 

greatly reduce the length of the protection determin-ation process and, as a 

consequence, the length of stay in accommodation centres. The Department of 

Justice and Equality expects th --= ur will lead to a final ) 

determinationlf 12 months and running efficiently. 
This expected time frame is !~~!~:!_:oliPi m :,er);. The prospect of the 

conclusion of cases within this period is very welcome although it doe.s mean 

that many protection applicants will continue to reside in accommodation 

centres welt beyond the inteAded duration of stay when Direct Provision was 

first established. It is also likely that some cases due, for example, to their 

l oncluded within 12 months-. Moreover, a year in an 

accommodation centre ts a disp __ _,_ __ llatety longtime in the Ille of a child 
t should also be noted that a significant number of 

existing:-residents t.from th in.gl.e procedure:- \ \ \ 
0,,. 0 

522~ The issues ofcontern and recommendations are also ident ified in the context of 

solutions identified i"h 

• all peisons awaiting t1ecisions who have been in the system for five years or 

more from the date of initial application should be granted some form of 

status as soon as possible and within a maximum of six months from the 

implementation start date subject to certain conditions, and 

• all persons with a deportation order who have been in the system for five 

years or more from the date of initial application should have their 

deportation order revoked as soon as possible and within a maximum of six 

months from the implementation start date subject to certain conditions. 

523. Implementation of these solutions has the p 

a ommodation centr . It has to be rerr:iember.ed, however, that a significant 

proportion of current residents who fall outside the time t h:(esb..Q.ld for these 
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solutions have also spent lengthy periods in Direct Provision and are without 

any immediate prospect of a resolution of their situation. 

524. The implementation of the single procedure and a solution for those in the 

process for five years or more has the potential to free up space within 

accommodation centres and allow for some improvement of the conditions of 

those remaining and also for new arrivals. ifw emerging fssil)s outside the 

remit of the Working Group may militate against this. They are (i) th ~ ..... = ...... -
the nu lferotproTettioll applications and (ii) the'1lousing eris· . 

525. As noted in chapter 1, a total of 1,448 applications were received in 2014 as 

compared with 946 for 2013 equating to a 53% increase.
245 

This reverses the 

trend of recent years when application nu,:nbers were decreasing year on year. 

Applications have cor:i.tinued to trend upw~~ds in 2015 with a further significant 

increase reported in January compared with the same period last year.
246 

526. The current shortage of accommodation acrq_ss the State, but particularly in 

Dublin and in other cities, affecting the general population is also affecting 

residents within accommodation centres who have been granted some form of 

status. Although entitled to access mainstream housing supports it is proving 

very difficult for them. to source atcommodation Jn the community. As noted at 

para. 509, 679 residents with status, [n many cases for several months, continue 

to live in centres. The issue of how persons with status might be assisted in the 

transition from Direct Provision to the· co·mmunity is considered in chapter 5. 

527. These issues have the potential to putpressure on the availability of spaces 

within accommodation centres and ma·y require RIA to source new providers to 

ensure that it can meet its responsibility to provide accommodation to any 

protection applicant wh.o seeks it. 

CO CERNS ARISING FROM L 
E; 

528. As noted in chapter 2 length of time has been identified by residents as the key 

concern - it causes or exacerbates all other concerns around life in an 

accommodation centre. 

245 
Provided by ORAC 

246 
Provided by ORAC 
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529. This message from residents was echoed by the accommodation providers who 

made oral submissions to the Working Group. All emphasised the importance of 

addressing the length of time issue; identifying it as the major source of 

frustration and despair on the part of residents. One provider described life 

within centres as "a el sh existence" or those in the system for a lengthy 

period of time. Another referred to the great expectations of people on arrival 

giving way to despair due to the length of time due to the length of time they 

have to wait for a final decision. 

530. Those who work with residents including health and 'social care personnel and 

social workers have voiced similar concerns that Direct Provision ah althY, 
. ow up I 

Ii 

s--irrcluding 

Emerging solutions .-

531. For future applicants the sol·ution to the length of time problem lies in the early 

enactment of the International Protection Bill and the implementation of an 

adequately resourced single pr_ocedure as qui~kly as possible thereafter. 

532. For existing applicants the implementation of the solutions identified at paras. 

,· 235 and 241 aimed at ensuring that those in the system for a lengthy period 
' receive a decision on th err status within a-defined period is critical. 

533. As noted above notwith ding:1:he two lnltlatlves mentionecl some a 
will continue to spend significant periods of their lives in Direct Provision. With 

this in mind the Working Group considered whether a &f'Wi: ua e a roa 
sh_ u@ be"a®eJoplf<fWtlerel:>Vlfiose rn the Direct Provision or lon&.eLl1'o uld 

have th1 opp-ortunitV't6Denefiflrom 6etter phy ica conaitions that wa d 

' 

247 
HSE; Feedback to Review Group on Protection System; HSE consultation Feedback (24/2/2015); 

Submission received from Ms. Maeve Foreman, Assistant Professor in Social Work, School of Social 
Work and Social Policy, Trinity College Dublin Dr. Muireann Nf Raghallaigh, Lecturer in Social Work, 
School of Applied Social Science, University College Dublin and endorsed by the Irish Association of 
Social Workers 
248 Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission's Policy Statement on the System of Direct Provision 
2014; http://www.ihrec.ie/ 
Seventh Report of the Special Rapporteur on Child Protection; A report submitted to the Oireachtas, 
Dr. Geoffrey Shannon; http://www.ihrec.ie/ 
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show greater respect for their dignity and improve the quality of their life. It 

noted that such a graduated approach could also be applicable to the 

progressive attainment of supports (e.g. access to the labour market, education 

opportunities) by protection applicants. 

534. In the case __ graduated approach could mean being offered a 

sin e oo __ petfod e.g. 12 month· . 1- the case of families it could 

mean being offered family q arters wfth access1:o--a---eommunal kitchen or a self~ 

contain~ nitwith cooking ac lifies a er a certain perio e.g. 6 or 12 months. 

This thinking informs some of the recommendations that appear later in this 

chapter concerning, for example, living arrangements for single people. ln the 

case of families the Working Group identified-some p.ractical obstacles to 

structuring Direct Provision along these lines._ In articµI~(, the bcJlf stQck 

present and the di~ ttl!~ on of . , or·exa.mple, very likely 

mean that families w _ ... -.... fflrin anot ~n oh he 
c ___ Id be faced wi b olce.o.lu.prootlng chi reii;i.wh.o may 

h el ol,_or foregotr.tg the.:he.tter.ac.ca.mmadation. The 

Working Gro · · a ,ves are therefore no 

ava · 1®1 ~:;.::-:~~,w!lil!arowuU,l,l!;Je~5.l,J,_o.:;genujnely--heneflt from 'cl 

'-adtmtea a roa . These considerations. inform the'·recommendations that 

appear later in·this chapter in relation to famili:es and· children which centre on 

working towards ensuring that all families-have access to cooking facilities and 

private living space aimed at allowing them to I ormalcrfamily life-as 
leln e rcumstances in w lcfl ey fin 

535. The Working Group considered the question of whether a cap should be placed 

on the length oftime a person may spend in Direct Provision. With the length 

of stay in Direct Provision being a direct consequence of the length of time that 

a person spends in system awaiting final resolution of their case, it concluded 

that the solution in t1'ie m n of t e recommen.d.ations aimed at 
long-staysin the system now an into (paras. 235, 241, 271 

and 274 ). Those recommendations are based on the pri~ J:Y.11!~__,.._. 

sh ars or more in tne system. 
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PH'ISf~Al. OONDl':f:IONS 

'l,yska/..spase .for, exduslve.-.occupatlon b.µesldents 

536. Members who visited centres invariably described the accommodati.on units, in 

particular those that are in es ooms or a _ _,..__ droom , as 

1 ma equate storage--and some oi unsu itabl 

~"-"'="'"'"" e.g. with 19w-eaveswith beds-placed-beneath. Members noted rooms 

which were unsuit to the nu r r t.oc1:~upan.ts, but which were 

officially considered to have spa , ffli'Tctdtt!3:io~n[!cl!J1 ~~~~:' 

537. It was noted that RIA.when procwi11g accomm~dation focuses on procuring bed 

•~. spaces and calculates the capacity of indi_vidual accommodation units in 
,, 

accordance with the s~atutory definition:of overcrowding. Under that definition 

a bedroom is deem.ed to be overcrowded if: 

• each occupant of a bi d room has less than me res t4. · m"), or 
• tw0 ersons aged..1.0..or:;mora..df t h~ opposite.:sex are..sleeplngJn .tbe;.5a~ 

ro~om {excluding couole~1. 

·• 538. RIA informed the Working Group that it does not ind~de en-suites when 

• calculating the number of beds permitted-in a.-unit .. It also-informed the Working 

Group that ceilings are required to be at le&OcC-....,~ } an t at w ~ 
ce I ng nigtrerthan i.44m--no-accoan is taken of the space-abo 

importance as some of the old centres e.g. former convents have high ceilings 

which were maintained when converted to Direct Provision use. 

539. While on its face the mini Y)!i1Wb W ilJ.U:tWU),ge compares avourabl wltti o ner _ ~c..,l.z 
El.1.Me.m.b Stat s that accommodate protection applicants in communal &O\½, 

~ facilities; the value of such comparisons is limited in the absence of a 

comparison of the length of time that protection applicants remain in such 

facilities·. 25
.
0 The application of the statutory d init-ierr.ef ov rerowdio · means 

that the norm within accommodation units is for: unr~ted:s.in-gltMes-ident-s-to 
shar~ .co:.om , fo-F afents and their •children to share bedreems--(s Qject 

to t b-e;wle.-r-elating..tG mixed gen<aler~). 

540. The use of this definition is of concern as it relates to bed oo.ms onl.y..ar:id fails t 
take account of the multipur. - e,;.na ure--g ~allotateino:re-sid-ents. In 

249 
Section 63 of the Housing Act 1966. 

250 The organ isatio ~f.:R·~ec~ep=--=-. - 0---, n.,...,,..a-.:cll::::1tt:-e-S".,..fo-r '?'As--v'i"'u-m--=e""e~lffere wi-b tat~. forQ.ru@fl 

Mi&!.: tien Network Study l0l4. 
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private living space, homework/study space or storage space. In the words of 

one contributor to the consultation process, 

' 

541. The terms of the contract with accommodation providers reinforces this focus 

on bed spaces rather than living spaces with the terms requiring the contractor 

to ensure that each unit contains at a minimum, ''futJ1i..,_ta-c. .,:fjtt-ings'"'f)nd 

eq(ifpment7Jj:gJ)"fELgaqfily_ coruJition -fqrsleep1nq femplftffls all , ea] anel..fsr 

st@fage,_ iaclCldiog hangiag otclotfiing. "251 o re ~~ ~ Is matte.to..otberbasR: 

it . 

concern. As emerged in the course of the consultation session with young ~ -

P lon.appllc.i!nts who may be basing their protection claim on their sexual 

orientation, the I act • :.an lndMduaUM ker. fo the..storage-ef. persenal items 

i~ pap.er.s re~atlng--te t heir-cl~lrtrls--a cause of.re-al anx ety.252 In the case of 

m Y. .nits he lack of a locker to h I .edlcation and other items that might 

be a da er to chllclren, · 
~ ............. 

542. The space allowance used by RIA contrasts with the Departrn •-Y<..M.1--...., 

Vlroffl'mffit ,_.......,_ O)l! in(gijn,y;;;vll.l!~-Y-M. ng. 

Those Guidelines advocate am· ~l'n.J. ingte-bedroums and 11.4 
2 

f r a u OObimooms. Further guidance is provided in relation to the size of 

living spaces an:d,storage areas. In te~ms of s'=-1.._.......,wrements~ nd room sizes 

generally a number of .considerations are identified: 

• each room -snould facilitate the range of activities likely to be carried out in 

,,that room, 

• ,ad.equate floor areas and room sizes are important but do not necessarily 

create good quality living spaces, 

• bedroom spaces s_hould be well-proportioned, in terms of floor shapes and 

ceiling heights so as to provide good quality living environments for 

occupants, 

• space provision should be adequate to accommodate appropriate furniture 

and equipment in each room while allowing free circulation within that area. 

543. In addition to these concerns around the cramped physical conditions, the 

multipurpose and multi-occupancy nature of the accommodation units raise 

251 Para. 3.5 and Appendix II of the sample contract with accommodation providers at Appendix 9. 
252 Report of Consultation with young LGBT Asylum Seekers and Refugees 24 February 2015. 
253 Quality Housing for Sustainable Communities - Best Practice Guidelines for Delivering Homes 
Sustaining Communities (2007); pg 48-49. 
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f"\.1-.>\~ -~CV-)~ \-'~ 

(l. concerns aro _nd prlvacy,-mem:al health, family life cmd ch11d pTotection and 

I • These are addressed later in this chapter. 

544. Accommodation providers are required under the terms of their contract to 

ensure maximisation of capacity in each accommodation unit at all times. 
254 

odatlOJJ 

545. The Working Group recommends: 

• 

In the short term RIA should identify s.r.c:,.,_,...,_ ac· . · 
c nif~ ect to cont actu · atlot)~ eek to orin -~-so thrit 
t'J:.-sitaatlon o 'those sharing in c dition$ can..b _ 

RIA should without delay develop a set · · 

of accommodation units that takes a ~~~~~....,_~~~;..._,.,,..;,:.:T;.:.-"'"!!:'!""'l"!: ... _"'"-..,ra-=~· on · entified'Tn the 
Qepartment of the Environment, Co = ..:=,·.-=~:_:r..,,.,rnment..G'.uldellnes, 
viz: 

o each room should facilitate the range of activities likely to be carried out 

in that room, 

o adequate floor areas and room sizes, 

o spaces s·hould be well-proportioned, in terms of floor shapes and ceiling 

heights so as to provide good quality living environments for occupants, 

§'> space pmvision sbould be adequate to accommodate appropriate 

furnitur,~ and equipment while allowing free circulation within that area. 

~ 
Once the revised set of criteria has been developed RIA shouc::'d:.;:.==.a.:.==t.=..~;:::= 

o q!~~~ell!fil!rJiU~~- view to ens lfaetheircapoc 

~.tf,.,F£~~~ ~~wntalctual obligations perniJt. 

~ RIA should without cJ« py ev/ the mi im11m reqair~me s in terms of furniture 

~\.O.)' for such multi-pu"rpose rooms so that they include furniture suited to sleeping and 

living e.g. chair, desk, and adequate storage. 

254 Para. 1.2.2 of the sample of contract with accommodation providers at Appendix 9. 
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• The revfsetl-ser of cr~erfa devefopedfor asses-sing bed eapaelty sfioulcJ:l!fe (I 

i~ pocate<i iR re -uests for tendef orrfJGcommodation Gentre . - Lt~ OL. 

Implications including costs 

, '<:) u ~ f't,~ 
,->,4:-

546. Jncreased physical space and appropriately furnished rooms would address the 

cramped conditions that some residents are living in. Of itself, of course, it 

would not address the J;J:rivacy and other issues arising from single adults sharing 
•.. t 

with other adults or parents with their children. These concerns are discussed 

and recommendations in respect thereof a re i,dentified-later in th is chapter. 

547.Applying a revised set of criteria for·'determining the capacity of accommodation 

units would reduce capacity and iQ_~Mtll1~'flJ:Cdiem rate-payable-cay RIA--ta . 
a ommod-ation provid rs. In order to compensate for the loss of capacity RIA 

might also need to procure a ~tfgna acco m e..co 
~, ' 

l{lm:easin RIA has informed the Wo_rking Group that procuring additional stock 

by way of a full tender would; Jn its experience, tak :pt-eeatety tw-0 yeafs. It 

must be noted, however, that the,introduction pf the single procedure and the 

implementation of the recommend-ations.aimed at resolving the situation of 
' . . 

those in the system for S years or more have the potential to fr up eapaG 
that ~ ~ , to-pro'1Yde lncrecase _ space to remaining,esidents. A sudden 

upsurge in applications n:umbers co I rotre::ttm r se:ct e 

ternporarily,.apQlied in m_o.re limited ~irG-umstances in or.de for..the obligatij>n to 

accommodate all-protection applicants who w,ish to a)Jail of CJr.ect P-r-ovision. 

The que~on1:2t~~l1);:rela ·Qn--ti:l increased living spaoe--for residents is. 

a d.f. ed at..cbapter: ~ 

Family life and children .. · 

548.A strong theme throughout the consultation sessions with residents was that 

the living conditions are a su_,.......,,.......,_.fQIO.lil'lent to norma 

parenting. In the words of contributors to the written consultation process 

undertaken by the Working Group: 

' 

" .. .family has little control over decision making regarding family life." \ 
"Neither the parents or the children can enjoy privacy, ft is also desirable to offer 
families a minimum of two rooms." 
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' 

'

'It is not normal for children to grow up in a situation where they have not seen ' 
heir parents cook or where they are not sharing a meal in private. 11 

"When you have children, it is n0~srJLwurown.:ulturalvalt1es---'?fl them 
as they end up learning things from other residents." \ \ N B 

"Children don't have anywhere to . 
room .. " 

they play in the four corners of the N ~ \ \ 

"Direct Provision militates against children leading a life integrated in their 
schools and wider community - di~ I to hav.e their- ienfiis over t.a.p/Q~ " ~ ( ·NB 

549. Similar themes emerged in the consultation session undertaken with healthcare 

professionals and in the submission endorsed by the Irish Association of Social 

Workers.255 While the Special Rapporteur on Child Protection has said that 

Direct Provision could not be described as creating a normal family life.
256 

550. The Working Group considers that the era f)ed p.~tcal condJtioos.aad parents' 

qm\' in Direct Provision in_hli:!;li orma ami fillJles 

a~entnrg. Preparing, cooking and eating together are the basic activities of 

family life but the opportunit!es to do these activities are very limited; 

communal cooking facilities have been installed in a small number of centres, 

but long queuing times are reported; in some other centres there is the 

possibility of making school lunches with deli counters being set up in the 

mornings with a selection of fillings etc; and in one centre (with self-contained 

units) residents can collect their weekly supplies for breakfast and lunch from an 

on-site kiosk and prepare those meals in their own homes. The Working Group 

heard that some residents use their weekly allowance to buy food to cook and 

supplement the meals provided by the c'entre. For the most part, however, 

p ~---~ OOng acmtte_ e11virrg tnem withou'"...Jo'.ni...J!.veans 

. - comroltlfe-irflmily's-di t. 

551.As noted earlier in the chapter, the majority of families are accommodated in 

single or, in some limited cases, adjoining bedrooms without a private living 

space. This gives rise to parents sharing with their children where the children 

255 HSE; Feedback to Review Group on protection System; HSE consultation Feedback (24/2/2015); 
Submission received from Ms. Ma eve Foreman, Assistant Professor in Social Work, School of Social 
Work and Social Policy, Trinity College Dublin and Dr. Muireann Nf Raghallaigh, Lecturer in Socia l 
Work, School of Applied Social Science, University College Dublin and endorsed by the Irish 
Association of Social Workers. 
256 Fifth Report of the Special Rapporteur on Child Protection; A report submitted to the Oireachtas, 
Geoffrey Shannon; http://www.ihrec.ie/. 
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are under 10 years and single parents sharing with teenagers of the same 

gender (and in some exceptional cases with teenagers of the opposite gender). 

o one enJ0'7S"priva y. In addition, concerns were expressed during the 

consultations with residents about the lack o ppropriate spaee--to ac ita 
[tt lHtlmaqrcr~tt g a risk of children becoming sexualised too early. 

552. The Working Group was informed by RIA and Members also observed in the 

course of visits to centres that there is so • -e-statutor "eve-r::GrowdJne/ -due-to 

tQ!natore of-th~ available--aecoml"C.lOll:atmn. The current stock of 

accommodation means that it is not always possible-fo,offer families suitable 

alternative accommodation when their childrel'!,r~ach the age of 10 (and in 

breach of the gender rule) or when their familyg_rb~s: In some instances the 

alternative accommodation offered to meet the family's rieeds may require the 

family to relocate to a different town or region. As a c~n's-~·quence families may 

be faced with making the unenviable-choice between acceptf~-gJ>etter 

accommodation or sparing their childre_n t he t rauma of changing schools. As of 

17 December 2014, RIA reported that eig~t centres:-had over 10s of the opposite 

gender sharing. A t otal of 18 family units were inv·olved. 

553. For families the lack btnatlon wit t e..House 

Rules which forbid parents from leaving their child r. ar.euncfer::tfie age.o 

14 years, alone or unattended in the centre has the',effect of prohibiting normal 

child development and disempowering parents. Normal development requires 

that adul __ _,=,,,~-=-;~-·-- - n an unebtruslve way In the Ga:se.of; 
t ~ .:w~;,,- . Such children need periods of privacy, 

opportunities to pla _·":i:ao- age:s, u._a ons wrthout.aduf 
1. In the 

and opporti ,_u.u--.iUil!" 

~=w,cu;. S, the development of the need for periods 

d 6, comes stc__onger a 
Behavioural challenges may eme r,~ ntougtrf rustratiottaftfie lac o 

op~rJ.iti] foil noi:___ ent Placing an obligation on parents to be 

with their children at ,,,,........,...,......, e --~---~---__,_~r_c.ow 
judg la y. at s lofen'aea to 

b;e::t_f(e t holl]J! environment. This lnlfe; s consiclerel':tfu:rt~6J4-675~ 

teenagers the position is mixed. While some centres have playrooms these tend 

to be open for limited periods only. As regards homework facilities, just over 

half of the family centres operate homework clubs while the remainder offer 

homework rooms. Bearing in mind the prohibition mentioned above on children 

up to the age of 14 years being unattended in a centre, the use of these rooms 

is not necessarily practical with the result that children end up doing their 
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homeworf<"'ln the b-e-dro~ shared with their parents and other children, 

possibly on the floor in the absence of a desk or table. 

555. A further issue of concern arising from the absence of private living space and 

the cramped conditions is that children do frequent communal areas where 

adult residents may be socialising with the consequence that their parents have 

c.v.J:,Q/••nft e-.con r:0J1W.et:mheo du 'th-wllem iliey-<aame--in c-ontact-. 

556. In the case of out-door facilities for children these are dependent on the actual 

site with some centres having no on-site out-door facilities. As noted by some 

visiting Members the abs sis, in some 

instances, compensated for by parks, beach~s a~d ot~er community facilities 

close by. 

557. The cramped physical conditions can create additional difficulties for families 

coping with physical and mental illness or with intellectual difficulties. The case 

of a child with autism finding the limit~d ~pace and communal setting very 

difficult was cited.257 

558.A further challenge to normalJamily life arises in the case of r~ 

41flllfdlo'1wn.,wi:i:Jrn such cases one p1:)r.ent may no lopger reside in the centre but 

may only meet their children in the comrnunal.ar.eas o_f the centre due to the 

restrictions of guests in private quarter~. The Work,ing Group notes that this 

issue may be addressed to some extent 'by the State's response to the "CA and 

TA" judgment referred to at paras. 644-660. 

559. The cumulative effect of these living conditions, together with the frustrations 

arising from the lack of opportunity to be a role model and provider through 

access to employment, ct-the mental-..and,-emotiona"i"weU-being otth;e 

paawt cl"'Bave.._a j:j ·""""'- .... -.-==== to tensions.an . 
of rnfldi .....:~ iia -:_"""_""'_:._ . There is also a risk that its effects 

rfflcu t es transfer ng fr.om.one 

257 HSE; Feedback to Review Group on protection System; HSE consultation Feedback (24/2/2015). 
258 

HSE; Feedback to Review Group on Protection System; HSE Consultation Feedback (24/2/2015). 
25

~ Submissions received from Ms. Maeve Foreman, Assistant Professor in Social Work, School of 
Social Work and Social Policy, Trinity College Dublin and Dr. Muireann Ni Raghallaigh, Lecturer in 
Social Work, School of Applied Social Science, University College Dublin and endorsed by the Irish 
Association of Social Workers. 
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560. The Working Group considers that it is imperative that steps are taken to ensure 

that condijip 'tblnAccommoitatlen ~tres are mcre,.cencfuclve to r,,orma 
f milyj)D.:ffaving regard to the range of concerns identified above the Working 

Group considers that self-contained units (including cooking facilities) are most 

appropriate for families. The Working Group takes the view that the aim must 

be to improve the mix of stock so that there is sufficient accommodation 

appropriate to the needs of families. The Working Group makes the 

recommendations below with this aim in mind. 

561.As some of the recommendations below are aimed at enabling families to cook 

for themselves the question of how food supplies coul·d be provided was 
,' 

considered. The Working Group was informed of the system in operation in the 

Mosney Accommodation Centre at present whereby the management makes 

supplies for breakfast and lunch available to residents. Taking account of the 

Terms of Reference of the Working Group which are limited t0 improvements to 

Direct Provision and the nominal amount of the weekly allowance paid to 

residents it is considered that the · sn 'd be.~ep!Tcat 

~ Atres:,ancrex~nded>te in-elude supelies--for1all rne-al . In order to ensure that 

the arrangements put in place meets the needs of residents and affords them as 

much autonomy as possible, the Working Group considers that residents should 

be • te centre management on the arrangements to be implemented 

for the provision of supplies, and on the range ofsupplies to be made available. 

It noted that the management would be able to benefit from economies of 

scale. 

562:The Working Group recommends: 

/ rf,11 famil(esshould have access to cooking facilities (whether in a self-contained 

~ ~ \~~.mit or through use of a communal kitchen) and their own private Jiving space _ 

S,,,O/JJT..DS p,:,octlcab~ . In order to achieve this: 

/ Ex~ omprising units with cool<IJ:H[_ · i - hould implement 
ifl3l1._, ,.,,,......,,.,.pr:a icdlile an subJec 'to any can rctuartib1Jgat101'/fo, 

arrangements to facilitate residents cookin{!J IV'f!swithin :l 
mon rftllffXMtlp/e'tion of-the fina/'re'lf.j ol~rtre: · orking 6roup@ 
opti§n to.Gook-for. hemselve~~uld ruffin parallel with a catering option 

as not residsnts ma~ h to cater for themselve-lJ e.,,~ ...:..:,~ J 
Where~ ·dgnt: have rtfe!lp ]or themselves arrangements 

~ must be implemented by centre management, in<corrJuJtatiorrwit 

~ refi s, r tfie prov'fsfoif7JJsu12 

~<)\,\ ... ~ 
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_1:>- E /sting centr:e-s wh ich do no:t::l1ffJYC.fJFits with c-00kinfJ{Gci/ities,slwuJd 

, _ \) ~ (lf.'\._ imple~-.nts within 6 m offtfis 0 t e.."firJlil:te.~rt, s11.9j.&:1.o 

~~ a, con ractua elillgatlon , to f fl.ci/-itDte+pare11tsio,'Jfl1kitfgflfel-r flarem>s 

schqeJ Juntb or to allow oltler-:enffc rerFtf!> maR-e 'JieJ.r own -tf.i s cou1lL"be 

done by setting up a sandwfeb. makingfqgjmr-;md rovidin a selection eJ 
yoghutts;:jbices cmd'fruit.re.tCJ:1.ti:,reakfas-t time in the c;anteen as.is d.one.in 
SO(T:le;.clmtJ:eS,. 

-e-A sufficient number of centres sht1Ji18:.be:teconflgur-elJ;to allow aIJ;tamilie 
use of <X1JT111111lf1JCl<Tfaiihs by end 2fJI6 lrffafar"?Js1ffDctldilf1.'e'"ffaJl1 -

r~ O';,ContractugLviJJigat.fcJns. The option_ to cook for themselves 

should run in parallel with a catering option {JS not all residents may wish 

to cater for themselves. 

~ sufficient number of centres shou · - --to a-JIC'J ilti 

, . (\ _ , \. " \_ A (L~ use{,oftheirowo pr vate.Jlv.l so.far as pr-a ca le 
~C)}J-- "t) havm:g':fe'gard to con ract •--=---- s. 

o All r•~fffiiJ sh®ld specify the req · _ =- .;;;.~ .... ~:= nt<flned 
. __,,,.--> un · (with"C~okmr,:ttKi/ffi e , and/or family quartf!!S to · 
r---->. mm , natlfi."'-ire= .......... 

() .n\.. ....... J,- .., . 
. ... •· ~-·- -~,,J- ~-

All existing centres tpat host families sho alt:iifJpr;,!J.pri.dte pay, ree.r:eatie 
and st far as-pr.trctica.tfi Ore access-to an on--site 
QOl - ,._~..,."""' 'eJciJliifll ~ 

l 

• All exis tf.Ig;cent that host families should enter into p~reem.-=e:a.!!~::.-=.::..-
with local re..ce n'i:J.sp'iiift'Cctu6s yendo] 20-1J. C,\e.n.,, ~ D~o-c,cJ... 

• - All fiJ en efi shouldspecify the requirement for ad({flt1atrrecreational 

indoorand~ctrd"lf(fJJ) for c 1 'lf71firJ ~ R,egJle. A requirement to 

consult with the children and young people who are resident in the centre should 

be built into the specifications. Q__,\Q_~ <3. \.J~ l v~t.o...l. 

• Notwithstanding references to "as far as practicable" in the above, the facilities 

~ ine with the standards to _be agreed under the recommendations at 

( ~ - NG «u.t)b QZ, _¼,uco ~ ~.\ f>f ~ \¼,-~\~ 

~ h '"' ~ 
~---...::::.563. The implementation of these recommendations would allow the State to 

Implications including costs .~ 

~ vide accommodation and facilities 

th s~ and..-pr~vJtli They would re 

I rislcs,JA further positive effect would be that the move towards - ~--
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more units with private-fivfng..spaee-would facilitate visits by guests to private 

quarters and avoid the-aJffiCUltles assoc ated wifh correntaceommoclation. 

pes. 

,564. The move to communal kitchens in existing centres may encounter some 

practical challenges including planning issues. Re nfigudng entres to provide 

communal kitchens and private living spaces would in some cases involve a 

fundamental reconfiguration of RIA's accommodation portfolio. It . ouJd..ceduce 
·· capaci an Increase thtt_eer cJiem rate payable 6"y RIA to accommodatio 

providers. In order to compensate for the lost of capadty RIA might need to 

pro-c re aclditional accommodation which would be cost increasing. It may also 

encounter planning, fire safety and other issues and require residents to be 

moved out while the work is being done. RIA iriformedthe Working Group that 

t wa-s nekte-aratthe-tfme of writin~ whether. all c..entres wi uld be structurally 

ositkmlo effect t~ Q o osed ch11n es. 

565. RIA also informed the Working Group that a f, 11 ~r..comp.e:tltkm- tl-"'~--
'ewards o two years a t hat in view of the c I com etl . n in the 

market for self-c :ntalnea1lf:ilts'the response te a--request fol""t errde·r w1th sug:t· 
specJficaflons coulcf e limiti(I. A number of accommodation providers who 

made oral submissions to the W~rk.ing Group.said that thay had made some 

changes tp'.:their centrest,(e:g/installing.en-suite bathrooms) and had:not 

encountered any particular difficulties in the planning process. 

566. The··qu g..faclUtles..and prlvateJivingspace.for families~ 

567. In the case of single p.eople e e !.OJnS of.betwe.e.n t wo.eand 

e.igfifl)eoplir w lt fi''2'8% in shared rooms of more than two ~eople, 2 The number 

sharing with four or more people in dormitory style rooms that were in some ,1 \ I ~, 
ff <>) ' ,..R, \~,R C QC'v'f'c.J,..c?X 

cases designed for ,eenap boarders iS"at 2%.261 
'-.J~ - 1-> -e'6 L ~ 

~~~ ~ ~~~ - ~ -K; v--

568. The challenges of sharing a bedroom for a prolonged period oftime are obvious 

- sharing prevents privacy and creates.a.WfFieF te the eRjayment of 

companmnffitp. These issues were raised consistently in the course of the 

consultation process. In the words of contributors to the process: 

260 Provided by RIA - pos" · iraS'Ot10~ ebruary'201-5. 
261 Provided by RIA - posi ·on,,ascof a.a februa 01 
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"I Jive a lonely life here in Direct Provision, f can't have female or male visitors and 
f can't cultivate a relationship". 

"There is no privacy." 

" ave-i,een s arlng w fqi,ur to s,x people.for the:,,ast Jive year; . "N ~ \ l_ ---• 
569. In addition, residents have no control over th-e'f)'fflon~=WJttf.whom:ttaey>share; 

people of different nat Oti-affty, ethnicity, se-xua o entatlon or rell ous 6effef 

mav-wetl-be requ re to s are. The centre management makes those decisions. 

Again as noted by contributors: 

'There is no ch fee of who we end up lfvfng"Nith"; 

"It-is a hard way to live trying to manqgll,JiNivnJif/erent peop e:.ordiffmht 
Cl/,ltates:'and'backgro._ L,;U 

570. There may be an assumption that people from the same country mc\y be 

accommodated together·when, in fact, in ~ warrfor -e-xampfe, t ese_ 
protection applicants may h~_ve been in oppomfi•'ff 

htim un rles et . rJ"his can cause immense tension. Tension may arise where, 

for example, _one.:r-esident wishes to set out their prayer inat while another .. · . . '. 

wishes to watch TV. Wliile there ar:e communal spaces in the·centres many 

residents seem to spencf,most of their time in their bedrooms·. Possible reasons 

for t_~is that emergep during thl;! visits by Members are that the ot11t11DJurud 
r nvf ~ na aren.~ lways eatecf. 

571. Sharing can als,, lea~ to, ore Mmat mental health dffflcuftfes. The Working 

Group heard that residents with particular vulnerabilities, for example those 

experiencing the effects of trauma including victims of torture, sexual violence 

or traffickingfind sha,r:Jilg particularly challenging. The needs of vulnerable 

persons are c.onsidered:further later in this chapter. 

572.As is the case with families as described above sing! eog!e do Aotforthe most 
part-have an opportunity :to cook or themselves. 

573. The Working Group is of the view that while such living conditions may be 

t QJer-abie-ior a s ort per ocl of tfme single residents.shout< , In Direct Provision 

for a lengthvi>eciod, b offered1m1>r-oveli ac:commoaatton In te.rm of prlval y. 

The Working Group also considers that singfe peopfe -shoutd tlave;f 

oppor · v1:o cook fof.l:lfemseJV&s tf they wish-to d-o s 

f;fmflles..at-pa . - . 
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ds: 

m and subject.to contractual obli a&iens, RIA should ensure that 

available capacity within existing accomf1Gdstion iScbrought en stream to reduce 
the number o single people sharing rooms,. 

Single people should be given the ri · sipgle-room ajter-9 months 
and it sfie,.uld___ 'l'i, ; so /rlf7Kpra ey are offered a..sfng 

fOQffl wi.tiiitLlS ITIJ2!1th • 

• EJt_iWIJg ce rr,Jorsingle peo,pfe should be reconflJJ-~=:;~ :..= · e commurrai 

kitchenci2yMd2Q16 in so ar as priii:lllflllte.avl ~ - - ....... - tractua 
cfb1lgatfon,: The option to cook for themselves shou llel w7Ifi a 

catering option as not all residents maywiih to cater1Drthemselvlf5. SiGle 
petJp./rtl'l7l.Jixe. entresshw. ba11e he same:o"11(11tunitierasfl1mili 

tac.themn1ve . 

All re qer for centrll.BJ)rsi»g/e!people::s66i. ti specify thl 
requi ment:fof!WJnfflunarkitche 

Implications including costs · 

575. The provision of private rooms would Mford gr'8hi:'.'tim1Wfo-rthe QlgrUt'l,of 

rest ents--and ne e som tttre11egative-physicai, emotion-al and en ~ 

2,_~ltjl impacts assottated with: inst1tutional living. It is acknowledged that the 

practical benefits ofthis to residents may be limited as the offer of a single 

room may be in a centre at a considerable distance from their existing location 

and they may not wish to uproot themselves. The existence of milestones that 

attract better facilities may have the effect of focusing decision-makers and 

speed up the determination process. 

576. The provision of private rooms after a defined period of time would, however, 

be likely to require a fundamental reconfiguration of RIA's accommodation 

portfolio. It would ce..capadfy nd l~ase--i p.ayable by 

RIA to accommodation providers. In order to compensate for the lost of 

capacity RIA might need to procure additional accommodation which would be 

cost increasing. The move to communal kitchens may enc er plannlng, fir 

sa~ y and other issues..and require residents to be mQXIHll;(!lrwhile-the wo_rk_ is _____ _ 
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b tngc.doR: . RIA informed the Working Group that it was not clear at the time 

of writing whether all centres would be structuraJ!y in - =th 
p ~ anges RIA also informed the Working Group that a full tender 

competition can take upwards o: 'lwoy . A number of accommodation 

providers who made oral submissions to the Working Group said that they had 

made some changes to their centres (e.g. installing en•suite bathrooms) and had 

not encountered any particular difficulties in the planning process. The question 

of costs is addressed at chapter 6. 

577. the corat ractua[o m_gatio_ru; on accommodation:p·tovid~rs include a list of 

• obligations in relation to the provision offoocf'including: 

.... ,..- ~ m:.:~·frecrche I 

• to provide nu~i,i;..'.ir,lr,;;;; 

• to comply with food hygiene regulations, 

• to provide a 2 y menu cyi;f 
ethnJ,c7groups 

• to meet the reasonable prescribed dietar d.s of-an ·person-accommodated 

n t-he eentr 62 

578. They also require cognisance to be taken of R m&dan tfthe--trnurs-of"fast1n-g faff 

579. The Working Group heard a range of concerns relating to the food provided 

within centres: 

"There are many rules and regulations surrounding consumption of food. 
Residents are not allowed cook or exercise choice. Ma agement w1 natU ally_ 
prio · se-value far money foods-9ver nutritional volu . 11 N S \ \ 

oo 

580. In the course of the consultation sessions so hii-drea complairretlgffiunger 

@ said that they wefeanet given enoug!r foc5fJ. The 'working Group noted that 

kitchen opening times are not necessarily tailored to cater for children returning 

from school. ln one centre, for example, food . ro _ cfe at 1pm and 6:ISPm 

As a consequence children were either gi~en re-heat.ed feed eA theiF r-etl:m 
from school or had to wait for t he-even·ngmeal. ifhis was not the practice in all 

centres - one centre visited by Members kept the kitchen open during the day 

262 See sample of contract with accommodation providers at Appendix 9. 
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which fadlitated children having hot meals on their arrival from school rather 

than snacks. 

581. Parents of young children citetta:lac 

thetr 6ao 

582. Some residents voiced concerns around the lack o 

also the suitability of the food for particular r;i eom:Htiens.sucli.as 

diabetes. 

583. Other concerns related to the food being m<JOOti i•nadequate attention 

A idt-a ethoie-tast e.siand a lack of consultati · · re! 

. Some residents also raised cancer gie ,e standallds. 

584. The Working Group heard that som 

supplemimt:tl:ie ooa pr:ov@e'a i 

585. Inspection reports published bv. RIA indicatethatinspecting compliance with the 

contrfcffiil 06 gatlons..relaffirgt.O: '.QOd · a ke OJ:IP,lment-ohhei ns ecti 

regime with reports containing extensive sections onfopd hygiene and 

nutrition, and including specific questions .around the appropri.ateness of the 

food available for children and infants etc.263 The qualjfic~ ffie.;inspe or 

to assess these matters,Jn·particular the nutrition l..\/4l1.1eohh.e-food i n 
~;;;-=,;.=•::11'1 addition, some residents complained to visiting Members that 

inspectors. ne · _ou the.menus and food. 

586. The Working Group, noting the commitment contained in the Government's 

National Pojicy Framework for Children and Young People 2014 to 2020 - Better 

Outcomes, Brighter futures to "Support Children, young people and their parents 

to make healthier choires through education, addressing food poverty and 

ensuring that educational and State institutions providing food and drink to 

children, whether directly or through franchised services on-site, have a Healthy 

Foods Policy and provide food that meets basic nutritional standards" considers 

that a n •- c~- by ~--· ified p.ersonJs requj [~clto b,e Carrie.cl 
out.t~S' vfsfo . 

587. In relation to those concerns around monotony and menus not suiting ethnic 

tastes, the Working Group considers that they may arise from the length of time 

that residents remain in centres and from the large number of nationalities and 

263 http://www.r ia-inspections.gov.ie last accessed 18 March 2015 
264 http://www.dcya.gov.ie 
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ethnic groups represented. It would be impossible for any chef to suit the tastes 

of such a diverse population. Nevertheless there would be benefit in residents 

having an opportunity to input to the menu planning - at present the contract 

does not require residents to be consulted although this is reported to happen 

in some centres. 

588. The implementation of the recommendations at paras. 562 -574 aimed at 

allowing residents the option to cook for themselves have the potential to make 

a significant contribution to resolving the concerns above. In the meantime, 

however, the Working Group considers that some initic1tives should be taken to 

address these concerns. 

Recommendations 

589. The Working Group recommends: 

• RIA should enggff3DT11ta1ilfJ;JJJ1alifjed7Jetsbb!tii.MilJJUctYrnutnt1on aadirto 
ens4t ~=-=-=~ 'f(J(!J. ndarcls Inc u 'ng 'O chiaJren, 
pregnant and breast eedin .;::::::=::=:::=:::::;.;~ ose witlynedical 
conditions tfffe2Pe ood . 

• Include an obligation in new con a 

t tfe28-0 ay m~-n-v cycle 

Implications including costs 

590. The implementation of the recommendation in relation to a nutrition audit 

would assist in ensuring the children's development needs are met and in 

improving the general well-being and health of the residents. Inputting to the 

menu-planning would give residents more of a say in a key aspect of their daily 

lives. In view, however, of the ethnic diversity ofthe residents it~·~ r.&l!Wll1s1.-1..J1&11iUi.........J 

th i • etential solution will addr-ess all concerns. The costs a rising from these 

recommendations would !f'ftff:~gffifica"rit fn..t e~ ontffl.-:0 t lie verall cost Cl>f 

th pr-et-eef ~ ste · 

L~ifliin( o"oj;ssconm-;;e~a~c;co;m;;;m;o;dtcatlen centres 

591. Some centres are located in rural settings at a distance of several kilometres 

from a local village and a considerable distance from the nearest large town. 
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Examples include M un~Trencnarcl (RS km from FoyneS'"'am:l 42km-from 

Li r-ie-k cit · a,mtMJIStreet (2:Skm f rom M ilstree_t and 48km from Cork city). 

592. Public transport links are limited and the bus services provided by some centres 

(outside of their contractual obligations) operate fixed schedules and may not 

be available in the evenings or at weekends. In conjunction with the lack of 

disposable income and the absence of the kind of extended family supports that 

would be available to most members ofthe local community, such locations can 

act as a barrier to residents' participation in activities in the area, and access to 

legal, medical and other supports. 

593. The barrier to participation adds to th 

experienced by residents due to their lack.of access to employment and the 

limited opportunities open to them to gain new skills and can have negative 

impacts in terms of their mental and emotional well-being. It can also 

exacerbate the challenges of living in a communal setting for a lengthy period of 

time and heighten incidents that might otherwise be capable of being,shrugged 
,. . , 

off as minor irritations. In.the case of children remote locations can act as 

barrier to their taking part in after-school activities and the normal leisure 

activities of their friends and peers including trips to the cinema, playing on the 

local sports team etc. Such participation is important for normal child 

development .. 

594. For those residents with physlcal..o~ mem-a-f he"31th dlf ,cufttes engaging w ith the 

k" · ist services that they require can be "U.!.11~-.nd mJY, is@.l.!J'.ag.~ 
n trrf rom"'t'6ht1nUilfg Witn their"treotment. 

595. Some contributors to the consultation process said that the isolated location of 

centres has a stigmatising effect that remains with residents even after they 

have been granted some form of status and begin to look for a home in the local 

area. 

596. The Working Group _acknowledges that the potentia'4 

rem te..location can be off~ t somewha fttu! physical corrditrons"and e 

regJme within a centre facilitate:gfeate, ... ~~= utonem and contr For 

example, the Mos~c km earest sizeable 

town but transfers to it~llch oughtllfterb~ ~ !U."·offersself--eontained.. 
family units a_:ru:t::in o r~pu"fea'fo navac1 h mane..managemeAt style 

597.Subject to the Government's dispersal policy the solution to these issues lies in 

more centrally located centre with easy access to recreational, educational, 

medical and other services. Where this is not feasible, contractual obligations 
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on providers should include a requirement to draw up a transport plan specific 

to the location to meet the reasonable needs of residents (including 

participation in after-school activities) free of charge - the plan should be drawn 

up following consultation with residents on their needs and reviewed from time 

to time. Such an obligation would provide services additional to those falling 

with in the rem it of the School Transport Service, the HSE or other transport that 

would fall to be funded under the Community Welfare Service. 

In the case of existing providers that provide a transport service for residents, the 

pfan should be reviewed to ensure that it meets the reasonable needs of 

residents. 

• In the case of existing providers who do not already provide a transport service 

include an obligation in new contracts to draw up a transport pfan s~eiific to the 

lofation to meet the reasonable needs of residents {including participation in 

after-school activiti~s) free of charge - the plan should be drawn up following 

consultation with residents on their transport needs and reviewed from time to 

time. 

• Ensure that future requests for tender for accommodation specify that centres 

j ~ 
are sought in locations with easy access to recreational, educational, medical and 

other services, or in the alternative specify that a transport plari specific to the 

location must be drawn up to meet the reasonable needs of residents (including 

·participation in after-school activities) free of charge - the pion should be drawn 

up following consultation with residents on their transport needs and reviewed 

from time to time. 

• {compliance wnh these contractual obligations should be monitored as part of :i 
r xpanded inspection process referred to at para. 710. m \ 

Im _llcatians and costs 

599. The proposed solutions would remove a barrier to residents' participation in 

local activities and access to support services and, in the case of children, access 

to after-school activities with potential positive benefits for their well-being and 

for the atmosphere within centres. 
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600. RIA informed the Working Group that in its experience, however, the number of 

providers who wish to enter this market is limited. A a..consequence...m.o 
ce raUv..)oate<f.tent~.rna,,, not. nff·Arii•,n rrresponse to-any request far: 
ende . The alternative specification of a tailored transport plan would go some 

way towards addressing the issues associated with some remote locations. 

Some accommodation providers already, of course, provide such a service and 

those who made oral submissions to the Working Group indicated an openness 

to making such provision. 

601. Dispersal of protection applicants is current Government policy and means that 

applicants must be dispersed as evenly as possible throughout the country to 

avoid undue pressure of health and educatiqli service$ in specific major 

conurbations. This can also mean dispers.al to r·ural ar.eas. Moving to a more 

centralised policy would need adva sid.eratlc;,n of...th&dsk..oiccitical 
:::.:.~=---· I.on.for protecticm applleatits andJ:be..bro.ader community. 

602. ln relation to the recommendation for more ~e_ntrally located centres RIA has 

informed the Working Gro:up,that it appears reasonable to assume (based on 

the current crisis of homelessness) that fi~y~~~adi:Utional costs, tf 
co peting,ln this tyy.,e.c;,f volat~fe mark~l-ae . RIA<-belitves that it would not be 

ts · vi · · holly to providin · 

determined by the markeJ place, viz: 

• the r dy avai a 1e.,.,r-em ses, 

• the e 

• the fl n t o accept .Dr re]e.ct ur6an accommodatien. 

Security arrangements 

604.Some issues of concern relating to the security arrangements were raised during 

the course of the consultation process. Some contributors commented on the 

extent of CCTV in public areas and the feeling of always being monitored. With 

guests (including separated parents, social workers, legal representatives and 

other advocates) prohibited from visiting residents in their private quarters, 

confidentiality and privacy are not guaranteed. Some residents voiced concerns 

around inadequate CCTV coverage, while a few alleged that CCTV was installed 

in bathrooms. It is important to say that this allegation was vehemently denied 
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by the contractor in the course of his submission to the Working Group and no 

proof of the. allegations was produced in support of the allegations. 

605.A security barrier and attendant security guard were noted in one centre visited 

by Members and it was suggested that this added to the sense of isolation 

despite it being located on the outskirts of a large town. 

GOG. Instances of harassment of visitors by security guards and a lack of awareness 

on the part of security guards of cultural diversity issues were also raised. 

607. The Working Group acknowledges that security arrangements play a necessary 

role in ensuring the safety of residents and also staff working in the centres but 

believes that they must be proportionateJ_o the risks that have been identified. 

The centres are home to the residents·and1it is essential that they do not feel 

that they are under surveillance asthey:go about their daily lives. 

608. The Working Group has id~ntified a number of specific solutions below in 

relation to these issues of c0n~f2!rn but more broadly the recomrnendation in 

relation to the developme'.~t>b{a :Sta $::hase.d.app_ro_acb.!Q om datlon 

cent~ (t:.IJSeussei:f a s. 6 ~ 11) fric!uding-rn relation to tne.qualifications 

and expertise required on the part of staff-·and others working in centres will be 

important in ensuring that these concerns are address.ed. 

Recommendations 

609. The Working Group recommends: . . . 

Include in ~ new contracts an obligation to ensure that ser&!.:!9!..9!lr:B.!1'91:J~ll.96' 

(in .&..-- ud:ty.barrlers a.nd,.go.tes,.JJse.Qf..s.ec.urlt 
e..security_ dsWha _________ n identified. 
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to the finding of the High Court in CA and TA that the out~ight---ban on vi5itors irr 

priyflt-e quarters ma o some wa towards addressing this issUJ· 

• Compliance with these con ractua o6/I atlons shOJJld /ie:inDnlto~ed4s port of an 

expaf'ied inspection process refer-r:ed to at.para. 710. 

Implications including costs 

610. The implementation of these recommendations wouJd ensure that the 

appropriate balance is achieved between the neep tQ ensure the safety of 

residents and to respect their privacy. Requirin_giset _!Jrity personnel to undergo .. ' 
equality and diversity training would ensure th~t they have a better 

understanding of residents and are better equipped to· prevent or resolve 

tensions. The costs arising from these recommendations 'a(e t1Pt significant in 

the context of the overall cost of the protection system. ' e) 

MANAGIM_ENT ISSU~ 

Complaints procedure including implications;of "CA and.TA" High Court judgment 

mt.tiler, wlll be.adfl.er:se:ttmseq~cwf.. y complainJ 

611. This statement by a contributor to the consultation process reflects frequently 

voiced concerns by residents that if th~y complain they will not be heard and 

will put themselves at risk of being regarded as difficult and transferred 

involuntarily to another centre. 

612.As mentioned at para. 520 the House Rules set out the complaints procedure 

for use by residents vyhere they think that the centre manger is not providing 

the expected services and for use by the centre manager w~,ere they think that 

a resident is not complying with the Rules. The procedure is described in the 

Rules as a graduated one that encourages resolution at centre level in the first 

instance though informal contact between the parties. Where this is 

unsuccessful the next stage is the making of a formal complaint in writing (in the 

resident's own language if they wish) at local level. If the complainant is not 

satisfied with how their formal complaint is handled they may make a complaint 

to RIA in which case the complaint will be assigned by the Operations Manager 

to "an appropriate person" and all parties will be given an opportunity to make 

submissions. Under the procedure RIA's decision is stated to be binding on all 

parties with no further avenue of appeal available. The Court in "CA and TA'.' '{ .. .' 
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found this aspect of the procedure to be unlawful. It found that the Applicants 

(therefore all residents) m t be entitied-to--an inde -en com · lain 

ur-e. s It stated that RIA, in view of its commercial relationship with the --accommodation provider and as author of the House Rules, could not be the 

final arbitrator in a dispute between the residents and the commertial 

accommodation provider. 

613. Information in relation to the number and outcome of formal complaints to RIA 

are set out in its Annual Report. According to its -- ..-i~epjlrt,-six c~mp-lalnt 

fr • m res dents to centre mana ers we e:iilad.e..wJtl\Jouc upheld.266 
The low 

number of recorded complaints has been identified by some NGOs as evidence 

of a lack of confidence on the part of residents in the complaints procedure and, 

RIA itself, has acknowledged that it does not regard the low number as 

indicative of a high level of satisfaction. 

614. The Working Group considered how·Rt_.A'.s internal complaints proce_dure could 

be improved in order to boost residents' ct>nfidence in it. The Workin Group 

noted that the key to addressing concerns around a - -.---..- and 

fo - verse consequent'es ari · · 

re a ions o:..;;.--800Un -tm.J~ IIW..Illiil!li!Seme t; what is 

required is a management culture that is _operi to listening to residents and well 

equipped to prevent or resolve the tens:ionsthat]nevitably arise in a communal 

setting. Ensu · · ts and obligations under: 

the .................. ----· . nng at the complaints procedure 

is accessible for those who may not speak English fluently or cannot write in 

English, and to children and young people. Also important is that the person 

ha dltngthe:..compl.ainLwl RIA is ercerved as imparttal. This requires that 

the officer be someone who is not involved in operational matters. 

615. The Working Group was briefed by officials from RIA on the changes that it 

intended to introduce to address the Court judgment in relation to the absence 

of an independent complaints mechanism: RIA proposed two alternations to its 

existing complaints procedure: 

(1) the addition of a furt · · - , fofmar-app~al to -~ • 

i@de enaen appeals e Minister or Justfce and 
---·-Equality - the officer will be required to cons~dl!ra11 ~~-- relati_n_g.to the 

com rtlJl_nt..concemed.ancLbis/.he eclsion w lfl>e lndln- o 

(2) the provision of a fi l\al appeal against t h!ftransferof a re~ider1t following a 

breach of the Rules to be made to the in ep.em t'il'PP.eifs offite - this 

265 CA &anor. v The Minister for Justice and Equality & Ors. (2014] IEHC 532. 
266 

RIA Annual Report for 2013, pg 4 7 
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appeal would not have suspensive effect where RIA believes that there is an 

imminent threat to the safety and security of a centre. 

616. The Working Group also had the benefit of submissions by other Members to 

extend the jurisdiction of the Office of the Ombudsman and the Office of the 

Ombudsman for Children to include complaints from residents in relation to the 

services provided in accommodation centres and the benefit of a joint 

submission from the Office of the Ombudsman and-the-Office of the 

Ombudsman for Children. 

617. Both Offices have called for their remit to be extended to encompass 

complaints from protection applicants for many years. Neither is seeking to 

have a role in the adjudication on status determinations. The case made by the 

two Offices themselves for extending their remit is that protection applicants 

wou.!d have access to statutory cornplaints-handljng mechanisms tha_t;,,_ 

• 
1are free, independent and impartiql; 

• are experienced, pragmatic and proportionate; 

• can provide expert advice on internal complaints-handling to staff within 

Direct Provision; 

can provide independent oversight and can assure all concerned that there 

will be an effective avenue of redress for grievances that may arise; 

• cari.ensure that processes and procedures leading up to decisions on 

immigration and asylum are fair, thorough and not contrary to fair and sound 

_ ad min istrationt 

• - ca() drive improvements within the Direct Provision; 

• are cost effective and have an established, credible record; 

• do not duplicate the work of other statutory bodies and would provide a 

coherent complaints-handling framework; and 

• are in keeping with international best practice and Ireland's international 

legal obligations . 

. 
618. While the case made by the two Offices was for their remit to be extended not 

only to the services provided in Direct Provision, but also to the processes and 

procedures leading up to decisions on immigration and asylum, the Working 

Group confined it consideration to complaints relating to services provided in 

the context of Direct Provision. 
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619. The Working Group, while accepting that RIA's proposals could meet the 

requirement of the judgment, and would strengthen its complaints procedure 

considered that: 

• they are insufficient to generate the necessary confidence in the complaints 

procedure -while the panel members would no doubt be impartial they 

might not be perceived to be so in view of their appointment by the Minister, 

• they mean that the child-friendly approach and experience from the 

t)mbudsman for Children in addressing complaints by children would be lost. 

620. With these concerns in mind the Working Group considers t~a complainants 

should have the optio o ~ rse..to...tb.e...Qfflc.D£in.e-Ombudsman-o~ the 

Offi e o e Om man..for, Childr,er.i,..as..t he.ccase;.mayJ>..e, wh.e.te.be/s'1,1!- is 

dissatisfied wfth a decision oflhe independent appeal~officer. 

621. The Working Group also considers that recourse to the two Offices should be 

available in relation to a decision by the independent appeal~ officer on an 
. . . 

. ·~ ·. 
appeal by a resident against a transfer for a breach of.the House ·Rufes._Such 

recourse would not have suspensive effect on the transfer decision.'. Noting that 

RIA's policy is to transfer residents only where nec.essary e.g. due to the planned 

closure of a centre, or serious breaches of the House Rules, the Working Group 
:, 

considers thatthe addition of this additional layer would-assist in addressing 

residents' lack of confidence in the fairness of transfer decisions. It is 

acknowledged that dispersal decisions are an inherent part of Direct Provision 

and should not come within the remit of the complaints procedure including 

recourse to the two Offices. 

Recommendations 

622. The Working Group recommends: 

• The remit of the Office of the Ombudsman and the Office of the Ombudsman for 

Children should be extended to include com,12.laj[lts..r;,elatlog,,,.to: ___ _ 

o services p.r.o.vJiJe o,resltle.nts tJfDfrect Provisio"n accommoaat,on centres, 

and 
o trn rs-:f-e_r_d_e_c_iS;-;o_ns_..followlng a br:e~h efthe"House ,/Jes. 

Recourse to the two Offices should be available to a C(jTTJPlafhant who 1 

dissatisft.e.d wltb the final o tcome orfhe 'R1A comp/arnts (lLQCedure. 

• In relation to its interm1I comn./ int rocedun s,boufd• _ __ ___ c~) 
~ appoint a designated officer who is not invof~ opemt,or:,.a matters. o 

~~ handle complaints that are referred to it qr are submitted to it directly, 
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o review the complaints procedure to ensure that it is ace $~ble.&J-1!sliknt 
incll!JlJ!. c l/JJ,an...atJ.d )lOung peap e, 

o engage in renewecJ1I/fo to build c nc f.Jfi.trust.Jni he complaints 

procedures including by ensuring that residents understand the House 

Rules, are aware of the complaints procedures and how to use it, 

understand that it is impartial and that they will not be adversely affected 

by making a complaint, 

o engage in efforts to ensure that centre management u.y,.Jnto..th 
importance of ens a ipen culture that: ls-€onduciveto res;dent 

t 

Implications including costs 

623. The recommendations would address the implications of the Court judgment 

and would also build confidence in the complaints procedures. The introduction 

of a robust af>mptliifts mefhanism would reduce the risk of maladministration, 

increase fairn ss In ~ ns..and would improve.the overall.service,.pr ovlded by 

RIA and Its provfdei:s. The recommendation to extend the rem._._....,,,......,L•..::....= 

Offices would require legislative amendment. In relation to the in e enden 
complaints..mec.haolsm.and.tb recommendation to extena the remirof the two 

Offices, each would require ln a.;:itienal Investigator post. The Offices noted in 

their joint submission that t ne a ait,onal resources woulcf lie deployed to deal 

with additional cases, but also in outreach and process improvement work with 

accommodation centres. The Offices propose a revie ftertwoy ears it ll a 

nt-reduet ion irr1:hei bud are no torrger needed 

624. The mechanisms avail11b,le to RIA to deal with ret clen s who resent a serious 
thr at o o resi ents andstalf ancH he orcterlyTunning"of the centre are 

invo1untarytrarrsfer.to-another centre-or expulsion rom Direct Provislorrw~ 

the p'O'SSibility of-return subject to undertaking t o comply wit h the Hoose Rul s. 

The Working Group ac nowledged t hat these mec antsms.ar:e.n.ecessary 

me sures of last esort. 

625. Officials from RIA informed the Working Group that involuntary transfers arise 

for the most part after a s offofma watniogs relating t-©-,contlnuing eraous 

bre.= .:.,._,_f the Houses Ryles. RIA can, however, issue an instruction to transfer 
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r ;.._;~ ....,..... ffect. The use of this option is limited to very serious 

cases e.g. a violent assault or a substantial risk to the health and safety,of other 

residents and staff. In such instances, the resident is entitled to request a review 

of the decision by RIA, but may only do so from their new accommodation 

centre. RIA's complaints procedure has not been available as a means of 

challenging transfer decisions. As set out at para. 615, however, RIA intends to 

provide that a final appeal against the transfer of a resident following a breach 

of the Rules may be made to an independent appeals officer. This appeal would 

not have suspensive effect where RIA believes that there is an imminent threat 

to the safety and security of a centre. 

626. Officia Is from RIA informed the Working Group that it has i duced a polfey 0-f 

Mng.detalfed written reasons for involunt~rytrans s. This is a welcome 

development. ltdtoes..net--matntaln records o ttie.nllmJ 

tr fers. 

627. The Working Group heard _some concerns that residents su e ng 

trauma from events in their')ives before coming to Ireland and who may display 

c;...-...:e:;.;;;s;:;.:si.;.;v-e behavi urs, or inde:ed residents who have develop~d difficulties 

since entering Direct Provision may be transferred to particular centres in 

remote locations with the consequence that those with challenging behaviour 

(e.g. aggr~v.e;LmhaWQI& :s_ubst_aJle_~1nll llR;~tac~ ial acffons) arising from 

the effects oftrauma and mental health issues are concentrated in particular 
·, ·. 

centres. In addition, as noted at para. 611 a common thread through the 

consultation.process is that residents are fearful that if they complain they will 

be regarded as troublesome and may be transferred to a centre in a remote 

location. 

628. The Working Group considered whether the solution to dealing with residents 

with cha-Ue·nging behaviour might lie in a different direction - the prffl2 s1on o 

the supp.01 - at::t ,.._......,....,.. n: re.; n..whieh they are-alreaay:Jrving. It was 

noted that the prov·sion of mental health supports in tt A 

all protection applicants having the same ~ nts-aslcish::__citizen ·n,- n· 
~sp this regard the HSE's commitment to exp'ferfng 

between Direct Provision centres and mental heath servi~ coulrl b 

st,reogt~ was welcQme.5. It is important to note that officials from RIA 

emphasised that there is no policy as such of using particular centres for 

challenging residents; rather it is simply the case that the majo,my ehhose with 
chall~ngmg.bebavi~r sin le.men aru:Ltllere.are.alimited numb f - igje 

he Working Group also questioned whether accommodating 
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this col!J>ftof r:es hared reo iS ha1 lllteff~ texacerbatlngtHeir 

cooitltfons. 

/fijj 

629.As expulsion effectively renders the person concerned destitute it is a step that 

RIA takes only where there is no other possible course of action. According to 

officials from RIA expulsion cases usually involve instances of extreme violence 

and assault, threats of extreme violence (e.g. threats to burn down a centre) or 

alcohol or substance abuse leading to an unacceptabJy high risk to the safety of /\ 'i) ~ 

others. These circumstances are similar to those t hat would lead to the \~t~· _"' 
expulsion of persons from hostels for the homel~~s. Ex :ts:rarewith-A·"'-·- ~ ~f\ 
in arrcesTe-corded"by-RIA between:2004--a~01 4 

267 ~~- • . ! 
""' ._... ·~ eo I 

Potential solutions 

630. To address these concerns the Working-Group considers that the key is an 

i~lviauatn-eedussessmenMe inform ~lis~er I, room alleeation andrtF-ansf r 

d·e isaons:-as1uQp.osed"itt' uch a needs 'assessment would allow for 

the early identification of trauma and any additional supports required to be 

recommended. 

631. An individual needs assessment would ·give protection applicants an opportunity 

to identify their needs at an early stage,and facilitate the allocation of the most 

appropriate accommodation available within Direct Provision. It would be 

necessary for RIA to retain the option ofinvoluntary transfer and expulsion as 

options of last resort in order to ensure the safety of other residents and staff. 

632. The recommendations to enhance the complaints procedure set out at para. 

622 will go some way towards addressing residents' fears in relation to an 

unwanted transfer being used as a punishment for making a complaint. 

Recommendations 

633. The Working Group recommends: 

• RIA should conti .-...,'-'-=.__,._.,= 

involuntfiry, transfers. 

• RIA should define what constitutes-ua.;involJmwry t.r.aJ'fsfen:t[filTeafftJ vo1i1lftary 

and invelurrtan;::tLansjl/!I'. a7J1:J inc/D.r:JE:1/J!t(Iils in its::AnnuaJ B1?porit. 

267 
Statistics provided by RIA 
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Implications including costs 
634. The recommendations above would make the involuntary transfer procedure 

more transparent and assist in countering the perception that it is used as a 

form of punishment for making a complaint. The costs arising from these 

recommendations would not be significant in the context of the overall cost,of 

the protection system. 

635. The consultation process returned about the management and 

staff of the centres. Some contributors referred.to centre management and staff 

r contributors referr~d to managers and staff as 

la . . nt o having no understanding of 

different cultures and being disres e · n veroallyclbQsive. eontributions 

from the written consultation process include: 

"The system should try to dis·Cfihm:=ll!fm!rtt.GWi.$·-t 'fii>m top down to 
demonstrate a good att1 , althoL!gh some staff are extremely 
good." 

\"some of the centres are run 
\,:hile otlier:. r'e(ff, r, , ents ffJ1lrf.y 

"ChrRJrrer,,.off~ .ow. ng u 
the h6sfel c,agement. 

s=~v.....::::::.::~::.'m~d al worst-like prlseg~ N ~ 

rifJ/JJ!JU ,s ana regulations lmpose!J ~ tJ l3 
--

637. Members who visited centres reported mixed impressions of the managers that 

they met. Mefflttal!DWJ:Owletl~:t ~ very•hl'oad Aatur-e o t e.tofe..offfi 

ce · e range o ~ kills required. There was some evidence 

that the relationship between management and residents had deteriorated as a 

result of the protests by residents at some centres over the last year. 

638. In the course of their submission to the W r.tdn-g Gr-oup t · ~Bo.uJ.or-

provldei:s d scribed the role of the centre man ager as "v atlonal in oatur " 
due to the vulnerabilities of the residents, and emphasised how the managers 

and staff go "above and beyond" the contractual obligations. It emerged, 

however, in the course of submissions that centres do not provide training for 

managers or staff in equality and diversity issues. 
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639. It was noted that the contract with providers did ot speGlfy any partlc.t.da 
, r the manager other than that staff be of good character and be 

• It was also noted that there did not seem to be opportunities for 

managers to come together and share their experiences and learning. 

640. The centre manager occupies a pivotal role in determining the atmosphere 

within a centre. In view of the broad nature of the role, however, there is no 

specific qualification as such that would equip a person to fill it but what would 

seem to be required are an understanding of, and interest in working with 

people from diverse cultures, an empathetic and coni'passionate nature 

together with strong communication and conflict re:s,orution skills, and a value

based management style. The Working Gro~p;cons,iaers that the contract with 

providers should include specific provision in relation to the skills and 
~ 

experienoe that are required on the part oJ a manger and should also specify 
:· ·, 

requirements in relation to staff training in equality and diversity issues. 

6'41. The Working Group identifietLtrie. rfs Htftml,tLBi 
as having the potential to play an important role in supporting RIA in developing 

equality and diversity policies, including providing training and support. Section 

10(2) of the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission Act 2014 outlines what 

types of activities the Commission may carry out in the furtherance of its 
, · • ,> 

functions. Of particular relevance is subsection (2)(k) which states that the 

Commission can "provide or assist in the provision of education and training on 

human rights and equality issues.,, The Workin 

C " ·~WIH!~ntial bud t { in720l5'j that cdiild.JJ 

Recommendations 

642. The Wo~g Group.-ecommenaS": 

• 
the qualities required of a centre manager. The Working Group considers that 

ideally a manger should have: substantial experience of workin~--aoss-,ultw;g/J_ 
~~ 

and w0ckirJgJlJlitb protect;on appfieants and re]ugees; have~ of w '--o? 
basie mental..-health issues, medical al'JfJ social welfare.2J,,tems; bave.str:_on g · 

comm~niG~ skill, and1rr:we:azomptJ'S'slorfli.te..wrd eropat tic-strle. To inform 

furth er work_on the qualities required by a centre manager Ftllfshou a 
comt lsS'fon a--sf:tort.ple<;fl.Jd academtc:~search to identify best pracrlce-by centr · 

m nage That work should alsojeed ln.to..t e clav..elDpment of:; ds for 

entc~ as..recommendeo arpara. 711!J. 
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• RIA should ensure that managers and staff members have undergone tr~ 

equctn PJJnd dlversTty !~sues - this should be included as a requirement in the 

contracts with providers - it would assis t in ensuring that m isunderstandings as 

potential sources of conflict are avoided. Rl:4 slffmld co.nsJ 'tlr-WOrkWig:.,w 
Iris Human Rights and £quality. Commission t{)Ydevelop e'lJl.olit"t_'Dnd diversi 
traiQJ,ng r centre managemen aniJ staff~ his training should be aimed at 

ensuring that centre managers and staff working directly with protection 

applicants are aware of their equality legal obligations towards protection 

applicants. It should also tackle any underlying prejudices and support centre 

staff to deliver a high quality service. This training and support should be 

evaluated to track and learnings and outcomes. 

• ncouragin aoc/1 aciTitat ng t/;e..settfng r.tfU>1- resl e coiiimfttee~ uld be 0) / incliilJed within the manage,', mle and wlthlttctlre contract with pi'.filll!W . 
· / Regtilar meet;ngs-be ween the committee and management should provide a -1/. n_~ forum for any issues of concern to be raised.and solutions identified. They should 

~ also provide a forum for residents to be consulted on issues relevant to them 

including, for example, how self-catering might be organised. This should not 

replace consultation by managers with individual residents. 

Implications including costs 

643. The implementation of these recommendations would assist in ensuring a 

positive atmosphere within centres that is conducive to greater respect for the 

dignity of all concerned. The costs arising from these recommendations would 

not be significant in the context of the overall cost of the protection system. 

~rtrletfons--en re-sld~nts - Im lciitlons ot "CA and TA 11 

644. As noted at ara. 492 ome of the House Rules referred to earlier in this chapter 

have been found to be unlawful by the High Court in it judgment in "CA and TA" 

delivered on 14 November 2015.268 The Rules relate to unannounced 

inspections, the requirement to notify management of intended overnight 

absences, restrictions on guests in private quarters. These Rules have been 

l 611 CA & anor. v The Minister for Justice and Equality & Ors. [2014] IEHC 532 
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identified by residents in the course of the consultation process as examples of 

how they are disempowered on a daily basis. 

/Jnannou 

645. The Court held that while RIA is entitled to inspect rooms, unannounced 

inspections conducted without the consent of the occupant and in 

~circumstances where they might be absent go beyond what is necessary to 

. reduce risks to persons living in the communal environment. Accordingly, the 

Court concluded that such inspections constitute a disproportionate 

interference with constitutional and ECHR rights to privacy and to respect for 

private life. 

flatly slgn-l 

646. While the Court found that the objective of having daily sign-in so as to ensure 

capacity management in the centres is lawful it held that it could be achieved in 

a less restrictive manner. Requiring somebody to sign-in to what is described as 

their home on a daily basis is disproportionate. 

64 7. It was noted, contrary to the Court's finding, that th ere is no rule requiring daily

sign in as such; rather it is the means by which some centres monitor capacity. A 

variety of methods are adopted by centres e.g. electronic key card systems or 

head counts a meal times. 

648. Th.e Court noted'that the justification for this rule was also the need to ensure 

proper use of the facilities and that it was disproportionate for the same reason 

as the daily sign-in and an unjustified and disproportionate invasion of privacy. 

Prohibition un g{lest:s1n private quarters 

649. The Court noted the obj~ctives sought to be achieved i.e. the need to ensure 

that the centre is only used by those entitled to live there and the desire to 

monitor safety issues. It found, however, that the outright ban on guests in 

private rooms was unjustified and disproportionate on the ground that the 

room is their home and is protected by Article 40.5 of t he Constitution and 

Article 8 ECHR. 

650. Officials from RIA briefed the Working Group on the amendments it proposed to 

the House Rules to address the Court findings. 
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651. The amendments proposed by RIA will: 

• require occupants to be giv :ad,Vjj)Ce warnin ofin ection: , 

• warn occupants that if their cooperation is not forthcoming on three 

su~ \ 1e oe sions, they will be given a formal notice of inspection 

specifying a date a d · e nd the inspectlon wUI ta time 

irrespjcti'ilD cclll)ant confents, 

• tell residents that the manager reserves the right haw..1WJ1W!! 

ill,lPfed~li if they reasonably believe that there is an imminent~t 
he l rtsafi ln the eent re, 

• tell residents that in the case of inspections by RIA or inspection bodies 

contracted to RIA neit'fier r•idlmts-::non:e · managemen w II.Al Informed 
of the date on-which entre fnspect,ons are taRing place, but that all 

occupants of rooms that will be subject to inspection will be infor;cnedlm:the 

day tntipspection't,lat their room will be inspecteo later--that da;rand:tha 
it · aytffke.place in their aosen 

652. RIA advised that It has directed centres to desist ~ ~;,1 ctic ratber 
than..a- iter. occup ancy. J,.evels by other means. 

653'. The proposed amendment will remove the obligation to notify intended 

overnight absences:and replace it with a req~ to Mthe centre manager 
dvance.lt will .also tell residents that, where they do not let the centre 

manage(know in advance and the manager becomes aware (e.g. from reports 

from staff thijt a resident has not been seen by staff members, has not been 

availing of food provision or has not been seen by other residents) that a 
i- resident has been absen ~ r more t-han three-nigh , he.nanager may'Sef'Ve a 

n otic~ Fggumng-an explanatio for the absence. tn the evenrthcit ao 
reasonable,e, Janation iS,,rmndedl he room may be i:e-al located. 

Pro,hlbtflon on gue. 

654. Officials from RIA informed the Working Group that the extent to which 

, residents can be facilitated to receive visitors is determined largely by the 

physi con figuration of the centre Itself-and gy-the commodatio 
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arrangements involved e.g. families, single persons sharing rooms etc. The 

Court's suggestion that a simple signing-in rule for guests would achieve the 

objective sought to be achieved is impra.ctical. RIA proposes amendments to the 

Rules that are tailored to the nature of the three types of centres. 

655 • O«IHIJfflodoll.on : In relation to centres comprised of individual 

accommodation units which are not located within a communal area (mobile 

homes, houses and self catering apartments) under the proposed amendments 

visits to Individual rooms would be permitted subject to certain conditions: the 

visitor must be invited by the resident, accompanied throughout by the adult 

-resident concerned who would be responsible for ensuring that the visitor 

.• obeys the House Rules including ensuring that th~ visi.tor respects the right of 

other residents to peaceful enjoyment of the centre. 

656 4'ypr B 'atlon:-Ol relation to centres where the accommodation units 

are in communal areas e.g. hotels, boarding houses and convents etc which 

have communal landings and corridors and bathrooms which may not be en 

suite RIA informed the Working Group that it was concerned that allowing 

'strangers' access to such an environment would increase the vulnerability of 

residents, particularly children. In view of this RIA proposes to continue the 

prohibition of guests in private quarters for safety and security reasons but will 

ensure that visits can be facilitated in a designated visiting room elsewhere in 

the centre. Such rooms':ca·n be booked in advance. 

657. Ii d~ n relation to centres where single persons reside 

[ 

largely in shared rooms with unrelated residents RIA proposes to continue the 

prohibition on visitors in order to respect the privacy of the other residents. 

Visits will be facilitated in a designated area. 

!.==~.-,.;!!U0-1'....._~ cerned that~ IA's..pr.oposed course---of action in.re.latlo 
to th.e,questia-n of guests in pr~vat e quarters in Type B centres,- privat e,oom i 

'he type of unit that was a issue ·n e I w oceed'n-gs 

may be disE portionate in ind-ividual c-ases-a-nd may ne-t meet the requirements 

ohhe"""" od me . The practical consequences of RIA's proposed course of action 

would be that a tee ger couli:i DO' have friend t<i irhome to watch- ; a l 
parent ceutd DRffl!J.'rJ."ff!i~nd visit to show off new clothes orcould not have 
private conversation"'Witha visiting social--worke While the justification behind 

RIA's proposal is a concern to limit the risk to children and vulnerable adults the 

Working Group is concerned that the apJJ lilC ay b YJ!~ · stitutk>"nahsjd 

and ns t e dsk of pena lsJng.all..residents in case sometfilng1fapperrs 
somewhel' • f he Working Group considers that the solution may lie in allowing 
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~~~the c<mtre manage,to determlnt> If such visits sht!uld be allowed.on ase,J:,y 

~
~ case.basis takingitccount of ran e or fa'10 s e.g. past behaviour tile 

('l'\! esjdent or visitGlr-,-t•me of clay or night, concerns or.suspicions of any abuse.or 

v-) '\ ris)<.to vulner-ablecrdults or a ch11d. 

659. The Working Group notes that its recommendations at paras. 562 and 574 in 

~ tO.f) privacy and family life including family quarters or self-contained units and more 

\_/ single rooms will allow residents more freedom to receive visitors. 

Recommendation 

proposaLl,welatlon-to gtrests lrrprivate quarters in terms of 

Implications including costs 
660. The implementation of this recommendation would ensure that any necessary 

restrictions on visitors in private quarters are proportionate. This 

recommendation has no mater_ial cost implications. 

661. The need for children t'o have opportunities for normal child and family 

experiences when living in _Direct Provisiqn for long periods is referred to at 

p cas..,548.i566: eparatelythe Working Group was told of heightened risks to 

child welfare and child protection in Direct Provision and the steps taken by RIA 

and local management.to manage this risk. 

662. All managers and staff undergo g. Staff in key areas in each centre 

have undergone Children First Training. Each centre has at least one Designated 

liaison Person who has taken part in the Children First Designated Liaison 

Person Training. AU centre staff are made aware of RIA's Child Protection and 

Welfare Policy and Practice Document at induction.269 This policy was revised in 

2014 and RIA has informed the Working Group that briefing sessions on the 

revised policy are underway with 1 pJoyees ln the...centres.Jiaving aftend-ed 
t e.ses~~5.SD r1 

269 http://www.ria.gov.ie 
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663-, Under Children First all concerns of a child welfare and protection should be 

.. referred to the Child and Family Agency for assessment. In accordance with 

RIA's policy the centre Designated liaison Person(s) can seek guidance about 

these matters on a day-to-day basis from RlA's Child and Family Services Unit. 

The Unit is managed by a person seconded from the HSE with expertise in the 

area of child health and welfare and who acts as the key liaison person with the 

Child and Family Agency. RIA publishes information regarding child welfare and 

protection in their Annual Reports. 

664. RIA's 2013 Annual Report cites that 182 child protection and child welfare 

incidents were reported to RIA's Child and Family Services Unit in 2013. 158 of 

these incidents were r·eported by the relevant centre Designated liaison Person, 

while the remaining 24 were third ·party referrals (i.e. relevant HSE' personnel, 

teachers and RIA officers visiting centres). Of the 182 reported incidents, 148 

were notified to the HSE as Child Protection Referrals. These cases include 

welfare issues. The remaining 34 cases were not deemed appropriate for 

referral. There may be other referrals made independently of RIA to the Child 

and Family Agency, however as the Agency does not collect national data on 

Direct Provision as a referrals source, this is not known. 

665. [PLACEHOLDER for.,t~?<t re Health Information Quality Authority inspecti~n 

relating to:r.eferrais i~lne Child and Family Agency regarding children living in 

Direct ProvisiQn.] 

The impact on child welfare of living in Direct Provision 

666. An issue impacting on child welfare that was referenced by all stakeholders was 

where parents, particularly mothers, suffered mental health problems, including 

depression. The impact of past trauma and separation from friends and family 

are factors to be t aken into account in understanding mental health problems. 

However, the length of time spent in Direct Provision, in communal living 

without knowing when the situation would end, was cited as being a major 

contributing factor in the mental health problems experienced by many. 

Residents said that many of them were on prescribed medication, and others 

spoke of just wanting to sleep during the day. 

667.Children need parents who are emotionally and mentally available to them. The 

hospitalisation of a parent has an additional impact on a child's welfare. In such 

situations children can find themselves acting as their parent's carer, and taking 

on additional responsibilities with younger children. 
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668. Children in Direct Provision are more likely to bear direct witness to domestic 

violence where this occurs within their own families or amongst other residents 

due to the proximity of living conditions. Exposure to violence or the threat of 

violence has an adverse impact on children's welfare and emotional wellbeing, 

and in some instances can become a child protection issue. 

669. The Working Group was informed by consultations with HSE healthcare 

professionals and research conducted by Foreman and Ni Raghallaigh with 

social workers in mental health and children's services on their experience of 

working with protection applicants.270 The concerns,outlined include: 

• children may be e rriately-due t,e t 
at~empt to offer 

• 

p roxim ity-o~f~a:::B:.=u~lt..!!,!1........,..,. 
separate bedroom accommodation to,children over 10 where they are 

sharing with an adult of the opposite gender, however, this is not always 

accepted where this may mean moving to a completely different locat ion, 

,ated wlt . n often cramp_ed condttu,rls 
an ~===:.:-:.::..'"!l,&J~~-.-...,.u...,.ommunJ . This stress makes it difficult to deal 

with day to day matters and leads to inappropriate, and sometimes harmful, 

ways of managing children's behaviour; 

■ C 

o ~=r.i..:i=~~~J,,1,)111.1.• ildren are not able to invite their 

friends over, they are not able to attend birthday parties as they cannot 

reciprocate the invitation, they do not participate in all school activities due 

to the additional costs, and in some instances they are cases bullied by 

classmates due to their circumstances. 

670. There are some services in place aimed at supporting parents in their parenting 

role. These are provided through the Child and Family Agency and the HSE on 

the same basis as for the wider community. The supports include universal 

monitoring and supporting children and families through Public Health Nurse 

and GP services and targeted interventions by family support services, Social 

Work Teams and Mental Health Specialists. The Working Group was told of 

270 HSE; Feedback to Review Group on Protection System; HSE consultation Feedback (24/2/2015); 
Submissions received from Ms. Maeve Foreman, Assistant Professor in Social Work, School of Social 
Work and Social Policy, Trinity College Dublin Dr. Muireann Ni Raghallaigh, Lecturer in Social Work, 
School of Applied Social Science, University College Dublin and endorsed by the Irish Association of 

Social Workers. 
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several instances where support services, once provided on site in Direct 

Provision, were withdrawn to the community due to service demands. RIA's 

Child and Family Services Unit refers, on a case by case basis, concerns about 

child welfare and protection to the Child and Family Agency. 

671. Residents and others told Members that the nature of Direct Provision could 

impact on child safety. Direct provision differs from apartment living in that 

children live in close proximity with adult stranger-s, in some instances where 

there is a high turnover of people. The physical layout of many of the buildings 

mean that children could be out of sight of their parent/s going about a normal 

routine, for instance doing homework in a specified space, collecting or having 

meals in the communal dining room, going to the bathroom when this is not en 

suite, and using shared spaces with adults for play and recreation. 

672.A recent welcome development is that m -s familles7,avea ccess toa bathJ.Q-'llll 

f r-1helr sole us P1 In many cases this is an en-suite but in some it is access to a 

designated bathroom. Some cause for concern remains. Visiting Members 

reported individual cases where, for example, a lone parent, fearful of allowing 

a child to use the allocated bathroom alone during the night felt the need to 

wake her other child so as to accompany the older child. 

673. Where parents and children share a bedroom as their only private space, it is 

inevitable that common spaces in the centre will be used by children and 

unrelated ad-ult residents. 

674. As a means of managing risk to children, RIA's House Rules state that children 

less-than 14 years are subject to direct supervision, that is to be in sight of their 

parent/guardian at all times in all places. The Members heard from parents, 

some managers and NGOs that it was not possible to keep this level of 

supervision in place at all times, especially where there are older and younger 

siblings. There were some instances of children being referred to the Child and 

Family Agency because the child was not under the supervision of their parent 

within the centre, and this was expressed as a child welfare concern. While in 

many instances the Working Group was aware of harmonious sharing of 

accommodation, the Group was told and on their visits to centres, and 

271
The exceptions relate in the main to: Balseskin Reception centre where families, depending on 

their size, may have to share a bathroom with one other room; and two accommodation centres 
where again two family rooms have a bathroom between them. These bathrooms can be accessed 
and locked from either side. There are also some instances where a num her of families may share 
a bathroom for the use of families only. 
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witnessed in some centres, situations where children were exposed to 

unsuitable behaviour by adults whose activities may include cursing, 

threatening behaviour and fighting in shared spaces. 

675. The Working Group is of the view that it i not..r,easoJtabte-t~xpect a-parentto 
be i bJe to1<ee a llhelr chlldre ght Jn t e centre at all t1mes, ... that this 

creates a d.u.e.,burde11--on tb par and excessive supervision on older 

ran. owever, the combination of the layout of buildings and the mix of 

people sharing common spaces, means that in soln'eSltuations, children's 

welfar was compromised by-such arrangements. 

676. Children are aware and sensitive to the worries of their parents, and where a 

parent appears depressed are they are less likely to complain to them about 

abuse outside the family, or about their parent/relative fo a staff member. 

677. Concerns about r lo_n,.1 particular child sexual abuse~ are related to 

the vulnerability of the children, their proximity to a_dult strangers within their 

living situation and their easily identified status externally in the comm·unities in 

which they live. These factors make them ulneraQle to gro0mln av.fc 
of unscrupu ous..and ny such situation, when known to RIA, 

is referred to the Gardai and the Child and Family Agency however, the very 

nature of 'grooming' is that it can be · __ .etltt as chlldren and at risk 

adol1sc ts o no.Lse.e the b.etfavJOur as e,xplo~tatlve. 

67&,.Where the Child and Family Agency receives referrals regarding concerns of 

child welfare and protection in the first instance the· Agency attempts to support 

families and to help parents care well for their children. Where a child 

protection issue is detected they will intervene to ensure the child is protected, 

and·attempt to identify any other child who may be at risk. The Foreman and Ni 

'\ Raghallaigh paper identifies some challenges experienced by the social workers 

• who participated in the study in working with protection applicants. They 

identify social workers as needing smaller caseloads when working with 

residents of Direct Provision due, in some instances, to language barriers and 

cultural differences. 

679. Services that best support vulnerable clients to live in a safe and protected 

environment adopt what is commonly called good 'safeguarding' habits. At a 

basic level such services, as well as having good recruitment and staff training 

polices encourage the following in order to gain the trust of the residents. They: 
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"' 

• welcome discussion about practice, 

• see complaints as a way to improve service and conditions, 

• seek tp engage residents in decision making about routine rules and practice 

• are open to change and flexible where at all possible, 

• engage respectfully v;ith residents as indiviquals with similar feelings and 

am.bitions as those, wbrkihg in the institution, 

• welcome contact with the local communities, and 

• engage positively where the centre or institution is being monitored seeing 

these exercises as opportunities to improve the service/care. 
t . '. 

680. The Working Group was aware that mc1 y.. o£the-cmanagers 10Jl"r Provision 

centres, c:lesplte t he limitations of the buildin , undertook t heir respensibi~ s 

in a wa th.at.support safe..envlronments r children. lt"Wa-s, however,--evident 

that il other sit uatiens imprevements,-to the general -atmesphere or- ou~t-ur 

w GJJ a eaa to"a safer service.for children. 

681. To conclude, due to the p_articular nature of Direct Provision as it is delivered, 

and the individual joumeyttMh;e"resictent, tndu-dlng children, se.rv.ice providers 

need to have a.heignten.ed awa.i:eness oflh"'e ~ 1111<:I welfare ana 

prote on. 

Children First Legislation . 
682. The Working Group noted that the Ch lffl',en Ffrst Btlf 2014 is before the Houses 

of the Oireachtas and welcomes its ~ " :;.:.:..:::=., 

aa€ommodatlo:~nti s. 

Potential solutions 

683. The Working Group considers that the solutions to these co e'!d,,l!l'l........, ly il'I 
the recommendations in relatio • imp..m~.s.icalgon.clitio hat are more 

conducive to normal family life an c ilc[ a.ev.elopment (para. 562),._ creating a 

more open management culture (para. 612)., buildiAg eenftdence in the 

complaints prioce ure,(para.Ji22:, and the setting of minimum standards in 

conjunction wiffi:£fre..esta6lishmeAt.of.an ennaAced ·ns~ection regime pai:c'-
710) but considers that some specific measures are required to address 

concerns around the impact of Direct Provision on children welfare and 

protection and makes the following recommendations: 

Recommenaations 
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6?4, The Working Group makes the following recommendations. 

j I 
• Tusla - Child and Family Agency s __,.....,.. to devellijf1TWe or, 

strateg'ywithin RIA, o advlse.DJJ po Icy aru:tpractlce.matter:s ana tQ. lafse on 

indiyffJuatcrtm as requfred. 

I/ \ \ 
■ Rllf,.,fn conJunctfon with the Child.and Fam/l'i}igency, shouldTeview its HO.J1$e 

Rt.Ii es fn so far 0-s they. r.equlre clilklren under the (I, e of 14 years to be 

attended arall times-within the accommodation ce11tre. 

If \,\ 
r, ,.,,__ __ dram cy,..l:JSfand,BIA u, orate..t.o provide 

entlon.servkes andl:o gathef data on 

nati • nal trends of fefe"als to servic~ . 

RIA should continue to have con JfiJ..slifety. wbRA.Ossign1ng 

different categories of residents to p,Dir-eet Provision centre;. 

\ 

2 

3 

f< \ \ 
The Child and Family Agen~ and HSE shou1did,entifr<rname social worker' .-

_) 
on their respective child protection~ mental health and primary care teams to 

.be the Identified lead:i§;lal w ker for ai)Jr, Pro o centre in their are 

Professional staff with the HSE and the Child and Family Agency working with 

residents in Direct ProvisiQn should h<JJI qr;ce s. cultural diversity traifJing

'I.Cf!Lt&,ae,r!.Jnruot alrefJ.dy availajje. 

~ 
Implications including costs \jJ2...,~ -=-o _ 

685. The implementation of these r-ecommendations would ensure greater \ ~ 
() a I\ h 
~~.}--

protection for the welfare of children within Direct Provision and thereby 

minimise t,he risk of child protection issues arising. The costs arising from these 

recommendations would not be significant in the context of the overall cost of 

the protection sy.stern. ~ 
c&oJt 
l-0~ 22 

0 00 
Vulnerable residents 

686. The situation of vulnerable persons in the protect ion determination process was 

considered in chapter 3. As noted there it also falls to be considered in the 

context of living conditions in Direct Provision accommodation centres. 

Decisions in relat ion to dispersal and room allocation have the potential to 

profoundly affect persons with vulnerabilities. 
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has not opted in) contains examples of who might require • I consideratieA 

due to vulnerabilities. The examples listed are "mi l'\.Q ill,(! :£;-

disable peo ~ -==:..=-'-".!::::.:-lP e, Qregnan wo e.71a-r:ents witb OlinGr 

children, vi~ lms..o um rafficl<ing, persons wit h serious mnesses, persons 

with mental disorders and persons who have oeerrsubj~cte e--torture, r;:u~e or 

other serious forms of psychological;-physieal or .sexual violence, such as victims 

of f ate genltai muttlaf1on:"272 

688. A large proportion of residents in Direct Provision wo.uld come within at least 

one of these categories - single parent'famf11es-fof."~ mple make-up over-35% 

,s, r ~ 73 The list of examples d · o mew at u1pr.ls:ingly lnclud 

per ons--w ...... , .pJ.!iii.11:~ 'B BT protection applieants who P.articipated in the 

consultation session conducted as part of the consultation process reported 

that safety and isolation were serious·1ssues for them, especially due to shared 

b'edrooms and shared bathrooms. They: also reported serious issues of concern 

around disclosure of their sexual orientation.and the response to those 

disclosures. 

689. The Working Group was informed that dur.irig their time in the Balseskin 

Reception Centre protection applicants may avail of a vc. ar:y l'ieaJtb 

sere · vice offereif6 -·-· in the re~on of 90%-do so. i,i1e service 
includes screening for Hepatitis, TB, t-llV, immunisation status and any other 

conditions that are identified. The Worliing Group noted that the results are 

confidentia l and canr:iot be communicated to RIA (or other agencies). As such 

they cannot form part of RIA's consideration when making the dispersal 

decision. On occasion, however, the health screening team places a "medical 

hold" on a protection applicant. Where this arises RIA puts the dispersal 

decision on hold. 

690. Other than in the case of medical holds, decisio s.rehittnt t'oafspersal, 

allocation of rooms and involuntary transfers are nt:::..:~ ~.A,1-D afilruJiY.@ull 
SD'lEUll .As a consequence residents with particular vulnerabilities 

may not be identified and they may be accommodated in locations or in multi

occupancy rooms that are unsuited to their needs. The Working Group heard 

that victims of torture who have PTSD and experience paranoia may be required 

to share with others or may be dispersed to locations that make accessing 

272 
Article 21 

m Provided by RIA 
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specialist services very difficult.274 The Working Group heard that such persons 

may develop serious mental health issu·es on top of their existing condition due 

•. to the challenging living conditions that they face. It also heard that victims of 

trafficking or sexual violence experience similar difficulties. Living in mixed 

centres cari be a cause of particular anxiety for female victims.275 In relation to 

this last group of residents the Working Group welcomes the decision by RIA to 

establish a women-only centre. Some Members, however, argued that victims 

of trafficking should be accommodated outside of Direct Provision, questioning 

· whether current practices met international obligations to provide safe and 

secure accommodation for trafficking victims. .. 

691. The Working Group also heard that persons may be s U'rr""'tc1.;;;..,._,,,.. 

transferw1 ___ ~·Jump_a eir access-..to 

the r edicah md'1>ther s 

692. For residents generally the making ofthese decisions which have such an impact 

·on their lives without any opportunity for..them to input has a disempowering 

effect. 

assessment, subject to the consent of t he applicant, should be usecllo !fffi~tl!f~ 
decisiens rela ~ mrno · ______ · · · up-ports o 

medica l Ol'-psyehef('}git...al natur.e.r.eq.u l ngig 

the roteetion det e.r-m,ination·.proc.ess....anc:C or..tneir w~IHbe.iflg. The Working 

Group also considers that follow-up and monitoring of persons who fall into the 

category of vulnerable should occur on an on-going and regular basis until such 

time as the applicant exits the system. An expanded service would need to be 

properly resourced to ensure its effectiveness. It would also be necessary for 

RIA, HSE, centre management and others to take steps to encourage applicants 

to avail of the assessment. 

Recommendations 

274 
Between 2007 and 2013 an average of 14% of protection applicants were referred to SPIRASI, a 

specialist service for victims of torture. 
275 

At the end of January, 2015 RIA was accommodating 65 persons who were identified as alleged 
victims of trafficking by the Gard a Sfochana. The majority were protection applicants. 
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• The existing vo/untazy. • .hea./tb SCIJ:.f!Ptng service provided by the HSE at the 

Balseskin Rece tion Centre should be review ened 
~ facilitate :.!.!.=!!!...:::.:=~~~ a, psyc o og1ca/ and 

\j t-,.(\ }J(l)l._ · social n ~::.ui,::::_"::._'-:.,-~":..-_-_~-=--=-:: -~~~ t e lo---~- ':.On 

V a · ~ ---- ~ propriate1y 0ssl~tJLilln_t:rable 

fJ 

The outcome of the assessment slifoula .;;;..,;;;..;;....:.---

d tetffflnatton roceSS! • 
• Follow-up and monitoring of persons who fall into the category of vulnerable J. 

\ I\ Ar ~ tJ~ should occur on an on-goi 1 ~ tll.s.lXM.ime as the applicant 

\.J , ,..u~ exits the prote"Ction s. 

\) ~ 

The responsible unit should be enabled to commurJi at ~ ... :a....,.,· _.-.,r.,,a;:~~· a with 

RIA, legt:i.['i;,djj~ffilhe RI.Qt~tlO/J.Jl,flf)fi~ -;.ritfi'ec fiea 'tl ~s 

Efforts should be made by RIA, HSE, centre management and others to t ake st-el}_s 

to e0Go1.1r-age ap:pjicants to avail d1~tfi~e~as~s:.;e~~.u.,,--

lmplications including costs 
695.An expanded multi-disciplinary assessment would give protection applicants an 

opportunity to identify their needs at an early stage and facilitate the allocation 

of the most appropriate accommodation available within Direct Provision and 

the identification of any supports that they may require whether of a legal, 
. ·' \ 

·: nie,~ical or psychological nature. The questi<m:.ntcosH:fnrelatj to the 

=-,;:s;..;.;ment is,;,acjgJ:.essed.-a n1Jj5teT6. 

696. A consistent theme that emerged from the consultation process is the variation 

in the quality of the physical conditions across the accommodation stock and in 

the quality of the services provided. This variation was very clearly evident to 

Members who visited centres and is evident from the preceding sections of this 

report. 

697.The implication of these variations in the quality of accommodation and 

facilities is that the adverse effects of living in Direct Provision for a lengthy 

period - impacts on privacy, physical, emotional and mental well-being, normal 
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family life and child development - are all amplified for those required to live in 

centres at the lower end of the spectrum. 

698. The Working Group considered the inspection regime operated by RIA. Since 

2001 RIA has an inspection regime of all accommodation centres. The purpose is 

to "record a 'snapshot' of the physical conditions of the centre on the day of the 

inspection."276 RIA aims, in so far as possible, to carry out three inspections 

annually; two by an in-house RIA inspectorate and a minimum of one by an 

independent assessor with expertise in fire and food safety. The inspections are 

unannounced. According to the RIA Annual Report for ?013, 100 inspections 

were carried out; 52 by the in-house RIA inspectorat~ and 48 by the 

independent assessor. At least three inspections were carried out in 29 centres. 

Two inspections only were carried out in thre_e centres with one inspection 

being carried out in two centres, one of which was closed}br ,refurbishment that 

year. With the exception of two centres (one being the centr-e closed for 

refurbishment) the independent asses~or carried out at least on:~ in_spection in 

all centres. Since 1 October 2013 all completed inspection reports'are-, 
published.277 - , -

699. Some reS'Kf.e: ac~ of con 
cours · · · · t-Gent r e n gement to have 

adva ~dg · visits. 

700, The Working Group noted that the inspection regime focused on compliance 

with the existing contractual obligations which concern in the main obligations 

relating to accommodation and catering provision. While they contain some 

standards e.g. relating to health and safety, fire safety and food preparation 

there is an absence of standards across a number of qualitative areas e.g. in 

relation· to the qualities required by a centre manage.r, e-tr-airrfng"orstaff m 
diversity issues, thJ!7'J'ov.ision--.of..facilltTes fo etlildr:.en, an:ct ensurfngth: -
r~ idents (in&ludiAg children) are..heard. 

701. The Working Group takes the view that the current inspection regime should be 

broadened to cover a wider range of areas than is currently inspected. The 

development of a government inspection regime generally occurs within the 

following framework: 

• government policy -what is to be achieved; in line with national and 

international legislation and budget considerations, 

276 
RIA Annual Report (2013), pg 36 

m http://www.ria.gov,ie/en/RIA/Pages/RIAlnspections; last accessed 16 April 2015 
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• standard development - making explicit what is required - mandatory and 

quality improvement - including the perspective and experience of service 

user, 

• inspection activity - consistent or targeted - fair and proportionate -

publically available reports, and 

• status of recommendations. 

702. The Working Group identified the essential features for consideration to be the 

inlster. for Justice and •. EquaUty., and --"-----
a ~ ~"inspettio .,.,_;;;;.,= =- tQ..Sl.lPpo c.a.ch1e'!lin:g m1.1rov.ement 

the.s@.l'VJ(?e . any stan ard development and inspection 

system should be developed 1 thin Gov · , 11'.feii olicy,.. u getary 

nsf.dlraffim am:i,sewc--e ca))--atit'f'J a:deJl'.).ind led ar,.ea. 

703. The Working Group heard that in the area of Government funded services there 

is a growing movement towards the development of national standards as a 

way of clearly outlining Government policy in relation to the expressed 

functions of the service. In the area of Direct Provision, due to the length of 

time and dependent status-(children) or people with particular vulnerabilities, 

there is a growing view that RIA's contract with providers should reflect some 

areas of additional responsibilities and .that these could then be reflected in 

standards for Direct Provision. Indeed, some providers are already providing for 

specific recreational and care services within Direct Provision. 

704. Inspection cannot·occur in a vacuum. It is essential that there is an agreed 

understanding of what is expected of all stakeholders, and the threshold of 

evidence that unde(pins a finding. Standards should reflect Government policy. 

Where standards (against which inspection will occur) are in_itially introduced it 

is possible there will"be a graduated timetable fortheir introduction, especially 

those which require significant chang·e including physical changes and o_r staff 

training. 

705. The development of standards will distinguish between mandatory and quality 

improvement standards. Mandatory standards will include areas underpinned 

by legislation; however, the standard setting body can go beyond this if it thinks 

it appropriate to improve quality. It should be noted that some standards have a 

financial cost while other standards may involve organisational/cultural change 

within a modest financial outlay. 

706. The purposes of inspection include the following: 
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• to provide p4.Qjic,,assur 
eval fth"'e service; - -.....----:----

• to d "gvement aere~-s th~ service; 

• to id · · o:no.t:mee requirei:t.sta 

pathl or imgrovement or ceasing.,operat_io~n_s_; ___ _ 

• to cont ri u ar:cts value f.er monev ln publtc spending. 

707. It is an important feature of inspectorates that they are independent, to ensure 

their work is without fear or favour and has public confidence. It is generally 

recognised that inspections can only be independent if.they are conducted by 

persons who do not h • lcl · anagement or co tnrresPQn'SibiHtv fo 
tne"Servke . 

708. In the matter of Direct Provision, an iniseJ1endentlnspiaili e.wou d, if in 

keeping with other inspectorates, report to the Minister for Justice. In this 

regard, it is likely that it would stand outside the linEt management of Direct 

Provision, either as a stand-alone organisation or.-a st:~nd-alone unit of the 

Department, reporting to the Minister. Alternatively the functions of inspection 

of Direct Provision could be, Qi':-W.a.y;~t le ·slativ~ nge,be integrated into 

ano he ganiffl o . 

709. It is important to recognise that the indepe.~ m1•!'1fel'S"td hov,cin-sp:e 
about their work within the botJtDdar:· of t}!gjStatfon,:;stanaards., a eed 

inspection methodology and reportiQ~ ework. fhe ·rrstmao:rat ener:alfy 

doe•Sfll!atliJlt:~e..stanctatt8, tff:lt;!inspects.~aio_sM em. 

Recommendations 

710. The Working Group recommends: 

The Minister for Justice and Equality should e €1&/-lsh-<a standard-"Settiti?' 
co , mlttee ta.r.eflect,/4.llfy-governmenrpoff cy ttcross-a/1 areas of servlce . .1n Dlrec~ 

m nt sfaReholders and sh 
or :s o th , r within'1:hree months of its 

• The Minister for Justice and Equality should est _.._. ...... ......_ ify 

0~
D,\_ , an · t ing:bJl.dy ), Jrrd,ependent of Rti%, to cafr;y 0 1;1t inspections in Direct R-fGvl:_!pn 

centres against t e.«newJy. ap ,:aved..star:idardf As is case with RIA 's existing 

practice, inspectioJ:n'l!ritJrtntrrJU/a"bewrtrre1'rtrr:sach mne,::r:trat tlfere:ts:no 

impediment to thei b~ng made..a.vajJahle to the pyj}fic. 
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The Inspectorate, based on its overall findingsJ should sepC1rtrtefy m regular 
reports to the Minister on general atters relatln to the weljat=e.of residents in 

Direct Pro Jsion centi es. 

Implications including costs 

711. The development of standards would provide a means of addressing the 

variation in the living conditions across the accommodation stock and drive 

improvements. The establishment of an independ_E:!nt inspectorate would 

ensure confidence in the inspection regime. The cost implications in the short 

term would be minimal but future costs would depend on the standards agreed 

and their effect on the per diem rates and also"the model of independent 

inspectorate selected. T e..costs.of. a~ «J.,,endent inspectorate.ar 

in t.ha~ter 6 . 

.. 
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Chapter 5 - IMPROVED SUPPORTS FOR 

PERSONS IN THE SYSTEM 

A. INTRODUCTION 

1. This chapter examines the supports available to those in the syst~r:n and makes 

a series of recommendations for practical improvements aimed at showing 

greater respect for their dignity and improving the quality of t_heir tive's.The 

subject areas examined are:· 

• the fi J uppo~l available to supplement ·wh~t is provided by Direct 

Provision, 

• the pro _c.::i= """"=== _.......,_ t, 
• acce 

• healt -==::::=::~=-.!.- ' ee.-bGBT, 
• the situatio-;:;,'of.sepa -~~= ente 10g Direct 

Provis 

• linkages e ween 1rec r 

co , rJ1unltLes, 
• the supports av(lilable to t~ose grant.,, .... -2."""LM!!.,,'-"'11~- th~ fo dnglnto 

the co it ai'i tti~g on:with"theif lives, aAd4in;lJy 

• training. re{1ufii@men-~.for-pe-rsons--and or-gar-ilsations prA_\lldiog services c1nd 

BACKGROUND 

2. As noted in chapter 1 protection applicants who avail of Direct Provision receive 

a weekly allowance of €19.10 per adult and €9.60 per child irrespective of their 

means. The rate is unchanged since it was first introduced in 2000. Protection 

applicants who do not avail of Direct Provision are ineligible for this allowance. 

3. When introducing Direct Provision the authorities recognised that protection 

applicants would continue to need a residual income payment to cover personal 
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items.1 The existing "comfort payments" payable to persons in long term 

institutional care (£15 per adult at that time) was identified as a suitable 

precedent. No reduced adult dependent rate was applied as the authorities 

took the view that it would not be appropriate (having regard to the purpose of 

the payment) to pay a couple less than twice the rate for a single person. The 

rationale behind the decision to make a half payment to children is unknown. 

4. The weekly allowance is an administrative scheme with payments made by 

Designated Persons2 based in the Community Welfare Service within the 

Department of Social Protection. Expenditure on the allowance is, of course, 

directly related to the number and make-up of residents in Di.re ct Provision and 

in 7014--came cuome €3~8M for 4;363 resld~nts. 3 

5. Apart from the weekly allowance residents are not eligible t:o. apply for other 

social protection supports with the except ion of-Exceptional Needs-P.:ayments 

(ENPs) and the Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance.4 Of note is that 

when the weekly allowance was first ii:itroduceq Child Benefit was payable to 

eligible protection applicants. This was discontinued 2004.5 

6. ENPs are payable for immedia~e, unf9r-eseen and once-off need. In 2014, some 

(lM was paid in respect df 14,365 payme~ts toresidents.6 The average 

pay~ent was €73.89.7 l'h.e Wbrking G~oup was' informed that the majority of 

, the payments were provided towards clo
1
thing costs (over 50%) and transport 

costs (30%). The ma•xjmum amollnts payable towards clothing are €100 for . •. . ' 

adults and €50 for childr~n, generally on a twice yearly basis. In the case of the 

Back to School Allowa.nce expenditure in 2014 amounted to €139,000 for 656 

families.8 The niaximum amounts pay~ble are €100 for primary school children 

and €200 for second level.students.9 

·
1 

E-mail from Brian O'Raghallaigh, Principal Officer, Department of Social, Community and Family 
Af(airs to Mary Lally Assistant Principal, Department of Social, Community and Family Affairs and 
Fer~91 Black, Eastern Health Board, 10 December 1999. 
2 Forni·erly Community Welfare Officers in the HSE. 
3 . . . 

Source: Department of Social Protection. 
4 

The exclusion of protection applicants from most social welfare entitlements is provided for in the 
Social Welfare and Pensions (No. 2) Act 2009 which prevents protection applicants from fulfilling the 
habitual residence requirement that is a prerequisite to receiving certain social welfare payments. 
The "habitual residence" condition first took effect from 1 May 2004 and affects all applicants or 
beneficiaries regardless of nationality. The habitual residency test does not apply to either the ENP 
Scheme or the Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance. As a result these schemes are 
available to perspns in the system. 
5 

Ibid. 
6
Source: Department of Social Protection. 

7 Ibid 
8 Ibid 
9 

Ibid. 
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7. The ENP Scheme is administered by the Community Welfare Service which until 

recent times had offices in all Direct Provision accommodation centres to 

facilitate residents in accessing information and applying for supports. Following 

a restructuring of the services provided by the Department of Social Protection 

some 430 Community Welfare offices have been dosed or transferred to the 

new service "lntreo" which is intended to act as a single point of contact for all 

employment and income support services nationally. The restructuring affected 

a small number of Direct Provision accommodation centres. As a consequence 

residents in those centres are required to access the Community Welfare 
I, • . 

Service by either attending at the local '' lntreo" office, or writing to the 

Community Welfare Service as is the case for all those in the local community. 

Alternative arrangements can be made including arranging a visit to a person's 

home where, for example, a person is ill. 

ISSUES OF CONCERN AND POTENTl~L SOLUTIO~S 

8. The inadequacy of the weekly allow~·nc:;e;and other financial supports to meet 

the basic needs of residents featured strongly in-the consultation process: 
• <, 

"We DSk-the.workin(l'J1[0Uptto:.ronsfaer l•Nimn,rourvoiii weekly 120t,m nt as-it does 

not. meet......,"'--'-'.c.::,;·::gv. 

9. It lrlust b~: reiterate.~ at-Jhis juncture that residents expressed a deep desire to 

be allow~c( t9<s_e~k'work so that they could support themselves and their 

families and 'riot.be reliant on financial supports. Permitting access to the labour 

market is eiamin~d.later in this chapter. ··. -: . - -• 

·.10. On the guestion-of the adequacy of financial supports the submissions from 

residents ·emphasised that they spend their weekly allowance on essential items 

· :{a~di_stinct from incidentals), that are not covered by Direct Provision or other 
' .:· .. / 

supports and that the weekly allowance is wholly inadequate to cover those 

essential items. Examples of the types of expenditure referred to by residents 

are detailed below. 

11. Residents are subject to the prew · tion::gja]1e'of.€2.SOi,e - - t t:iat:a lie 

to all rtfedical card oiders. his must be paid from the weekly allowance. 

Residents with chronic diseases who r quire more: ed1'_ation-aFe affected the 

f o - n ddition non-prescription medicines must be paid for from the weekly 
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allowance. As noted at [para. 36] the HSE has proposed that residents should be 

exempt from the prescription charge due to their limited means. The Working 

Group welcomes this proposal and recommends that t hli:lnltia lve=tJ 

implemented'"aS"soon-aS"possibfei see [para. 45]). 

12. Some residents (especially those in centres in more remote locations) with early 

morning medical appointments reported that if they require a taxi to travel to 

the bus station the cost is not covered, or not fully covered, by ENPs unless the 

person has a serious condition and the taxi has been pre-approved. In addition 

individual circumstances such as the number of children accompan·ying the 

parent are not always taken into account by the Community Welfare S.ervice. 

13. Some residents reported that they use thelr'weekly allowance to supplement 

the food provided by the accommodation centre, in' particular to meet special 

dietary requirements arising from medical conditions. Some pare·nts reported 

that the school lunches provided by the'~en'tres are inadeq~ate and that they 

use their allowance to supplement them. The qt.i'estion of food provision in 

accommodation centres is the subject of recommendations in chapter 4 (paras. 

562, 574, 577). 

'I' 
Clothing costs , 

14. Residents reported that t he· maximum clothing allowance of ~ a.rhtlt;.ao:d 
€5.l;lpe ch~-~~ ugh. In particular, in the case of children, residents 

reported that it is not enough to 'buy a duriV'I _..,_.-- e ....... ..._,;;.;. d 

also that-it takes no account of the great er n-eeds..0J-0lder~ . of 

the Department of'Social Protection informed the Working Group that residents 

m'ay have recourse to the ,ENP Scheme for further assistance in meeting clothing 

needs. 

15. The fin_ancial pressures of providing for school-going childr:eil were frequen'tly 

raised. Costs not covered by the Back to School Allowance must come from the 

Direct Provision weekly allowance and many residents reported that the Back to 

School Allowance is insufficient to cover anything beyond the uniform, for 

example, sports gear. ,There is no additional allowance for the cost of school 

books and not all schools offer a book rental scheme. Those schools that do so 

charge on average of €60.00 per annum, a siz_eable sum when set against the 

weekly allowa_nce. 
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16. School outings and extracurricular activities (including participating in 

homework and study clubs) have to be paid for from the weekly allowance. 

Parents do not in many cases have the means to fund their children's 

participation with the consequence that the children do not have the benefit of 

the same educational experiences as their classmates and are at risk of being 

stigmatised because of their circumstances. The question of access to 

homework and study clubs is considered in more detail later in this chapter in 

the context of the Working Group's examination of issues around access to 

education (para. 63 ). 

$OGfal lneluslon 

17. Residents reported that the allowance is insuffici 

particiRa e · ..a..mfnimal degree in sod a, cultural and religious· life in the local 

~ - tiOnshl.p-s-with-famfly-memb-ers-an • thers. Gosts' 

relatirig to celebrating birthdays and other sp.~cial family and religious occasions 

must be drawn from the weekly allowance-. 

18. Some reported that the allowance is not sufficient to allow them to make 

telephone contact with legal advisers. 

19. A further concern highlight'ed by residents related to the uneven applfcation of 

the ENP Scheme acrqssthe co~_!')try with some Designated Officers approving 

discretionary payments for certain _purp0ses and others refusing payments. 

Difficulties arising from the closure of some on-site Community Welfare Service 

offices were also::raised .. Affected r:esidents reported f inding it more difficult to 

access information and supports due, for example to transport issues, 

paq:icularly for those in more remote locations . 
.. . 

20, The -Working ~roup· concluded at a very early stage that there s..a..compeJIIRg 
Inc • y allowance. The fact of the al Iowa nee 

remaining'static since it was first introduced in 2000 was a key consideration in 

reachir:igthis conclusion particularly when set against other developments 

dul'ingthe intervening years: 

■ the cu r.renr weeldy--rat e.preceden on which 

the allowance-was"bastrd i €3 

• when introduced the weekly allowance re
1

.r!~!!~t~ !:-!J; !j;:"l;;:l; ,:=,;::IJ:;8l~;n;;l1~;:t;:l'l.'~:;'lJ~.--2' 
Supplernenta We1 a___ ce ~ h 

the-curren 

• the payme . .;.:.,;:_ .... 11 . Benefit t-0 r:esi ents was...~inuecl in 2.004 without 

any incre 
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• the prescription charge was introduced in 2013 without any increase in the 

weekly allowance. 

21: The Working Grpup quS-foned'the appropria eness of linking the rate of the 

weekly allowance to a payriJ,DJ\t_intea e er an lnactive.group. 

22. The question of the size of the increase was the subject of very careful 

consideration. The Working Group was conscious that any pro"sed.tncrea e 

should be at a level that would enhance the dignity of residents and improve 

the quality oftheir lives. The Working Group was also conscious ofthe situation 

as it pertains in other EU Member St tes and the situation.oft.hose ih the 

. general population who ~ire rn receip"fo socl al-welfar-e payrniffits:aii :Ihole:on" 

~ incomes. 

23. The Working;Group noted that the current rate of th 

compares fa_vourably on its: face ith rates payable in other EU Member States 

that accommodate protection applicant's in ~ommunal c·entres at least for a 

period. Examples include Austria €4Q per persqri/per month; Cyprus €40 per 
,,. ' ·'. 

person/per month and €10 per depen.dent_ person(per month, Luxembourg €25 

per adult/per month and €12.50 per child/per month; Spain €51.60 per 

-adult/per-month plus a mont_hly travel- card':and €19.06 per child/per month, 

Swe_den €(57 per adult/per person and €42.30 per child/per month.
10 

. . ....... :.· . . . ' 

24. Such compari~9ns, however, do not take into accourtt the higher cost of living in 

Ireland and the fact that-all other countries, with the exception of Lithuania, 
' 

allow a rlg~t to work after a. specified period and thus allow applicants the 

opportunity to self-support. The length of stay in the Irish system without the 

possibility of eng~ging in-self supporting economic activity distinguishes the 

· Irish circumstances-from those pertaining in other Member States. Indeed the 

length :of the d.eterm ination process in Ireland and consequential length of stay 

in Dire~t Provisi~n of itself distinguishes it from other Member States. 

25. As regards those in the general population who are in receipt of social welfare 

payments and those on low incomes the Working Group considered the level of 

disposable income available to them,after meeting those costs which are 

directly provided to persons in Direct Pro'tision - accommodation, utilities, food 

etc., It was noted that the rate at which SWA is payable has remained unchanged 

,since 2011 hav~ g reduced over a two year period from €) 04.30 to the 

curre - ~ was also noted that the concerns expressed by resiaerits 

io European Migration Network: The Organisation of Reception Facilities for Protection applicants in 
diffei:ent Member States, European Migration Net'work Study 2014 
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in Direct Provision around the inadeq of the.Back.to School Allowance tlle 

cos of-sdl-oot books etc. were..shared..b¥ bis group. The Working Group was 

conscious of the challenges in making comparisons between residents and those 

in the general population in r~ceipt of social supports - Dirqa.L,~Ylsion doe o 

allow r~s any choice as regards wh.ere they live, access t the bour 

market, or an oppGrtunity to manage1:he r expenses n addition, persons in the 

general population may have access to k owledge, extende family supg 
and pe~r. support': a arelrnavailable to residents 

26. The Working Group considered a number of options as regards the.::5ize of the 

increase required. Jt considered whether to increa r ma fiT34% 
increase in the Consumer Price Index from 2000 to 2014. Under this option t.he 

adult rate would increase to a .59 and'the dilld ra iilT.~ T OQtl 
was quickly dispensed with as social welfare payme _....M- e 
o the consumer: pclc_e I e possibility of dp-u 
for both adults and children was considered but · er so 

reflectio___ rasls tt'iatlt was not onal 
In addition, as mentioned above the rationale for making a half payment to 

children is unknown. The Working Group noted that the needs of older children 

are greater than young children and are similar to those of adults. 

27. 'The Working Group concluded that it would be appr a ults 
ta, recommend a · crease~at wo1.1ld r.einstate--the--origlnal.ratio between th 

wee~ly allowaoce and SW.A. T would increase the adult rate to €38.74. In the 

case of children, the Working Group was influenced by the fact that Child 

Beoefit is n9t payable in respect of children in Direct Provision and concluded 

that the weekly allowance payable in respect of children should be aligned with 

the "qualifying child" allowance currently payable under the SWA to children i.e. 

€29.80. 

28. Before reaching this conclusion the Working Group examined comparisons 

provided by officials of the Department of Social Protection of this preferred 

solution with persons in receipt of maximum rates of social welfare assistance 

payments across a number of family types. In the case, for example, of a single 

person in receipt of Job Seekers Allowance of €188 (and factoring in their 

contribution to their accommodation costs of €30), the proposed increased 

payment to adult residents would equate to 25% of the net disposable income 

available to such a person. In the case of a one parent family with two children 

(and again factoring in their contribution to accommodation costs and also Child 

Benefit payments), the proposed increased payments to adult and child 

residents would equate to 35% of the net disposable income. While it was noted 
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that this percentage increased in the case of larger families the Working Group 

concluded that the payment would in all cases be substantially less than the net 

weekly income available to equivalent sized families in the general population. 

.. 

29. As regards the concern expressed by residents in relation to the closure of some 

Community Welfare Offices, the Working Group took the view that those offices 

should be reinstated in order to address the challenges that residents face in 

understanding the supports that are available and in accessing those supports. 

The Working Group also considered that the Department of Social Protection 

should continue to make every effort to ensure that Designated Persons in the 

Community Welfare Service exercise their discretion when administering the 

ENP Scheme in relation to-protection applicants in a co_nsistent manner 

throughout the country. It was noted that concerns around inconsistency in 

relation to ENPs are also raised by the general population. 

Recommendations 

30. The Working Group recommends:_ 

• e.Dlrect---Provfsion weekly mkJwartr:efor adu/ts,oshould be Increased rofl'/ 

€19.1qto--€S8.74foradults and /ram €9.60 to-€-29.80 for childrtl/'I. 
• The Department of Social Protection should rei state on-site Community 

Welfe.ce SecvJ.c.u._to ts lnD.rectProvlslon r1ccommodation centre 
• The Department of Social Protection shou{d continue to m<i1i e every effort't 

ensure that Designdfia.J!ersons infh? COmmunity Weljare..Service strive 
towards consi~tency when admlnisterirrg-the Exceptional Needs Payme 

Scheme fr,.;re/atlon to persons in the system throug_ho the count1y. 
/ 

Implications including costs 

31. The implementation of the proposed increase to the weekly allowance would 

bring tangible benefits to residents in their daily lives that would allow them to 

five with greater dignity. In addition to facilitating residents in meeting the 

needs of themselves and their families it wou_ld provide a greater degree of 

control and decision-making power. The implementation of the proposed 

increase also has the potential to lead to a reduction in the number of 

applications for ENPs. 

32. The implementation of the recommended increase carries some risk that 

protection applicants who are outside Direct Provision will seek to enter it. At 

present they are not entitled to any social welfare payments. A significant 
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number of such applicants seeking to avail of Direct Provision could increase the 

cost of the recommendation and put pressure on bed capacity leading to a 

reduction in the quality of life across accommodation centres. The introduction 

of the single procedure together with the implementation of the 

recommendations aimed at resolving the situation of those who have been in 

the system for lengthy periods and avoiding a reoccu rrence of the problem may 

mitigate these risks by speeding up processing and freeing up space within 

centres (paras. 235, 241, 271 and 274). 

33. The reinstatement of Community Welfare Offices in accommodatiop centres 

would contribute to residents' understanding of the supports tbat are)1_vailable 

and facilitate easier access to them. 

34. The proposed increase to the allowance has cost implications as does the --reinstatement of Community Welfare Offices, T~ £ti,e,,a-ddr~ d th-eh-apter: 6. 

BACKGROUND 

35. Protection-applica·nts are not permitted to seek or enter employment or set up 

a business in tlie State/ -:.;;.::~:..;.;:...:;;;....=_, _ _.., U M r Stanrthat 
a ntaln __...,...-.;;;...:-.-- rnum s andards as set out in the 

Recast Recep 1 ·,9.n I ions 1rec 1ve require Member States-to allow 

prntection applicants access to the labour market where they have not received 

a fir:st instanGe decision on their protection claim within nine months and the 

delay, ~~nnot be attributed to the applicant. The ni , e th.rule.ls .stdcti 
however the Member States are entitled to attach..condltions to..the.r.ct°:lgJh::.ctJ)~_, _ _ 

ess hich many do, while others have allowed more ge r acc-ess"'to 
the 1.a.pou market than required e. ·. fmm•thTelrmonths onwards.15 

11 
Section 9(4)(b) of the Refugee Act 1996. 

12 12 
European Migration Network; The Organisation of Reception Facilities for Asylum Seekers in 

different Member States; 2014 

B Directive 2013/33/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 laying down 
standards for the reception of applicants for international protection. 
14 

Article 15 of the Recast Directive 
15 

European Migration Network; The Organisation of Reception Facilities for Asylum Seekers in 
different Member States; 2014 
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36. The current Government (continuing the policy of previous Governments) has 

identified access to the labour market as an obstacle to the State opting in to 

Recast Reception Conditions Directive. Its concerns centre on fears that 

removing the ban "would almost certainly have a profoundly negative impact on 

application numbers."16 The Government has also noted in 2014 that any 

change in public policy in this area "would have to have regard to the very large 

numbers of people unemployed in this country."17 The General Scheme of the 

International Protection Bill continues this policy.18 

ISSUES OF CONCERN AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

37. In the course of the consultation process participants raised again and again 

their strong desire to work to support themselves and their child_ren and 

recounted the profoundly negative effects of notbeing allowed to:work on their 

sense of self-worth, their health and their future prospects and· those of their 

children. A small sample of those contributions is included here to give voice to 

their frustration: 

"Worf< offers 'dignity ana the liest means of integration and reduces the-cost to 

tb.e..S-tate." 

"We that has stayed/or a Jong time, had our children in Ireland who grow up 
' , 

here should be a/lowed stay and work to contribute to our economy." 

"I don-'t need anrhelpfrrJm an.yoneJus 1A1J1n 

"These ____ .....,__ - after leaving the system you a refaced with 

a dilemma of where to start from and where to go from here - what would I put 

on' my resume for these years?" 

32. 'Res.idents who participated in the consultation process reported that they live 

lives of enforced idleness. They articulated concerns around the loss of 

previously acquired skills and competencies; and the lack of opportunities for 

16 
In reply to Parliamentary Question 15729/13 of 27 March 2013 the Minister for Justice and Equality 

referred to the increase in applications that was experienced in the aftermath of the July 1999 

decision to allow access to a cohort of Protection applicants. The immediate effect of that measure 

was a threefold increase in the average number of applications per month leading to a figure of 1,217 

applications in December 1999 compared with an average of 364 per month for the period January to 

July 1999. 
17 

Reply to Parliamentary Question of 30 April 2014 the Minister for Just ice and Equality 
18 

Head 15. 
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integration due to a lack of financial means. Parents spoke of the effects of the 

prohibition against work on their capacity to lead a normal family life, to be role 

models for their children by providing for them, to make decisions to improve 

their welfare and ensure that they can participate in activities taken for granted 

by their peers including after-school activities. 

39. Participants in the consultation process said they wa . 

n contra tors_.to society...and not.as deper:idents. They suggested that it was 

not only those in the system who were losing out as a result of the prohibition, 

but also t he State in terms of tax revenues and a skilled labour fore~. They 

feared that the indirect result of not permitting them to access the labour 

market would be to create a dependent group of people who would remain in 

need of State support long after their departure fro.m the ~ystern. ·· .. 

40. The Working Group noted that the prohibition against accessing the labour 

market also affects acces e ft.trther·edu-catio · · · · as e~igjbility for, 

many courses Is linl<:e t ligibility_to__enter-::t 

41. The Working Group was informed tha _ __ rork.on-.tbe "btae-k 
here they are--at risk,.of.bet~,p o :e . Somvesiaen e 

hat ~s..1nostJtnp_ortant.to:the.m..was bei 

42. The Working Group,was ve·ry.cons•cious-'of the sensitivities around this issue and 

in making, its recommenda.tions. has sought to identify a sQlutron th iri caR!ble 
of enefltlo_g 
t1king ac ·id-eratiO"rts. 

43. n,i Working G'rd4p ac~ e ge the long standing Government policy and , ' . 
?tatutory pr~vision relating to the prohibition on protection applicants seeking 

' '•. . ' 

or eriter,ing employment and the rationale for that policy as explained by 

officials. The Working Group also notes the intention under the recently 

p,ublishad General Scheme of the International Protection Bill t , · -tha 
,.•,··,.. ·':··· 

pro · · itien. 

44.,. The Working Group recognises the significance attached by persons in the 

system to a right to work and is acutely aware of thee pectati.on.on.tlle~round 
•that rong r..e.com ~nffirtil'.m:Wlll::0:-e:.mtthcoming · tnis:a.Ma. After length of 

... time a right to work was the issue of most concern raised by Direct Provision 

, residents in submission during the consultation process. The right to work has 

~ also been a priority focus of commentators, academics and NGOs, given that 
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lrelaoafs position is:out-.o! line..w,th the polk y of t he majority o EU Memoer 

Statesc:.e1rtb~ matte , includingt e:tlnitecf KinggQ_m. 

45. The prohibition on access to the labour mar~et is a barrier to living with dignity 

as it has the potential to undermine a person's sense of value and worth. It can 

also prevent the'realisation of physical, emotional and mental integrity and 

denies a person autonon,y and effective control over their lives. 

46. !XO<!~~ with t11e«ban on--aecess-to employment are 

similar to the negative impacts of liv.ing long1:e ·n Dir:ec:t:E ese, 

include: boredom, ·solatien-ctnd oc.ial---excloston; bso 

creation of..depen negatlveim:pacts oi'fpliys ea , em , 

b\alt~ 

47. The Working Group notes that all er:sons5 ¥-eai's or'rhore,-fn the syst-em would 

have o 11 - labour market underthe so1ution recomm:ended:byt e 

W~ king a S and 241. 

48. 'The Working Group also notes that-similar access to the.labour market would be 

exten~:.»! _ __..os.ceacbiogd)eJi y:eatamaafJ :lLU ut\JrEr-underthe solutro 

reco e : e .,. 

para. 274). 

4,9. The Working Group _notesi that, i.n t he normal course, t he right o worl< i.ssu~ {as 

per the Recepti0n Conditions Directive) is un~urooa o.appl . o.persoAs who 

are 'aWJlitliija fb:st.:lMtance..i eciswn..: 
apptlcatJQl'I Gr-.pr.meetfu.n. 

Reco.mmendations 

50, Having regard to the foregoing the Working Group recommends: 

• Provisfon for accesS"t:e--the labour marker-for profect ron c,pplicants who ar 

awaiffog.a first lnstance,.decisioO:f0G,n/ne msnt6s or moIJ:..11nd who have e 

provis1ons),sho.uld Jnmence w en t e single pr0eedur · · 

efficietJt '-U~ruwnta es Tffto account the Jae · nd 
_curre,tt -.....-- t insurnce7ieclsions in r ( 
status an s, a.r:y,.protect on o..not..(ln~ ne.;normal CQ.urs 
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• Any permission to access the labour market given, sh@uld contlijue IJ..,..l.!!,l;-,.:u.i"'i.:.....0
- ...,- .,..., 

final e ermlnatlon,.of,. the prote~lon claim. 
• A protection applicant who has the righ'f ____ , 

successful in finding employment, and who t isbl?s'"to,emain in f>irect 

Provision should be subject to a meal}.s'tesrtudetermine cm appropriate 

contributiO hls/lr,er,a.cGommodatl<!Jn and the':.ot e,:. e01icl!S.P_LQJ//aec:Cto 

hirdlhet 

Implications including costs 

51. The implementation of the main recommendation would benefit those in the 

system who have not received a first instance decision under:the sin$1e 

procedure within 9 months through no fault of their own. It would bring. t_he 

State into line with most other EU Member Stat es. 

52. The framing of the main recommendation in the context of an efficiently 

operating single procedure is intended to address-concerns ·a~ the pa'rt of the 

authorities that allowing access to the labour market'in circumstances where . , . 

first instance decisio•ns (i.e. 'decisions on refugee·?tatus and subsidiary 

protection status) are not normally issued within ·g months would affect 

application numbers. Once the single :procequr~ is operating efficiently the 

authorities expect that them ··· · · · ·11 receive a trrsfln tanc 

~::><.:.;;c:". . ~=--.,,;::.:~~~-.;a,;;,.--------- rapp!ican . 

existenc u a"'atS<ractas an additfonal inG ·v 

t _ cess Is operating.as efficiently a 

53. In. practical terms implementation would mean that those coming within this 

~rcH.1p would r~quest some form of written authorisation from the appropriate 

authorities allowing them to work. It would also mean that applicants who are 

successfu l in finding employment and who choose to remain in an 

a_ccomrri:odation centre would be subject to a means test to determine their 

contribution to their accommodation etc. Any protection applicant who secures 

work would, of course, pay PRSI, USC, income tax etc. in the same manner as 

the general population. Equally, persons would be entitled to relevant social 

protection schemes on the same basis as the gener-al populatioh including 

F. I lncom S-upplement..aAGI Illness Benefi • It must be noted, however, that 

eligibility for Job ee_kei:s 6.@Reflt.an-d o.ther..s.up,..........-s-.::. · year 

contr · ns witb..the_consflQ~ t]jjt the p ~.........., d] 

Access to the labour market would bring with it eli c_e =--·= 
education courses-on-the s-ame basis arth~general 
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.; 

costs need to be viewed against the savings to other arms of the State due to 

improved mental health etc.~on the part of applicants . 

54. Legal change would be required to facilitate access to the labour market. This 

would involve an amen mentte sectiolf9 efthe Re'fugee.Acf1996 and ,, 

Regulation 4 of S.I. 426/2013 - European Union (Subsidiary Protection) 

Refugees 2013. In their current form they would prevent a protection applicant 

from accessing the labour market. In addition legal change may also be required 

to sec ion.246 aft~ Socia l W-elfar~ soHdatiBl] Act 2005 in 0.!2,er to facilitate 

proteGti"Ol'I ppJ1ca s-accesslng-so·Giai welfar- . 

D. l\CCESSTD. DOCAno 

BACKGROUND 

55. The ease with which protection appli~ants can access education varies 

considerably depending on the stage ~t which they·are at in the education cycle. 

56, In line with long standing Government policy children in the system are entitled 

to access pre-school; and primary·a_nd second leyel education in a manner 

similar to Irish nationals. Jhis in.~ludes access to the free year of early childhood 

education and to all ancillary services available to primary and second level 

students such as school transport, additional teaching resources (including 

English as ·an Additi~·il~I Language resources and special educational needs 

resources etc.); As noted at para.[ 5] parents in Direct Provision are also 

. entitled to apply for the Back to School Clothing and Footwear Allowance 

Scheme .. 

57. Those who exit the Irish school system with a Leaving Certificate can access 

further and higher education courses subject to satisfying the academic and 

other entry requirements laid down by the relevant educational institutions, 

including competence in the language of instruction. They are not, however, 

eligible to apply for student supports. In addition, they are regarded as 

"international students" by the institutions and are charged the higher rate of 

fees payable by students co~ing from outside the EU/EEA. Notwithstanding 

th~seflnancial barriers the Working Group heard that many protection 

applicants do access further and higher education courses, some with the 

assistance of philanthropic organisations and churches. In the case of separated 
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children who have reached 18 years, RIA works with the "One Foundation" to 

facilitate their access to education beyond the Leaving Certificate. 

58. Those who leave the school system with a qualification other than the Leaving 

Certificate, or perhaps no qualification at all have very limited opportunities. 

Many further education and training courses that might be suitable for this 

group are designed as job activation measures and are limited to persons who 

are entitled to work and are on the "live register." 

59. Protection applicants who enter the protection process as adults face the 

financial and other barriers identified above to accessing further and higher 

education. They are entitled to access adult literacy support;~ ihcludtng English," 

for Speakers of other Languages (ESOL) free of charge only. The:~e sup·p'orts are 

provided by the Education and Training Board sector and are widely available and 

protection applicants are identified as a priority target group. These:courses 

provide basic literacy skills only. 

ISSUES OF CONCERN AND POTENTIAL S,Oll.JTIONS 

60. Barriers to education featured strongly in the concerns identified by residents 

who participated in the consultation p,rocess. Their concerns were in many cases 

reflective of the len_gth oftime t h~t they have spent in the system as illustrated 

py the following e~tracts fro·rn submissions received: 
. '· 

❖ 

· "There sho(!ld be so.me w,ay to ensDfe Protection applicants do not lose their skills 

whilst in as')ium. II ' 

"There is a rfrajor de-skilling going on. Any professional who stops practice for a 

:pericid of eight-years would have found out that things cannot usually go back to 

the same.~ork aild be effective." 

.i
1£_v.en when they achieve high points in the Leaving certificate, asylum seekers 

can only enter third level education as overseas students - pay exorbitant fees, 

excluding them from higher education1
'. 

61. It is expected that the introduction of the 

reoccurrence of the current situ a ion where peFsons f.i fldethemsl!I es n he 

systemioi: eriods wlil'Lall the atterfda'iif,J effects:icfeotlfied in U:)is 

r fJfo . For existing~ · been in th~.-~ mi.s:.v..ea.rs..<:>r: more 

otut pa.ca . d.241,Jf mpJemented;-wlll res.alve:ffi'.eir: 
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SCHOOL-GOING CHILDREN 

62. Bearing in mind that primary and second level education is "mainstreamed" the 

issues of concern focused on obstacles to the children's full participation in 

school life and extracurricular activities due to the limited financial means of 

their parents and, in the case of some centres, transport difficulties. The 

Working Group takes the view that the implementation of its recommendations 

aimed at addressing the inadequacy of the Dir~ct. Provision weekly allowance 

(para. [301), and also t he loca't iori of some centres (par.a. 598) w il! go some way 

towards 'alleviating the·se conc~nis. 

63. As noted at para. 554 j ust over half of t he family ce_nt res ,operate homework · 

clubs while the remainder offer home.work rooms. Havir:,g re~a_rd tb·the 

particular challenges that children in t he syst em experience (e.g. language 

barriers, their parents not being familiar with the school curriculum, etc.) the 
Working Group considers that a ess t . I 
horn e · _ _, __ h.ib thero Site. i~-tl~Wffl'Ufflatl·on centre or in he 

local ~ ol..has.the.{i)G · · · ·eanibenefit.te thi 

children , md shot1ld be 

64 .. Additionally the' Working Group would 'weicome an initiative to rai awareness 
among the p Is and Boa s <:> n&gement of t,he schooi~ servlring t he 

Di rec ,;,;;.;;;= ......... - tloncentr:es o t e need o to"'the 

pa __ :=:.:_~ _-~u::=:=~=::..=:J..,.ll · S,J>JJP of children o e na ure · 
1cu · r, the small allowance t 

p note/ that ifthe Educ~ .D'lll.Sillns-t:o School • 

Bill 2013 is enacted in its present form, school management will be explicitly 

prohib.ited from c cgiog..fees or contri6utJons a.s p,a he.s..c.hool.ad I io 
·:.:..::::==~ ................. ca,ttor ee-cnarg!ng schocfs). 

65. As noted above school leavers face financial and other obstacles in accessing 

further and higher education. The Working Group heard that school leavers who 

cannot proceed with their peers experience huge frustration and distress 

resulting in "a sense of hopelessness and leaves young people with endless 

hours and days with nothing to do" putting them "at risk of social isolation and 

subject to the vulnerabilities and complications that may arise for their '·age 

group i.e. experiences of racism, exclusion, poor mental health, low self-
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esteem, I and) de-motivation, may lead to possible involvement In anti-social 

activities.lJ19 

66. Officials of the Department of Education and Skills informed the Working Group 

that the number of older children in Direct Provision who might aspire to 

advancing to further and higher education is relatively small: 

• Approximate! students agect ls-18 ar currently-at secondazy level"afld 

rn:lmt.b~ expected to sit their Leaving Certificate over the next 3-4 veit ; 

• Approximate I~ 00 young people av obtained a Leaving CertJfJ.cate rn the 

past ? yeal's ancl remain ln1)1rect Proviston of whom 21 sat tile 

Leaving Certificate in 2014, 

• 2 are scheduled"to sit-the examination in 2015. 

67. The number of children in the system outside of Direct ~rovision who might 

have similar'aspiratioris is not known but the Working Group noted that any 

p11 P.OSaJ to address he concerns of.schot'>Ueaver.s could nst~lscrimlnate 

betwee11 those In otrect Pr-0vision and those eu de. 

68. The Working Group identified school leavers in thi~ystem, other than those at 

the deportation order stage, who hfia.s lnlmum of ears In the Irish, 

school system and who nave'bt, arnea elr re.a\ling Cert.as a priority group fo 

sing]lccesi,:te further and higher, education for 

thol e who satisfy the aGademie-and other...releva t re9.!:!irements for entry~ 

69. The Working Group took cognisance of the approach adopted by other EU 

Member Stat~s in relation to access to further and higher education for persons 

in .the system and .that granting more generous access to such persons than 

elsewhere, notably in the United Kingdom, coul,d signi~Cantly affect t~e cost of 

the protection system. Approaches vary across EU f\{lelT)per States an~ within 

individual countries where local education authorities have discretion in relation 

to the level and cost of access. The United Kingdom and Belgium take a s!milar . . . 
approach to Ireland and charge fees for access to both further and higher 

education courses, with rates for international students applying in relation to 

higher education courses. A further group (France, Holland, Spain) allow access 

to both further and higher education with some access to grants and other 

supports to facilitate access. Access to further education and training courses 

which are labour market related, is linked to the right to work as it is in Ireland. 

As noted at para. (35) Ireland is, of course, one of only two Member States that 

prohibits access to the labour market. 

19 
Feedback to Review Group on Protection Process; HSE Consultation Feedback; 24 February 2015. 
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70. On balance the Working Group concluded that this priority group deserves 

attention and that student supports available for higher education {including Post 

Leaving Certificate courses) should be extended to them. The Working Group welcomes 

the recent commitment by the Minister of Education and Skills to extend students 

supports to this group in time to benefit 2015 Leaving certificate students.20 

71. On their arrival in Ireland, many protection applicants have little knowledge of 

Ireland and speak no English. As a result they can experience.difficulties when 

seeking to access services. Until recent years a programme aimed at increasing, 

the capacity of p-~otection applicants to make· informed·decisions a~9ut th~ir · 

own ,healt~-care~ in~luding infc;>rmation on accessing other supports end services 

was located at-the Balseskin R·eception Centre.21 The Workinif Group considers 

that an initiative of this type providing lnformatio_n on life in Ireland;· and access 

to services etc. should be re-instated, resourced an~ made available to 

protection applicants with in the first month of their~ar-rival and also rolled out as 

necessary to applicants who were,dispers~d before hav./ng an opportunity to 

avail of it. 

72. The Working Group heard that the provision of English language and adult 

literacy for ESOL training is not consistent across the country and that the courses 

are not of sufficient duration t o ensure that an adequate level of fluency is 

achieved. The Working Group considers that the early provision of language 

supports {i.e. w ithin one month) to new arrivals is essential and further 

considers that the courses provided should be resourced and of a sufficient 

duration to ensure langu9ge competency and fluency. 

putting:m:ptac-e;;a system to.provi e information to protection applic.i,fltS wlio 
hav,e spent 6 months or .more · tle system on t heir eligibility for furt her 

edocatfon or other;..courses. 

20 
Minister of Education and Skills, Jan O'Sullivan T.D.; address to' the Teachers Union of Ireland 

Congress on 8 April 2015; http:/ /www.education.ie/en/Press-Events/Speeches/2015- . 
Speeches/SP2015-04-08.html 
21 

The programme was setup in 2002 by Spirasi in partnership with the HSE. The overall objective 
was to increase the capacity of minority ethnic communities to make informed decisions about their 
own health care and included information on accessing other supports and services. This was 
delivered from a peer-led arid multi-lingual methodology using specifically designed tools and 
information resources. 
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74. As noted above adults face financial and other barriers to accessing further and 

higher education courses. 

75. As regards the financial barriers, and in particular the fact that fees are charged 

at the rate for international students, the Working Group noted that the higher 

education institutions are autonomous bodies. Accordingly, the criteria 

governing the level of tuition fees to be charged in cases where L! f1dergraduate 

students do not qualify for the ~ '· · - - is a ffl_a._tl_ef'to b tei-ml• .. --..c-4-~ 

~y t~ · ~ Institutions. he Working Group would welcome cJ 'fni~i'8t iVes' y th ✓e.AY\ 
mstItutI ns to apply the EU7i;t;A rate of fees payable to per~n¥ · Q_c,Jti_ 
protection pr ocess or at t he leave to remain stage fo.r; five...y.ears ·ar~Qr 4 ivf ~ 
years is proposed having regard to the approach~.s a.dopted'by ?t ~·e_r ---:) ~ 
Member States, notably the United Kingdom, and a concern that a ·rnore ~ 

generous approach in Ireland would risk increased costs to the protection µuf\ 
"' 'I. system. In addition, the WDrJsi:flg,Gr · · at at a!lY one time there v 

are mr:ca S..5,000;no.n-EEA:;stua . - -.-""::"!':':-. Gn:a-1 Institutions in Ire.land '":::)0Ll. 
and h.9;:al':e;,pay.lng fees:at the intematfQ. <' -~ 

76. The Working Group is consciq_us that t hose adult s who do secure a place on a 

post leaving certificate or third level course face other practical issues, 

part icularly if they are in Direct Provisjon accommodation as their institution of 

choice may be located <!t :a· dista,nce from t heir accommodation centre. 

77. In the cours~ o.f t he,c;,pnsult~tion process residents sought to be allowed to 

ap.ply for f~
0

rttier educati0n a~d vocational training courses above=-tevel 4 on he 

N~tional Frarnew0rk of Qualifications. There were many: -::e er..eoce.s:to.a" ap." 
·· .on ~ccess to such courses for persons in the system. Officials of the Department 

of Edaca.t ion a,na Skills clarified that the s n ° p" s s_uch ratb.eiJ£.is.tfi 
case t hat many of the courses t-hat E;eme within "further education an 

.voe t ional training'i are labOi · · · · e I 

un hich th-e eli ~ .= =,,...,.,,,_-=-,..=-"'£'4!11..w.' istered--a 
une · the oepm oc,al"Pto l! r a 

78. The Working Group considers that prote~tion agplicants al1 

to remain stage who have been in the--system fof two yearS""oT'more should be 

eligibJ_e to a_eply or r · · tion-and"traln1ng collrs.es beyond level 

s~ ect.to meeting:the quallfyJngmteficr i e. if a cours-e i s offerelt under al) 

emplo:,,m:ient aGtivation init iative·and re uiresapplica11 ro ea certain 

dura ion on the '<live re ister', then this requirement would stiH obtain . .,!;Pving 
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regard to the strong focus of Government policy on th_e long term unemployed 

and the lfrnited number.of places on activation courses/programmes currently, 

the Working Group doe~ not make any recommendation in relation to ~he 

easing of the requirement to be on the "live register" for those in the protection 

process or at-the leave·fo remain.stage. The Working Group acknowledges that 

tho e m,lhe system who will not benefit from the pr0posed sc;,lut ion..forthQ!_e a 

the 5 year marlL(paras. 235 and..241) wJII be disappointed. The Workjng_Grollp 

notes that if its recommendation at para. [SO] on acc~s:::t the:l:abour.marl(et 

im plemented:futur.e. applie,ant-swho are-pe-rmitted to.seelcemployment-may ~e 
eligih e-.to aGGess such-eol.l~ -

79. A further difficulty repo~ted by those who parti~ipated in the eonsultati6n 

process is that the prohibition against access to the 19bour mark~t IJlean&.~liat if 

a person overcomes the financial and other hurdles,and obtains a place on a 

course they may not be able to take it up if it.ha·s a w~rk experience element 

(e.g. nursing). The Working Group considers that.steps sho1,.1 ld be taken to 

ensure that work experience components In educational courses do not act as a 

bar to protection applicants or persons at the I.eave to-remain stage, accessing 

such courses. 

80. Opportunities for this cohort to undertake'· internships and apprenticeships to 

develop their skills, or to:undertake P.rofessiorial development to ensure that 

they can keep their existin'g expertise up:to date would be desira!:>le. 1.n this 

regard t he Working Grot1,p consid_ers that fora of profe'ssional recognit ion bodies 

and trade associations, t rade unions and the community and voluntary sector 

should be conyened to devise appropriate schemes to facilitate this. 

Recommendations .. 
81. The Working-'<,roup recommends: 

• All Direct Provision accommodation centres that host families should be 

required to provide or facilitate (-i. o h an NGO o local.P .. cganlsatfon), as 

par,t ·9f their·eontract, a Iii/ time.se.r:.vl.ced after-schDol b~rk QWJ,JfJf 

club
1 

or. transport-to .dJtom schoal-based .. homewQfk or.study clubs 

throughout the school year. The on-site clubs should be age-appropriate, 

• attractive, well-heated, appropriately supervised and equipped with Wi-Fi and 

sufficient numbers 'Omputers. 

• An awareness initiative should be ro1l~d o.ut.to.ensur:e..that-BaardS' of 

Management,ar:1.d.sch00/ princre,a/5, a nmillor with tbe flnanclel and other 
challenge/rac,ng chf iren in DirectProvisi n f1f'f01he.1LfJ:,ml/ies. · 
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• The extensi t..stJ.f!fP..or.ts.f/Q[J,b,r,r,J, /e,ve.l and Pos·t! Lea11i'flg Cettifi:COte courses 
to persons who are protection applicants air. are mt! t,/!,e lea.,;,e t!o Femain stage, have 

been 1n tne lrl cllootsystem-.fo~five years or. mor:e,...a,r8,who..sat{sjy...tliCl_eJ.e11P_rit 

academic li1 eligfmf.nty er,iteria. The Wff_hinq, eJ~ ...;;........:...-.. .. 
public co2;.r.mi~ ~ ..• MJlilis-te.r for II'r.icleat-ion r., 

• Orient@tian elosses e.g. about life in Ireland, should be available to all 

protection applicants within the first month after lodging their application. 

These could be proJ[ .(,!)fil-pr;ofit arg,« J:iS1J~O. · · · 

recee tion eentre (iJ(ild f@r{j/[I 'f?O'tl~ cfj C!lfll €'(!1[1,'11. /J15$ 8851(1;Jflilt of v1:1Jmerobility,.. fi,or 

those who are dispersed with~ lbimf!l (2.:flLI2QPOftu,p.ity, sQ take.pp, s~ 
classes, classesl hould b; pr@11,idetd!in acfl@filflmodc1ti@r:1 celllt res as r~§J:Jir,et!J. 

• Access to Eng /is h i lil.rrtf}J.fQ;ge. c.-/J.lsse...s amd '{fj}Jllt fit,e,111J1cy t 01..ES"r!J)i( (~«~li§.h JoF 

Speakers of Other Languages) classes within a month of their application for 

protection being submitted should be made available. Those classes should be 

for at least the equivalent of one day a week, for a period of up to six months 

and be available at a location that is easily accessible and without cost to the 

protection applicant. 

• An initiative to apply the EU f · · · 'f,tBd#D..,ti@fit C£ol!lrses ~o p.gt.ror.Js 

in the system five ,1te~ ---=:'.---'~::;:;:_ )fotectio11JU')Pltr@ots c;,r wr.,.o Clfi.e 

at tfie leave t0 re/i1J€Jt ayril:Jle. 

proportion could be returned as a contribution towards the accommodation 

and subsistenceJ or the temporary auration of the placement. It could also be 

used to support residents placed on courses in locations away from their 

centre. In other circumstances the stipen7 could be deemed not applicable to 

residents in order to allow them access to work placements as a result of 
acdli.elftflfc st:l!lfty. 

;,-
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• A forum or fora of professional recognition bodies and trade associations, 

trade unions and the community and voluntary sector should be convened to 

devise a scheme to allow access to internships, apprenticeships and 

professional development opportunities for protection applicants or persons 

at the leave to remain stage. 

Implications including costs 

82. Material costs relating to the provision of additional ESOL supports, orientation 

classes and student supports for school leavers are identified in cha:p~er 6. In the 

event that the Working Group's proposed solution for those in the system for 5 

_years or more is implemented the proposal to extend student supports t0 · 

certain school leavers will be largely redundant. 

HEAL TH CARE-iSIJPR --.--.__ 

BACKGROUND 

83. Persons in the system have access to mainstream health and social care 

services. Those who reside in Direct Provision are provided with a medical card 

· and those who reside outside Direct Provision and fall within the relevant 

income thresholds are also entitled to a medical card.
22 

84. Health and sociaJ care services are delivered either directly by the HSE or 

through funding provided _by the HSE to a range of voluntary and community 

organisations.23 In-reach services in many Direct Provision accommodation 

centres include e.g. specialist psychology services, Public Health Nursing, 

General Practitioner Clinics, HSE Early Childhood/Play Therapy Services, Speech 

and Language Jherapy, Sexual Health Promotion etc. 

85 . . As noted:elsewhere in this report protection applicants who avail of Direct 

Provision are offered a voluntary health screening assessment by medical 

perscmnel during their stay at the Balseskin Reception Centre. Latest figures 

indicate a [73° confir a on awalte.1IJll,.LL- I-ISE (90% used elsewtte_r.e I the 

22 Persons who are ordinarily in the State and who fulfil a means test are entitled to a medical card 
under the Health Act 1970. The means test is dispensed with in the case of protection applicants in 

direct Provision as they are assumed to be destitute, 
23e.g. Dublin Aids Alliance; Cross Care; ISPCC; BelongTo; Jesuit Refugee Service; Community Mothers 

Programme; Rape Crisis Centres; SPIRASI, Tralee International Resource Centre; Integration & 

Support Unit Waterford, Daras Lumni etc. 
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~ ptake. The less than 100% take-up rate may be explained by the fact 

that some protection applicants need time and space before they feel ready to 

engage with services on health issues. On completion of the screening, and 

where necessary, a referral is made to a General Practitioner for chronic health 

/medication management or follow up. Specific referrals are made to 

consultant specialists in infectious disease, where required. 

86. The HSE participates in the inter-agency group comprising officials from the 

Department of Justice and Equality (RIA) and other Government Departments 

and Agencies aimed at ensuring an integrated approach to the provision of 

services to residents in Direct Provision.24 The inter-agency group meets at a 

local and regional level. 

87. The HSE's National lntercultural Health Strategy proyides the framework within 

which the health and support needs of people from diverse ethn_ic and cultural 

backgrounds are being addressed by the HSE. Those in the ~ystem and those 

granted status form a significant element of this group of s·ervice users. The 

Strategy is under review this year with a view to updating. 

88. The HSE's National Service Plan 2015 cqntains as a high level priority the 

commitment to "improve·health ou'tc;.omesfor; vulnerable groups" with 

particular emphasis on iiJter a/ia protection applicants and includes a specific 

commitment to deliver on·any recommendations coming from the Working 

Group. ·· 

'· 

ISSUES OF CONCERN:AND POTENTION SOLUTIONS 

89:: He~lth relate·d.:issues featured strongly in the consultation process undertaken 
'· - . ~. 

with ·residents. A sample of the contributions follows: 

· '!Prescription is really unaffordable because there are times when you have more 

thah one item and you don't have enough money to collect them' We appreciate 

if the €2.50 charge is dropped: .. " 

"Mental health risk for adults and children: Depression, behavioural issues with 

children, post natal depression, separation anxiety, post traumatic stress disorder 

are all very common for residents of Direct Provision." 

24 Other participants include the Department of Social Protection, Department of Education and Skills, 
Department of the Environment, Community and Local Government and Tusla. 
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"Health wise the government has gone out of its way to help. The HSE _has been 

very effective. We can all see our GPs and that is good. Teeth problems are 

blamed on lack of necessary nutrients in the food." 

90. Officials from the HSE informed the Working Group 1t111LearlvJileetJ11g that.ft. 
· · had t al(en tHe aeclsfon--ttl residents in Direct Pl'ovlsion stioula:no lllave to pay 

~ the- res.ctlption cba(ge ~ 50 per item. Due to their limited means the charge 

places a particular burden on residents and acts as significant barrier to their 

obtaining their prescribed medication and maintaining their health and 

wellbeing. The HSE has developed ni mp"l'emeTitatian J;>lan..fori t he roll•out of 

this decisio once t1i-e ne-eessa.E¥ iniste~rde~ is si ned. The Worki~ Gr:9up 

unanimously welcomes thl-s initiative aildJ'.J!.C:OJ\'j)j\ends its impJem~atatio.l)JI 

sec:m as possi61e. 

91. n atnealth issues featured large in the consultation process. Som·e residents 

may be suffering the effects of trauma from events in their lives before coming 

to Ireland while others may have developed difficuhies since entering Direct 

Provision. As noted elsewhere in tt,i•s report the leng~h of time that residents 

spend in the system has been identifiE;!d as~ contributory factor to mental 

health issues. The Working Group heard that it may result in applicants 

disengaging from health ser-~/ces over time: Despondency may also result in 

serious negative imp_acts, including high.use of prescription drugs. 

92. The importance of early identification,of persons with vulnerabilities including 

persons with mental disorders, and persons who have been subjected to 

torture, rape or other serious forms of psychological, physical or sexual 

vi<;>lence, such a~ victirns of; ;;.:, ;:;:;:;discussed in chapters 3 and 4 and is the 

subject ofs_peciflc recommendations aimed at improving their experience in the 

determination pro"cess and in Direct Provision (see paras. 408 and 694). Those 

recommendations are aimed at ensuring that the existing voluntary health 

screening service is reviewed and strengthened so as to facilitate a timely multi-

.. disciplinary assessment (including medical, psychological and social needs) of all 

protection applicants to identify their needs and appropriately assist them. It is 

important that when this assessment identifies mental health issues or, if issues 

arise, at a later stage that appropriate services are available to the person 

concerned. The Working Group heard that there is a perception of long waiting 

lists to access some mental health services. It was noted that not all mental 

health issues require psychiatric/ medical mental health services. Where 

necessary, however, these should be easily accessible to residents who require 

them. 
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93. The Working Group welcomes the commitment from the HSE to nominate a 

se ·or manager"from its M ental Health Division to oinJ:beJnter:-agency group 

.lallii'i'l"flld to above. his will assist in ensuring a better coordinat.ed response to 

the mental health needs of those in Direct'Provision. The Working Group also 

welcomes the HSE commitment to put in place a programme of mental health 

awareness training for staff in Direct Provision. This training should enable the 

recognition of mental health issues by staff so that they can alert appropriate 

services, while ensuring the safety and well being of the individua I and all those 

who work and live in the centre. 

94. In order to further assist vulnerable persons the Working Gr9up cons·id·ers that 

sensitivity training on issues that affect such persons should also b~ provic;l,ed to 

all relevant Direct Provision staff. Steps should be taken in accommodation 

centres to make the environment more conduciv~''to encoura.ging vulnerable 

residents to access services. Such steps shou!<;I include visible ·"safety, dignity 

and free from harassment statements" and the avai lability of up to date 

information in a variety of forms targeted at vulnerable persons. Possible issues 

include e.g. FGM, torture, HIV, mental health, LGBT, djsability, religion, 

domestic violence, human trafficking, exploitation, prostitution and older 

people's needs. 

95. The Working Group was·inform~d that RIA has developed a Sexual and Gender

based Violence P,olicy. This,iswelcome . .It should be rolled out as soon as 

possible in ta1;:i,~em:•with c:1p awar.eness-raising and training plan. 

/ . . 
96. T~e Workihg Grou· :was informed by a written~~.ubmission from the 4 s6 F.amUv 

Pl . -.~,,.- ~ ~ '-- ~--=~ ......... = - J ._._.,...._ v· g in a Pcovlslon have 

di. :=-..:...-a'-:.:-,:;-:::;:;:.~:; repro 1:1c ,ve ea h services incJudlng 
·r.,;;.;.~~-=-=-=-....,= c,.....,..~~is pregnancyrys noted by the IFPA many women 

and gir,!~ live in. Direct Provision centres during some of the most critical years of 

' their reproductive lives and it is important that they have access to information 

al"!d services to protect themselves against unplanned pregnancy, sexually 

transmitted diseases and to cont'rol their fertility and plan their family. The 

Working Group makes two specific recommendations to address these 

concerns. 

97. Having regard to the challenges that residents face including language barriers, 

the Working Group considers that specific health promotion initJatives....s.hou~ 

be undertaken t-o,aleFt-them te public:: l:ie.alth initiafives-that ar,e avalial:i e free--Q.f 

2525 
Irish Family Planning Association; submission to the working Group on the Protection Process; 

March 2015. 
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c~ g.e In breast and cervical s.cr · c. In addition, as identified 

elsewhere in this report quality intemr g ces are essential to ensure that 

residents are facilitated in disclosing their health needs to service providers 

including their General Practitioner. Again sensitivity training for such 

interpreters would be important. General Practitioners and others providing 

care should be encouraged to engage interpreting services where required. 

98. Delays I ectiVin medical cards were identified by some participants in the 

consUltatfsn process. The W,orking Group hea'rd that the Primary Care 

Reimbursement System had provided a dedicated telephone number to be used 

to foU6'1' up .~ny medical card issu~s ih r'elation tb.ptofec~ion applicants. A 

protocol has als~ been implemented to provide a medical card within 24 h9,M 
to a,..protectfon applieant with-a serious m.ecllcal eonditio in need of 

urge fongofng me eal-eare. 

ij«omm~ndatfons 

99. T e Working Group recom en-U . 

\. \ 1\.()
1 

\ ,oi That the HS&initia_t/ve.to_;exempt · prescription charges, wfflch 
V -V the Working Group welcomes, be Im SDlm~:;:-.,1!== 

• A health e'!!Z!l111 n e should be targeted, at residents· of Direct 

, , - \l t,)~ . Provision centres to '.nfor~ them ~bout a~cess ;o breast screening, ce_r~ical 
'.J \ "~S· • chec.ks, b,owel and diabetic screening serVIces free of charge. 

• Strongly urges that iy the relev nt QlllanJsatlons of s_ervices far 
persons in the syst-em..e,xperieocin9 a crisis pregnancy be under:taken 
imlfii_~-- · with a view to a protocol being agreed to guide State agencies 
and NGOs supporting persons in. the system dealirig with a crisis pregnancy. 
Particular attention should be paid to addressing the needs of the individual 
in the context of the current legislative framework:. 'SS 'el:Lllldfllit:: t(Jl e 

d@cqpJents, financial assistance, confidentiality,, QM ac:.cess to information 
and support. serv.lces should.be addresse-d. 
Welcomes the development by R of a Sexuai.Jlmi Gender-based Violence 
Policy·and recommends that it be rolledmqt as.soon as possible and 
acconJ,pJJ.Di#d -by an awareness-ra7slng an 

. t\..,,,~n inifiativ, ould be put in train to fa access by per.$ans:J.n th systen, 
\ ~ - to information and services concern ·ng~ exual and-reproductive health anq 

Jamil JatmTII • 

• An adequately trained and resourced inter,preting service.should~ put in 
f!}ac nere ema.na exists f nterpreters dealing with persons in the system 
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should be sensitivity trained, especially when interpreting the disclosure of 

needs, experiences and values of vulnerable groups. GPs should be 

encouraged to offer interpreting services to this client group. 

• Notes the actions indentified in the HSE's Mental Health Division's 

Operational Plan. To address the overriding need to provide health related 

targeted education and training to staff working in Direct Provision 

accommodation centres dfl centr~ tpftsh_au/d be..ptovJded . .with ment 
~ . ~ ltli eness tr.elning _by the,J,/SE.or:. deslghated NGO.s7fhis training 

\~ should cater for reoognitlon ofmental health iss1;1es and assjst s tafj..Jn~ g 

approijri a e se~, while.ensuring the..safet..y- r.md we/lb2fog of,:lb.e indirtid 0I 

and q/1 those w o oc and Jiv.e.in.tbe.c..entr:e. 
• ensfflv1 tratnfi -on issues that impact on uln_er:DifJe_grOI ·should'°l:J'e 

·"" _ ..... •~ ~ provided to all relevan,t Direct Provision staff. Each. centr7 should have a 
\~V"'--' strong visible presence of a safety, dignity and free from harassment 

-~ (j statement, reminding both residents and stC!ff of their requirel!.le'}t to ensure 

a safe and respectful living environment. Such visible messages-may facil~tate 

disclosure by vulnerable groups and m·ust result in immediate contact with 

relevant services. 

• j hlJH.__tnf8/ao le_afle.__ts, asters a/ks, confi entia[-contacts det1ilils be provide 

in every centre and kept up to d et-vulner0hle groups and p 

dighity. lssu-er to be i- · torture, HIV,_ mental 

tp, elig._.....~ - ~-- an trafficking, exploitation, 

pr,ostitutio 01}1'!!) need$. · 

• Residents should be able to access aPJl[Q._ ............... ansport pri vision or:. f lnansfdl 

-~{lsure Q.ttemianee <Jt medi intments and safe ret1;J!!!,jP 

• a on"iil an.,ihould include an accolfnt Dr;RJJHJ/1 ~ 

·'the implementation o/ the health related recommendations made b 'the 

Wor~ng Gm.u/ (,vhich are Gdopted b Government:~ 

Implications including costs 

100. The ·irnpfo111entation of this set of recommendations would assist in encouraging 

persons in the system to disclose their health needs and to receive information 

and services appropriate to their needs. The cost implications of these 

recommendations are not significant. 
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F. SUPPORTS FOR PERSONS WHO ARE LGBT 

BACKGROUND 

101. P~otection applicants who are LGBT and who participated in the consultation 

session reported that safety and isolation were serious issues for them in Direct 

Provision accommodation. They also reported serious issues of concern around 

the disclosure of their sexual orientation to the decision-making bodies, service 

providers and other residents, and the response to those disclosures:. 

102. The importa'nce of putting in place systems to more proactively ensure that 

vulnerable applicants, including those who are LGBT, are identified early in the 

protection process and that appropriate responses ~re taken.to such cases is the 

subject of recommendations in chapters 3 and 4 (paras. 4~8 arid 694). The 

measures proposed include the introductio,n of vulnerability ~creening 

accompanied by a formal mechanism ,of referral in the case of disclosed 

vulnerabilities to ensure that such persons are id_entified at an early stage and 

are provided with appropriate i11formatio:n·, health or psychological services, 

---procedural supports and accommodation. Measures are also recommended to 

'ensure that decision-makers arid other'frnnt li_ne staff have a better 

• understanding of the-vulnerabilities and needs of applicants. Other 

recommendations t_hat willhe9f benefitto this group include those relating to 
'· ' ., ',, . 

the provision of early legal advite:and the provision of quality interpreting 

· services (see paras. 364 c!nd 384). The recommended improvemehts to living 

conditions in Direct Provision will also of course assist, for example the 

recommenoations in relation to ensuring more privacy for single persons (para. 

574). 

:-103. Some further concerns articulated by those who participated in the consultation 

· process in particular relating to negative attitudes from some other residents 
' ' 

and a lack of understanding on the part of service providers not already 

addressed by recommendations in chapter 3 and 4 are identified below. 

ISSUES OF CONCERN AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

104. Many protection applicants are from countries where homosexual acts are 

criminalised with penalties on conviction extending to the death penalty. As a 

consequence protection applicants who are members of the LGBT community 
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find themselves living with other residents who may express negative attitudes 

towards them. 

105. Participants in the consultation process felt that if they disclosed their sexual 

orientation within the accommodation centre they would experience 

discrimination by people from their own countries of origin or experience the 

same negative attitudes that led them to seek international protection. Some 

reported that they had been "outed' by other residents and as a result have 

experienced isolation, harassment and threats of assault. They reported feeling 

further stigmatised and isolated because of being told to stay away-from other 

people, particularly children, and finding themselves at tables on their own at 

meal times. 

106. One participant reported being sexually harassed.and receiving unwanted 

sexual advances by other residents and said that he had not reported the 

incident to management as he feared an unsympathetic hearing and that he 

would be targeted as a result. Other participants reported having experienced 
. ·, .. 

physical assault while in the centres, One persoineported such an assault and 

felt it was addressed appropriately·by_.management. Others, however, said that 

there is "no point" in reporting su~h incidents a~d felt that they wou Id have to 

"come out" if they were to rnake a com.plaint. They feel that they would be 

unsafe if they did "coni'e-out". ,_ 

107.Some participants said that they did not realise that they can report incidents of 

physical assault or sexual harassment to the Gardai. Some have had very 

traumatic experien·c:es wit~.the police in their countries of origin as a result of 

which-th~y ar.e fearf!JI of reporting incidents related to sexual orientation and 

ger;tder identityto the a'i'.lthorities in Ireland. 

108. Some participants reported that they had come out to service providers who 

were ~een as supportive e.g. medical staff and some staff in centres. It was 

noted th-~t while some front line workers are knowledgeable about LGBT issues, 

they di:, ~ot always appreciate the difficulties for protection applicants coming 

from a country where LGBT people are at risk of criminal sanctions. 

109. The Working Group heard that those who are accommodated outside of Dublin 

have difficulty in accessing supports related to sexual orientation or gender 

identity. Some residents said that they had been refused financial assistance by 

the Community Welfare Service of the Department of Social Protection to cover 

travel costs relating to accessing supports in Dublin. LGBT supports, especially in 

rural and small towns may not exist or can often be ad hoc social groups that 
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may not be able to provide the sustained support that an LGBT protection 

applicant may require. 

110.AII participants identified the mental health supports available to protection 

applicants as being rather poor in the sense that the waiting lists are long and 

the demand great. Those who had accessed supports reported that they found 

them "quite beneficial." The issue of mental health services is addressed in the 

context of the section of this chapt~r looking at healthcare. 

111. The Working Group considers that potential solutions to address fhe real fears 

and experiences of protection appl icants who are LGBT must focus oh tackling 

the unacceptable behaviour rather than segregating LGBT apP,ljcan~s from:·o.t h.er 

residents. Measures are required to raise awareness among protection 

applicants that the laws and attitudes in Ireland are,.9ifferent to t~0se in their 

countries of origin and to reassure persons who disclose t heir sexual,orientation 

or are the subject of verbal or physical abuse that they can expect protection 

and support from relevant authorities. 
/ 

Recommendations 

112. The Working Group recomr;fif;:!_nds: 

• O 'g'1.l1 satlons tha i41.,_sffikes mew:u:it to persons In the system 

consfi:ier-t:r, ining issue-s to vely deal with'1m.eries and 11/ 

tr& t e dlsclosttce. Where possible, a trained staff member 

should be id_e(JtJfie_,;i as a point of contact and their details made available in 

centres. This is import(!nt to ensure that appropriate services are extended to 

members qj the LGBT community in the system. 

• Besignate~ er-sons-iwthe C0mmunity Wei are Ser:vlce shoul exercise 

discretion in administering ~fie Exceptional Needs Payment s~heme to support 

LGBT people in the system to access appropri:gte supp0rt-s andser:., . 
• Inf or ·ation by way 0/ posters1 p.amphle~ contact numbers and visits by 

relevant NGOs, Gorda LGBT t ,a,son Offlcer~ and Sexual l-lealth Promotion 

Offic~r"S should be.avaflabfe In all eentres. 

• The Working Group notes that RIA has a safe~y,. e ent and recommIDJ"d. 

that all DirecrProvision centres should have saf ety s tatements and dfgiflht 

and respeM 12.ollafes f ncorp.or.atlng the rfght'S of L-6B1 people promlne-nt ly. 

cl1!J2.loyed. 

Implications including costs 
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113. The implementation of this set of recommendations in conjunction with other 

recommendations in the report in relation to vulnerable applicants would assist 

in ensuring that protection applicants who are LGBT would be reassured that if 

they disclosure their sexual orientation they will be protected and supported. 

Implementation of these recommendations would carry minimal cost. 

SUPPORTS FOR-SEPARATED CHILDRE~ 

BACKGROUND 

114.A separated child refers to a child under 18 years oL:ig-~ who is ~utsiae their 
. . 

country of origin and separated from both parents or their previous 

legal/customary primary caregiver. Separated children are a vulnerable group 

and the State is duty bound by internation~I and riationa·I Iay,., t o protect and 

provide for them in the same way as for ch.ildr,en normally resident in the St ate. 

It is under the Refugee Act 1996 and·the Child_ Care Act-1991 t hat the 

responsibilities of t he State are set o.ut in .r;elation t p the care needs of 

separated children. Separated chil9ren who arrive in this jurisdiction are placed 

in the care of the Stat e i.e. w ith Tusla:-the Child and Family Agency following 

referral by t he immigration officer at the port· of ent ry or by the Office of the 

Refugee Applicatioh·s Co~ ~i~sioner.26 

115. In 2014 t here were 97 referrals made to Tusla's dedicated social work t eam for 

separated:childreri; down from 120 in 2013. The peak year for applications was 

2001 when there were· 1;085 referrals to the service. The majority of separated 

cnfldren are·between 16 or 17 years old on arrival ln the State. 

:116. Tusl~<accommodates separated children in orie of three short term intake 

:: .. residentia·1 centres for a number of weeks while a social work needs assessment 

· i_sqirrie,j; out. After assessment, children are placed in the most appropriate 

pl;~;ehi~nt - supported lodgings, fostering or a longer term residential centre. 

The majority of separated children are placed in fostering placements around 

the country with children who cannot be placed in foster homes for various 

reasons, or who need to be near certain Dublin hospitals being accommodated 

26 
Section 8(S){a) of the Refugee Act 1996 places a statutory duty on an authorised officer or 

immigration officer where it appears to that officer that a child (i) is under the age of 18, and (i'l)_is 
unaccompanied to refer that child to Tusla - the Child and Family Agency. It is a matter for Tusla to 
determine if it is in the minor's best interest to make a protection application and, if so, to assist the 
minor throughout the protection process. 
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in the longer term residential centre. The majority of separated children are 

placed in fostering placements. 

117. Each separated child is allocated a social worker who is responsible for the 

development and implementation of an individualised statutory care plan for 

the child. They also supervise the standard of the child's placement and provide 

services and support to meet the child's needs. If the social work assessment 

indicates that making a protection application is in the child's best interest, the 

social worker assists with the application. 27 

118. The Working Group heard that the standard of care for separated children has 

improved greatly in more recent years with the introd~_ction ·of_ an 'feq_uity of 

care" principle in 2010 which requires that the same sta.ndard of care is 

provided to separated children vis a vis other ch,ild;~n in St:ate care; Tusla· · 
, ' . .. 

ensures that this principle is maintained and Jhat there is no diff~re~tiation of 

care provision, care practices, care priorities, stan~ards or protocols. Both foster 

care organisations and residential ce~tres are ins.pe'cted agalnst national 
' •, . 

standards. 

119. While procedures are in place for age determination, the process is not infallible 

and there can be difficulties in establisbing: an applicant's true age. Procedures 

are in place to safeguard against young.adults over 18 being inappropriately 
\ ' . 

placed in children~s centres._or foster_ care, and conversely to safeguard against 

separated children being inapp.i:opriately accommodated in Direct Provision 

centres. 

120.Separated children ih car~ are eligible for an aftercare plan and aftercare 

support regardle$S of their status when they reach 18. The Working Group 

w~ltomes the fprthcoming Aftercare Bill28 which will place a statutory obligation 

on Tusla to prepare an aftercare plan for each eligible child. 

121. The authorities reported that as of early 2015 there were 82 separated children 

who had reached 18 years and were receiving aftercare support as follows: 

• 32 had been granted some form of status (e.g. refugee status or subsidiary 

protection) before reaching 18 and were continuing according to their 

aftercare plan (which may include further education, training, and Tusla 

aftercare support). 

27 fbid. 
28 

The General Scheme of the af tercare Bill 2014 was approved by Governm ent on 25 February 2014. 
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• 25 were awaiting a decision on their status and in line with Government 

policy for the reception of adult protection applicants (and children in the 

company of their parents/guardians) are required to transfer from care to a 

Direct Provision accommodation centre. Limited aftercare support is offered 

to this group. 

• A further 25 went from care to Direct Provision, following which they were 

granted some form of status, and moved on to independent accommodation. 

Aftercare support is available to this group. 

122. Where Tusla identifies a separated child who reaches 18 as excepti'onally 

vulnerable they may be allowed to temporarily remain in a Tusla care 

placement. There are no numbers available on this category. 

123. Where a separated child has not received a decision,-.on their stattJs and is 

nearing 18 years and may require Direct Provislon accommodation, HIA and 

Tusla jointly prepare a plan for them. Officials of the two Agencies informed the 

Working Group that they take into accountthe needs and cir.cumstances of the 

individual concerned, such as medical, welfare_and·educational needs, and 

maintaining relationships with communities. A Direct Provision accommodation 

centre is identified by RIA, in pa~nershi,pwith Tusla,- as being suitable for these 
·,,. . 

young people. The Working Group heard that the level of aftercare support 

provided to this group varies- across the country. They experience the same Jack 

of purpose as other resid~nts, with _no access to work, education and training. 

Over the past nu~ber of years :~he -"One Foundation" have offered a limited 

number of scholarshipsto enable these young people to access courses 
.' . ·, 

ISSUES OF CON:CERN AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

124. Se'parated childre~--on reaching 18 who do not have a decision regarding their , ' ~ 

status-<m,ove into institutional living in Direct Provision. The figures above 

demons_trate that 50 of the 82 young people who were in the protection process 

moved to Direct Provision. This contrasts with the experience of other young 

people who are discharged from statutory care; they either remain with their 

foster carers or have on-going support from them if they move away for 

education, training or employment. A minority move to independent living or 

aftercare supported living. 

125. The Working Group heard that moving from foster or residential care to Direct 

Provision accommodation is a daunting experience for many of these young 

people for a variety of reasons: 
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• the young person who has been in the care of the State finds him/herself 

living in a Direct Provision centre with reduced supports compared to those 

provided in foster or residential care; 

• the young person is likely to find themselves sharing a bedroom with up to 

three adult strangers; 

• the accommodation centre may not be geographically near to the young 

person's previous foster care placement, resulting in difficulties in 

maintaining links with the foster carers, school friends and local community. 

• the lack of access to on-going education, training or employment leads to 

feelings of depression and futility; 

• mental health issues were reported to be a reality for many of these young 

people; 
', 

• with limited financial means, it is difficult to maintain a healthy social life 

through sports, pastimes, further education and interactfon with peers; 

• the young person may lose supports previously provided by youth services, 

which do not cater for youths over 18 years. Same of the young people in this 

cohort rely on volunteering opport,unities and ad:•hoc avenues of support; 

and 

• some are at risk of drug abuse, prostitution and crime. 

126. One solution to these concerns would seem toibe the making of the protection 
,_. ·. ' ,> 

application (or applicatio'n for some form of immigration status where there is 

no protection claim) in a timely manner so that the decision on status issues 

before the child reaches 18. The-~orking Group, however, heard differing views 

on the appropriate time to make· a'n application. 

127. As n:oted earli,er a child cannot make an application on his/her own and the 

Tusla-appointed social worker, acting in loco parentis, decides, in consultation 

with the child, when is the best time to apply. Usually, delays are due to the 

child's comprehension of the process or other situational factors relating to the 

individual·child's needs. Social workers working with separated children may not 

· .initiate,an application on behalf of the child until it is deemed clinically 

appropriate to do so. The norm is for an application to be made on the behalf of 

a separated child before their 18th birthday. 

128. While the policy of the Department of Justice and Equality is not to deport 

separated children, the Working Group heard that it could be clinically unsound 

for a child to receive a negative decision regarding their status with the 

implication of being deported following their 18th birthday. It was suggested 

that this could lead to them going underground, leaving school or self

destructive behaviours. 
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129. The Working Group heard from others that it was important that the application 

process was initiated as soon as possible so that it could be concluded in time to 

allow a separated child at 18 years to know his/her status and be able to 

proceed with their peers to education, training or employment, or to leave the 

country, voluntarily or by way of deportation. There was no positive view 

expressed about a separated child transferring to Direct Provision on reaching 

18 years. 

130. The Working Group heard that social workers, outside of the dedicated team for 

separated children based in Dublin, may lack the expertise to decide w_hi_ch 

route to pursue for separated children. They require su_pport from-the dedicated 

team and from the Tusla legal team. The Working Grau~ did not:cO!lle to any 

firm view on this matter, as reflected in its recomm·e~dati~h at p~~~.-308·, ~hich 

is to the effect that further "work should be Ul'.)dertaken to clarify the position 

with regard to access to protection process by separated children}' The Working 

Group notes that the introduction of thesingle p_roce~ure should assist in 

reducing the number of separated _children entering.-Direct Provision on 

reaching adulthood. 

131.As regards care and afterca_re supports available to separated children the 

Working Group was alerted to the City of Dublin Education and Training Board 

Separated Children's Service which has been working with separated children 

between the ages of 12 to 23 since 2001. This was described as a useful model 
. , , . , 

for consideration ~nd.for implementation on a wider scale. It includes: 

• a _drop-in a_n~ outr;.ead:i support service; 

• liomewo-r~ d ubs; and 
. -· ·• ... ,.... . ..... 

..,,h. Mterschool activit ies clubs, including intercultural groups. . . 

B2. It has been:rec·ommended by advocacy groups that separated children who 

have turned 18 and are awaiting a decision on their status should be eligible to 

applyfcfr student supports in order to pursue higher education courses. The 

recommendations in relation to education at para. [81] may be of benefit to 

some separated children. The Working Group acknowledges, however, that as 

many separated children are in their late teens on arrival in the State they are 

unlikely to have spent the required number of years in the Irish school system to 

benefit from student supports. 
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Recommendations 

133. The Working Group recommends: 

• Tusla - the Child and Family Agency should ensure its Equity of Care principle 

is applied equally to separated children in aftercare planning and supports, 

irrespective of the child's status. All separated children over the age of 16 

should have an aftercare plan. 

• The aftercare plan for a separated child who is awaiting a deci~ion regarding 

their status, should, as far as is practicable and subject to their w~s~es, 

accommodate them in a Direct Provision centre located near to their foster 

care or residential placement to facilitate on-going support. 

• Training and support provided to foster carers of separated children should 

include a focus on independence and resilience~ to ensure the young person 

has the life skills necessary to make the transition too Direct _Provision 

accommodation centre or independent living at 18. 

• The Department of Children and Youth Affairs should convene a stakeholder 

group to consider the optimum supports for_separated children while in care 

and aftercare, including support with the process of iritegration to Irish 

society. 

Implications including costs 

134. The implications of these recom~endations is that care and aftercare provision 

would be available to separated children on a par with other children in State 

ca re irrespective of their status; they would be better prepared for the 

transition to Direct Provision should that arise and the decision on the selected 

accommoda~ion centre would take account of their wishes in so far as 

_ pra:cticable bearinEfin mind that the number of centres is limited. The convening 
•, . .. , 

of a stakeholde'l',group to consider optimum supports for this group will ensure 

focused consideration of the needs of this group. The costs arising from these 

recommendations would not be material in view of the small numbers involved. 

H. LINKAGES WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES 

BACKGROUND 

135. The successful orientation and integration of protection applicants into a new 

country and a new locality can greatly enhance their wellbeing and quality of 
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life. There are differing views on when measures to assist the integration 

process should begin -following their arrival in the host country or following 

the granting of refugee or some other form of status. Integration policy at a 

national level in Ireland is predicated on the appropriate starting point being 

when a protection applicant is granted status. Protection applicants are, 

accordingly excluded from the remit of the Office for the Promotion of Migrant 

Integration (OPMI), the unit within the Department of Justice and Equality 

which has responsibility for co-ordinating integration policy in relation to legally 

resident migrants in the State. 

136. At present the OPMI is overseeing a review of the national i_nle~ration .. ?trategy. 

As part of this it has conducted a consultation process with sfake-holders. T-he .;: 

outcome of that consultation process, in so far as it_.concer_ned th.e __ prote.ctiori 

process was shared with the Working Group. Submissions ui:g!ng th.at 

consideration be given to including protectio,n applitan_ts in the updated 

integration strategy featured strongly. 

137. "Linkages with local communities" as used her.e is inte.nded to refer to the 

contact points between residents of Direct Provision accommodation centre 

and local communities in which they are situated. Such linkages at loca l level are 

key to integrating protection applicant~, particularly in view of the prohibition 

against access to the labour market and limited educational opportunities for 

adults. 

138. Members of the Working Group, from their visits to centres, noted that 

engagement'between centres and local communities seemed to vary. To assist 

in getting a dear nationwide 'picture, a questionnaire was issued to all centres. 

Nih·eteen respohses were received. The questionnaire focused on getting a 

sense of: who (if any person or organisation) has responsibility for taking a lead 

role in developing linkages; the types of groups that are active in local 

communities; whether residents are involved in those groups and what steps 

are taken to encourage their involvement; how such efforts are funded; and any 

issues which may inhibit engagement between the residents of centres and 

local communities. 

139. The replies confirmed that efforts are patchy across the country with some 

centre management taking a lead and working hard with local organisations 

(local authorities, NGOs, community groups, sports clubs etc.) to create and 

strengthen linkages around a diverse range of activities. Other centres appeared 

to have very little activity to report. Marked differences were evident, not only 

between regions, but between centres in the same locality. One centre reported 
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almost no linkages while a neighbouring centre reported a very full and varied 

supported programme. 

140. Issues identified as inhibiting linkages included a shortage of money on the part 

of residents, transport difficulties, absence of child-minding, language barriers, 

an absence offunding for local organisations, a "disinterest" on the part of 

residents in engaging. This is particularly noted in centres confined to single 

male occupancy. 

ISSUES OF CONCERN AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

141. In the course of the consultation residents identified a desire to he involve~ in· . . . . . 

the local community: 

'Integration of an individual in the State can help the process, learn English and 

Irish and involve in community activities'. 

'The notion of isolating Protection a_ppiitants:in~o a particular group of people 

thereby creating social segregation i$ iphuman'. . 

142. It is noted that a number o·f the reco'mmendations in this report, if 
- •. ·>. • 

implemented, will a~sist in th~ integration of residents in Direct Provision, most 

obviously those relating to access't~ the_iabour market (see para.[50]), access to 

education (para. [8-1)) and the Direct Provision weekly allowance (para. [30]). 
' ' . .: j •• 

143. From theJeed_ba;~k to.,th'e questionnaire it is clear that there is no consistent 
. ' '• 

approach to the·matter of linkages between centres and local communities 

acr.oss the country. Efforts are for the most part ad-hoc and result from the 

goodwill of the centre staff or outreach by community and voluntary groups. 

The lriput from iocal statutory services is variable. 

144.The Wo.rking Group considers that the issue should be tackled at a national and 

loc.al level. At the national level the Working Group would urge that 

consideration be given to including protection applicants in the national 

integration strategy. 

145. At local level there would be benefit in identifying a responsible person to take 

the lead. The centre management is well placed to take on this role officially. As 

noted above, some already fill this role without having any contractual 

obligation to do. so. Including it as a contractual obligation on accommodation 

providers along with a reporting requirement would allow RIA to monitor and 
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evaluate the activities undertaken. To ensure that the initiative empowers 

residents and harnesses existing local resources the centre manager should 

establish a "Friends of the Centre" group consisting of residents, and 

representatives of local statutory services and community/voluntary groups 

including youth services. Children and young people should be consulted on 

their views. 

146. It is noted that the recommendations at para. 642 in relation to the 

management culture in centres, including the further work recommended on 

identifying the qualities of an ideal centre manager, would assist i"n ensuring 

mangers engage in this role with enthusiasm. Opportunities for centr·e ._ 
.. 

management to come together and share best practice in encouraging arid. ., 

maintaining links would be important. The regular serrilnars, also rec:~:nimencl{~ 

at para. 642, to enable managers to share experienc.es and ~xampJes of best 

practice would provide such an opportunity. 

147. There would be benefit in ensuring the reciprocity of linkag·es with the local 

community to address any perception that the Qentre""1s n 

in the community. entres may have facilities such as meeting rooms, grounds 

etc. that could be shared with IOcal comrn~nity groups and clubs. As happens 

, already in some centres an .annual 'Open Day'. eould be held to bring the local 
~ . . 

'4. community into the centr:e - im1.itations ·cou ld' l;ie Issued to all residents and 

, local groups to sE!t up information stalls and put on cross cultural activities. 

148. On the importa·nt questi_on of funding, relevant Government Departments 

should rriak1f funding avail~~le for the purposes outlined here. In particular, 

existi11g.,1:ommunity grant schemes should specifically encourage applications 
) . . ~ 

fr9p, those·in,vol~.~d in developing linkages with protection applicants. Pobal 

,, :~rid.various lotal and national youth services have programmes that may be 

-.. com})atjble with the objective of enhancing community linkages. These should 

- be explo·red; 

149 .. The Wi>rking Group heard that in the past, funding was available from the OPMI 

to facilitate Local Authorities in implementing strategies aimed at promoting 

integration and improving access to, and delivery of services, to migrant 

communities, including protection applicants. The restoration of this funding 

stream would be welcome. 

150. As a o siness 1 :-the1r local eemmunfty1 accommodation p~evfders could be 

p roactr1Ve in local chamber ~ mm e.-aod.other empjgy~ organisatiens and 
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«-
n') en'oourag local.busine~s te provide spensorship for events aimed at 

£\.,, L( e"neouraging .engag,ement between"the centre -and the local cGmmunlty. 

f" 19 ~ 

~ Recommendations 

151. The Working Group recommends: 

IL ).\ 
• The G6vernment...gtve considec.ati.oli!Qjncluding per:sons awaitiog a declsiOJL 

on t · · or,.Jeav,e..to r:emain case.. ational integration..strategy. 

or c p ar.J/or-theJ1Jtegratio11Jlf mi fGnts 

• Relevant Government Departments shoo/a makejJIJlliir,g OIQ117®J.e ro Wf(s.t 
the integration of persons awaiting a decision on,their protection or,Jeave to 

remain case; in particular the funding to facilitqte the implementption of local 

integration strategies should be restored and existihg community grant 
schemes should specifically encourage applfd:rtions from those Involved in 

developing linkages with protection applicants. ~ 

• Every Direct Provision accommodation eentre should bJ::::Eo.ntr:.actuaDy .• obllge"iJ 

to en ourage and acilitat.e JinkC!JJeS 1 h h · · nt& . 
~ \ management should faciiitate the..se · · 

consis.tlng.0jre.sfc. al s.tatfiilijjt..se,v/ces:aa commuR · 

~ 1 oups,: -The centre managemen.t S-= -=--;.,;s.,,J]iced.tJXUJ10Iit.o..RIA.eYery six 
nf ontbs or:, QCtlvltie.s.Jn..lb/$ re{!a.Jil.-

• Work to develop commu it¥ link<ilges should include a focus on developing 
r.eciprocal /inkdges with residents participating in activities in the local 

~ommun_ity ar:1d vice versa. The centre management should consider makin:J 

C
fdt:i 'itfe5../~ee-ntr~9-J11e-etin room rouflds et . availablejor meetings f r 
and other"Q"Gtlmties t@ crer:tre-cmd s-trengthen.:&tJl:.W.D.Y 1Jokslie1ween resideffts •. 
and.i.h~omm1J,nity. · 

lmplica.tions including costs 

152. The implications of these recommendations wou Id be to encourage a positive 

dynamic between the residents of the centre and the local community. They 

would be of benefit to the well being of the residents and assist them in the 

future by easing the transition from the system to the local community if they 

~re granted status. Implementation would enhance awareness in the local 

community of the lives of those in the system and of diversity issues. The 
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costings exercise undertaken by the Working Group makes provision for funding 

of local integration strategies (see chapter 6). 

I. TRANSITIONAL SUPPORTS FOR PERSONS GRANTED 

STATUS 

BACKGROUND 

153. Former protection applicants face a range of problems whe~ :they are ~i'ranted 
'• • . l 

status (refugee status, subsidiary protection status or leave to r~mai.nJand ~re 

free to establish themselves in mainstream living a~d integr~te irtto·society. 

Those who have been living in Direct Provision generally experience greater 

difficulties than those who have been living in the com~unity during the course 

of the determination process. In the words of one contributor to the 

consultation process: 

"In many cases the initial euphoria:[of'b:(7lng grantedstatus] is replaced by an 

overwhelming feeling of fru?tration an.cf. po"YerJ.essness .. .finding somewhere to 

live; managing mone'(, 8111s! ccttering, jbb, inter:views etc." 
,:· 

154. The Working G,roup heard that. in recent times t he challenges faced by residents 

of Direct Provisi00 have pecome' particularly acute due to the shortage of 

accommodatio.n aeross the ?tate, but particu larly in Dublin and other cities. As 

no~e~ elsewhere in t his report, as of 16 February 2015 there were 679 persons 

w.i~h st at'u:S. residJa.g in Direct Provision equating to 15% of t hat population. In 

. ma~y cases.the p~~~ons concerned had been granted stat us several mont hs 

previb'usly. 

155,.Former .. p,rotection applicants have access to the services and supports available 

tbthe:general population, including income and employment services, but there 

is very little in the way of targeted supports to assist them to make the 

transition to mainstream living. Some accommodation providers do, of their 

own accord, provide information packs for residents. 

ISSUES OF CONCERN AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

156. Once persons are granted status, issues around accessing suitable 

accommodation, accessing mainstream services and supports, and finding 
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employment greatly affect their capacity to rebuild their lives and integrate 

through mainstream social inclusion.
29 

157. The Working Group considers that the residents of Direct Provision who may 

require transitional supports fall into two distinct groups (i) the legacy group 

and (ii) future applicants whose applications will be determined under the single 

procedure. The legacy group includes those residents with status living in Direct 

Provision, and residents who may benefit from the proposed solutions for those 

who have been in the system for 5 years or more (estimated to be 1,480 - see 

para. 258). Future applicants who are processed under the single procedure are 

expected to have a final determination within 12 months. 

158. While the two groups will experience similar challer:ig~s - acce:ssi11g maihs~re~m 

services and supports, finding suitable accommqdati~n, and securing 

employment - their needs, and the barriers to their making a succe-ssful 

transition to mainstream, living differ in some'•-s1gnificant respects. As discussed 
. . . 

elsewhere in this report, those who have been ip Direct Provision for lengthy 

periods of time experience an erosion of personal autonomy over the most 

basic aspects of their daily lives, and the development of a dependency 

mentality which is difficult to overcome. A·s a result of a loss of skills and 

becoming institutionalised mental health issues.also arise. 

159. In the case of future applicants who benefit from quicker decisions under the 

single procedure there will be a decreased likelihood of dependency becoming 

an issue as they will exitthe protection system sooner. They may, however, 

face language barriers, be urifamiliar with Irish society and have ongoing trauma 

associated with recent migration. It is important to note that the 

29 

/ ~ ... 

implementationcof the recommendations in this report would assist in ensuring 

that they are better equipped to make the transition. In particular, 

• access to employment from a specified stage would facilitate integration at 

an earlier stage and enable them to access private accommodation before 

-receiving a final decision on their application (para. [50)); 

• access to education may increase a person's prospects of obtaining 

employment and integrating better into society once granted status (para. 

[81]); 

• an increase in the Direct Provision weekly allowance might enable people to 

save towards rental deposits and travel for accommodation viewings or job 

interviews (para. [30]); 

UNHCR RICE Report pages 6-7. 
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• improved linkages between residents and local communities as well as access 

to employment and education, may assist people in forming social networks 

and, in particular, in finding the "Irish contact" that, it has been reported, can 

greatly assist in the transition stage {para. [151]).30 

160. The implementation of the proposed solution for those in the system for 5 years 

or more would result in a large number of residents being granted status over a 

6 month period. This adds an even greater urgency to ensure that supports are 

in place to assist them in securing suitable accommodation, etc. In the absence 

of a consistent integration plan being devised for this group they ar;e likely to 

remain in Direct Provision for some time, and ultimately be at:risk of h~coming 

dependent on the State long term. 

161. Particular challenges in relation to securing accommodatiori'ir:,clude the lack of 

affordable accommodation in suitable areas i.e. with ac~ess to emplqyment, 

schools etc., a lack of knowledge of the housing market, difficulties around 
. . 

sourcing a deposit and the first months' r~rit,-a rid •dif(icu lties with meeting 

landlord requests for references. 

162. The supports required, particularly for the legacy group cut across Government 

Departments and Agencies.: in partic:ulartheDepartment of Environment, 

Community and Local Governm~nt and the o·epartment of Social Protection. 

163. Due to the bre~th of the issues)nvolved, the Working Group did not have 
. ', . , .. 

sufficient time to.address the topic in depth and considers that it requires the 
' ' 

establish-ment:.of a ta~kforc;e of relevant stakeholders to focus on the issues and 

devjs~:an appropriate integration plan. The taskforce should also examine the 
. ·. 

transitional ~upp0Jt needs offuture applicants and identify appropriate 

. : su'prorts. 

,,.. ·,. ' ,· ( 

1:6fl:. In additiontoJhe issues around accessing suitable accommodation, accessing 

- <m.ainstream services and finding employment the Working Group heard that 
,v ,', f 

formePprotection applicants experience a range of difficulties when seeking to 

register with the Garda National Immigration Bureau (GNIB). All protection 

applicants who are granted status are required, in the first instance, to register 

their permission with the GNIB in Dublin or, if outside Dublin, Garcia District 

Headquarters. On completion, they are issued with a registration certificate - a 

"GNIB card". This card is proof of the person's registration under section 9 of 

the Immigration Act 2004. It is a gateway to State services and provides 

30 
UNHCR Towards a New Beginning: Refugee Integration in Ireland, 2014, at p,6, Available at: 

http://www.refworld,org/docid/S2ca8a6d4,htrn1 
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evidence of the person's right to seek and enter into employment. It is, 

therefore, an important document relating to the person's identity as accepted 

by the State, as well as proof of their obligations and entitlements. 

165.Obtaining the card can be problematic for a variety of reasons particularly due 

to the difficulties that former protection applicants may have in providing 

verifiable documentary evidence of their identity. Delays in obtaining the card 

mean that former protection applicants may not be able to access essential 

services and rights. This issue should be examined by the proposed task force. 

166.A further specific issue which the Working Group wishes to highlightforJhe 

proposed taskforce relates to younger adults in Direct Provisi<?n who are· . 

granted status. Young people granted status are subject to the same "re:duced 

rate" of social welfare allowances as other young.rec;:ipients.?1 Age related· 

payment rates exist on both the Job Seekers .Allowance.and SWA schemes. The 

age related rates are currently: €100 per week for pers·ons aged under 25; €144 

for those aged 25, with the maximum rate of€186 SWA/€188 Job Seekers 

Allowance for those aged 26 and over.32 

167. The reduced rates a re intended to encourage young jobseekers to improve their 

skills and remain active in the labour market in order to avoid the risk of 
'•. , 

becoming long-term unemployed and ½fill help them to progress into 

sustainable empl_pyment. Wheres) pers<;rn is in receipt of a reduced rate of Job 

Seekers Allowance an_d he/she.pa.rticipates in a course of education or training a 

higher rate of €160 appli~s. Bearrng in mind that young adults in Direct 

Provision are unlikely to have the family support that is generally available to 

young adults in the general population, the payment of a reduced rate can 

increase the challenge faced by them in resourcing their transition. This issue 

merits attention by the proposed taskforce. 

Recommenc(a_Uon 

168.The Working Group recommends: 

• The Minister of State for Equality, New Communities and Integration as a 

matter high priority should convene a task force of cross -departmental 

representatives, state agencies and relevant NGOs to roll out a consistent 

integration plan for the legacy cohort in Direct Provision who have been, or 

31 Full rate supports are payable to young people leaving the care of Tusla. 
32 Source: Department of Social Protection, 
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will be granted status, and also to address the transitional support needs of 

future applicants who will be processed under the proposed single procedure. 

Implications including costs 

169. The implementation of this recommendation is vital to ensuring that there is a 

focus on the needs of those who are granted status to enable them to make the 

transition to mainstream living. In the absence of a consistent plan for the 

legacy caseload, in particular, they may not be able to leave Direct Provision. 

This would negate many of the intended benefits of the proposed solution for 

the individual and also for the State. The costing exercise undertaken by the 

Working Group as outlined in chapter 6 makes provision foLe?sts arisingfrom 

the recommendations ofthe taskforce. 

J. TRAINING FOR ORGANISATIONS /PERSO.NS 

BACKGROUND 

170.Sp~cific training needs have been identifi_ed at various points in this report for 

decision-makers, accpmmodation prQ\'.Jder.s and other service providers and 

recommendations made to addr,ess thOse needs. 

171. This section concerns itself, with the importance of public sector bodies taking 

steps to ensure that staff members are aware of their equality obligations and 

of diversity:is_sues w~~n providing services and supports to persons in the 

system. The meastfre~taken by An Gard a Siochana receive particular attention 

as ~he impor~ance of its members being sensitive to multicultural and diversity 

· issues was raised iri-the Ministerial round table consultation which informed the . ' : . '< . 
. . 

terrfrs:pfreference of the Working Group. The importance of front line public 

servants'having the practical skills to effectively engage with persons in the 

:::system is: also considered. 
<• : 

ISSUES OF CONCERN AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 

172. In the course of the consultation process a lack of sensitivity to diversity issues 

on the part of service providers was identified by some participants. 

173. While many public sector bodies already provide training on equality and 

diversity issues to their front line staff as required, the Working Group heard 

that there was no template or set of guiding principles at national level for the 
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content of such training programmes. The Working Group considers that 

training in this regard should be aimed at ensuring that public servants working 

directly with persons in the system are aware of their legal obligations in 

relation to equality and of standards of good intercultural practice. The training 

should tackle any underlying prejudices and support public servants to deliver a 

high quality function or service. In addition, this training should be part of a 

whole organisation approach and be provided to public servants at all levels 

including to top level decision-makers. Such training should be evaluated to 

track learning and outcomes. 

174. The Working Group identified the Irish Human Rights and E~ua_pty Commission 

(IHREC) as having the potential to play a significant role in the'provisipn-of::,-, - ·· 

education and training to public bodies on these issues. ~ection 10(2}-of the· 

Human Rights and Equality Commission Act 2014 outlines the types'of activities 

the Commission may carry out in the further~nce ofits functions. Of particular 

relevance is subsection (2)(k) which states thatthe Comrrrission can "provide or 

assist in the provision of education an_d training on human rights and equality 

issues." The Working Group hearo that the Commission is preparing its 

strategic plan at present and suggests t hat it llit~ to consider includin_g 

~ sur.es relating.to edu..ca-t ion;.and;tralpiogfor- ublie-bodies engage n'tbe 

provision:.ofservices =IIWC.aA!1:.::orts t0:pe.r:soa~ in t he s s ·m. 

175. The Working Groupiheard that public servants, for example healthcare 

professionals.and social workers may-require particular skills in order to engage 

effectively with this group, many of whom may not speak English or speak it 

fluently. :Eff.ective-·~rtgagement may require allowing longer appointment slots 

and. working-with inter:pre_ting services. The Working Group considers that 

tailored training programmes should be provided to front line staff to ensure 

that they are aware of the particular needs of this group and acquire the 

necessary skills to engage effectively. 

176:tn. relatio_h to An Garcia Sfochana the Working Group wrote to the Commissioner 

invitirfg;ner to set out the training and other measures that are in place in that 

organisation to ensure that its members are aware of diversity issues. Given 

that many protection applicants may be fearful of policing authorities due to 

their experiences in their countries of origin it is particularly important that the 

members of An Garcia Sfochana understand, and are equipped to deal with, the 

needs of those in the system. 

177. Having regard to the detailed response received the Working Group notes that 

An Garcia Siochana has a range of measures in place as follows. 
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178. For trainee Gardaf, the B.A. in Applied Policing Programme introduces them to 

the concept of diversity, and to the organisation's Diversity Strategy and 

Implementation Plan. It also includes a module entitled "Policing with 

Communities" which aims to equip the trainees with the personal and 

professional expertise to proactively police a modern, diverse and bilingual 

community, while being responsive to the needs of its vulnerable members. 

Unit 3 of this module is entitled "Diversity" and covers areas such as identifying 

and analysing personal prejudices and biases; becoming familiar with different 

religious groups and minority groups such as LGBT, Travellers and people with 

disabilities; and the criminal law and Garda procedures in thi_s area, including 

the Incitement to Hatred Act 1989. Trainees have to demonsfrc;1teJheir a·bility-to 

engage with diverse issues prevalent in modern Irish sodety thr~ugh'.skills

based behavioural competency assessments. 

179. In relation to existing members the Working Group heard·that human rights and 
' . 

diversity issues are threaded through all-training interventions facilitated by the 

Garda College but that there was no specific refresher training as such provided 

to members. 

180. The Garda Nat ional Immigrat ion Bureau (GNIB,) :provides specific training to all 

personnel within An Gard{! Sfoc;hana who are appointed as Immigrat ion Officers. 

The training course includes.input'from .the Garda Racial lntercult ural and 

Diversity Office at the Garda torrimunity Relations Bureau on multiculturalism 

and diversity matters. 

181. GNl~ ·engages with=the UNHCR to ensure t hat all its officers are trained in 

huf'.han ~iglit s ana a "Train the Trainer" Programme was completed in 2009. The 

__peison concerns holds the rank of sergeant and delivers training to newly 

appointed imn'ligration officers on human rights issues that affect the functions 

fulfilled by such officers. 

. . . 

182. GNIB.:i;a ssigned particular responsibility regarding the investigation of human 

trafficking and in conjunction with the International Organisation for Migration 

(IOM), has developed a training course titled "Tackling Trafficking in Human 

Beings: Prevention, Protection, Prosecution and Partnership", which is delivered 

to members of An Garcia Sfochana at the Garcia College. The training course 

includes input from the Garcia Racial lntercultural and Diversity Office and also 

from relevant NGOs. 
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183. Ethnic Liaison Officers (ELOs) are trained and appointed in every Garcia Division 

to liaise with representatives of the various minority communities, and to 

establish communication links with each of these communities. They also inform 

and assure the ethnic communities of Gard a services. The response from the 

Commissioner's Officer emphasised that all members of An Garda Sfochana and 

not just Ethnic Liaison Officers can deal with racist incidents that are reported to 

them. ELOs visit Direct Provision accommodation centres to ensure that 

residents are aware of Garda services and their specialist role. 

184. The Working Group notes that An Gard a Sfochana's Diversity Strategy and 

Implementation Plan 2009 -2012 has not been brought up td·date. It includes a 

range of actions including the establishment of a Diversity Strafegy Board to b~'.

chaired by a senior officer appointed as "Diversity Champi~n" with over:a_lJ 

responsibility for all aspects of diversity in An GardaSiocharia. The-\Norking 

Group considers that the appointment of a s~r,ior officer to take a lead on 

diversity issues would ensure that the strategy-would be reinvigorated. 

Recommendations 

185. The Working Group recommends: 

• The Irish Human Rights and.Equality (;omrnission (IHREC) should consider, in 

the preparation of its Strategic Planf the inclusion of education and training 

on equality and diversity issues for public bodies engaged in the provision of 

supports to personsin'the system. 

• Pe.rsonswho pro~ide·,health and other services to persons in the system: 
' , , .- . . 

o · shouid receive ongoing training in cultural competency and 

sensitivity; 

o train'ing should be provided for accredited interpreters and for staff 

working with interpreters, who provide interpreting services either in 

· •: person or over the phone; 

o.. training should include skill development for dealing with people who 

do not have English as a first language,· 

o these programmes should be evaluated to ensure relevance and 

effectiveness. 

• Notes the various initiatives that An Gorda Siochana has undertaken to 

address the needs of the protection seeking community and urges it to 

continue to ensure the effectiveness of its various initiatives by, inter alia, 

naming a "Diversity Champion" at a senior level, ensuring that the Gorda 
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Racial Integration and Diversity Office is adequately resourced, promoting 

awareness of its Ethnic and LGBT Liaison Officer Services among and by 

rolling-out diversity training and cultural awareness programmes at all levels 

in an Garda Siochana. 

Implications including costs 

186. The implementation of these recommendations would assist in ensuring that 

those providing public services are: aware of their legal obligations under 

equality legislation; are sensitive to diversity issues and any underlying 

prejudices on their own part; and are equipped to communicate effectively with 

those in the system. It would improve the quality of the exper-ien~e of\ hose in 

the system when engaging with public services. The costs arising from the 

implementation of these recommendations would not be material. 
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Draft - 25/5/2015 

Chapter 6 - FINANCIAL AND HUMAN 

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS OF 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

1. The terms of reference direct the Working Group to "recommend-to the· · 

Government what improvements should be made to the State'·s existing Direct 

Provision and protection processes .... ensuring at the.sanie:ti!lle that, fn light of 

recognised budgetary realities, the overall cost ofthe protecti'(:>n syst,em to the 

taxpayer is reduced or remains within or closeito current levels ... ". 
• <, 

2 . ln light of this requirement the Work!ng Grnup has identified and quantified the 

material financial and human resource implications of its recommendations for 

the protection system as definE:'!d for the P\Jrposes of this report. This chapter 

describes the approach adopted by the Working Group to this task and considers 

the outcome. 

B. CONTEXT 

PPUCA'fl 

3. Th~ iey driver of cost in the system is the number of new protection applications 

lodged each year. Table 8 overleaf shows the number of appljcations each year 

since 1992. 

4. In 2015-the number of new applications is up 127% year on year with a best 

estimate of around 3,000 for the full year. Looking ahead the determination 

bodies anticipate this upward trend in the number of new applications will be 

sustained. Thus, the costs of the protection system are set to increase steeply in 

a "do nothing" scenario (i.e. if the Working Group did not exist) as applications 

will increase significantly in 2015, affecting the costs of case processing, 

accommodation and supports regardless of the impact of the Working Group's 

recommendations. 
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Table 8: Number of New Applications 1992-2014 Change on 

previous year 
Year Applicalions (%) 

12,000 

11,000 

10,000 

9,000 

8,000 

7,000 

6,000 

5,000 

4,000 

3,000 

2,000 

1,000 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 
2001 

2002 
2003 

2004 

200S 

;2006 
2'007 
200~ 
2009 

2010 

2011 

91 

362 I 
424 

1,179 

3,883 

4;166 

4,323 

4,314 

3~985. 

3,866 

2,689 

1,939 

5. A consequence of the trends in Table 8 is that costs are at a historic low 

reflecting both the steep fall in the·nu.mb.er of protection applications since 2002 

and a correspond ing:drop i'n the :number of persons availing of Direct Provision. 

6. Essentially, the recent-upward trend in the graph which started in 2014, and is 

acc.eterating in 2015, means that there will be a need to restore staffing and case 

processing capacities in the determination bodies to the levels that existed in the 

past when application numbers were higher. A failure to invest in decision

making staff will inevitably lead to significant backlogs in case processing and a 

consequent need to accommodate ever greater numbers in Direct Provision with 

alJ.the attendant concerns noted in this report. 

RESOURCES AND CAPACITY OF THE SYSTEM 

7. There are t1a ke el~ __wblch,-<1.Mve eosts: 

(1) Decislon-makfng: the number of decisions at each stage of the process 

including number of judicial reviews. 

(2) Aecom eta ion;ithe number of persons residing in Direct Provision. 

133.3 

297.8 

17.J 

178, I 

229.3 

19.1 

67.0 

41.6 

-5.6 

12,7 

-32.1 

-39,7 

-9.3 

-0.2 

-7.6 
-3,0 

-30.4 
-27.9 

-33.S 

-25.9 

-1.0 
53.1 
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8. Tables 9 and 10 below outline staffing levels and case-processing capacities in 

the first (ORAC) and second (RAT) instance decision-making bodies in the period 

2009-14. 

Table 9: ORAC Historic Staffing and Resources ,,-

Year 

2010 

2009 

RSD* RSD 0/MakingSupport Total ,,, 
Decisions Staff Staff Staff 

2.9 · 

1666 20 83.65 

104.98 

* Refugee status determination 

• ORAC 

Cost€M 
63.55 Mlr.".:-:r.1r--,. 

75.65 

103.65 

141.48 

4.092 

9. As noted earlier in the report in late 2013,ORAC took over responsibility for the 

subsidiary protection backlog of som~ ~,600_:c.~ses. ORAC appointed a panel of 20 

members to deal with the backlog of cases and:assigned:'.4,8 internal staffto sign 

.off on decisions and an additional 16 s\1pport st~ffThese resources are in 

addition to those in Table 9. 

I Table 10: RAT Historic Staffing and Resources 
r- Numb.er o,f Trib~ I Support Total 

r Year Decisions Members Staff Staff 
, RAT Annua~ 
_ Cost (€M) , 

3.D 35.,v--_ -=~~ . ..._--: 

i--,.,----

2013 

2012 

2011 
2010. 

2009 

691 

1,330 

2,781 : 
3,426 

23 
35 

35, 

35 

42.3 
40.5° 

51.9 
65.6 

72.8 

70.3 
63.5 

86.9 

100.6 
107.8 

2.170 
2.153 

4.332 

6.346 
7.399 

10. lt is;~6rth noting that 2014 is not representative of the full operational capacity 

of the RAT. As explained at para.160 there have been extensive changes to the 
~,.._-

RAT membership with a new panel of members appointed during 2014. Tne--t.fme 

. - .new =u.:.:.: 

11. It is not possible to produce an equivalent table in respect of historic staffing and 

resources for INIS for the period 2009-14, given that the unit tasked with 

processing decisions under section 3 of the Immigration Act 1999 also had 
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responsibility for a range of decision-making functions not connected to the 

section 3 process. 

12. Tables 9 and 10 demonstrate the fact that the decision~making bodies have as 

expected seen staffing levels and resources fall in line with new application 

numbers .. · 

13. As shown in Table 11 below the number of applicants accommodated in Direct 

Provision fell in the period 2009-14. The slower trend in the reduction in the 

population in Direct Provision relative to the number of new applications reflects 

delays in the system. A key point from a ·cost perspective is that decision .. making 

and accommodation are interdependent. Any issues that lead to delays in 

decision-making will have as a consequence increased cos.ts of accommodation. 

rble 11: Historic DP Population ~~d RIA ~ccommodation Costs 

Number of Applicant DP Population Applicant 
" Year New Applicants % Change Year End % Change 

2014 1,448 53.1% ,, 4,356 -0.1% 
" 2013 946 -1.0% 4,360 -9.9% 

2012 956 -25.9% 
.. 

4,841 -10.7% 

2011 1,290 -33.5% 
.,. 

5,423 -11.2% 

2010 . 1,939 -27.9% 
,, 

6,107 -6.0% 

2009 2,689 -30.4% 
,, 

6,494 -7.3% 

C. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINANCIAL MODEL 

Accommodation 

RIA Costs (€M) 

14. As a first step a baseline scenario based -on.the. existing system, case processing 

capacity and the best estimate of new applica.tior numbers was developed. The 

best estimate figure agreed for new applications is. ,· a · 2_015 i reasing by 

lO~ nuall9 tHe eaftei'. he upside risks of these e.stimates a re discussed later. 

The baseline scenario is shown in Table 12. 

15. Following consultation with officials of the Department of Public Expenditure and 

Reform a method was agreed to 't'Stlmate-itre cos ofthe protection system · 

based"Orrthe fi owJng conslderatl.Qns: 
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• a fiv vea projeet , n would be appropriate to demonstrate the affect of 

recommendations under consideration by the Working Group; 

• potential!savirrgs:v.tJ:1lded the intfoduetian at ti'le si1181e roce e 
(notwithstanding that it is already Government policy) would be n~ ionaJ 

av.«ita'ble."'to ffincf mprovem.ents recommended by the Working Gro4J~-t-o-t-h 
determination process, Ii- · g:con1:tififfilS'"lr.1 lr.ect ro slon anctsupports 

ava11able'to app ,cants; 

• inputs from the det'erm:i t'on b-mile's (ORAC, °A 

would be required to enable an accur Ive ~osts and 

process y (see 15elow to 6e d, 

• the model would be based on a series of assum · de,Jved·fronrilistofi 

. ta-with the ainfof pro ectmg a easorraQJ§ repres-entatio etMa--keYi 
drivers of cost within the system but it would be important that its 

limitations be understood, and 

• only material costs shoutd bel)rojected, 

16. It was noted that any model of costs has iimits and must be interpreted and 

weighted taking account of the wider context including the fact that not all of the 

costs associated with persons in t he sy_~tem are capable of being estimated. For 

example the cost of ensuring respect for:human dignity cannot be reduced to a 

mathematical eguation. Furth.ermore, while,,important and part of the terms of 

reference, cost'-s-hout~ not.be...tKe on C:Q.Dslderatlon lnfor-mln.1,-......... -

re mendations,tother key considerations include a clear rationale for reform, 

good governance, risk assessment, limiting future liability, and "doing the right 

thing" to ensure r.espect. for the dignity of those in the system etc. 

FINANqAL MOBEL- PROJECTED SAVINGS 

17. The r:iext step was to identify potential savings arising from the implementation 

of the pr:oposed solutions for those in the system for 5 years or more (see paras. 

235 and 241) and from the introduction of the single procedure. The model 

assumes'that those who benefl fto.m lli "long stayer-' solution will move-0ut of 

Direct yjsJ.onJn..20A_prior-to~'e-antici ted.-mte~n:t1Qffimh.1Jng)g_ 
p ocedurron :ta::.!lllMU~ ~ ·.-

18. Table 12 overleaf shows net savings from these two initiatives after the costs of 

additional human resources are taken into account as outlined below. A crucial 

assumption underpinning these pro e · .at the..deteunlnatlon bedies are 

adequ4!!!.y rl s urced~s a fallure-te do.so would mean that the projected savings 

woulcf not be.realise . . 
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Table 12: Rnanclal Model 5 Year Projected Savings Available for WG Recommendations 

€M €M €M €M 

2015 2016 2017 2018 

·~ ~ 542 - -iG'i,,8-25 

Long Stayer Solution -5.444 -18.147 -18.024 -17.924 
Single Procedure 0.000 - 5.734 -21.515 -37.140 

Total Projected Savings -5.444 -23.881 -39.540 -55.064 

' ,-
,Revfsed·Protectlon Sys,temiPt(!l!!!!on .68.285 16.959 

FINANCIAL MODEL- PROJECTED COSTS 

€M 

2019 

--¼59~ 

-17.8"38 
-52.703 

-70.541 

89.092 

€M 

2015-19 

JC! 

-1!!4.469 

9-70.s'lB 

19. For consistency the key outputs from the financial model, namely the projected 

population in Direct Provision and the projected number of decisions, are used in 

estimating costs. Relevant Government Department and agencies provided 

inputs to enable the recommendati0as to be costed. 

20. The projected net costs (savings·} arising from the implementation of the Working 

Group's recommendations in the years 2015-19 are shown in T~ . 

21. If the Working Group's proposed " long stayer" solution is adopted by 

Government the costs identified for Additional College Places (marked in Table 

13 with *) for protection seeking children more than 5 years in the Irish school 

system will not be incurred by the Department of Education and Skills. 

.:J 

J 
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~ 13: F~anolal Mo_del S Year Projecte~ Costs of WG Re_1;ommendations 
€M CM €M €M €M €M Responsible 

2015 2016 2op 2018 2019 2015-19 0_!!P,art"!_ent 

Jmprove Protection Process Recommendotlons 

l 
0.427 0.907, 1.018 1.141 1.276 ~ .. ~·b'\' Justice 

0.225 0.814 0.814 0.814 0.814 Jus\lce 

~ 0.000 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 Justice 

0.000 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 Justice 

0.266 1.065 1.065 1.065 1.065 Justice \1;:J~'" 

~Jmprav~ 
- Q01r-

0.918 3.086 3198 3.320 3.455 1~,q 
' i~ lttctJ!1.0vlsto'!__.eond1fTo s I~ 
' ,rv½ Communal Kitchen 2.846 3.363 1.103 1.355 2.201 Justice -Add Family Space (Implement 2016) 0.000 3.169 7.020 8.808 11.480 Justice 

Single Rooms +9 months (Implement 2017) 0.000 0.000 2.313 5.031 6_.009 JusJlc_!! I~ 
I Provision ~f Playgr~unds 0.574 0.191 0.191 0.191 0.191 Justice 

l ~~'1.01-Provision Homework Clubs 0.993 0.993' 0.9,93- ·0.993 0.993 Justice 

!Provision Extra Transport 0.187 0.187 0.187 0.187 0.187 )'!stj~e 
I ~ [Vulnerability Assessment 0.376 0.791 0:870 0.957 .1.052 Hea,lth 

!HR Impact of Recommendations 0.166 0.332 0.332 0.332 0.332 Justice V"" 

Independent lnspe_ctorate 0.000 0.400 0.400 0.400 Justice J)P 

~ -Improve DP Conditions ~ 
r..,e,,:;d' 

sts 5.142 9.426 1.3,,408 18.254 
p...C9~ 

l 

~ l'rof8cflon.Appncont$uppom= 

lDPAllowaore 1.901 3.639 3,686 4.238 5.062 Social Protection g' 
Restoring CWS in DP Centres 0.075 0,149 0.149 0.149 0.149 Social Protection ~ 
Additional Orientation Classes 0>200 .o,i 90 ,,0.200 0.200 0.200 Justice 

I Remove Prescription Charges for NSeekers 0.142 0.272 0.276 0.317 0.379 Health 

Health Promotion and LGBT Services 0.250 0.500 0.500 0.400 0.300 Health 

!Additional College Places• 0.980 1.225 1.470 1.715 1.960 Education 

Additional ESOL Provision 0.510 1.020, 1.035 1.155 Education 

Fund for Local _l~_tegration lniliativ~s. 0.000 0.480 0.480 Jus~ 
mf'..:to:wpport NGO Servffi! ~ ,. lt:t., 1Js1, 

lrr~_nsltion Supports 5'-3~3 p74 0.000 0.000 Justice 

:1'£084 

'T~ ~ Qv~ w Q:. 

:REVIEW OF RES UL TS £,~:)o½,b ~ 
~ 

-=•-....,,-elow demonstrates that the projected savings yielded from the "long 

sf~yer" ·solution and the introduction of the single procedure - €194.SM over 5 

years - are sufficient to fund recommendations which give rise to additional costs 

of €135.4M over the same period. These additional €135.4M costs are broken 

down between improvements to the protection process of €14.0M, 

iliU!rovements ~nJbLing,.COJ1.difions.Jn Direct.Provision accommodation cenfr. 

€69 ~ and irl1fi>rovements in suppo __ ofi52:4N't 
of 

a...c.w>-
'"l...o\"\ 
,~ r 
~,(Y\ 

-...n~-"::>" : 
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Table 14: Financial Model 5 Year Net Projected Savings/ Costs from WG Recommendations 

€M €M €M €M €M €M 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2015·19 

IProj~ ldedcby 
Lo ~ dist•>Pi'ffl!~ui 5.4 23.9 39.S 55.l 70.5 

[Less Costs Im r -0.9 -3.1 -3.2 -3.3 -3.S 
I 

Less Costs I -5.1 -9.4 -13.4 -18.3 :. -22.8 

Le~ ~ tlifiiiP!rot pplll!II -9.9 .13.5 -8.6 -9,5 .. 10.9 

;Net ~S~,;t~,; -10.5 ·2.1 14.4 24.0 33.3 

;Cumulotlve Projected Sovings( Costs -10.5 · 12.6 J.7 25.7 59.1 

23. Comfort can be drawn from the fact that the cumul~ti;e :~et positi_on after three 

years is a breakeven one. This is the period, where the reliability of the model 

would be at its highest. 

RESOURCES - ,esrs AND RE-QUtR~Effl"S 

24. The Working Group has made a number of recommendations that will require 

additional human resource·s; The successful-i':1plementation of these 

recommendations is condition.al on securing t-hose additional human resources. 

In particular, the financial model projects the human resource requirements 

necessary to implement the ;'long stayer" solution recommended for those in the 

system for s years or mor~ and the additional decision-makers and support staff 

required in the first year of the single procedure. 

"LONG STA YER" SOLUTION - PROCESSING RESOURCES 

:25. The recommended "long stayer" solution envisages all those in the protection 

process for 5 years or more receiving a decision in 6 months or, in the event that 

that is not achieved, that they be considered for leave to remain under an 

accelerated sectiQn 3 process. Persons in the system for 5 years or more in the 

leave to remain p~ocess or with unenforced deportati6r'l' orders wi II, S!,lbject to 

specific criteria, also be eligible for accelerated 'section 3 processing to be 

completed within a 6 month period. 

26. The financial model makes it calculations on the basis of the number of persons 

who were in the system for 5 years--orm re as ofl6 Ee: n,Jary 2015 This is the 

best availal51e data but it is aGknowledged tha.t tt-,e inp.ut data will have chang~ 

· · t ef E:ase pr,ocessing · 
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27. For the 6 s of tbe "long he following"'addltlona1 resources 

"'Q!I be requite:lf1

: 

• ORA wilJ.r-eqtiir-e an--ad ·tional 12 panel 

a __ "':..-:..-::.·::. orrstaff1:01>rocesS'the 344-c-ases concerned in tb.e 
Pl 

• RA l: will r-equ re an add bers and-4 stipport staff. The 

projects, however, that the R£ will not b,,e able t Q.,.P.rocess all of the 

ol:ltStancfiRg 5_:v.eacs ~ cases in 6.months. In ac..car,oance with the "leag.. 

stayer" solution recommended he remaining:-persons wiH be ei!&!!>le fer 

le to remain under, tt:ie acceler.ated p.r~ ss. 

• The majority of the work falls on IN.J,S~ h.WUl""neactto pr:o-c_ewin exces: Qt 

t = .. ..-...........,.. ........ ende~T:heffi~del 

projects an additional --~-erkers,and 42.iij · red t 

conduct the accelera "3 inciildi11 ~tanding~ re't~Gtion 

applic.@.trons.Jr:r the sy years or m 

• The Legal Aid Board will eed to pi:ovide..advJce tQ the~,350 estimated 

b~efJtiartes.:frorn t ti " long staye¥"~iorrwhi · Q ·-

28. Overall, in order to successf1,1lly d·eliver the " long stayer" solution as 

recommended there will be a 

co 

29. The number ofnew protection applications in 2015 has outpaced the capacity of 

available resources to process these applications.1 A failure to provide decision-
~ 

making bbclies.with the fut~her additional resources to process these cases will 
' ' ' 

resylt in•~ new backlqg affecting those in the system for shorter durations. . ' 

30. In acfdition, re·sources are required to proc~he:substanf umber of le 

cases-• ==.=..,~- i '.bic6 ti;leally..stlo1:.1l clba processed in am 
of tl<ie t ew...slngle pro.cedur:e 0 e p eilit:ate..as.smootfla 

··tr~rlSllmUQtt. i 

1 There are currently almost 1,400 refugee cases outstanding. 
2 

It should also be ·noted that a significant backlog (in excess of 2,500 cases) already exists in relation 

to section 3 cases which have not come through the protection process and resources will also need 

to be allocated to clear this backlog. 
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31. With the increase in new application numbers additional resources will be 

required for the single procedure following its anticipated introduction from 1 

January 2016 relative to current resources (not including additional resources 

provided specifically for the duration of the processing of the "long stayer" 

cases). 

32. eR-A w ill require an additional ~t::.:,;.=;..;.;.;;....=.,,.= 

.sqg~ sr As part of the single procedure process these staff will atso 

consider at first instance any non-protection reasons put forward by applicants 

for permission to be allowed remain in the State. 

33. RAT will require an additional .t~UJ6una Members anc1:.f0-sup.po staff. 

34. The reduced length of time that applicants are e~pected to spend in the process 

under the single procedure will result in a· reduced scope for their circumstances 

to change significantly between the first insta nee decisi•on. and the conclusion of 

their appeal an·d correspondingly any re_asons why they should be allowed 

permission to remain the State. 

35. Some additional resourceswill, however, be required to consider any cases 

where new or additional information is provided by applicants at this stage of the 

system. In addition to the existing case processing and support staff resource in 

I N,ls1feaJing w~ Gt.lo - ~ - ~-u,u,-..-~:M ., otectroll 
proc~ s,an e.dd.ftt.ena1-~ _ 1 . . uir.eo to 
coosider, Gases at t his sta~..Jhis is based on the assumption that there are no 

other section 3 backlogs at the time the single procedure com~s lnto operation. 

& addftlo~,tf.'will cost.€t..8M.annualfy. 

36. It is also ~orth emphasising that the additional resources identified are sufficient 

for the first year of the single procedure but will not be adequate if application 

numbers continue to grow. 

Klir.ASSU.MPTfONS 

37. There are a large number of inputs to the financial model and the relevant 

agencies have reviewed the reasonableness of each assumption made. There 

are, however, a number of broader assumptions that underpin the costings 

process. 
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38. The General Scheme of the International Protection Bill has been published, 

which signals the long anticipated introduction of the single procedure. A --~-fundamental assumption is that this s~ element o ov,ernmen policy will b 

pa eclln oJeglslat on.:.pr.ompt l'2, 

39. The model assumes that the single procedure wiJlli =.....,..IIDUary 

2{U.6"'ancf wlll operate..effectlve1/. This includes not only the first and second 

instance decision-making processes, but also that the stages for unsuccessful 

applicants will function efficiently including the additional volunta,ry return 

programme and the deportation order stage. 

. ' 

40. The savings projected are predicated on the assumption that the "IQOT~Y#r" 
solution recommended is implement lf)d successfqjlv. elivertd...Qv.e· ix · 

morftb.::pe.tioJi clur.ing 20~ ·n--a a c.e:Df:th ·single · rocedure. A--faili;are to 
implemlmt:th,_e..;'.'.loJl~'lec«. olotion:WIII resulrffi larg,e~ bacl<l~ ~ll:i 

• tr s rFecl into the ing!e P.FeGeclure 

41. The financial model assumes that the tiuman ·resouf:ce requirements identified 

earlier in this chapter will be provideq. A f r-elyres rce-,the 

determination bodie · ~ !!!!~~ ~~~::;o the,.P.rotection 1smg 
from recommendati cemai • lly, 1 oes 

not matter how efficient the new single procedure is if applicants cannot get a 

first Instance decisiori' because of backlogs or inadequate resources . 

.. 
42. The results are sehsit ive t.o the new application assumptions. In the model it is 

as -n,== , . liGatian number-S in2 nd a 
__ - fhiS"w ii lce:s-ult:: a 

·~:.=.:.:==::.:.:a.;.:.:.ii:.u..:..11:Jl,'8=96~ in~2~0~1S 40 rn ~01-9. There-

4-3.: The determination bodies identified a number offactors that could lead to 

•·ap_plicatioh numbers being significantly higher than those included in the 

pr6jeGtio'hs as follows: 

• In light of mixed migration flows the strenjffi£rllng oh-he.,lr-isJci am:f W 

edjn ~ . which are emerging from recession, could-teaclto i rcr: ased 

a WJ!iGatiO . 
• The trend across the 8tJi:n:pto~on al)lf11eations is-strcffll!.vi: its - this 

could be exacerbated by the migrant crisis in North Africa and the 

Mediterranean and emerging responses from Member States in terms of 

shared responsibility. 

\ 

f 
I 

' 
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■ A of WJgkihglBro.up__..r;ec"'1mme.ridatlons wit 

44. In general the approach to costing the recommendations relating to improved 

living conditions in Direct Provision and supports for protection applicants has 

been to identify the key drivers of costs and model them. There may, of course, 

be other practical and operational challenges to implementation which the 

model assumes can be overcome for the purposes of costing. 

CONCLUSIONS , . 

45. The financial model develog.ed b~ the Working Grou demonst rates conclusively 

that i vestlng...ln dedsron-makffig'W'tll not"dn1 e trf?e 
spent ..lnJ:he syst~m,but also makes financial . . a<::h year that a person 

.e.syste~vei . ec'8mm i noo aye age 
R-..:....;;::~;:z:=.;n.,....,. · e cost of ~fsloiwioafffil!!li;ii&icfflli:<DiiOOfosi?. -~ 1~ ~-

(:, 

46. The model shows significant savings· with the anticip_~ted introduction of the 

single procedure in January,)2-016 orHhe as~umpt!9n that the decision-making 

bodies are adequately reso~:rced andthe prQposJd solution for those in the 
i ·•. ,' ,' 

system for 5 years or mor~ 9as been effectively delivered. In the absence of 

adequate resource~ it will not matter ho.w speedily applications wi!I be processed .. ,, ' .. . 

under the single procedure because wi'th new applicatio.ns far outstripping 

current prpcessingcapacity at first instance, the result will be the development 

of a substantial.backl<:>'g of applications. 

47. It is worth noting that the successful reso.lution of the .situ.ation _of those in the 

system for 5 ye~rs or more is also predicated on significant extra resources 

coming:on str~am immediately. Otherwise the result will be to reduce t he 

backlog at one end of the system only to create one at the start. Thus, t he moaef 

endors!;!S a call for additional resou ces..at..all stag.es.of decislon~aking not 

si · Qfy"117'ed§j}J.QY en!o..i;ti!..lit:~1.1.ig..r.~. ables 10 and 11 show that the 

additional resources are essentially a restorat o :D RTocen in~ acit 

conslstent.wltbs.resoufces employed in.the.past when appJkation n.umber:s were. 

at stmtf ar:: levef s. 

48. Table 12 demonstrates how accommodation costs have fallen significantly since 

2009 due to the smaller number of applicants in Direct Provision. With new 

application numbers projected to increase sharply it can be seen how quickly 
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ncrease-if the delays-are nore iminated.fto he 

49. Overall, the costing exercise demonstrates that efficiencies arising from resolving 

the situation of those in the system for 5 years or more and eliminating delays in 

the determination process will outweigh the costs of implementing the Working 

Group's recommendations to improve living conditions in Direct Provision and to 

enhance supports for protection applicants. 

D. BROADER COST IMPLICATIONS 

50. As noted at para. 1 the terms of reference require that all recommendati.ons-for· 

improvements to the protection process including.Direct p·rovision·and sup·ports 

must be considered in the following context: "in .fight<!!/ recognised l)udgetary 
realities, the overall cost of the protection system to the taxpayeris:reduced or 
remains within or close to current levels. " In light ·of t ,his requirement the 

,:, 

approach adopted by the Working Grd.up was to identify and quantify, where 

required, the financial implications of its recommendations in relation to the 

protection system. l' ese--c-t,sts and--sav:fngs.are ndltated ab · Tai)le 14. 

51. It is recognised, however,that some of the recommendations will have financial 

implications for the State beyond t he protection system, which will give rise to 

additional expenditure. One such example is the solution recommended for 

~tf"Jn tie.sif.stem fo :ea.r.s..o11mo.r.e..at.p.ar.al;.d35 an,d~ . resolutio of 

this issue provides f<:>r t he ·fast tracking of--a-pplicatlons~nd will resu t-ln perss-ns 

found to fulfi l the criteria being grant ed status:earlierthgaw0uld Q!berwise.t:> 
th~ e. St~tus· brings ·w ith it certain rights including elig16ility:t_o:ag_pLVfor. 
certp_irr;:social supp·or.ts and se~s::whicb,.ciUV, itb them associatea cos s. 
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